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Abstract
Introductory physics labs are promising spaces for students to develop their abilities to creatively and inde-
pendently solve research problems. However, many introductory labs focus their efforts on using experiments
to demonstrate concepts from lecture, sacrificing student agency to ensure that lab activities can be carried
out quickly and have reliable outcomes. If we want students to become adaptive experts in the lab, the
objective of introductory lab instruction must shift its focus from teaching concepts to creating a space that
cultivates students’ decision-making abilities while supporting their skill development.
This dissertation describes a new introductory physics lab format that supports students’ adaptive ex-
pertise. The new curriculum was developed for a large-enrollment introductory calculus-based mechanics
course (Physics 211) at a large Midwestern university. The instructional model prioritizes student agency
and decision-making, while developing relevant experimental skills that support expert-like decisions. Si-
multaneously, the reformed lab leverages the affordances of the Interactive Online Laboratory (IOLab) data
acquisition system to encourage ownership and ingenuity.
These reforms were piloted with a fraction of the course in the Spring 2016 through Spring 2017 semesters.
Course design principles were refined throughout the pilot stage based on classroom observations, and ad-
ministrative needs were identified and addressed. As of Fall 2019, the new lab format is being used at full
scale in the introductory calculus-based mechanics course. This lab reform has expanded to include the
algebra-based introductory sequence, and will soon also include the second semester of the calculus-based
introductory sequence.
A lab practical exam was used during the pilot stage to determine the effects of the new lab format on
students, as compared to students from the concept-focused lab. Two studies examined the link between
students’ skills and the decisions they made. In the first study, video analysis was used to identify student
actions as completed an unstructured lab activity. While all students were able to design measurement
techniques, students from the new lab format were more likely to engage in higher-order thinking about
their experiment. In the second study, students’ responses to data analysis questions were categorized to
identify the reasoning strategies they used and the conclusions they reached. This study revealed that
students generally used the methods they were taught in class to analyze their data and that students’
answers to data analysis questions can be influenced by their expectations about the purpose of physics
experiments and by the salience of features in data.
The results presented in this dissertation support our claim that this lab format promotes the development
of adaptive expertise and suggest further dimensions of its impact on students, including the role of their
expectations on their actions.
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An often-repeated and longstanding objective of teaching is to develop students’ abilities to think. Such
objectives fall under monikers such as critical thinking, creative thinking, thinking like a scientist (or some
other specific professional domain), reasoning, problem solving, and so on. The idea that instructors must
‘teach students how to think’ spans from early childhood through college level and across disciplines.1
Teaching students to think is not trivial, in part because the concept of ‘thinking’ is difficult to define.
Attempts to generate a definition more often than not lead to long lists of things that students can or should
do. One of the simpler attempts at defining critical thinking was made by Dewey [5], who boiled it down
to a five-step process paraphrased by Cuban [6] as: identify a perplexing situation, turn the situation into a
problem, generate hypotheses and collect data, further develop the hypothesis, test the hypothesis. While this
approach provided an influential framework for K-12 education in the 1930s and 1940s [6], it limits the scope
of what can be achieved with critical thinking. Nickerson [7] identifies seven aspects of thinking based on a
review of education reform and assessment literature: basic processes, domain-specific knowledge, knowledge
of community reasoning norms, knowledge of informal methods, metacognitive knowledge, attitudes and
styles, and beliefs. Considering this extended list, it appears that ‘thinking’ involves a combination of
knowledge, processes, and enculturation.
Defining thinking by lists of knowledge and processes has the pitfall that students may be taught relevant
ideas and principles without ever learning how to think about them critically. Bailin [8] makes this argument
against lists of processes to define critical thinking, claiming that instead, critical thinking should be defined
as ‘good thinking’ based on the norms of a particular context. Under this definition, the efforts of educations
shift from teaching processes and skills to determining what students need to understand to meet the criteria
of good thinking. This call for developing necessary domain knowledge (and, relatedly, that teaching critical
thinking without context may be less effective) is supported in other education literature [9, 10].
In physics instruction, critical thinking is often contextualized implicitly within ideas of ‘authenticity’ or
‘expertise.’ Themes of using authentic experiences to develop critical thinking in physics instruction in the
United States are not new, starting as early as the 1880s with the U.S. Department of Education releasing
a lengthy document [11] supporting the idea of physics instruction “...as training of the mind; inducing
habits of observation such as no study of grammar does, and consequently a great increase in what is
called common sense...” [12](p 579). Later, in 1909, Millikan supported the similar idea, “Indeed, from the
intellectual standpoint, the main object of the course in physics is to teach the student to begin to think for
himself...” [13](p 164, emphasis in original).
1See, for example, discussion about teaching young children how to think critically [1] and calls for teaching college students
how to think in chemistry [2], history [3], and sociology [4].
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These arguments for physics instruction to teach critical thinking were often embedded within calls for
classroom activities to ‘authentically’ represent the activities of practing physicists. The historical argument,
then, seems to be that critical thinking is a natural result of the authentic practice of physics. Education
policy around physics instruction has been in tension between the objective of ‘authenticity’ and objectives
that value topical breadth or application to daily life, such that the theme of authenticity recurs every
few decades [14]. Physics instruction has somewhat recently made a return to prioritizing authenticity,
particularly in the lab classroom space and often paired with the term ‘inquiry.’ However, it is not clear
that authenticity should be the primary goal of instruction, or that it promotes good thinking in the lab for
all types of students.
Previous pushes to teach thinking like a scientist in physics classrooms have been aimed at the intellectual
elite — that is, students who have already shown that they have the capacity to succeed in a traditional,
‘authentic’ setting and are interested in pursing careers in physics. It is worth examining whether true
authenticity is a worthwhile goal in introductory courses where a broader population is served.
Resnick [9] provides a powerful lens to consider the goals of education based on who it is intended for: The
early calls for using authenticity to teach students to think came when education was separated into elite
and mass threads. The former has always (even as early as Plato) prioritized development of intellectual
capabilities and well-roundedness, while the latter prioritized the development of practical skills for the
workplace. Elite and mass education began to merge in the early 20th century, leading to drastic education
policy swings between practical training and theoretical learning. By the 1980s, the demands of mass learning
had become more aligned with the skills of the elite education, so we find ourselves in a place where effective
communication, learning on the fly, building arguments, and other manifestations of ‘critical thinking’ are
now also valued as vocational skills.
Introductory physics courses provide an interesting case where elite and mass education purposes are com-
bined. In their designation as General Education electives (typically satisfying Natural Science and/or
Qualitative Reasoning requirements) at many institutions, we see that the academy values the development
of critical thinking, particularly within some kind of scientific process, for its own sake. At the same time,
introductory physics courses serve as prerequisites for students in most STEM majors, so there is some
expectation that they will develop the knowledge and skills students will use in their subsequent courses of
study.
We propose that introductory physics course design can benefit from positioning ‘good thinking’ in STEM
contexts as a direct objective of instruction rather than as a byproduct of authenticity. Rather than relying
on common personal experiences of enculturation into physics (in which critical thinking skills typically had
to be developed implicitly), we can draw on ideas from the Education community to develop pedagogies
that explicitly support the development of contextual expertise and provide opportunities for students to
practice thinking for themselves. This dissertation highlights an introductory physics lab curriculum that
was developed with the ultimate goal of developing students’ abilities to think independently and carefully
in physics experiment contexts.
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1.1 Defining learning objectives to promote good thinking in
physics labs
Labs in introductory physics courses are spaces with unique potential to develop students’ critical thinking
abilities. Experimental activities can provide opportunities for practical problem-solving (e.g., troubleshoot-
ing a piece of lab equipment), self-evaluation, and physics knowledge generation that reflect the processes
used within the scientific practice. However, it is difficult for instructors who are often enculturated into
experimental practices without reflecting on them [15] to identify what, specifically, constitute the underlying
community norms of those practices [16].
The goals of the lab instruction are many and not always well-defined, in part because the types of skills used
in physics experiments are diverse. The American Association of Physics Teachers (AAPT) identifies six
focus areas of learning objectives for the lab: constructing physics knowledge based on evidence rather than
outside authority, using models to link theory to experiment and build understanding of systems, designing
experiments both practically and structurally, developing technical and practical laboratory skills, analyzing
and visualizing data, and communicating physics [17]. A problem of having so many learning objectives is
that labs try to accomplish many of them simultaneously, but in ill-defined ways.
Physics labs that do not define their learning objectives clearly have been criticized as not really being
able to accomplish anything while requiring monetary and instructional resources [18]. Yet labs persist in
large part because physicists feel that they are an important part of doing physics [19]. Indeed, White [20]
suggests that much of the appeal of lab portions of class is that they can be adjusted to suit any teaching
perspective.
Take, for example, introductory physics labs whose primary learning objective is to help students better
understand physics concepts. Labs with this objective are often designed around a priority that all students
should be able to obtain a correct experimental result — that is, one that is consistent with physics theory —
otherwise the observation contradicts the physics principle at hand. To ensure that students can obtain the
expected result and be exposed to multiple topics in a limited amount of class time, instructors give students
detailed step-by-step instructions for how to set up their experiments, operate equipment, and perform their
analysis. An instructor teaching such a lab format may believe that, since the activities share surface features
(such as manipulating equipment, taking data, or writing to communicate) with the practices of experimental
physics, they are indeed authentic. However, research indicates that students’ experimental skills are not
developed in these step-by-step verification labs [21], and their views about the nature of science and the
nature of experimentation become less expertlike [22, 23].
Labs that prioritize ‘correct answers’ and physics learning have come under fire for not being able to satisfy
their main learning goal. Many studies have failed to measure any improvement in physics learning, or, more
specifically, by measuring effects on problem-solving course assessments. Attempts have been made for over
fifty years [24–29] but aside from a small number of specific cases (discussed in Chapter 2), none have been
able to measure an effect of lab instruction on problem solving and exam performance.
Recently, there has been a return in introductory physics instruction to promote ‘authenticity’ in the lab
space, often paired with the term ‘inquiry’ and claims of teaching critical thinking [30–36]. Lab instruction
designed under these ideas differs from concept-focused instruction in that it prioritizes experimental pro-
cesses over results. In doing this, specific learning objectives can be embedded into experiments such that
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they arise naturally and must be confronted before the experiment is complete [37]. Students are instructed
in experimental skills and practices, such as uncertainty analysis, which are framed as the means to make
decisions. Thus, students are provided with opportunities to try ‘good thinking’ in supported spaces with
scaffolding.
We note that in these physics labs where a classroom objective is stated, true authenticity to the practices
of experimental physics, where a researcher pursues a new idea and is the sole expert of their experiment,
is not achieved. Instead, most of these formats use a form of ‘guided inquiry,’ where the instructor has
more expertise with the experiment than the student and must withhold the result they know to expect
from students until the experiment is complete [38]. This type of format is inherently inauthentic, but at
the introductory level it can nevertheless be used to simulate forms of authenticity so that instructors can
provide scaffolding and quick feedback rather than prioritizing authenticity at all costs.
1.2 New introductory physics labs at Illinois
In Fall 2015, we began developing a new lab format for the large-enrollment calculus-based introductory
mechanics course (Physics 211) which was subsequently pilot tested in Spring 2016–Spring 2017 and adopted
for full implementation in the course in Fall 2019. The ultimate objective of the new labs was develop
students into adaptive experts who would engage in ‘good thinking’ throughout the experimental process.
The format leveraged the affordances of a new piece of portable data-acquisition equipment, the Interactive
Online Laboratory (IOLab), to encourage the practice of experiment-related problem solving in independent
and group contexts, to support equipment expertise, and to disrupt ideas about where and when physics
experiments could happen.
The reformed labs were designed around the idea that introductory physics labs should prioritize giving
students opportunities to think critically about new situations where ‘right answers’ do not exist. By doing
so, students develop their confidence and abilities for future critical thinking [9]. Following Bailin’s model
for thinking [8], the skills and processes that are included in instruction are those that are necessary to make
decisions within a physics experiment. For example, in order to design a reliable experiment, a researcher
needs to understand the function and limitations of their lab equipment, or to evaluate an experimental
result they should understand community norms about uncertainty.
To ensure that students felt their decisions mattered, our course design required that prompts were ‘authen-
tic’ by asking students to explore cases where the outcome is not obvious and may depend on the unique
configuration of the experiment. Our priorities for authenticity were not for the discovery of physics equa-
tions, but instead to probe the boundary conditions of the physics they were learning in other components
of the course. Choosing the latter approach positioned students as experts of their experiments who needed
to support their decisions with evidence they had gathered.
Over a semester of instruction in this new lab format, we have observed students grow into competent
researchers whose familiarity with experiment design, lab equipment, and relevant procedures support their
ability to make good decisions about their experiments. Our informal observations are supported by results
from end-of-semester assessments implemented during the pilot stage of the reform project.
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1.3 Summary of the work done in this dissertation
This dissertation describes the development, implementation, and assessment of our new introductory physics
lab curriculum. The chapters in this work are split into two main sections: description of the lab reform
itself and assessment of its effect on students’ scientific practices and decisions.
1.3.1 The lab reform project
The first part of this work focuses on describing the background for the lab reform, theoretical framework,
and practical implementation.
Chapter 2 situates the context of this lab reform project in terms of three major motivators: the deficiences of
the existing introductory lab format, the unique affordances of new lab technology, and lab reform efforts at
other institutions that focused on developing students’ thinking abilities. The Interactive Online Laboratory
(IOLab) system, the central piece of data acquisition technology for the reformed format, is introduced
and we discuss how the affordances of the equipment allow us to think differently about the format of lab
instruction, particularly what it means to use prelab assignments to prepare students for classroom activities.
We also describe contemporary lab reforms that prioritize skill-development and decision-making.
In Chapter 3, a theoretical and design framework for the lab is provided, along with a history of the devel-
opment of the curriculum and framework. We adopt a framework that balances innovation and efficiency
to develop students into adaptive experts by training their experimental skills and creating a space where
innovation is the norm. The IOLab system is used in an online hybrid model in which students do exper-
imental activities independently at home and in groups in class. The skills-based learning objective of the
course arises naturally from a conflict built into the borderline case of the classroom experiment that must
be resolved in order to answer the objective of the day’s prompt. The development and pilot implementation
of the new curriculum in the Spring 2016 semester is described, along with revisions in subsequent semesters,
to provide specific examples of the design principles and their evolution over time.
Chapter 4 describes the details of the practical implementation of the reformed course pilot, including the
organization of skill development, number of class meetings, and grading policies. This chapter also functions
as a transition to the assessment portion of the dissertation, introducing the philosophy and policies of the
previous, concept-focused lab format that was used as a control group to compare end-of-semester outcomes
during the pilot stage of this project.
1.3.2 Assessing the lab reforms
The second part of this dissertation describes the preliminary assessment of the lab reforms. Two mixed
methods studies were used to observe students’ skills and begin to explore how the training impacts their
behaviors and perceptions of experimental information. These studies are intended to determine reasonable
‘mastery performance’ on the knowledge and expertise areas targeted in classroom instruction (an important
first step prior to further research to determine transfer of skills and expertise [9]). Finally, research questions
about this lab reform that go beyond this work are identified as areas to pursue in the future.
Chapter 5 introduces the underlying assessment framework, ‘transfer in’ which focuses more on the skills
students recruit while dealing with a new task rather than their ultimate answers. The laboratory practical
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exam used to collect data for the main assessments in this dissertation is described, along with comparisons
between the instruction conditions in the reformed laboratory pilot and the previous lab format.
In Chapter 6, student groups from the two lab conditions who performed the same lab activity during the
practical were observed with video and their actions and conversational topics noted. We compare actions
and discussions to determine which behaviors are inherent to the context of the experiment students are doing
(or their shared experiences) and which behaviors have been influenced by the reformed instruction. We
show that students from the reformed lab format are planning ahead more with their experiments, reaching
consensus about their conclusions, and exhibiting certain specific skills that were taught in the reformed lab
but not the previous format.
Chapter 7 explores students’ approaches to data analysis and how those approaches impact the conclusions
they make in borderline cases. Free-response answers to two questions were coded to identify the strategies
students used to analyze hypothetical data and the conclusion made about the meaning of the data. Results
show that students typically use methods that were taught in class, although previous experience can impact
methods. We also show evidence suggesting that approaches to data are further affected by salient features
and student expectations about the purpose of experiments.
Chapter 8 provides evidence from several quantative measures (some carried out less formally) that support
our classroom observations and provide information about ways the course reform impacted students that
are not documented in the mixed methods studies from the previous chapters. In this chapter, we show
that students enjoy the reformed lab, their attitudes about their ability to do experiments independently
improve, and the choice to cover fewer concepts has had no negative impact on students’ grades.
Chapter 9 closes this work by summarizing the findings and describing the ongoing questions about this
reform. Questions that arose from the studies presented in this dissertation are discussed, including current
efforts to answer them. We also discuss questions of interest for this project as it continues in the future,
including probing the efficacy of specific course design aspects and determining whether effects from this
instruction transfer to students’ later work.
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Chapter 2
Background: Conditions leading to
the lab reform
In this chapter, we situate the lab reform project presented in this dissertation by describing the conditions
that led to its objectives and implementation. Three major contextual areas are addressed: the approach
to labs prior to the reforms in this project, the development of new technology and subsequent attempts to
rethink hands-on experiences, and other research-based lab reforms that informed our thinking. These three
areas converged almost simultaneously during the beginning of this dissertation project and influenced it
significantly.
2.1 ‘Traditional’ verification-style labs
For at least two decades, typical introductory physics labs have used a format in which students were
provided detailed step-by-step instructions that would be used to verify known physics principles. At the
time of their development in the late 1980s and early 1990s, these verification-style labs were consistent with
theories about the mechanisms of science learning and seem to have been reasonably effective for improving
physics understanding. However, by the time this dissertation project began, research-based improvements
to other components of introductory physics courses (many drawing from advancements in cognitive science)
rendered this format as no longer optimal for physics learning.
Much as overall philosophies about teaching thinking and teaching ‘authentic’ physics have shifted over time,
ideas about the purpose and implementation of labs have also progressed through trends. We believe it is
important to acknowledge that, at the time of the development of the old lab format, those working on the
course development believed they were doing what was best for students’ physics learning. Indeed, not all the
ideas of the old lab format were bad, although their implementation may not have been the most informed.
In this section we explore the reasoning in the 1990s that led to the step-by-step verification labs, attempt to
understand how the lab format became less effective over time, and show the current effects of this older lab
format on students. This examination can help us to understand how certain choices to emphasize efficiency
and right answers lead to problems in the lab classroom.
2.1.1 Introductory physics labs at Illinois, 1996–2016
The previous format of introductory physics labs at the University of Illinois was developed in 1996 and used
the Tools for Scientific Thinking project [39] as the basis for the course philosophy and for several of the
activities in the lab manual [40]. These labs went into full implementation in the calculus-based mechanics
course in Fall 1997 and continued to be used with minor revisions based on technological changes (e.g.,
computer upgrades) until the Fall 2019 semester when they were replaced by the format developed in this
dissertation project.
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At the time of the 1996 reforms, the course designers believed that labs were most effective as tools to reinforce
concepts learned in the lecture portion of the course. Prior to 1996, lab assignments required students to
engage in tedious activities and write long lab reports, and only one or two ideas could be covered at a
time. The success of the experiments also depended heavily on the expertise of the lab instructor with
the equipment, experiment, and their motivation to help students with their experiments. In contrast,
the new step-by-step verification labs offered the opportunity to highlight many concepts — those deemed
particularly interesting or tricky from lecture — while providing detailed instructions and using the predict-
observe-explain framework helped students’ experiences in lab to be uniform despite having instructors of
various levels of experience. The course reform team believed that if students could just see the physics in
action, especially with easy-to-use data acquisition tools that were set up and ready to go, then it would
help their understanding of the phenomena they just observed [41].
The Tools for Scientific Thinking project which inspired the reforms at Illinois was developed as a standalone
lab in response to observations that students were not learning physics concepts in lecture. The project used
lab activities to help students connect physics learning to their everyday experiences and to guide students
from their näıve ideas to deeper scientific understanding. The creators argued that “A well-designed science
laboratory can provide the sorts of experiences necessary to correct misconceptions and to develop useful
physical intuition.” [39](page 140) and claimed that the development of laboratory skills was “of limited
academic usefulness.”
Tools for Scientific Thinking was a major first implementer of Microcomputer-Based Laboratory (MBL)
tools. Such tools, which linked digital data acquisition to computers, significantly improved the ease of data
collection and quick display compared to previous analog methods requiring much calculation. The ease of
using MBL tools freed up classroom time so that students could pursue inquiry tasks in the lab. The program
developers used an educational framework based on Posner et al.’s theory that science learning was most
effective when students were presented with and resolved situations that challenged their understanding [42].
To that end, Tools for Scientific Thinking follows patterns of prediction, observation, and explanation to
target topics students still found difficult after lecture. Sokoloff and Thornton called this lab pedagogical
approach ‘guided discovery.’ [43].
Early work in physics education research suggested that this active-learning MBL format was able to improve
students’ conceptual understanding. Two kinematics and dynamics-focused assessments — the Force and
Motion Conceptual Exam (FMCE) and the Force Concept Inventory (FCI) — were developed based on
topics targeted by lab activities and processes identified as difficult for students to understand (for example,
Ref. [44]). Both of these assessments showed that MBL labs in the Tools for Scientific Thinking (later called
RealTime Physics) format caused better learning gains than lecture alone [45, 46].
2.1.2 Changes over 20 years
The thinking behind the wave of MBL lab reforms in the 1990s was not misguided, as evidence existed
that labs could teach physics concepts, and instructors believed that trying to teach scientific skills was not
valuable. Since that time there has been a shift in prevailing attitudes based on research and newer course
reform developments to claim that labs are not very effective to teach physics concepts but instead should
focus on skills. In this section we attempt to understand this pendulum swing in attitudes about the purpose
and capabilities of labs by considering the changing landscape of technology and education research as a
whole, and the development of applied PER in the 1990s into the 2000s.
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Many lab reforms in the 1990s claimed that scientific skills were not worth teaching because they took too
much time, and that labs should focus on reinforcing concepts introduced in the lecture by representing them
in the real world. However, the idea of ‘scientific skills’ may have meant something very different prior to the
implementation of MBL technologies, possibly related to careful data collection methods. This is suggested
by comments by Redish [46], who when discussing labs prior to MBL reforms, referred to data acquisition
and visualization processes as “unnecessary drudgery.”
Indeed, data acquisition using analog equipment in the laboratory classroom could be a long, arduous process:
data would have to be collected, calculated, and plotted point by point. The introduction of MBL technology
meant that students could almost instantaneously view the graphical results of their experiments, which
sped up the experimental process and improved their ability to connect experimental events to graphical
results [47, 48]. Lab reforms could also take advantage of the growing popularity of scientific calculators
(graphing calculators were not commercially available until 1985 [49], and the currently-popular Texas
Instruments series was not produced until 1990) to further reduce the ‘drudgery’ of physics experiments.
Prior to these technological upgrades experimental actions like retaking data or revising experiments were
often prohibited by the laborious nature of making measurements and the time constraints of the classroom.
The new technology offered opportunities to eliminate a known problem and unify the objectives of the
introductory physics course to focus on teaching physics.
Physics educators’ views on the nature of scientific skills has been able to expand over the past two decades,
due in part to growing attention to cognitive science and research on the nature of science. Without these
fields, course developers have a blind spot: most college-level physics instructors are trained as physicists, not
educators. Graduate physics education follows an apprenticeship model where nascent scientists are implicitly
enculturated into the practices of their field without having to consider the nature of those practices or the
beliefs that support them [50]. As a result, successful scientists do not necessarily have coherent beliefs
about the nature of their work, including what a ‘scientific method’ entails [51, 52]. Therefore it is not
surprising that early PER approaches to lab might consider scientific skills as the answer to “how do we
carry out experiments carefully” when the current approach considers “how do we carry out good thinking
in experiments?”
As PER grew as a field and began to leverage cognitive science, these ideas were applied to improve the
effectiveness of other components of the introductory courses, but the labs were largely left untouched.
For the most part, this work focused on making the lecture and recitation components more effective for
improving student understanding, problem-solving abilities, and attitudes. Major efforts included Peer
Instruction to incorporate cooperative learning into lectures and recitations [53] and fine-tuning interactive
questions and demonstrations in the lecture [54, 55]. Lectures were further made effective by the introduction
of the Just-in-Time teaching model, in which students answered conceptual questions prior to attending the
lecture [56]. Significant effort was also put into the development of problem-solving ‘tutorials’ to address
known difficulties in dicsussion portions of class [57, 58]. Limited efforts to improve laboratory instruction
often involved eliminating the course component structure and using a studio format (incorporating lecture,
discussion, and lab elements) instead (for example, SCALE-UP [59]).
At the University of Illinois, significant reforms were made to improve student learning, with the additional
challenge of dealing with the logistics of large-enrollment classes. Frameworks were created to unify the
large introductory courses under a single organizational structure [60]. Technology was leveraged to create
multimedia prelectures to introduce new information [61, 62], so that time in lecture could be spent with
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more active learning tasks, which were facilitated with iclickers [63].
While these reforms took place at Illinois (with similar changes happening in other Physics departments),
the labs remained unchanged. The early evidence from the RealTime Physics reforms showed that the labs
addressed conceptual learning in areas where the lecture was not effective, these results were obtained at a
time when the lecture component of the course relied on a transmission model of learning. The intervening
course reforms adjusted the lecture, recitation, and homework to more directly and effectively address student
conceptual learning and problem-solving. It is not very surprising that the labs, which indirectly addressed
physics conceptual learning through showing results, fell behind in students’ and instructors’ perceptions
of their efficacy for physics learning. We see evidence of the perception that other components of the
introductory course are more useful for physics learning than labs in end-of-semester survey responses,
where students consistently identified labs as the sole part of the course that is not useful to their learning
(Fig. 2.1).
2.1.3 A new wave of lab reforms in the 2010s
By the mid-2010s, the status of the introductory lab was in conflict: on the one hand, instructors continued
to feel that experimental experience was important for students, even at the introductory level. On the
other hand, concept-focused laboratory instruction was under fire for its apparent inability to teach physics
concepts (previously discussed in Chapter 1) and its logistical costs. Results showing that physics simulations
could be equally or more effective for learning further called into question the necessity of physical labs [64–
68].
Further doubt was cast upon labs which focused on conceptual learning as researchers began to find that this
type of instruction often depreciated students’ expert-like thinking about physics. Structured labs that rely
on uniform experimental outcomes can influence students to believe in underlying ‘right’ answers coming
from generic and infallible knowledge [69]. Similarly, students who perceive science as a collection of proven
facts see experiments as an attempt to prove them, using a structured ‘scientific method’ [70]. These views
are not consistent with how physics knowledge is developed through experimentation, yet are reinforced by
the concept-focused labs.
More recently, the Colorado Learning Attitudes about Science Survey for experimental physics (E-CLASS)
probed the effects of different lab formats on specific ideas about the nature of physics experiments and found
that labs that focused on teaching concepts made students’ beliefs less expertlike [71]. This concerning result
is further amplified by further investigation: while we might expect that students would develop expertlike
attitudes as part of their progression through their physics major, it was found that, while expertlike attitudes
are more prevalent in upper-level physics laboratories, it is only because the students who persist to the upper-
level courses are those who already had expertlike attitudes at the introductory level — that is, students with
näıve views are generally not enrolling in the upper-level labs [72].
Given all these indicators against the effectiveness of concept-focused labs, three options seemed to present
themselves: labs could be eliminated from the curriculum, they could be refined to try to teach concepts
more effectively, or their purpose could be reconsidered. Since we still believed the labs had value for
students, it was important to us to try to identify what it was we valued about lab experiences and to refine
the instruction so that it promoted those values. We initially attempted to refine instruction to improve
conceptual learning, but the eventual lab reform project rejected the focus on concepts to instead promote
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(a) Spring 2014 survey results (15.1–17.8% responding).
(b) Fall 2014 survey results (9.4–10.9% responding).
Figure 2.1: Student responses to end-of-semester survey, “How important were in helping
you learn the material?” in Physics 211. Each horizontal bar represents 100% of respondents and
is centered at the neutral “Somewhat important” response to emphasize negative or positive overall
responses. These results are consistent with survey results from other years of Physics 211.
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thinking that was unique to the lab space.
2.2 Technology to change the lab: IOLab
One of the initial ideas held by our research group was that lab activities could promote creative problem-
solving in practical, tactile ways not afforded by the other components of the course. However, the space
of the lab classroom, time and social constraints, and overscaffolding of lab activities prohibited any of this
kind of ‘tinkering’ behavior. Perhaps, we thought, by moving some physics experiments out of the formal
classroom setting to students’ dorm rooms, we could better foster creativity, ownership, and the sense that
interesting physics can happen anywhere.
If students were going to do experiments at home, we wanted them to have the same MBL features of the
classroom. This required that students would have access to a portable data-acquisition tool, preferably one
with sufficient sensors to address the variety of topics covered in the introductory sequence. For this reason
(and access-related issues in secondary schools) the Interactive Online Laboratory system (IOLab) was born.
Instruction with the IOLab meant that everyone could have their own multi-purpose piece of lab equipment
that could be used at home in informal ways and also could allow instructors to rethink how data acquisition
was managed in the lab classroom and lecture demonstrations.
In this section, we describe the IOLab system to provide background information about the features and
affordances available to our course reform efforts. We follow the system description with a summary of our
pre-lab reform efforts to understand how to design instructional content for IOLab home use. Although our
early dorm-room IOLab efforts were generally not successful, our experience highlighted important areas of
concern to address in future dorm-room curriculum development.
2.2.1 The IOLab device
The IOLab device (shown in Fig. 2.2) contains several sensors that measure quantities including acceleration,
velocity, displacement, rotation, force, light intensity, sound intensity, temperature, pressure, voltage, and
magnetic field. The device connects wirelessly via bluetooth to a paired USB dongle.
An interface program (see Fig. 2.3) controls data acquisition and makes it possible to graph, in real time,
most combinations of sensor measurements as a function of time. A set of analysis tools are also available
to measure average value, average slope, area under the curve, and the time interval of a region of interest
in the data.
The IOLab serves as a useful multi-tool for the introductory mechanics course. Students only need to become
familiar with three or four relevant sensors (force probe, accelerometer, wheel, and perhaps the gyroscope)
and the way to operate the display results is the same regardless of the sensor.
Development of the device began in 2010 and went through four iterations before arriving at the version
currently in use. We started exploring how to use the IOLab in out-of-classroom settings in 2012, when the
IOLab was in its third hardware version and first software version. By the time of the course reform efforts
the hardware was in its final version, although the software is still being adjusted based on the needs of our
reforms and of other users.
Currently, the interface program offers the ability to connect with an online repository. Data that are pushed
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(a) Front. (b) Front, cover removed.
(c) Back. (d) Back, cover removed.
Figure 2.2: The IOLab device.
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Figure 2.3: Data collection with the IOLab software.
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into the cloud-based system can be shared between students, student to instructor, or instructor to student.
The pushed data are interactive: from the repository, a viewer can zoom, pan, and analyze the data from
the graph. The online repository was not available during our early attempts to implement home IOLab
instruction, therefore the design efforts described in this section could not have utilized it. However, the
repository provided a useful means of communication and student accountability in the eventual lab reform
project.
Another current software feature that was not available through parts of our preliminary home activity
development and early lab reform efforts is a built-in lesson player. Using the lesson player, instructors may
design assignments that walk students through multiple steps of data collection or analysis, and include the
ability to automate data acquisition and have students answer multiple-choice or free-response questions
within the lesson player environment. An early version of the lesson player was used in our first attempts to
see if students could do IOLab activities independently, but it was not available for the development of the
rest of the IOLab materials. Although the lesson player is once again available in the IOLab software we do
not use it in our current pedagogy for reasons that will be discussed in a later section.
2.2.2 Initial implementation attempts
Our earliest vision for the IOLab system in large introductory physics courses was as a tool to move the
space of physics experiments out of the formal lab classroom. By having measurement tools available at
any time, we thought, students could make measurements of phenomena that interested them. Furthermore,
the process of making an experimental setup work with materials on hand in a dorm room might promote
creativity and improve students’ sense of ownership over the experimental activities. Our earliest attempts
with the IOLab for independent MBL use still focused on teaching concepts, but we believed that changing
the space and refining the instruction could yield improvements over the existing lab format.
One of the challenges that we anticipated with independent IOLab learning was that students would be
outside of the social supports of the classroom. Limited guidance was available in the literature to address
this concern. Because MBL instruction had previously been confined to the classroom, the majority of its
literature recommends practices that include support from group work and instructor intervention. Instead,
we looked to research on learning with simulations to offer insights into learner independence in a context
with computer-based experimenting and system manipulability.
Home MBL activities share many of the same benefits offered by physics simulation activities: The one-to-
one interaction with equipment gives students the opportunity to work at their own pace without pressure
from their group to speed up or slow down, and also ensures that each student with a computer is given the
opportunity to participate. Activities can take place at any stage in the learning process, and so may be
incorporated into pre-instruction, homework, or review assignments. In deciding where and how to initially
implement MBL activities, we drew from Smetana and Bell’s review of science instruction with simula-
tions [73], in which they suggest that simulations are most successful as a supplement to other instructional
modes, require high-quality support structures, and should be used to promote cognitive dissonance. These
three traits guided our initial instruction design efforts.
Since the all the components of the introductory courses at Illinois supported conceptual learning and
problem-solving, we felt that home MBL activities, in order to act as supplemental materials, must also sup-
port the development of physics domain knowledge. Support structures for the tasks could be provided with
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specially-programmed software to scaffold how to use the system so that students could focus on the physics
rather than the technology [74]. For example, careful scaffolding for equipment and for conceptual material
should be provided and slowly removed, so that students may proceed to more open-ended exploration by
the end of a lesson. Exploration with the equipment should also be supported with adequate scaffolding to
support further learning [75]. Lesson design should consider how the physical nature of MBL tasks introduces
inherent systematic variations in experimental materials and procedures and provide structure to support
the desired experimental outcome despite these environmental variations. Additionally, we needed to choose
MBL tasks that targeted known student difficulties about the physics topic at hand.
Initial clinical studies
We first probed the potential of IOLab in an independent setting in two clinical studies. Both were carried
out by student volunteers in a computer lab, working independently but supervised by the researcher. The
lesson player was used to walk students step-by-step through activities intended to highlight key ideas for
the topic being covered in the intervention.
In Spring 2012, a clinical study was carried out that compared the short-term learning gains of students who
viewed a prelecture video on Faraday’s law to those who viewed the prelecture then complete about fifteen
minutes of IOLab activities. A short multiple-choice assessment was given after the intervention to probe
students’ causal connections and understanding of three aspects of Faraday’s law (i.e., the implications of the
negative sign, interpreting the time derivative, and magnetic flux versus field for the resulting electromotive
force). We observed no measurable difference between the two groups’ overall performance, although splitting
the groups by physics exam performance suggested that lower-performing students may have received a small
boost from the IOLab instruction. Any potential effect on higher-performing students was obscured by a
ceiling effect on the assessment. Following this study, we were optimistic about IOLab activities both because
of the suggested learning gains and that students were able to successfully complete the guided experimental
tasks.
We followed up with another study in Fall 2012, this time comparing learning gains from students reviewing
difficult kinematics concepts using a textbook chapter or using the IOLab. Previous work in PER was used
to identify the specific difficulties to address, primarily the difficulties in thinking about and interpreting
graphs of increased levels of abstraction documented by McDermott [44]. A multiple-choice assessment
largely based on the FMCE showed no measurable difference between students’ overall scores. However, we
observed that students from the IOLab group were less likely to select incorrect answer choices based on
common misconceptions than their peers from the textbook group. Again, these results suggested that brief,
independent IOLab instruction was having a positive effect on students’ physics learning.
From these clinical studies we were somewhat encouraged that a highly-guided model of IOLab instruction
could be successful, but we lacked statistical power to determine any significant learning gains. We hoped
that our inability to measure learning gains was also because the brevity of the interventions was most likely
to only yield a small effect on student scores. During the clinical studies, half of the instruction time with
the IOLab had to be spent learning to use the system, leading to less time to focus on the concepts being
covered. We concluded that we might have more success by implementing IOLab instruction over a whole
semester instead of in a single session.
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Table 2.1: Summary of practical concerns for prelecture supplement activity design.
Concern Description
Time Lessons should not demand too much student time.
Content Lessons should correspond to prelectures through the semester.
Materials Students should not be required to obtain materials outside of their dorm room.
Feedback
Students should receive automatic right/wrong feedback or be able to self-assess their
work.
Piloting IOLab activities as prelecture supplements
After our initial clinical studies, we still believed that IOLab activities could be used to confront student
misconceptions early and provide an anchor of experience for their conceptual understanding. Based on
our early results, we anticipated success would be more likely if IOLab instruction were implemented lon-
gitudinally, so in Spring and Fall 2014 we designed small pilot programs in the introductory calculus-based
mechanics course. In these programs, students took an IOLab home for the whole semester and completed
sets of activities that were paired with prelecture assignments on the same topic. No classroom follow-up
was included in the program.
During the prelecture pilot program, we had to respond to changing affordances of the IOLab system and
to the practical constraints of students’ needs. The lesson player wasn’t available in the IOLab software
at this time, so an online homework system was used to provide extensive scaffolding that largely involved
providing detailed instructions and asking students to answer questions based on experimental observations.
In order to design activities in a way that was respectful of students’ time and abilities, we also prioritized
the concerns listed in Table 2.1.
In the first semester we used videos to show students what to do, and then asked multiple choice questions to
probe their qualitative observations. We found that participation was relatively consistent over the semester,
but timestamp data indicated that students were not watching the videos. They skipped to the questions,
where their answers to the qualitative questions were typically around 50% correct. We generally saw that
students scored low on questions that were inconsistent with common misconceptions and scored high on
easy questions, suggesting that they did not necessarily do the experiments for themselves.
Revisions were made in Fall 2014 to better support intermediate data collection steps and to ask questions
whose answers could not simply be guessed by elimination. The instruction format changed to online
‘problems’ with multiple questions that included IOLab activity instructions and free-response answer boxes
for students to record their observations or explain their reasoning. Because it was not possible to provide
automatic feedback on the free-response questions, videos and images were used to show students what a
typical experiment or its data might look like. Some right/wrong questions were provided with automated
feedback to try to provide further scaffolding for the students. Pre-instruction videos were provided to
summarize the activities and explain their objectives.
Over the course of the Fall 2014 semester the attrition rate was high, with 50% quitting before the first
midterm exam and only 20% completing the semester. Students’ reported measurements varied widely, and
automatic feedback would not be possible: those questions which included automatic feedback for reported
measurements led to students randomly guessing (up to 21 times!) until they were marked correct.
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Reconsidering our approach to home IOLab use
By the end of the second prelecture pilot program, we still believed that home IOLab use could be valuable,
but concluded that our initial approach that focused on conceptual learning had limited potential. The
online pilot programs were important since they brought to our attention serious challenges related to doing
physics experiments at home. Many of these problems could be addressed by reconsidering our pedagogical
approach.
The prelecture pilots brought five challenge areas for online implementation to our attention:
 Students do not participate fully unless they see value in the task.
 Students do not read long, detailed instructions.
 When given extensive guidance, students do not become more capable or confident with the system.
 No amount of detail in instructions can guarantee all students measure the ‘right’ value.
 Automated grading would unfairly penalize students with different materials at home or who made
careless mistakes.
Based on these challenges, we decided that the best way to move forward was to incorporate IOLab use into
the Physics 211 course in such a way that the home activities would have dual value: as graded assignments
and as activities with follow-up in the classroom. The most natural place to incorporate IOLab use into was
the lab component of the course. However, if we were to align the IOLab activities with the concept-focused
objectives of the lab, we would still need to figure out a way to get students to achieve ‘correct’ measurements
at home.
We already knew that the labs were not effectively teaching concepts, and simply upgrading the equipment
would not be sufficient to improve learning [76]. It seemed that a more effective approach would be to create
a new laboratory curriculum that prioritized our underlying goals for home IOLab use — that is, creativity,
flexibility, and critical thinking while carrying out experiments. Home IOLab activities could then be framed
as ‘prelab’ assignments, where students explore their equipment or practice new measurement procedures
prior to using them in the lab classroom.1
Framing IOLab activities as prelabs that support critical thinking inherently addressed the remaining chal-
lenges we observed in our early work. Our objectives of creative and flexible thinking were best supported
by designing activities with clear objectives but minimal instructions, so students had to make decisions
and try things for themselves. Through practice trying and self-evaluating their work and classroom feed-
back, students could improve their expertise with the system and experimental procedures. Furthermore,
if the prelab activities prioritized experience with a scenario, then any on-topic answer counted as a ‘right’
answer.
2.2.3 Moving from prelecture pilots to lab reform
Our initial approach to home IOLab instruction focused heavily on helping students learn physics concepts.
In order to do this, we attempted to strongly scaffold the data collection and analysis process so that students
1Other institutions using the IOLab for remote instruction have addressed these challenges in other ways, including developing
and distributing equipment kits for full-semester labs [77] and by using the lesson player to constrain students’ control over the
system and walk them through each step of an activity [78].
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would not need to think about them. After two clinical studies and two pilot studies, we concluded that it
would be best to abandon a model that required such extensive scaffolding in lieu of a model that helped
develop students’ expertise.
In the first two years of this project, we used the reduction of potential cognitive load as the basis of our
instructional design. This theoretical framework suggests that students would not learn the physics principles
at hand as well if they are simultaneously learning how their lab equipment functions. In our early efforts,
we thought it was best to make the equipment and experimental procedures ‘vanish’ so students would see
through the activities to the underlying physics. However, this approach failed under any kind of unexpected
student behavior. Even when it did work, the model did not support any development of student expertise,
therefore lessons at any point in the semester would require the same extensive level of scaffolding. The
underlying idea of managing cognitive load in experimental tasks is not unreasonable, however our approach
during our early exploration of home IOLab use did not support student growth or creativity.
As we moved forward to our lab reform efforts, we still believed that managing cognitive load was important
for activity design, but believed that our objective would be better met by training students to use their
equipment and run their experiments independently and efficiently. This would mean that early in the
semester the scope of home activities would be very limited, but as the semester progressed students should
be able to do more meaningful activities at home. The lab classroom could also benefit from the development
of practical lab skills, so that students could focus on critical thinking practices while they carried out their
experiments.
2.3 Research-based lab reforms that inspired and informed
To understand how to design labs that supported creativity and critical thinking, we looked to the existing
landscape of lab curricula promoting scientific skills and thinking like a scientist. Our reformed lab curriculum
draws largely from the Investigative Science Laboratory Environment curriculum and philosophy. This
program is unique from other skills-based lab reform trends in its prioritization of promoting student expertise
from the beginning. It also preceded the trend of lab reform efforts in physics education research (including
the reforms described in this dissertation) by around fifteen years [79]. Other details of our lab design
decisions were influenced by reform efforts that focused on students’ understanding of measurements and
uncertainty analysis. These influences on our reform are discussed in this section.
2.3.1 The Investigative Science Laboratory
Our lab design plans were inspired first by Eugenia Etkina’s Millikan lecture [80] and further extensive
conversations with Eugenia, who exhorted us to reconsider our approach to online instruction and trust
students to be able to make their own choices. Her lab reform provided a large part of our framework for
instruction. In terms of critical thinking, this curriculum represents an instructional model that starts by
looking at the characteristics of ‘good thinking’ and working backwards to the skills that support it, much
as [8] claims we should do.
The Investigative Science Learning Environment [81, 82] is a method of teaching physics built around the
idea that physics students should learn using the same practices used by expert physicists. On a large scale,
materials and activities in the course are designed around a cycle of learning that is similar to that used
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Figure 2.4: ISLE framework for the process of scientific inquiry, the ISLE cycle, reproduced from [82].
by the scientific community to develop knowledge. On a smaller scale, students are trained to engage in
‘scientific abilities’ based on the practices of physicists. This whole-class format evaluates students based
on conceptual knowledge, problem solving, and their proficiency in scientific abilities as supported by the
class.
Conceptual units in ISLE instruction are formatted to follow a cycle of inquiry which alternates between
observation and testing experiments, which, after sufficient inquiry, may lead to practical applications. The
model for this cycle is shown in Fig. 2.4.
Nature of science and a framework for experiments
ISLE instruction provides a framework to understand the nature of experiments by identifying three types
of experiments: observation, testing, and application. Framing experiments in terms of their structure and
purpose allows students to be evaluated for their progress through an experiment without constraining them
to a unified but inherently unscientific ‘Scientific Method.’ By incorporating these three types into a cycle,
students can experience how science does not always happen deliberately or dogmatically.
In observation experiments, a phenomenon is observed and described, and explanations for the phenomenon
are developed. Testing experiments are used to determine whether explanations can be eliminated. Applica-
tion experiments use the explanations that remain to make measurements, typically using two independent
methods.
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An important idea that arises from these experiment types is that hypotheses and predictions are not
appropriate for every type of experiment. In her description of observation experiments, Etkina exhorts
instructors not to elicit predictions from students [82]. Doing so asks students to rely on their intuition, which
at best is underdeveloped for the given topic, but at worst includes näıve physics beliefs that the subsequent
observation experiment will challenge. Asking students to commit to their intuition for observations where
the instructor knows the outcome contradicts common intuition is effectively setting students up for failure
and can lead them to believe that they are bad at physics. If predictions are omitted, students may be
surprised by an unexpected outcome but can focus their attention on what can be learned instead of how
they were wrong.
Under the experiment type framework, testing experiments are the place for predictions, with a very specific
vocabulary. In ISLE, physics explanations are called hypotheses, and predictions are made for the outcome
of specific testing experiments based on hypotheses. There is an important distinction to be made in this
process: many students’ prior science class experience encourages them to make predictions based on their
opinions or intuition. By instead making a prediction based on a hypothesis, disagreement with the prediction
simply means the student has learned the hypothesis should be rejected.
Scientific abilities and rubrics
Etkina et al. [83] identify six scientific abilities based on the practices of scientists that students should
develop in the lab:
 The ability to represent information in multiple ways;
 The ability to use scientific equipment to conduct experimental investigations and to gather pertinent
data to investigate phenomena, to test hypotheses, or to solve practical problems;
 The ability to collect and represent data in order to find patterns, and to ask questions;
 The ability to devise multiple explanations for the patterns and to modify them in light of new data;
 The ability to evaluate the design and the results of an experiment or a solution to a problem;
 The ability to communicate.
ISLE instruction makes a distinction between scientific abilities and processes, as the latter can be carried
out automatically and without reflection.
These scientific abilities are broken down into sub-abilities which are used in ISLE instruction as categories
for rubric-based evaluation [84]. These sub-abilities are somewhat contextualized in that some are specific
to the type of experiment and the format of the data generated. For example, for an observation experiment
students would describe an observation but for a testing experiment they would make comparisons. Only
those sub-abilities relevant to the experiment being done would be included on the rubric for the respective
experimental task.
The sub-abilities rubrics created opportunities for students to self-evaluate their progress in an experiment,
and also provided a useful metric to capture students’ development of abilities across the duration of the
semester. Using recurring rubric items, it was found that it takes about five to eight weeks of ISLE instruction
for students to develop complex scientific abilities [85].
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Effects of ISLE instruction on students
Research on the effects of ISLE instruction show promising and compelling results. First, there is evidence
that, following the development of the scientific abilities, students apply them to new experimental problems
in physics and biology [86] and to scenarios from their daily lives [87]. Compared to students who received
‘traditional’ lab instruction (i.e., concept-focused, step-by-step validation labs), ISLE students spend more
time in sensemaking while they work on experiments and improved their scientific abilities, while students
from the traditional lab focused their discussions on procedural elements and did not develop similar abili-
ties [85].
There has also been some suggestion that ISLE instruction may be part of improving learning and retention
of women and underrepresented minorities who are less-prepared for their introductory physics courses [88].
Certainly, this format of instruction deliberately emphasizes trusting students and positioning them as part
of a community of learning rather than competing individuals [89].
2.3.2 Reforms focused on measurement and uncertainty
While ISLE provided a higher-order framework for our lab reform, we ended up looking to other recent
lab reform efforts to provide guidance on the procedural skill of uncertainty analysis. These lab reforms
themselves contrast with ISLE because they focus specifically on measurement as the scientific skill to train,
and students are instructed how to make decisions instead of being expected to use their own judgment.
However, we found their approaches to measurement and uncertainty provided useful community standards
to establish in our lab classroom.
Structured Quantitative Inquiry Labs
The Structured Quantitative Inquiry Labs (SQILAbs) developed at the University of British Columbia [90]
was the source of some of our key ideas about enculturating students into uncertainty practices in the lab.
This lab format teaches students to determine uncertainty on their measurements, provides a numerical tool
to compare two measurements, and guides students through a process of revisions and concluding based on
the value of the numerical tool.
A key component of SQILabs is that students are taught how to determine the uncertainty on single mea-






to numerically represent the difference between two measurements A and B based on their uncertainties δA
and δB . The t’ parameter was intended to support a shift from a dichotomous scale (do they/don’t they
overlap) to a continuous scale (how well do they agree/disagree). A decision-making framework was provided
to help students interpret and act on their t’ values, shown in Table 2.2 [91]. This framework was provided to
students early in the semester but removed as the semester progressed. When the scaffolding was removed,
around half of the students still followed the decision-making framework [36]
Our lab reform efforts were interested in adopting the t’ parameter or a comparable numerical tool that
students could use to make comparisons and subsequently make decisions. However, introducing a numerical
tool too early in instruction leads to use of that tool uncritically and without understanding [92]. Therefore,
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Table 2.2: Decision-making framework from SQILab course, from [91].
t’ score Interpretation of measurements Follow-up investigation
|t′| < 1 Unlikely different, uncertainty may
be overestimated
Improve measurements, reduce uncertainty
1 < |t′| < 3 Unclear whether different Improve measurements, reduce uncertainty
3 < |t′| Likely different
Improve measurements, correct systematic
errors, evaluate model limitations or
approximations
it was also important for our course design to consider how to talk about measurement, data, and uncertainty
in qualitative ways that still could lead students to sophisticated decisions.
Conceptual approaches to measurement and uncertainty
Although quantitative approaches to measurement and uncertainty provide community standards for eval-
uation, conceptual approaches are powerful for their transparency and transferability. A concept-based
approach to uncertainty instruction provides groundwork that is applicable in domains outside of physics
(since most students in introductory physics are not physics majors) or within physics but outside the scope
of the introductory course [93]. We look to two lab reforms to provide ideas about conceptual uncertainty
instruction.
Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement labs (GUM) labs focus on teaching students the
nature of measurement, specifically understanding the role of uncertainty in measurement using probabil-
ity theory and understanding mechanical limitations of a measurement. These reforms are conceived both
in terms of prior and posterior probability density functions (see model in Fig. 2.5) and Type A (disper-
sion with statistical methods) and Type B errors (non-statistical like instrument specifications, observer
bias) [94].
Buffler et al. developed a lengthy manual for students to use in the introductory laboratory [95]. The
manual moves from asking students to use common sense (with some guiding comments and variation
theory support) to make observations about measurements of data, spreads of measurements of data, and
limitations of analog and digital measurement tools, before moving on to providing formal tools including
a probability density function. This approach is intended to combat student beliefs that average values
account for all experimental errors, and to combat the habit of assigning differences in results to some vague
‘human error’ rather than a specific cause [96].
Underlying these reforms are ideas that students’ treatment of measurements can be characterized as ‘point
like’ or ‘set like.’ Students who use point reasoning consider the results of their experiments as a single
point, while students who use set reasoning incorporate the results from multiple trials into their judgment
of the quality of their data. In studies of the effect of GUM labs on physics majors after the first year of
instruction, it was found that the course improved students’ data collection and data processing skills, but
only about one fifth of the group consistently used set reasoning to understand experimental results [97, 98].
It has also been found that students who use set reasoning have more sophisticated views about the nature
of science [99].
Lippman Kung takes a similar approach [93], proposing a concept-based approach to uncertainty instruction
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Figure 2.5: Model for determining the result of a measurement, from Allie et al. [94]. Prior proba-
bility density functions (pdfs) are based on known variations or limitations in the measurement tool.
Posterior pdfs arise as a combination of the prior pdfs and sampling statistics.
prior to teaching the mathematical constructs. She describes categories of underlying ideas for understanding
uncertainty, (1) all measurements have an uncertainty, (2) Uncertainties of calculated results arise from
dependent values, (3) Experimental design and human skill affect the uncertainty, and (4) Uncertainty
is used to make comparisons and conclusions. Additionally, she identifies as often-overlooked the idea of
internal vs external variation in experiments, i.e., did the measurand vary on its own (internal) or did the
experimental design cause the variation (external). The ideas Lippman Kung identifies are all important for
students to consider in order to carefully and critically interpret their experimental results.
2.4 A perfect storm for lab reform
Prior to beginning the lab reform project that is the focus of this dissertation, three important details came
together nearly simultaneously: The previous format of the lab had become outdated and ineffective, our
attempts to use IOLab at home required serious rethinking and integration into the introductory course,
and research-based lab reforms were recently emerging to provide ideas for how to focus on critical thinking




Instructional framework for labs with
IOLab
This chapter describes the underlying theory and design principles of the IOLab instruction. The learning
goals of the lab are identified and explained. Research-based frameworks are presented using specific examples
from the reformed course materials to explain how to address both large and small-scale objectives. A design
framework is provided, explaining how to develop content consistent with the philosophy of the course. We
discuss the history of the development of these lab reforms, including revisions that were made based on
classroom observations and the current status of the new lab format at the University of Illinois. Finally, we
identify key logistical considerations for the overall course design.
3.1 Developing ‘adaptive expertise’ in the lab
The overarching objective of this lab reform was to cultivate students’ abilities to think critically and solve
problems in creative, flexible ways. The idea of ‘teaching students to think’ has been previously discussed in
Chapter 1. The laboratory instructional space demands problem-solving in several different modes, including
traditional physics problem solving, dealing with equipment and measurements, and higher-order monitoring
of the experiment’s purpose and progress. For students to become proficient at critical thinking while carrying
out experiments, they must practice confronting and making decisions about issues across these modes.
We believe the term ‘adaptive expertise’ is the best decriptor of the large-scale objective of the lab reforms.
The term was coined by Hatano and Inagaki [100] to describe how, as students develop domain-specific
knowledge and routines, they become able to use their routine expertise as a means to efficiently and
effectively deal with new situations. If, indeed, the objective of our lab instruction is to develop adaptive
experts, then the definition of the term requires that students are trained in the practices needed to do an
experiment well, and these practices are a means to the end of competent decision-making.
3.1.1 An educational framework for teaching adaptive expertise
As a framework to bring students to adaptive expertise, we adopt Schwartz, Bransford, and Sears’ [101] model
which describes learning in this way as a two-dimensional path where one axis is developing ‘efficiencies,’
that is, skills and practices that can be done quickly, and the other axis is ‘innovation,’ or the opportunity to
practice being addressing new situations or problems. This framework proposes that there is a best path to
adaptive expertise, called the ‘optimal adaptive corridor,’ which balances the development of innovation and
efficiency equally. A visual summary of this framework is in Fig. 3.1. In contrast to the optimal adaptive
corridor, instruction which only develops efficiencies will yield students who are very good at one specific task
but cannot deal with new situations, while instruction which only develops innovation limits the progress
that can be made on a problem and may lead to large amounts of frustration.
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Figure 3.1: Schwartz et al.’s [101] framework for innovation and efficiency, and their suggested optimal
path for balancing the two.
In this framework, efficiencies are the procedures, knowledge, or direction of attention that allow a routine
task to be done quickly. Studies comparing experts and novices have documented types of efficiencies that are
developed with expertise. For example, expert chess players use ‘chunking’ strategies, recognizing patterns on
the board and considering groups of moves, while novice players consider individual pieces and moves [102].
Other efficiencies and their subsequent benefits to experts have been observed with scholars reading historical
texts [103] and teachers responding to challenging events in special education classrooms [104].
In the physics education domain, studies have documented that problem-solving experts draw their attention
to physics-relevant diagram features [105, 106] and map out large-scale strategies to solve problems [107],
efficiencies that are similar to those identified in chess experts. Expertise-measurement tools have even been
developed based on efficiencies that are exhibited while reading technical texts [108]. There is also evidence
that practice helps improve students’ problem-solving efficiences, both on short [109] and long [110] time
scales.
Innovations, on the other hand, are responses to a new situation or problem. Innovations are unique from
efficiencies because they are not routine, however an individual will draw on their previous knowledge and
skills to help them approach a new situation. Educators and education researchers often focus on innovation
using the idea of transfer, which looks at how students use existing skills in new situations. The amount of
difference between new situations and the routine skill development conditions is often loosely quantified,
leading to terms like ‘zero transfer’ (the situations are identical), ‘near transfer’ (some details or surface
features have been changed), or ‘far transfer’ (the situations are very different). Furthermore, Barnett and
Ceci [111] provide a taxonomy for different types of far transfer — that is, they identify ways that new
situations can be new.
Many transfer studies (and many course exams) treat learners’ ability to successfully complete a transfer
task as evidence of mastery of a relevant skill that has been previously practiced. Observations show that
the farther the transfer, the less successful students are at completing the new task [111, 112]. Under the
innovations and efficiencies framework this is not surprising: such studies seek to measure proficiency at
routine tasks, but far transfer requires students to have strong innovative abilities as well. Many courses
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implicitly train students in innovation by providing a variety of near-transfer problems to solve in order to
develop and practice routine skills. However, when it comes to exam problems it has been shown that exper-
tise improves the ability to predict problem difficulty, particularly when the experts identify the problems
based on the skills that are required to solve the problem [113], suggesting that, while students (i.e., novices)
may be able to perform routine skills, they are less able to identify how a far transfer problem will require
those skills.
Schwartz et al.’s framework differs from the transfer approaches by positioning innovation as an explicit
practice in the learning process, typically using a preparation for future learning approach. In a preparation
for future learning model, learning activities are evaluated not for their immediate effects on student learning,
but for how they impact students’ ability to acquire new information. Under such a model, instruction
can lead with innovation and use the experience developed as a basis for developing efficiencies. In this
way, previous experience provides context for the assimilation of new information, while learners develop
confidence in their abilities to try new solutions. Schwartz and Martin documented the effectiveness of
‘inventing first’ in statistics classes, where they found that students who were asked to invent a method
to quantify the accuracy of baseball pitching machines were better able to assimilate new learning about
standard deviation [114]. Although none of the student groups invented the standard deviation measure,
the invention task gave students the contextual experience to better understand how the standard deviation
addressed spread and sample size.
Early on in instruction, the innovations that may be asked of students are quite limited, but as routine
expertise develops, students become able to tackle more complicated new situations. The efficiencies of
routine expertise free up students’ attention for other tasks. From a cognitive load perspective, we might say
that efficiencies, having become part of long-term memory, free up space in the working memory to deal with
other tasks [115, 116]. We see this at many levels of learning: a child at the earliest stages of learning to read
must focus on identifying each letter, while a person reading this dissertation is able to process the meaning
of the letters, words, and phrases without thinking about how they are reading; or a teenager learning to
drive a car must focus on the process of driving (pressure on the gas pedal, monitoring their surroundings,
how far to turn the wheel, turning on or off the turn signal, etc.), but once they become proficient they can
hold a conversation with a passenger.
We adopt this model for learning in this lab reform, particularly in designing curriculum to lead with
innovation tasks and following up with formal instruction to introduce community norms for experimental
practices. Over several weeks of lab instruction, students alternate between innovating solutions to challenges
of increasing complexity, and learning and practicing routine skills. Ultimately, they gain experience and
expertise in several decision-making points in the experimental process. We discuss these areas of innovation
in the sections that follow.
3.1.2 Efficiencies in the introductory physics lab
The innovation objectives of the lab require that students develop a wide variety of skills and expertise at a
functional level. These skills can be integrated into students’ thought processes at the introductory level, so
that when they enter later courses and are taught more sophisticated methods they already have a baseline
of experience for thinking this way.
Efficiencies used to complete an innovation task fall into two categories: attentional efficiencies, and routine
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subtasks. The former are difficult for instructors to identify but may be better understood using Hammer
et al.’s ‘resources,’ while the latter align with the experimental skills that are the focus of many recent
laboratory reforms.
Attentional efficiencies
A key challenge as students learn to make decisions in their experiments is to develop attentional efficiencies —
that is, learning to notice details in their experiments that are important to completing the task at hand.
These types of efficiencies are particularly difficult to identify because they represent things that experts do
automatically and therefore experts do not notice themselves doing them. In our course development efforts,
we found that student experimental mistakes were often indicators of attentional efficiencies the curriculum
needed to address. We discuss how observations of student difficulties and mistakes was incorporated into
the initial lab design later in Section 3.4.2. From a cognitive theory perspective, we find that Resources
theory [117] provides a perspective to understand these attentional efficiencies and perhaps become able to
anticipate them in future lab course design.
Resources theory proposes that cognitive units called ‘resources’ are recruited by individuals as they solve a
problem or otherwise complete a task. The nature of resources has mostly been explored in cognitive and
epistemological spaces, i.e., understanding of physics ideas and beliefs about learning, respectively. However,
we believe that students’ beliefs about the purpose of their experiment, their ideas about the tools being
used and how they connect to the underlying physics (i.e., their experimental models, physics models, and
the connections between the two [118]), and ideas about the nature of measurements may also be viewed as
resources. Considering attentional efficiencies as the outcomes of activated resources, which is not a stretch
based on evidence that student behavior is influenced by their framing of a task [119], allows course designers
to draw from existing research on students’ beliefs to suggest areas to develop in the classroom (Refs. [99,
120–123] may be excellent places to start).
For example, students’ ideas about the nature of measurement and their models of their experimental setup
will impact their attention to details related to their experiment design choices. These include paying
attention to how the physical setup of the experiment will impact a measurement, which may align with
a resource we could call “measurements are repeatable” or “my setup impacts my measurement.” Several
attentional challenges arise for students as they interpret their graphs, ranging from “noisy measurements
are bad measurements” (one that is not necessarily true) to “only part of the data is the part I want to
study.” Additionally, attention must be paid to the function of the sensors, related to activation of ideas of
“sensors always give true measurements” or “sensors are reliable but need to be checked.”
As experimental expertise is developed, students learn to pay attention to higher-order aspects of their
experiment. These may be linked to their beliefs about the purpose of the task, such as “experiments
confirm what we already know” or “we just have to trust the data.” These epistemological ideas can
drastically change the way students carry out their experiments and interpret the results. For example,
students who believe experiments are intended for confirmation may discard data that do not align with
their expected result (a behavior documented in Chapter 6), or may choose analysis methods based on their
ability to lead to the expected outcome (documented in Chapter 7). Other resources that are related to
higher-order experimental thinking which we want to see activated include “I should be able to explain my
results.”
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According to resources theory, context (defined by Hammer et al. as “the circumstances for passive but
reliable activation [of resources].” [117]) provides a means to activate resources, and practiced patterns of
resource activation can become automatic. Therefore, in order to develop attentional efficiencies, laboratory
activities must provide contexts that activate the underlying resources, link the resources to attentional
placement, and provide opportunities for students to practice so that these resources and their related be-
haviors become automatic. The positive effects of such contextual practice have been observed in kinematics
labs in which students’ ability to interpret graphs is improved when graphical data are presented nearly
simultaneously to the motion [47, 48]. More recently, deliberate practice has been used to train students’
attention to controlling variables in their experiments [124]. Otherwise, attentional efficiencies have not been
a primary focus of research on students’ practices within the laboratory classroom.
Routine efficiencies
Another type of efficiency that is important to develop in the lab space is routine efficiencies, or procedures
that, once learned, can be performed quickly and reliably. Many of the lab reforms described in Chapter 2
focus their attention on routine efficiencies, although these are typically labeled as lab ‘skills.’ Processes to
develop specific routine efficiencies like data analysis and report writing often involve explicit instruction of
methods, establishment of classroom norms, and practice to develop mastery.
At the introductory lab level, there are several routine efficiencies that are valued and addressed to varying
degrees by different reform efforts. One of the major focus areas is related to uncertainty analysis, includ-
ing calculating and evaluating results with uncertainty [96], and using results of experiments in iterative
processes to improve the quality of measurements [91, 125]. Other efforts focus more on overall structure
and communication, seeking to explicitly teach higher-order organization of experiments, for example, us-
ing hypothetico-deductive reasoning [81], or to improve students’ abilities to communicate their work in a
report [126–128].
As instructors, it is important to be mindful of our assumptions of routine efficiencies already available
to students when they enter our classes. Course design can leverage pre-existing routine efficiencies, for
example in a lab whose physics content lags that tought in other components of the course, an experimental
task may be designed assuming that students have already gained some experience with the physics topic
at hand. A drawback of such assumptions is that they may discourage or isolate students who are not
at the assumed level of proficiency for the class. This downside has been observed in the problem-solving
domain where students who are not as proficient in algebraic manipulations (an assumed routine efficiency)
perform worse in the overall course [129] and require additional scaffolding to complete homework problems
successfully [130]. Therefore, it is best to understand the abilities of each course’s population and adjust
one’s expectations to the level of those abilities.
The lab reform carried out in this work borrows from existing frameworks for routine efficiencies and coordi-
nates contexts and practice to develop attentional efficiencies, all for the ends of preparing students to make
independent decisions while they do their lab activities.
Areas of innovation in physics labs
In the context of introductory physics labs, we view innovations as points in the experimental process where
students need to make decisions. These decisions may include higher-order issues like what to conclude
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Table 3.1: Areas of innovation in the introductory mechanics lab and some of the efficiencies recruited
to make each type of innovation.
Innovation area Efficiencies required
Plan an experiment with a
reasonable likelihood of answering
the experimental prompt.
Understand equipment affordances and limitations
Anticipate systematic errors
Understand related physics principles
Relate equations to measurable quantities
Evaluate whether the result truly
measures the desired quantity.
Link graphed data to real world events
Identify/troubleshoot problems with equipment
Estimate realistic results
Make conclusions based on





Identify and validate systematic errors
Apply and evaluate physics models
in an experimental context.
Predict outcomes based on models
Compare outcomes to prediction
about a certain result, or practical issues like determining a reliable way to make a measurement. For
these decision points, students recruit their existing skills and beliefs about the purpose of the task, draw
their attention to certain details of their experiment, and commit to some kind of choice based on their
understanding of the situation. Ideally, students also self-monitor their progress to determine whether the
decision they made is working, although an instructor may also step in to provide additional metacognitive
support. Under the innovation-efficiency framework, these decisions do not have to be ‘the best’ to be
effective for student learning, although the framework suggests that the quality of students’ decisions should
improve over time.
In the introductory lab, we have identified several innovation areas where students must decide what to
do in order to carry out their experiments. These areas are described in Table 3.1 along with some of the
routine skills that students need to develop to make these decisions. This list is not exhaustive, nor are items
mutually exclusive from each other. However, they provide a set of learning objectives to build upon when
designing a lab curriculum, and highlight how skill development remains a key feature of this lab format
even though it is not the first objective.
These innovation areas align with the the first three focus areas identified by the American Association of
Physics Teachers in their 2015 recommendations for undergraduate physics labs [17]: constructing knowledge,
modeling, and designing experiments. The coordinating efficiencies for the innovations contain elements that
are related to knowledge, modeling, and design, and further align with two more focus areas from the same
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report: developing technical and practical laboratory skills, and analyzing and visualizing data. The final
focus area of the report, communicating physics, is implicitly addressed in this reform as it provides the
means through which students’ work in the classroom is evaluated.
3.2 Focus areas in introductory mechanics lab
In this section, we provide detailed descriptions of specific learning objectives of this lab reform. Examples
are provided for how these objectives can be pursued via the coordination of innovation and efficiency, and
developed in complexity by revisiting the objective multiple times. In general, we found our objectives fit
into two categories: practices to carry out high quality experiments, and helping students develop more
sophisticated beliefs about the nature of experiments.
3.2.1 Skills required for high quality experiments
This category of lab objectives includes both functional skills required to design an experiment an interpret
data, and procedural skills that align with community standards. While our initial reform attempts took
students’ functional skills for granted, we found that ignoring these in our instruction led to careless mistakes
and misinterpretations. Developing these learning objectives, and therefore helping train students to obtain
more reliable results from their experiments, was the main focus of the first half of the semester.
The IOLab reform identifies the following functional skills as learning objectives in the class:
 Expertise with the data acquisition equipment and software.
 Ability to interpret events that occurred in an experiment correctly on a data trace.
 Ability to consider, quantify, and respond to systematic and random uncertainty in an experiment.
The first two items are, for the most part, attentional efficiencies, while the latter item is more related to
routine efficiencies. We describe all three in detail in this section.
Expertise with the equipment and software
Under this learning objective, students learn how to operate their IOLab equipment, but care is also taken
to ensure that students acquire a functional understanding of the behavior and limitations of their sensors.
By ‘functional’ we mean that students do not need to understand exactly how each sensor works, but that
they should recognize how inputs to a sensor are mapped to outputs in the IOLab software. This type
of understanding enables students to make better informed experimental design choices and improves their
likelihood of identifying or eliminating sources of systematic error.
This approach to equipment understanding leverages ideas of embodied interaction — that is, how we embody
our actions through technology. If we consider the IOLab as a tool of embodiment (indeed, it is powerful to
us in its ability to ‘see’ quantities our senses cannot [131]), then we can benefit by considering our orientation
toward it as a tool at hand or a tool in hand. When the IOLab is used to collect data, we treat it as a
tool at hand, acting through the device to collect data without thinking about how it functions. When we
focus on how the IOLab functions to collect data, we are treating it as a tool in hand. Principles for design
of technology suggest that the use of technology is most powerful when users are able to switch between
these two orientations easily [132], sometimes letting the IOLab system fade so they are focused on the
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Figure 3.2: IOLab orientation materials in Lab 0. Students were asked to figure out how to do all the
items on the checklist and provided with a key to decode the data analysis tools.
experiment and its results; sometimes considering the IOLab specifically to understand its function and
limitations.
Our instruction aims to position students to examine the sensors on their IOLab as tools in hand before
considering them as tools at hand. Prelabs are often good candidates for this type of exploration, where
students can focus on exploring the system without the cognitive load or time pressures of carrying out
experimental tasks. Leading with equipment exploration in a less-structured environment is supported by
similar recommendations for promoting ‘engaged exploration’ to improve students’ performance when using
physics simulations [133, 134].
One example of how to have students explore their equipment is our method used to introduce the IOLab
system and software during the first lab, which functions as a lab orientation. Students were given a
checklist of data collection, analysis, and sharing tasks to figure out how to do with their groups. Students
were also given a key to decode the data analysis tools, since the labels of the tools were not intuitive. The
checklist and analysis tools explanation are shown in Fig. 3.2. The checklist approach gave students time
to explore the system much in the same way they might explore a new phone or laptop, by exploring the
software functionalities to see what is available. The checklist was intended to give students objectives to
achieve, allowing them to self-direct and self-assess their progress. This exploration time and the following
‘observation experiment’ gave students the opportunity to play within bounds, choosing different sensors
and seeing what kinds of measurements they could make.
Treating object-in-hand examination as an innovation task seems to be able to develop students’ attentional
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efficiencies to adjust to the equipments’ affordances and limitations in a way that just telling students what
to be careful about does not. With the force probe, for example, it is tempting to believe that warning
students to zero the probe1 before they start any experiment is adequate to ensure they will do it. But
providing a warning without context does not help students understand why the force probe needs to be
zeroed, and thus makes students more likely to make mistakes (e.g., zeroing while a force is applied). Results
from studies with physics simulations support this approach, suggesting that using innovation tasks to learn
the function of the equipment prior to starting the main assigned task (in the case of the simulations, 5–10
minutes of free play within the simulation) was more effective than direct instruction or asking students to
discover the rules of the simulation [135].
Allowing students to learn the behavior of their sensors can further create opportunities for them to leverage
the information to their benefit. For example, if they are more interested in the change to an applied force
than the force itself students may decide it is appropriate to zero the probe while a force is applied. Similarly,
ignoring the accelerometer’s behavior (highlighted in Fig. 3.3) makes it so students don’t understand when
to choose the accelerometer instead of the wheel, or they might miss out on potentially creative uses of the
accelerometer (e.g. while in free-fall it directly displays the change in acceleration due to drag forces).
In the introductory lab, we have found that the following examples of IOLab behavior or constraints are
most important for students to notice and incorporate into their experimental methods:
 The IOLab uses a self-contained system of axes.
 If the IOLab is not calibrated, the accelerometer, gyroscope, and/or force probe data may be incorrect.
 The accelerometer does not read out 0m/s2 when the IOLab is at rest. Instead, at rest it reads an
“acceleration” of 9.8m/s2 in the direction opposing the gravitational force. In free fall, the device
registers 0m/s2 acceleration on all axes2.
 The force probe only measures forces acting on the force probe, and only in the y direction. The probe
is affected by its own weight and must be rezeroed when the IOLab is used in different orientations.
Recalibration is necessary after the force probe experiences jolting motions. The force probe is not
reliable for forces over 10 N or in the presence of a strong magnetic field.
 The sample rate of the system depends on the sensors being used and will limit the time resolution
available.
Interpreting graphical events
When data are collected with the IOLab system, the resulting trace shows everything that happened to
the sensor while the system was running, including time intervals that are not relevant to the experimental
question. During the first implementation of the reforms, we learned that we could not assume that students
were able to correctly identify the relevant regions of their graphs. This became evident when we looked
at the regions students selected when they were determining an average measurement from an experimental
event. An example highlighting some types of errors we observed is shown in Fig. 3.4
Students particularly struggled to identify starting and stopping events as different from the events of interest
for the experimental question. This was particularly true in cases where students measured acceleration,
1The design of the IOLab’s force probe makes it susceptible to measuring its own weight under certain orientations of the
device. To remove the offset in measurement values caused by the force probe’s weight, a user must click a button in the
software to set the force probe’s reading to zero when no other forces are being applied to the probe.
2This behavior is typical of all accelerometers, which measure acceleration relative to a reference frame in free fall.
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(a) Sitting still with the z-axis facing up. (b) Held with z-axis facing up and released to fall.
Figure 3.3: Data displayed by the IOLab’s accelerometer in still (a) and free-fall (b) conditions. In
(a), the accelerometer reads a value that opposes the pull of gravity in the −z direction. In (b), the
accelerometer data drops to 0m/s2 while the device is in free fall from t = 4.78 s to t = 5.14 s. The
small increase in Az during the free fall region is caused by drag on the falling device.
where the starting and stopping data features were more prominent than the constant acceleration times
being studied. Even without these distracting features, research on student difficulties has found that
interpreting the physical situations described by acceleration graphs is particularly challenging (much more
so than position or velocity) [44].
A helpful way to make progress on this learning objective is to design at least one task early in the semester
that requires students to use evidence from a second sensor to clarify when an experimental event occurred.
In this way, students gain a method to self-check their a priori mappings of the IOLab data trace to events
in their experiments. We have observed that the subsequent innovation practice of mapping these events
improves their ability to identify relevant regions in their data even if evidence from secondary sensors not
available.
Data analysis, systematic error, and decision-making about results
Data analysis and the evaluation of uncertainty are an important skills for students to understand, and
enable them to properly evaluate experimental results. Our objective was to provide enough structure to
align with the scientific community, but to still give students agency in the determination process. Since
this lab reform has several major learning objectives, we chose to take a somewhat shallow methodological
approach to uncertainty, instead emphasizing the underlying concepts. These concepts can provide a helpful
basis of understanding for more formal instruction in uncertainty analysis in more advanced courses.
In this lab class, students learn how to calculate uncertainty from random trials using a simple equation
(since we do not assume students have learned about standard deviation). They compare measurements
and make conclusions based on the degree of overlap between measurements with uncertainty ranges. When
two values disagree, it either means that there was a systematic error in the experiment or students should
trust that their results show the two values are different. If students believe the outcome of their comparison
is caused by systematic error, they should attempt to remove the error or, if it is not possible to remove,
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(a) Correct selection of the time when the IOLab was sliding.
(b) Incorrect selection example: students select all non-zero data.
(c) Incorrect selection example: students’ selection exceeds the motion.
Figure 3.4: IOLab accelerometer data from giving the device a quick push in the +y direction and
letting it slide to a stop. A correct method to measure the average acceleration while the device slides
to a stop is shown, as well as examples of common student region-selecting mistakes.
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validate it by estimating how a suspected systematic cause would impact the experiment.
Our approach to uncertainty instruction largely followed that used in the Investigative Science Learning
Environment (ISLE), in which students only consider the largest source of uncertainty in their measurement
and look for lack of overlap between the uncertainty ranges of measurements to determine that the two
values do not agree [136]. Currently, we have also adopted the t’ parameter from Holmes et al. [91] to set
more consistent standards for determining whether results agree, disagree, or are inconclusive.
Since ideas about uncertainty can be overwhelming to students, we developed this learning objective over
multiple labs and prelabs, with key learning themes during the pilot phase of the reform summarized as
follows:
 Lab 2: How should you record your data? How do you decide if two values are different?
 Lab 3: What are the precision limitations of your equipment?
 Prelab 4: Quantifying random error and identifying systematic error
 Lab 4: Classroom norms for calculating uncertainty, application in class
 All labs following: Uncertainty is determined for all measurements and used to make comparisons
In the current full-course implementation, we have revised the uncertainty instruction to provide more guid-
ance about choosing relevant sources of uncertainty for different types of experiments. These relevant sources
are split into three main areas — measurement variations across multiple trials, inaccurate assumptions that
lead to experimental bias, and precision limits when identifying the time an event occurred — which are each
addressed separately prior to being incorporated into expected classroom practice. The revised key learning
themes are summarized as follows:
 Prelab 0 (no corresponding lab): Introduction to uncertainty across multiple trials and t’ parameter
 Lab 2: Using uncertainty across multiple trials, how do you decide if two values are different?
 Prelab 3: Introduction to systematic error
 Lab 3: Classroom norms for calculating uncertainty, identifying and attempting to eliminate sources
of systematic error
 Prelab 4: Uncertainty caused by precision limits in time measurements
 Lab 4: What are the precision limitations of your equipment?
 All labs following: Uncertainty is determined for all measurements and used to make comparisons
3.2.2 Addressing students’ beliefs about experiments
Students in introductory physics labs tend to have several beliefs about experiments that are generally not
consistent with the beliefs of experts [23], and, at worst, lead them to carry out their experiments using
questionable methods [123]. Students who believe experiments are meant to confirm models will get very
creative to make their results fit their prediction. This even includes the invoking of a mystical ‘human error’
to explain results that do not align with their expectations. Any interesting results are framed as flukes to
be eliminated.
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If we simply teach students new experimental skills, they may adopt these skills in the classroom because
they are required, but this adoption does not necessarily indicate a change in their beliefs. Furthermore,
students beliefs about the nature of the task will impact their interpretation of data from experiments, often
to suit their expectations [137].
We attempt to address students’ beliefs about experiments in two ways. First, we explore different structures
of experimental tasks to challenge the belief that experiments are intended to validate students’ expectations.
Second, we use experiments to explore the interaction between physics models and the phenomena they seek
to explain.
Purpose of experiments
We found that many students in our introductory physics course viewed physics experiments as validation
tasks, believing that the purpose of an experiment was to reproduce the result expected from a theory learned
in class. Under this viewpoint, lab activities become exercises in calibration: expected results are known
prior to the experimental task and any deviations from the expected results indicate a flaw in the experiment
(and potentially in the experimenter). Our intention with IOLab instruction was to reframe experiments as
ways to query reality.
Much of the first half of the semester of IOLab instruction focused on tasks that would challenge student
beliefs about experiments being for verification, and to provide a new framework to understand the role
of experiments in a way that aligns more with scientific research. The ISLE cycle, discussed in detail in
Chapter 2, provided a useful framework and common vocabulary which we adopted for use in our instruction.
Due to the time constraints of the course, we adopted the elements of the cycle without fully using them in
their cyclical structure.
In our classroom, we framed experiments as coming in three distinct types, with distinct purposes:
Observation experiments: An experiment that explores a situation or scenario. There are no expecta-
tions about the outcome, so no formal predictions are made. The outcome is used to develop theories
about a physical mechanism.
Testing experiments: An experiment that tests a theory or hypothesis (used interchangeably in the ISLE
vocabulary). A specific outcome to the experiment is predicted based on the theory. The results of
the experiment are compared to the prediction to determine whether the theory should be ruled out
or has failed to be ruled out.
Application experiments: An experiment that uses an established theory to measure a quantity or
object. Two independent experimental methods should be used and their results compared to ensure
the accuracy of the measurement.
Additionally, we established classroom vocabulary highlighting the difference between theories (or claims)
and predictions. In our classroom vocabulary, a theory is a causal mechanism, whether qualitative or
quantitative. A prediction is the specific outcome of the experiment being performed, based on the premise
that the theory is true. We emphasize that predictions must always be based on a theory, not an intuitive
guess. This approach ensures that students are testing the theory rather than testing themselves.
Testing experiments are particularly useful for challenging students’ expectations about the purpose of
classroom tasks. We have found that it is powerful to design testing experiments near the beginning of the
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semester using claims that students believe are reasonable (i.e., they expect they will find them to be true)
but which turn out to be disproven by the experiment. Students expressed surprise that their results were
not consistent with predictions based on their theory and expectations. It has been shown in similar physics
lab settings that tasks designed to challenge verification expectations using surprise may be effective to shift
students beliefs about the purpose of the lab [138].
Interplay between theory and experiment
Later in the semester, as students have become able to design reliable experiments and have been exposed to
ideas about the nature of experimentation, it is possible to introduce instructional objectives that explore the
interplay between the equations learned in the lecture portion of class and the physical world. Exploration
of this relationship has the practical purpose of helping students identify the assumptions used to derive the
equations for class, and the ideological purpose of exposing students to ideas about the role of modeling in
science.
Most of the later experiments in the semester were designed to prompt students to interact with physics
models, either by developing and testing their own, or by exploring cases where the assumptions inherent to
certain physics models may break down. By positioning tasks to explore the breakdown of physics models,
results with deviations from the models could be important contributions to students’ knowledge, rather
than errors. In general, our messaging around the interaction between models and experiments supported a
philosophy where the physics lecture teaches models that rely on certain assumptions, that sometimes those
models are incomplete but through experimentation we can determine when they are sufficient or when we
need to learn more.
An example of a lab that explored the breakdown of an introductory physics model took place in the middle
of the semester (Lab 6) where we used experimental tasks to examine the role of friction at the edge of the
table in an Atwood machine configuration. This was an interesting lab because up to this point in class
students had used an Atwood machine model using massless, frictionless pulleys, leading to assumptions
that the tension would be the same everywhere in the string and that energy was only contained in the
rising/falling objects. This lab gave students the opportunity to flesh out their mental model to include
energy lost at the edge of the table, also providing the groundwork for the introduction of pulleys with
mass in an upcoming lecture. Lab 6 established how this change in the model changed the assumptions,
and had students find out how much something they assumed was small actually affected the energy of the
system.
3.2.3 Coordinating multiple learning objectives over the course of the
semester
The schedule of deliberately targeting specific learning objectives over the course of the semester is shown
in Table 3.2. We note that there is overlap between aspects of these goals, but summarize them by the main
objective of instruction. Once students were trained in a certain skill area or provided with space to practice
a certain type of decision-making, it was expected that they would continue to use the knowledge or skill at
the level they had experienced during the rest of the semester or until they received further instruction. These
expectations were reflected in the grading rubrics presented to students in their activity handouts. Rubrics
from the pilot phase of this reform and the full-scale implementation are included in Appendix A.
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Table 3.2: Schedule of IOLab instruction based on learning objectives in prelabs (salmon, above) and
in the classroom (navy, below). The first three objectives are related to carrying out the experiment;
the final three are related to students’ beliefs about the nature of experiments. Prelab 0 has no
associated Lab.
Lab









3.3 Designing and teaching with IOLab under the
innovation-efficiency framework
In this section, we explain the design principles used in our lab reform to promote students’ development
of adaptive expertise. These are presented so that anyone who wishes to develop a similar course may
understand how to do so, or so that someone who wishes to teach a format like this can understand the
strategies and objectives in place. Specific examples given in this section to highlight the design principles
are taken from the most recent (Fall 2019) complete version of the lab materials.
The reformed labs use a format with prelab and in-class lab assignments. All students have an IOLab
device that they use at home and in the lab classroom. Because of the portability of the IOLab equipment,
we are able to reimagine what it means to prepare students for labs. While previous prelab formats have
had students review relevant physics equations or the upcoming features of their classroom experiments,
we use the prelab as a space for students to encounter the details of their experimental tools and methods,
such as learning how to use a specific sensor or becoming familiar with the data generated from a certain
motion of the device. By gaining tactile experimental setup familiarity prior to arriving in the classroom,
students’ cognitive overhead while trying to carry out the primary classroom task is reduced. Offloading the
development of this familiarity to the prelab also saves class time. Furthermore, since prelab tasks are done
at home, students must engage in some level of innovation and can develop further agency for using and
understanding their lab equipment.
In the classroom, we provide opportunities for more challenging innovations and train students in lab-related
efficiencies. To achieve these objectives, lab prompts are designed in a way that the experimental objective
is clear but students must overcome some innovation or procedural challenge to satisfy that objective. For
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example, early in the semester students are asked to measure two similar quantities to test if they are the
same. In the process of doing their experiment, students are confronted with and must resolve the question
of what it means for two measurements to be ‘the same’ or ‘different.’ Although there is an underlying
physics topic in the experiment, this confrontation is the true point of the experimental task.
Classroom experimental tasks should be structured in an ‘authentic’ way (see Ref. [139]). This means that
students are not making measurements for the sake of making measurements, or to verify a known result.
Instead, they should make observations about things that are surprising or novel, test models that are
borderline cases (i.e., they won’t know beforehand how things should turn out), or use two methods to
measure a quantity as a way to evaluate the quality of their measurement technique. In this format, for
example, we would never frame a prompt as measuring the acceleration due to gravity, g. Every student
in our physics courses knows that g should be 9.8 m/s2, therefore any deviation from this measurement is a
personal failure. However, we might frame a task as testing a model that assumes gravity is the only relevant
force in a given situation. In this way, although students have a model-predicted outcome for comparison,
disagreements between the prediction and the outcome reflect on the validity of the model rather than the
abilities of the student.
While students work to resolve the main idea of a lab task, the instructor may provide support, however
this support should help draw students’ attention to important features (modeling attentional efficiencies)
and emphasize the students’ expertise in their own experiment. In the case of the measurement comparison
example, an instructor may help students by pointing their attention to the noise in their data (“Talk to
me about the shape of your graphs...”) or asking students to justify their claims (“These two numbers are
different but you’re telling me they are ‘close.’ How did you decide that?”). It is tempting as an instructor to
jump in and tell students how to resolve these types of conflicts, especially because they can take some time
to resolve. We strongly recommend against doing this, as it denies students the opportunity to successfully
resolve the innovation stage and claim expertise for themselves.
Whenever students are innovating to resolve an experimental conflict, the grading standards for the lab
must reinforce that the course values thoughtful innovation over ‘correct answers.’ Many students’ (and
many instructors’) previous experience is in lab formats where expected results are rewarded and unexpected
results are penalized. In this format, students are graded based on justifying their answers using evidence
from their experiment. This reframes ‘wrong’ answers as those which are not consistent with results or
supported through reasonable arguments. This approach to grading further emphasizes that students hold
the expertise for their own experiment. Communicating these grading standards to students emphasizes that
the course values and rewards thoughtful participation in the experimental process rather than conformity
of results.
These invention tasks are always followed up with formal instruction to communicate canonical solutions
or expected classroom norms. Typically the lab after an invention task will include some introductory
instruction explaining the canonical solution to the previous task, and the task of the current lab will
require that students practice using the canonical approach. For example, after the comparison lab discussed
previously, students are introduced to the idea of random error and learn to calculate uncertainty. They are
expected to practice this skill in the new lab task and use it for the remainder of the semester.
Finally, we have found that the conceptual focus of the invention tasks can change as the semester progresses.
Initially, instruction focuses mostly on developing students’ experimental skills. Early in the semester the
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experiments should be very simple so that students can focus on exploring and developing these skills. As
students develop their skill sets, the experiments can become more complex and may go on to address ideas
related to the nature of experimentation, such as exploring the interaction between the physics models used
in the introductory class and the scenarios studied in lab. Prelab tasks can similarly grow in complexity
as students master the IOLab system: early in the semester we simply ask students to try using specific
sensors, but by the end of the semester they are able to develop measurement methods that they will use in
class.
In the rest of this section, we describe strategies for using task design to curate effective contexts that
develop students’ attentional efficiencies and promote viable opportunites for innovation. Specific guidelines
for writing prelab and lab prompts based on these strategies are also provided.
3.3.1 Curating contexts for innovation
In order to promote successful innovation, experiments must contain carefully curated contexts that help
develop students’ attentional efficiencies and balance between eliciting innovation and constraining its scope
to special cases where students can self-evaluate their solutions. The problems that arise should be intuitively
compelling, that is, interesting and challenging to students. How these contexts are curated depend largely
on the type of learning objective of the innovation.
Attentional efficiencies are developed by repeated practice and exposure to context-relevant variations. These
efficiencies manifest in a lab classroom space as being able to focus attention on meaningful details in the
software display of the data, comparing data to personal observations of the experiment to be sure they are
consistent, and having a sense of what is ‘normal’ for the sensor being used or the scenario being studied. This
approach leverages variation theory, which posits that exposure to variation is necessary to understand a new
concept [140]. For example, the concept of ‘heavy’ has no meaning unless you have experienced variations
in weight. In addition to allowing learners to construct concepts, repeated practice within contexts can help
students learn how to direct their attention to better be able to understand and solve a new problem. If
a task context is chosen carefully, students can identify these attentional features without direct instructor
intervention.
One of the ways to promote this type of expertise through variation in the lab is by creating contexts
containing multiple cases in which the only differences between those cases are in the features we want
students to learn to pay attention to. A way we have applied these ideas is by choosing to have students
do activities in the first half of the semester that generate data with very similar features but that contain
prompts directing their attention to different aspects of the data. Specifically, the action of pushing the
IOLab and letting it roll/slide/travel up and down a ramp is repeated in Lab 2, Prelab 3, Lab 3, Prelab
4, Lab 4, and Prelab 5, although we ask them to measure different things including acceleration, the time
an event occurred, the coefficient of kinetic friction, and work done on the device. The graphs generated
from this action always have two similar features that students learn to identify through repetition: a ‘push’
feature and a ‘negative acceleration’ feature (examples of variations in these graphs are shown in Figs. 3.5
and 3.6). Through this repetition, and a specific prompt in Lab 4 to identify the transition between these
two features, we have seen students develop their ability to interpret their data. These abilities are generally
applied successfully in the remaining labs when students collect data that no longer reflects this familiar
form.
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Figure 3.5: Form of data analyzed by students in Lab 2 and considered in Prelab 4.
Figure 3.6: Form of data analyzed by students in Labs 3 and 4 and considered in Prelabs 3 and 5.
Students may have also used position and velocity data in these assignments, but always needed to
consider at least one plot with the features shown here.
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Figure 3.7: Contrasting cases example described by Schwartz and Martin in Ref. [114]. Students were
asked to invent a way to calculate a reliability index for each of the four pitching machines. The
variation in the grids was designed to draw attention to important (and unimportant) features to
consider in a measure of variability.
Early in instruction, we recommend the use of invention tasks to develop attentional efficiencies. Schwartz
and Martin [114]’s work using invention as a preparation for future learning tool provides an excellent
example of how this is done using contrasting cases to elicit and reasonably constrain innovation around
relevant attentional features. In a statistics class, students were presented with a diagram showing the
results from four baseball pitching machines shooting at a target (shown in Fig. 3.7). They were asked to
work in groups to invent a method to calculate a reliability index describing how well the machines hit the
same spot on the board. Students could informally assess the four examples to rank the reliability of the
machines, then focused on quantifying the features of the examples. They were able to self-assess their work
by comparing their numerical result to their informal ranking. This task provided students with a conceptual
framework for understanding standard deviation.
This example study also provides a useful example for how instruction can take attentional efficiencies and
link them to routine efficiencies. The invention tasks were followed by formal instruction that “led to strong
gains in procedural skills, insight into formulas, and abilities to evaluate data from an argument.” Students
who learned about standard deviation using a worksheet did not exhibit the same gains. An important
consideration is that these strong gains were obtained even though students did not generate canonical
solutions during the invention tasks.
Our lab reform typically does not use hypothetical situations like the one described above, but the contexts
to develop attention and and innovate in skill areas share the same common features: the objective is clearly
defined and students should be able to self-assess whether they have achieved the objective. We use this
approach during the lab orientation (Lab 0), in which students are given a list of IOLab data acquisition and
analysis functions to figure out but are not told how to do it. In the Lab 1 example discussed previously,
the innovation objective is to evaluate whether the two measurements are the same or different, and self-
assessment can be done by looking at features of the raw data from the IOLab. Later in the semester, as
students innovate by developing their own measurement methods, they are encouraged to compare the results
from two independent methods as a self-check of the efficacy of both. It is normal early in the semester
for instructors to intervene and help student with their self-checks, but as students gain more practice and
confidence with innovation tasks, they no longer require instructional support to self-check.
Every lab should provide students with some opportunity to innovate. However, early in the semester it is
better to constrain the setup of the experiments to limit the innovations to equipment use, graphical data
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interpretation, and uncertainty analysis. As students’ expertise with the IOLab system and data analysis
grow, they should be given more ownership over experimental design choices like which sensors to use, how
to physically set up their experiment, or which equations are relevant to their experiment.
3.3.2 Prelabs as a tool to offset cognitive load
When students do an experiment, there are many implicit skills that are required to successfully complete
the task. These skills include which details to pay attention to and how to interpret the information that
is available. We use prelabs as a tool to train some of these skills in advance of the main experiment
so that students can fully focus on the classroom learning objective without being distracted by other
subtasks.
Consider, for example, the experimental prompt from Lab 2: Students are tasked to determine whether the
acceleration of the IOLab going up and down the ramp is the same. In order to satisfy the prompt, students
need to be able to. . .
 Know how to connect the IOLab to their laptop and use the software to control data acquisition.
 Know (roughly) where the wheel sensor is located and how to enable its acceleration measurement in
the IOLab software.
 Map the things that happened to the IOLab (pushed, turned around, stopped) to the acceleration
graph.
 Use the analysis tools to measure the average acceleration during the ‘going up’ and ‘going down’
stages.
 Calculate uncertainty across multiple trials on their measured accelerations.
 Use evidence from their experiment to conclude whether the two results agree or disagree.
 Write a report.
It is difficult to adequately address all these subtasks simultaneously, particularly in a two hour class session.
If students are expected to figure so many things at once, they will be less able to focus on the main learning
objective of the task. Previous labs and the current prelab provide opportunities for students to master
experimental subtasks. In the case of this example, Prelab 0, Lab 1 and Prelab 2 prepared students in the
following skills:
 Know how to connect the IOLab to their laptop and use the software to control data acquisition [Main
purpose of Lab 1].
 Know (roughly) where the wheel sensor is located and how to enable its acceleration measurement in
the IOLab software [Purpose of Prelab 2].
 Map the things that happened to the IOLab (pushed, turned around, stopped) to the acceleration
graph [Informally addressed in Prelab 2, will be formally addressed in Lab 4].
 Use the analysis tools to measure the average acceleration during the ‘going up’ and ‘going down’
stages [Covered in Lab 1].
 Calculate uncertainty across multiple trials on their measured accelerations. [Purpose of Prelab 0]
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 Use evidence from their experiment to conclude whether the two results agree or disagree. [Purpose of
this lab].
 Write a report. [Scaffolded in the activity instructions].
This practice of offloading subtasks to the prelab is supported by cognitive load theory. According to this
theory, learning (or ‘schema acquisition’) is impaired when students are required to learn too many things
at once [115, 141]. Many of the subtasks involved in carrying out an experiment are extraneous to the main
learning objective — that is, they are important to completing the experiment but are not necessary for the
invention task. However, previous experience and prior knowledge may be used to reduce the cognitive load
imposed by these extraneous tasks [142, 143]. By using the prelabs to provide previous experience, students
should be able to focus their attention on the main learning objective instead.
This version of balancing cognitive load marks a very different approach from the previous lab format used
in the physics department. While the reform used experience and knowledge to reduce extraneous cognitive
load, the previous format used direct and detailed instructions to cover over the ‘hard stuff’ so students could
just focus on the physics concepts at hand. While this cognitive load erasure approach allowed students to
get through many activities in a short lab session, the students never became more capable of carrying out
their experiments carefully without the scaffolding in the lab handouts. The reformed instruction, which
focuses on developing efficiencies to reduce cognitive load, should enable students to do future experiments
with reduced or eventually no guidance.
3.3.3 Writing prelabs and labs
Having established the important ideas of the lab design, we now discuss the design elements of the specific
parts of the lab. Specifically, the following sections discuss how to create a prelab and accompanying lab in
the style of this lab reform.
It is best to design the prelab-lab pairs in reverse chronological order — that is, it is best to decide on the task
and objective for the lab before determining what will be included in the prelab assignment. This ensures
that the subtasks developed in the prelab will be directly relevant to the next class meeting.
What can you do in a prelab?
Designing prelab assignments, particularly when they involve making measurements or otherwise using lab
equipment, can feel like a risky endeavor since students must do the tasks without support from their peers
or the intervention of their instructor. Initial attempts to use the IOLab in a dorm room setting attempted to
mitigate the risk by providing students with detailed instructions, but we generally found that it was nearly
impossible to ensure that students’ results came out as intended in the activity design. These efforts and
their results are described in Appendix B. In this lab reform, however, the prelabs are designed to provide
students with a basis of experience, so they can be considered successful as long as students engage with the
prompts in a thoughtful way.
Students complete their prelab assignment using an online homework system. This system contains structures
to show students videos and ask them several questions that can be grouped into activities. A typical prelab
assignment contains a brief video providing an overview of the prelab tasks and their purpose, and two or three
‘activities’ containing multiple free-response questions. Each activity has a general theme, and the questions
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direct students to try certain measurements and describe their methods, to discuss the features of their data,
or to report a numerical result and comment on it. The themes of the activities are generally scaffolded such
that earlier questions help direct students’ attention to important features for later questions.
Activity themes are chosen based on the subtasks needed for the upcoming classroom portion of the lab.
Subtasks that are good prelab candidates include learning how to use a new sensor, practicing data analysis
skills, and learning to coordinate information between multiple measurements. For these kinds of subtasks,
questions should prompt students to interact with the relevant sensor(s) or scenario but provide limited
instruction as to how they should do it. Although students may not do everything exactly correctly, the
process of deciding what to do and attempting the relevant subtasks provides a basis of experience which
serves as an anchor for future instruction. Such future instruction can be provided in a prelab summary at
the beginning of the lab class.
Lab setup tasks, like calibrating the force probe or pairing the IOLab to a dongle, may also be introduced
in a prelab activity, where students can focus on doing the setup task without worrying about how much
time it takes. These may be set up to give right/wrong feedback, since certain quantities such as the result
of a correct calibration should be the same for all students. However, we recommend offering full credit for
attempts and providing additional instructor support as needed so that students with equipment difficulties
are not penalized.
Designing and implementing classroom tasks
Development of the main lab activity requires a balance between choosing an interesting and reliable ex-
perimental setup and creating a prompt that positions the experiment to contain an underlying problem
that must be addressed to accomplish the assigned task as discussed previously. In general, the physics
concepts recently covered in lecture (or, in some cases, coming up soon) can be used to guide the choice of
experimental setup. Similarly, the conflict of the task may include an extension of a recently developed skill
or idea, or may begin to introduce a new theme that will be emphasized in following lab meetings.
The classroom part of the reformed lab begins with a mini-lecture (20–30 minutes) reviewing key ideas from
the prelab, discussing feedback on previous lab reports, and introducing the main objective of the current lab
activity as identified during the design of the experimental task. Students spend the rest of the class period
working on the experimental task, which is given to them in a pdf document summarizing the instructional
objectives of the task, providing the experimental objective of the task (i.e., the experimental prompt), and
listing the overall questions that the report should answer.
We have found that it is best for the activity document to be no more than two pages long: one page
summarizing the learning objectives and the experimental prompt and approximately half a page to scaffold
the report writing. A separate one-page document is provided containing the three rubrics being used to
evaluate the students. As the semester progresses, the report-writing scaffolding may be removed from
the activity document. The rubric items should reflect the learning goals of the lab (typically one skill
being reviewed and one being introduced) and a final rubric item should provide a general evaluation of
students’ written reports. We have also found that it is useful to use a ‘relaxed’ rubric when new skills are
introduced — while students are developing a new skill they can get full credit for scoring in the upper half
of the rubric scale, but when the skill returns they are expected to achieve ‘near mastery’ on the rubric for
full credit.
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Further details about the course implementation details, including a schedule of topics, rubrics, feedback,
and grading are provided in Chapter 4.
3.4 Implementation, revisions, and early observations
The main development of the reformed lab curriculum occurred in the Spring 2016 semester, but it took
several semesters to establish reliable design principles. From the earliest efforts in Fall 2015 to the current
full-scale implementation, we have made adjustments to the instruction based on classroom observations.
The intention of these adjustments was to find a reasonable balance between meaningful tasks, productive
struggle, students’ confidence and previous knowledge, and scalability. In the rest of this chapter, specific
recommendations for designing a lab curriculum in the style of this reform will be provided. This section
provides context for our design recommendations by reviewing the history of the reform project and describing
observations that led to changes in the course design.
This dissertation focuses largely on the development, assessment, and implementation of the new lab cur-
riculum in Physics 211; however, the path from initial develop to full-scale implementation was informed by
implementation of the new curriculum in other introductory physics courses. This section describes obser-
vations and changes from various stages of the multi-course introductory lab reforms, which are summarized
in Table 3.3.
The initial framework and curriculum development in Physics 211 took place in the Spring 2016–Spring 2017
semesters, when a small number of lab sections were selected to use the new labs instead of the traditional
curriculum. The assessments discussed in later chapters of this dissertation were done during this pilot stage.
In the Fall 2017 semester, the pilot efforts in Physics 211 were put on hold, and the reformed instruction
format was piloted in the algebra-based introductory mechanics course (Physics 101). This pause in the
Physics 211 reform took place so that scaling issues could be resolved in a smaller course with fewer staff to
manage prior to attempting to implement the reform at full scale in Physics 211. From Spring 2018 through
Spring 2019, the reforms were implemented to the full course of Physics 101 and new materials were developed
and implemented at full-scale for the algebra-based introductory electricity and magnetism course (Physics
102). In Fall 2019, the reformed lab curriculum was implemented in Physics 211 at full scale and continues
(along with Physics 101 and 102) currently. New materials for the calculus-based introductory electricity
and magnetism course (Physics 212) are in development and will be implemented in Fall 2020.
3.4.1 Fall 2015: Pre-pilot implementation
The first blended (home and classroom) version of IOLab instruction was implemented in a limited pilot
format. Our objective in this semester was to see what support structures were needed to have students use
the IOLab both at home and in the classroom, to determine how students responded to using the device,
and to try the earliest version of our instructional framework in a low-stakes environment. Observations
from this semester were used to develop the instructional framework for the full-semester implementation.
No data was collected this semester.
One laboratory section from Physics 211 was selected to test out the new instruction. Three of the traditional
labs (Labs 3, 4, and 9) were replaced with newly developed IOLab content. The author was the instructor
of this test lab section through the whole semester.
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Table 3.3: Summary of lab reform efforts. This dissertation focuses on Physics 211.
Stage Semester(s) Implementation Status
Physics 211
pre-pilot
Fall 2015 One lab section tries three IOLab prelab-lab activities.
Physics 211 pilot Spring 2016–Spring 2017
Full semester of reformed lab implemented in 3–5 lab
sections. Design framework developed and refined. Lab
practical exam assesses differences between students





Lab curriculum revised for algebra-based instruction;
Issues resolved to scale to ∼300 students. Physics 211




New lab materials developed under design framework,




Reformed lab implemented to whole course (700–1000
students) using scaling solutions from Physics 101
Physics 212
implementation
Fall 2020 New lab materials in development
Labs 3 and 4 represented our initial approach to blend home and classroom IOLab instruction, and to
foster creativity and independence in the classroom space. The prelab assignments consisted of two to three
guided activities and an open-ended ‘puzzle’ activity. The guided activities contained detailed instructions
for the experimental procedures (an example of the instructions can be seen in Fig. 3.8), with free-response
prompts asking students to report their measured results. Students were also asked to share their data in the
repository, identify the time ranges used in their data to determine an experimental result, and to compare
results between different experimental tasks. The guided activities were of a level of complexity comparable
to the activities used in the traditional laboratory classroom, and many students found them difficult to
complete on their own.
The puzzle activities in Prelabs 3 and 4 were intended to motivate the tasks for Labs 3 and 4. Lab 3
highlighted the sensitivity of the accelerometer. In the prelab, students were asked to develop a theory for
why the signal was so noisy when the IOLab rolled on a tabletop but not when it rolled on a piece of paper.
In class, students worked in groups to design experiments that would test their theories. Lab 4 focused on
forces acting on the IOLab: the prelab asked students to measure friction acting on the IOLab, and the
lab itself asked students to test a proposed model that the friction in the IOLab’s axles could be treated as
kinetic friction. Students were generally enthusiastic about the lab tasks. While both tasks supported our
values of examining the IOLab as a tool ‘in hand’ and with using experiments to test theories or models, no
attempt was made to connect the prelab or lab tasks to bigger ideas about experimental practices.
The long break between Lab 4 and Lab 9 allowed us to consider our observations and make instructional
strategy changes. During this time, we discussed these lab reforms at length with Eugenia Etkina (the
developer of the ISLE curriculum), who exhorted us to give students fewer instructions even in the home
setting, and to shift toward a model where we would let students show us what they could do. We adopted
this student-trusting value into our instructional design, especially in the prelab assignments, for the last
IOLab session in the semester. Subsequently, the version of Prelab 9 and Lab 9 that were developed based on
this advice are almost identical to the version currently in use in Physics 211 and included in the appendices
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Figure 3.8: Example of instructions used in the Fall 2015 version of prelab assignments. This example
does not represent a good implementation in our current approach.
of this dissertation.
3.4.2 Spring 2016: Full-semester pilot implementation
In Spring 2016 the blended IOLab instruction was simultaneously developed and implemented for a full
semester of lab instruction. Three sections of the Physics 211 lab were chosen to pilot this new instruction.
The author taught two lab sections and a professor interested in the reforms but not involved in PER taught
the third lab section. The other member of the lab content development team was present during the class
meetings to assist with IOLab equipment issues and to help answer student questions.
Students in these pilot sections were informed in Prelab 1 and on the first day of lab that they were part of
the lab reform pilot program. In general, we observed a high rate of student buy-in to this project. Students
were excited to be a part of ‘beta testing’ new lab content and tended to be patient with minor hiccups in
the course development project.
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(a) Prelab 3 using data from Lab 2 (b) Problem reframed for Lab 3
Figure 3.9: Plots used to help students practice relating IOLab data to physical events.
Designing course materials based on classroom observations
The prelab and lab materials were created throughout the semester, typically being developed based on
observations from the previous class meeting. While this led to a stressful semester for the content developers,
we found that students struggled in several experimental tasks that we had assumed would not be difficult
for them. Students also expressed their discomfort with the level of decision-making we asked them to
do from the beginning. These observations led us to design prelab and classroom tasks that targeted the
development of specific experimental skills and gradually challenged students to engage in more complex
decision-making.
For example, during Lab 2 we observed students neglecting to or struggling to interpret how features in their
IOLab data corresponded to an event of interest for their experiment. Careless or faulty interpretations
would lead students to report measurements that were not consistent with what occurred in the experiment,
and therefore make conclusions that were not supported by the actual results of their experiment. Instead
of telling students where they should be measuring in this case, we felt it was appropriate to use Prelab 3
and Lab 3 to focus student attention on this issue to both emphasize how important we viewed this skill to
be and to engage them in the practice of data sensemaking that we hoped they would continue to practice
with other data.
Specifically, while investigating acceleration of the IOLab on an incline, students struggled with determining
whether and how to include the initial peak generated in the acceleration plot. Activity 3 of Prelab 3 asked
students to confront this question directly, showing students sample data from Lab 2 and using a hypothetical
argument to ask students to choose at which point A, B, or C they thought they stopped pushing the device
(the graphic provided in the prelab activity is shown in Fig. 3.9a). The main activity in Lab 3 was to use
an experiment where a second sensor would be used to determine at which of the three points they stopped
pushing the device. The recommended experimental setup was changed slightly to make the task a little
easier for students, but the relevant confusing feature in the data was the same, as shown in Fig. 3.9b.
A similar development process was used to introduce and flesh out the idea of experimental uncertainty,
particularly in response to students’ desire to attribute experimental derivations from predictions to ‘human
error.’
In general, we spent the first half of the semester noticing and responding to areas where we felt training
students in concrete experimental skills would benefit their independence. Midway through the semester we
noticed students became more proficient in their experimental processes and were able to shift toward our
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second agenda of applying physics topics from class to the physical world in creative, inquisitive ways.
Observations that led to future changes
Our observations of student responses to the content created in this semester led to several changes to the
instructional materials. For the most part, we found that the prelabs did not require many changes, mostly
tweaks to the question phrasing for clarity. On the other hand, we found that our expectation that students
could answer multiple experimental prompts in the two hours spent in the classroom was unreasonable.
A small number of student groups were able to answer the two to three experimental prompts included in
our original version of the classroom content. Students who were unable to finish, typically groups who were
not as efficient in their experimental processes or who initially attempted unproductive methods, became
frustrated. Although students did not lose points for any experiment they could not finish, they expressed
to the instructors that they were interested in the outcome of their work and seemed to put personal stock
in their ability to achieve a successful outcome. As content developers, we also valued the role of learning
that occurs from attempting, evaluating, and discarding methods that do not work. To support these values
in the classroom, the number of formal experimental prompts for each lab class was reduced to one.
In this semester, ISLE rubrics were provided to students on a separate piece of paper handed out at the
same time as the lab prompt handouts. Rubrics were selected from the Scientific Abilities rubrics that
corresponded to the types of experiments being done in class that day, and pared down to items that were
relevant to the day’s task. Typically, five rubrics were chosen for each of the two experimental prompts given
in a lab class meeting, for a total of around ten rubrics each week. Students generally did not refer to these
rubrics during class, unless they were looking at the previous week’s graded work to determine why certain
points were missed. In the following semesters the number of rubrics was reduced and integrated into the
lab worksheets so they appeared with their relevant prompt.
3.4.3 Fall 2016: Solidifying the framework and recruiting other
instructors
The second semester of IOLab lab instruction was used to revise the materials from Spring 2016 and to begin
to include graduate student lab instructors and undergraduate learning assistants. During this semester
we solidified the skill area and decision making frameworks, making sure to more deliberately target skill
development at growing levels of complexity over multiple lab and prelab assignments.
Five sections of lab were taught in the new style. The author taught two sections. Three graduate students
were recruited to teach the remaining sections: two sections were taught by graduate students with experience
teaching the verification lab format but no background in PER, and one section was taught by a new
graduate student with previous research-based pedagogical training. Undergraduates who had been enrolled
in the Spring 2016 pilot sections were recruited as learning assistants to help in the classroom, primarily by
answering students’ questions during class.
Revising content from the previous semester
Lab activities and prompts were revised from the previous semester to better promote continuity in skill
development and to ensure that all tasks were consistent with the experiment-type framework. Experimen-
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tal prompts were reframed to align with the ISLE experiment types, including altering Lab 3 (discussed
previously) to ask students to eliminate theories rather than picking their favorite and testing it.
Any prompts that implicitly tested students instead of revealing insights about the physical model or the
limitations of the experimental equipment were removed or reframed. For example, the initial version of lab
4 asked students to determine the value of the standard acceleration due to gravity; however, this value is
well known to students and they perceived their experimental outcomes as success or failure rather than as
a lens to view the systematic limitations of their experimental system. Since our instructional objective for
Lab 4 was for students to practice applying uncertainty to their measurements, we found it appropriate to
replace the prompt with a proper application experiment looking for agreement between two independent
methods to measure the same quantity.
During this semester, a set of instructional overview documents were developed for the instructors to use
as references when preparing to teach. The documents included a list of materials needed for the week’s
lab, and key instructional objectives and talking points for class. A prelab grading guide was developed to
indicate expected responses to prelab prompts, metrics to use to grade based on participation, and suggested
feedback comments for common issues with prelab answers observed by the author in the previous semester.
An example of suggested prelab is provided in Appendix A.
3.4.4 Spring 2017
The third semester of the reform pilot focused on better developing support materials for graduate student
instructors and for undergraduate learning assistants. In this semester we continued to use committed and
experienced instructors, but anticipated that scaling the reforms to the full course would necessitate training
of up to 20 graduate student TAs of varying levels of expertise and motivation. We also wanted to make
sure that the framework and support materials for the lab were sufficient to allow the course to function
properly without the close supervision of the author.
Three sections of lab were taught in the reformed style in Spring 2017. Two graduate student TAs returned
from the Fall 2016 semester to each teach one section. A highly-experienced graduate student with no
background in PER or with teaching the reformed labs taught the third section. Members of the PER group
who were supervising the class for the semester worked with the lab instructors to help determine how and
if they were being adequately supported to teach the reformed format. The scope of this dissertation does
not include analysis of instructor or LA training efforts, but we discuss our informal findings as important
considerations to facilitate scaling these reforms to the full course.
A key item that emerged from discussion with instructors was their observation that around Lab 6 or 7
students became able to proceed through the classroom tasks without requiring expert help. This mid-
semester shift in student independence appeared in all three semesters of the reform pilot and may be
similar to that observed by Etkina et al. in Ref. [85]. We were encouraged to observe this shift as it
suggested that our large-scale instructional objectives were being achieved. However, feedback from the
instructors indicated that training should be provided during the semester that would prepare them to shift
from a familiar ‘expert in the room’ role to a less familiar ‘reflection prompting’ role.
Instructor feedback also strongly indicated that providing individualized feedback to students for each prelab
assignment demanded too much of their time. Whether this feedback benefits students is not studied within
the scope of this work. In order for these reforms to be scaleable, however, it was necessary to reconsider
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the prelab feedback methods so as not to put an untenable burden on graduate student instructors.
3.4.5 Continuing the reforms in Physics 101 and 102
Following the Spring 2017 semester the course development team decided that the instructor training aspect
was not yet ready to scale instruction to the full 700–1200 student calculus-based mechanics course. To
further develop training at a more manageable scale, the lab reforms in the calculus-based class were tem-
porarily put on hold and efforts were shifted to the algebra-based mechanics course, with a typical enrollment
around 400.
In the Spring 2017 semester, a different member of the PER group piloted the new lab content in two sections
the algebra-based introductory mechanics course at Illinois. In Fall 2017 half of the class was taught using
the new lab format. Beginning in Spring 2018, all students enrolled in algebra-based introductory mechanics
were taught using the IOLab instruction. This course continues to be taught using the IOLab instruction
format, and the following course in the sequence, algebra-based electricity and magnetism, has been using a
curriculum based on this reform framework since Fall 2018.
During the port to the algebra-based course, several changes were made that addressed scalability issues.
These included more carefully defining the objectives of the classroom prompt, simplifying the rubric system
while making it more generous for new skills, implementing a learning assistant program, and removing the
individualized prelab feedback. The instruction adopted a model that treats prelabs in a manner similar to
the prelecture checkpoints: instructors skim over student answers prior to class and highlight common or
interesting comments at the beginning of class.
Additionally, the course adopted a ‘paperless’ approach, exclusively using digital materials — rubrics and
instructions were distributed via pdf, and students collaborated using online word processors to write their
reports, which were submitted in pdf format to a folder in the course’s web server.
3.4.6 Full-scale implementation in Physics 211
In Fall 2019, the lab reforms returned to the calculus-based mechanics course at full scale. The logistical
changes implemented in the algebra-based course were maintained in the transfer. The lab activities from
Physics 101 were adapted for the course, but adjusted to provide more scaffolding for report-writing but
less scaffolding for challenging design problems. These activities are generally the same tasks as those
implemented in the Spring 2017 pilot; however, the framing of the tasks was adjusted to better support the
specific skills being developed, and the evaluation rubrics were adjusted accordingly.
Currently, the course developers have focused their attention on training the large amount of lab staff. Due
to scheduling constraints, teaching assistants and undergraduate learning assistants attend an hour-long
preparatory meeting together that covers the main skill development ideas of the upcoming lab and gives
all the lab staff an opportunity to try making the upcoming lab’s measurements for themselves. This model
appears to be effective for preparing lab staff with different levels of teaching experience or familiarity with
the IOLab — in Fall 2019, half of the instructional staff for the course were first-year teaching assistants
with no previous instruction, and only three of the fourteen instructors had any previous experience with
the IOLab — and offers opportunity for the teaching assistants and learning assistants to develop a sense of
belonging to a shared community of practice.
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3.5 Administrative needs for this format
Having established our design framework and the lessons learned from the reform project, we conclude this
chapter by identifying areas of structural support we have learned are necessary for the class to function as
designed. This section focuses largely on the administrative needs of the course so that others who wish to
try this format can be prepared.
3.5.1 Who can teach this format?
We have found that this lab does not require extensive training prior to the semester, however the course
requires someone in the classroom with physics expertise, and someone in the classroom with sufficient IOLab
expertise. Additionally, we have benefited from having a course and equipment expert available to resolve
issues that needed to be escalated.
Initially, only experienced and motivated instructors, mostly graduate students, taught this format, and they
did an excellent job with minimal training. We have found that teaching experience is not necessary for
the labs to be effective as long as the instructors are motivated and a second person (like an undergraduate
Learning Assistant) is present in the classroom to serve as an IOLab expert.
3.5.2 Preparation and grading
We have found that both expert and novice instructors are able to teach this lab format, although novice
instructors require more detailed training. In general, the lab instructors (mostly graduate student teach-
ing assistants) are trained by an expert instructor or lab coordinator who is familiar with how to do the
experiment for the upcoming class, and understands the key learning objective for the week. Weekly course
preparatory meetings include an opening ‘mini-lecture’ that models the key talking points for novice in-
structors, and all course staff do the experiment in small groups. Doing the latter allows the course staff to
become sufficiently familiar with the salient features of the experiment that they can quickly understand the
challenges their students approach them with in class.
Each instructor grades their own lab sections based on the rubrics provided to students. The rubrics are
intended to contain sufficient detail so that the instructors who understand the objectives of the lab activity
can grade fairly with little guidance from the lab coordinator. To accomplish this level of detail, rubrics
should be somewhat specific to the task of the respective lab activity.
3.5.3 Additional classroom support
During the first half of the semester, this class format requires two instructors be present to answer students’
questions. This need is particularly acute at the beginning of the semester. During the first few lab meetings,
students often require assistance with their IOLab device and software. Students also are very quick to ask
for help whenever they encounter a difficulty or are asked to use their own judgment to make a decision.
At this stage of the instruction, most students will not proceed until they have received an answer from a
trusted expert (or the person who will be grading them), so it is imperative that sufficient course staff are
present to respond to their questions in a timely manner.
We have found that undergraduate Learning Assistants (LAs) have been invaluable as additional classroom
support in this lab format. LAs are students who have previously taken the lab course and indicated an
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interest in returning to assist. They are not required to have obtained a high grade in the course (in fact,
we see no correlation between excellent LAs and top grades) but should self-identify as feeling comfortable
with the lab format and liking to work with people. Because of their previous experience in the class, the
LAs have the equipment expertise and are generally able to appreciate the role of pushing the experiment
back to the students since the LAs have learned to value this process. The LAs also can serve as a bridge
between the instructor and the students: since the instructor is the one who will grade the students, it is
possible that they may feel more comfortable asking their LA certain questions, or their discussions with a
near-peer may help students feel like they are more part of the lab classroom community [144].
The LAs attend class prep meetings with the teaching assistant instructors. They do the experiments together
and the skills objectives are discussed. In this way, all course staff have a common understanding about what
is happening in the lab. First-semester LAs also enroll in a pedagogy class based on the recommendations
of the Learning Assistant Alliance3
Later in the semester, we found that students requested help from the course staff less frequently, leading to
a feeling that the classes were overstaffed. An ideal response to this feeling might be to include additional
training so that LAs and instructors can learn how to interact with students with productive dialog, rather
than just responding as help is needed. Expert instructors have responded to this stage by implementing
check-ins where groups explain what they are working on and why they made certain design choices. We
suspect that this is a useful late-semester approach, but acknowledge that this is an area that we need
understand further to be most effective.
3.5.4 The physical classroom space
An important change we made was to relax the physical space of ‘physics lab’ to try to promote more of a
sense of ownership of the space. Situated learning theory indicates that the context of a task changes the way
the task is carried out. Although the lab classroom is still a classroom space, relaxing the environment might
help students recruit productive strategies otherwise used in informal problem-solving settings [139].
In the reformed lab, students sat facing each other at tables with rolling chairs. Materials for experiments
were present in a cabinet with labeled boxes for materials, never set up in advance at students’ tables.
Students were able to move the tables and chairs as needed to make their experimental setups function
properly. This room flexibility represents a major change from the previous lab format, where students
sat an an L-shaped table using equipment that was already set up when they arrived in the classroom.
Photographs of the two physical spaces are shown in Fig. 3.10.
An additional change to relax the space of the lab was to provide hot water with tea and instant coffee
mix, and inexpensive cookies. Students were encouraged to get warm beverages and cookies at any time
during class. The initial inclusion of snacks in the lab was to help students be more tolerant of our potential
missteps during the first semester of the reforms, but students’ response was so positive that snacks were
kept as a regular part of the classroom design.
Finally, the instructors often play background music while the students work on their experiments. This
is not required but seems to relax students and prevent awkward lulls when all the groups suddenly stop
3The Learning Assistant Alliance is a multi-instutional program that integrates course reforms to active learning styles,
inclusion of LAs in classrooms, and providing teaching training to LAs [145].
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(a) Traditional lab classroom (b) IOLab classroom
Figure 3.10: Changing the physical space where lab takes place. In the previous lab format (a),
students work around a fixed setup. In the IOLab classroom (b), students construct their setup using
the IOLab and the space around them.
talking. In the past, instructors have chosen music they like but there may be interesting opportunities to
create an additional sense of classroom ownership by crowdsourcing the classroom playlist.
3.5.5 Adjusting administrative details to other classes
We found that the above large-scale administrative details were important to attend to in our lab courses,
which involve classrooms of up to 36 students and require relative uniformity across instructors and semesters.
While the design framework should apply for any size group and can be effective at the calculus-based and
algebra-based levels, any instructor considering adopting the design framework may need to identify different
administrative needs, particularly those related to classroom support, based on the specific details of their
own classrooms.
In the next chapter, we will move on to describe fine-grained administrative details that are specific to
Physics 211, including the semester schedule and course policies.
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Chapter 4
Lab course implementation details
Beginning in this chapter, this dissertation shifts its focus from describing the lab reform to understanding
its effects on students. Our assessment of the reforms compares students from the traditional and reformed
labs during the time of the initial pilot implementation of the lab reform (Spring 2016–Spring 2017). We
use this chapter to provide important context about the population served by the calculus-based mechanics
course (Physics 211) in which these reforms were implemented, and the implementation details for both
laboratory formats.
4.1 Course population information
Physics 211 is a course serving primarily freshman engineering students. It is required for all engineering
majors and many other STEM majors. Most students take the course in their first or second semester at
the University.
Overall course enrollment is typically in the range of 700–1300 students. Enrollment is typically on the lower
end of the indicated range in Fall semesters and on the higher end of the range in Spring semesters. For
example, in Fall 2019 approximately 700 students were enrolled in the course; In Spring 2020 approximately
1000 students are enrolled. The course consists of a large lecture (200–300 students) and smaller recitation
(24 students) and lab (33 students) meetings. Recitations and labs are usually taught by graduate students
from the Physics department.
Student demographic information
In general, males, white students, asian, and international students are represented at the highest rates in the
course being studied (during the pilot stage of this project, on average, 74% male; 39.5% white; 29.8% asian;
19.8% international). Representation rates of demographic groups can vary significantly between different
laboratory sections. Detailed demographic information using data from the University of Illinois Office of
the Registrar for each semester and each section studied to compare between the traditional and reformed
labs can be found in Appendix C.1
4.1.1 Groups being compared
In each of the three semesters of the pilot project, we compared students from the decision-making lab to
those from the verification-style lab. Details about the implementation of both formats are described in the
following sections of this chapter.
1For further discussion on reporting demographic information without attempting to explain it, the author suggests refer-
ence [146].
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Lab sections for the reform pilot program were selected based on whole-day room availability and content
developer preferences to set up the physical course materials later in the week. No indication was provided
in the course registration process that these lab sections would be different. The author (or the most
experienced instructor when the author was not teaching) taught the earliest sections, and other instructor
assignments were made based on instructor availability. Comparison sections were chosen because they ran
concurrently with the IOLab sections, or they ran at the same time of day one day earlier or later in the
week.
Instructor information
The instructors for the sections studied in this work varied over the duration of the project. All instructors of
the new format had multiple semesters of instruction at the introductory level, and some had a background
in physics education research.
In the Spring 2016 semester, two of the three reformed sections were taught by the author. The third section
was taught by a professor with many years of experience teaching but no background in PER. The two
verification-style lab sections used for comparison were taught by an energetic, well-liked graduate student
with many semesters rated ‘excellent’ by students for his teaching in the Physics 211 lab. This instructor
was hand-picked by the researchers for comparison due to the high quality of his instructional abilities in
the old format.
In Fall 2016, two of the five reformed sections were taught by the author. The other three sections were
taught by graduate students who were regarded as excellent teachers from previous semesters and/or had a
background in PER. Two verification-style lab sections were used for comparison. These lab sections were
taught by the same instructor used for comparison in Spring 2016 and met at the same time of day as the
author’s two sections, but one day earlier in the week.
In Spring 2017, the author did not teach. The three reformed sections were taught by graduate students,
two who had taught the reformed format in Fall 2016, and one who was regarded as an excellent teacher
from previous semesters instructing other courses. Three verification-style lab sections, two taught by inex-
perienced graduate students and one taught by a graduate student who had previously taught the reformed
format, were used for comparison. These lab sections met at the same time on the same day as the reformed
sections.
4.2 Reformed lab during the pilot: Content schedule and course
policies
In this section, we describe the practical details of running the reformed IOLab course, focusing on general
policies for prelab and lab work, and describing grading policies. Unless otherwise noted, these policies were
the same for the three semesters studied in the assessment project. Some aspects of the content schedule
and course policy have been altered in the process of scaling the reforms to the full course population. Most
of these changes were previously discussed in Chapter 3.
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4.2.1 Content schedule
The reformed labs met a total of ten times spread through the semester, for two hours each time. No
lab was held on exam weeks. The schedule of IOLab content is shown in Table 4.1. Skipped weeks fall
at approximately the same time every semester, with some small variation between the Fall and Spring
semesters. The last lab class meeting was used for a lab practical ‘exam.’
Typical lab class meetings included prelab assignments to prepare students for upcoming classroom taks.
Prelabs became available the day of the previous class and were due two days before the next class meeting.
Students worked individually on their prelab assignments. The lab instructor reviewed student work on the
prelabs and provided individual email feedback before students attended the lab.
When they came to class, students would hear a brief lecture from the instructor and spend the bulk
of classroom time working in groups to answer an experimental prompt. The lecture was intended to
connect the prelab tasks to the upcoming lab task, address any widespread issues from the prelab work,
and to otherwise prepare students for their lab classroom tasks. Students were given handouts when they
came to class containing the overall experimental prompt, a summary of instructional goals, and specific
prompts to scaffold the structure of their lab writeups. The lab instructor and an undergraduate learning
assistant circulated through the classroom to answer students’ questions and prompt groups to explain their
experiments.
The lab handouts shifted in format through the semester to support organized report writing. In labs 0–5
the lab handouts were structured as worksheets, in which each specific prompt was immediately followed by
space for students to write. In later labs the handouts were reduced to only contain the prompts and the
rubrics used to evaluate student work, and students wrote their reports on separate, blank pieces of paper.
The Spring 2017 version of the lab handouts, including the prompts, structure change discussed above, and
rubrics given to students, can be found in Appendix A.
4.2.2 Prelab implementation
Prelab content was delivered to students through the smartPhysics online platform2, as students were already
using the platform for other components of their Physics 211 coursework. A new ‘course’ in the online
platform was created to house the lab activities. Students’ first prelab assignment was to enroll themselves
in the online course using a course identifier distributed via email and in the first lab meeting.
Prelabs consisted of brief introductory videos and activities using exploratory prompts and an open-ended
question format. The online structure encouraged students to view the introductory videos prior to doing
their prelab activities. The introductory videos were embedded into slides for students to view. Each prelab
activity was made into a single webpage containing brief instructions and multiple free-response prompts
that required use of the IOLab equipment to complete.
Introductory videos were provided to give students an overview of the prelab tasks and a preview of how
these tasks would relate to the upcoming classroom time [147]. The videos were generally brief, ranging in
length from 0:50 to 2:38, with an average length of 93 seconds. Students were not required to view these
videos.
2During this project, the smartPhysics platform was rebranded to FlipitPhysics. For consistency with the previous chapters
in this dissertation, we will continue to use the old name in discussion of the prelabs.
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Table 4.1: Schedule of IOLab activities in Physics 211. Week of the semester is based on the Spring
2017 schedule and using the old numbering system where the first lab meeting was Lab 0.
Lab Week Prelab Lab title
0 2 Prelab orientation Lab orientation
1 3
Becoming familiar with the wheel
and accelerometer sensors
Testing acceleration on an incline
2 4
Collecting and interpreting data
when the IOLab is pushed
When did you let go? Testing experiment
3 5
Introduction to random and
systematic error
Static friction two ways, with uncertainty
4 7 Considering energy with the IOLab Work done on a modified Atwood system
5 8 Getting ready to use two IOLabs
Adding string friction to the Atwood
model
6 10 Support forces in rotational statics Breaking down torque as a cross product
7 11
Becoming familiar with the
gyroscope
IOLab moment of inertia: model and
experimental
8 13
Using the IOLab to measure spring
constant
Equivalent spring constants for parallel
and series springs
9 14 No prelab 9 Lab practical exam
Each prelab contained two to three activities categorized by main idea or skill being explored. Students
were only given general instructions about what they needed to determine or solve. Students were asked to
report their measurement results, but many prompts also asked students to explain what they did or why
they made a certain claim. The design principles and examples of the prelab prompts are discussed at length
in Chapter 3. The full set of prelab materials is available in Appendix A.
The prelabs also used a feature of the IOLab software that had been recently developed: an online data
repository. This repository allowed students to share data with their instructor. The instructor could then
view student data in the online repository while reading student answers in smartPhysics, and interact with
the data display (zooming, measuring numerical values) as needed.
The affordances of the data repository changed over the duration of this lab reform project, leading to minor
changes in the prelab prompts for data sharing. In the Spring 2016 semester students could share their
data with their instructor and add tags to the shared data. In later semesters, it became possible to share
snapshots of data including results from the analysis tools showing the highlighted region and the numerical
results (an example is shown in Fig. 4.1). An option to comment on snapshots was also introduced and
adopted into the prelab materials to help students better communicate their understanding of their data
with the instructor.
4.2.3 Grading the IOLab sections
Since the implementation of the reforms was in a limited pilot format — i.e., only a few sections of the
course used the reformed materials — it was necessary to align the grading procedures of the reforms with
the gradebook and policies used by the rest of the lab sections. The pre-existing structure for grading labs
in Physics 211 was to grade out of a total of 20 points, with the lowest lab score automatically dropped.
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Figure 4.1: Instructor view of shared student data in the online repository. The student has submitted
a snapshot showing the region of data they selected to obtain their prelab result.
Students’ lab scores made up 15% of their final grade in the course.
The IOLab sections’ labs were graded on a scale of 20 points, but with the points distributed to add weight
to prelab completion: 10 points were assigned for completing the prelabs, and 10 points were allotted for
satisfying the rubrics in the lab. The two lowest overall (i.e., prelab and lab combined) scores were dropped
from the gradebook: Because the IOLab labs met one more time than the number of entries available in
the gradebook, each IOLab student’s lowest lab score was manually dropped by the instructor. The lowest
remaining lab score in the gradebook was dropped automatically as part of the calculation of students’ final
grade in the course.
Grading the prelabs
Students were given credit for completing their prelab assignments on time whether they attended the
accompanying lab or not. Similarly, students who did not complete the prelab before attending lab could
only get points for the classroom portion of the lab.
The prelab questions were designed to not have a single ‘right’ answer, so student work on prelabs was graded
based on their engagement with the prompts. If students responded fully to a free-response prompt with
an answer that was not off-topic, they received full credit for the question. For example, if a prompt asked
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students to report a measurement and compare it to a previous measurement, the instructor would give full
credit if the student addressed both aspects of the prompt. Partial credit would be given for an answer that
omitted the comparison to the previous measurement. Students were not penalized for reporting unusual
values for their measurements, although instructors would typically respond to unusual results in their email
feedback.
Most prelab activities required students to share their IOLab data with their instructor in the online reposi-
tory. Each shared plot was typically worth one to two prelab points. Students were given credit for plots that
generally contained the expected features of the IOLab activity. No penalty was assessed for inexpert use of
the IOLab system, e.g., students were not penalized for calibration problems, but the instructor would point
out the issue in email feedback to the student. If an equipment error was common across many students, the
instructor would address the issue to the whole class at the beginning of the next class meeting; if a major
equipment error came up for a single student the instructor would follow up with the issue in the classroom
on an individual basis.
At the time of the pilot project the prelab grading imposed a significant logistical and time burden on the
instructor. The mixed locations of student submissions and grading systems required the coordination of
3–4 windows open on a computer at the same time to grade and provide feedback for each students’ work.
Providing individualized feedback took a few minutes for each student, which was somewhat doable for a
motivated instructor working with 33–66 students each week. The individualized feedback component was
eliminated prior to scaling the reform to the full course and replaced with general feedback provided at the
beginning of each lab meeting.
Grading the labs
Student lab work was evaluated using rubrics adapted from the Scientific Abilities rubrics developed for ISLE
instruction [148]. Rubrics were chosen to support the learning objectives of the respective lab and included
with the lab handouts for students to refer to for self-assessment as they worked on their lab writeups.
Instructors graded students using the same rubrics by reading one written student report from each group and
determining for each rubric whether the targeted ability was ‘Missing,’ ‘Inadequate,’ ‘Need[ed] improvement,’
or ‘Adequate.’ Points were assigned based on the levels students achieved on the rubric: Students received
zero points, half a point, three quarters points, or full points for each of the respective rubric levels.
In the initial pilot semester of IOLab instruction ten rubrics were used per lab meeting, each worth one point
each. To better focus the learning objectives and reduce cognitive overhead, the number of weekly rubric
categories was reduced to five in later semesters, each worth two points each. In the full-scale implementation,
the rubrics were further reduced to three for each lab, as previously discussed in Chapter 3.
4.3 Summary of pre-reform lab format
The previous lab format met on a similar schedule to the reformed format, but its implementation differed
in significant ways. Specifically, this style of lab, which we call ‘verification-style,’ is intended to reinforce
physics concepts by walking students through several ‘experiments’ per class session. This is achieved by
providing detailed step-by-step guidance for all aspects of the experiment and requiring students to do a
minimum amount of writing. This section provides details about the implementation of the previous lab
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Table 4.2: Schedule of verification-style labs in Physics 211. Week of the semester is based on the
Spring 2017 schedule.
Lab Week Title # Activities
0 2 Laboratory Orientation 5
1 3 Kinematics 5
2 4 Force and Newton’s Laws 4
3 5 Frictional Forces 4
4 7 Energy 2
5 8 Collisions 3
6 11
Rotational Dynamics I — Moments of
Inertia
4
7 12 Rotational Dynamics II 4
8 14 Periodic Motion 6
format, including the structure of the lab handouts and the grading policies for the course.
4.3.1 Content schedule
The verification-style labs met a total of nine times spread through the semester. The schedule of lab content
is shown in Table 4.2. In addition to having no lab on exam weeks, students were given an additional week
off (Week 10 in Spring 2017) to allow the course content to catch up to the lab manual content. In the small
number of lab sections selected for comparison to the pilot reform sections, Lab 8 was replaced with a lab
practical exam that was used to gather the data to assess differences between students from the reformed
and traditional formats. Students affected by this change were informed no later than the Lab 7 class
meeting.
All but the first lab contained brief prelab worksheets to be turned in at the beginning of the respective lab
meeting.
Lab class meetings were scheduled for two hours each. They typically began with a short (∼5 minute)
summary from the instructor reviewing relevant equations that would be used in the experiments that day
and warning students of potential pitfalls in the experimental setup or methods. In the rest of the time,
students worked through their lab manuals, which consisted of a collection of worksheets. Students read
explanations and followed detailed written instructions, with blank tables or lines indicated where students
were to record results or answer a question. The lab worksheets also contained ‘TA checkboxes’ to prompt
students to call their instructor over to check that students had obtained and understood certain key results
from the lab activities. Students turned in the full set of worksheets from a given lab at the end of that lab
meeting for grading by their instructor.
4.3.2 Format of the prelab and lab worksheets
The prelab and lab worksheets are all contained within a lab manual booklet students were required to
purchase for the class. The worksheet/lab manuals ranged in length from 12 to 20 pages, with a median
value of 18 pages in a given week’s lab manual, not including the three to four page prelab assignment.
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An example prelab and lab worksheet from the verification-style Physics 211 lab manual can be viewed in
Appendix D.
Each prelab contained a preamble discussing the concepts to be covered in the lab (providing historical
tidbits, fundamental conceptual ideas, and sometimes a summary of the upcoming lab) and a selection
of fill-in-the-blank conceptual or mathematical questions in the context of the setup of the upcoming lab.
Students turned this work in at the beginning of class and received it back with feedback at the following
class meeting.
The labs consisted of multiple ‘investigations’ each week. Content for the investigations included an intro-
duction, procedural instructions including detailed directions about where to load up the pre-made files to
control the MBL equipment, showing what the software should look like, the setup should look like, and
walking students through the exact steps (e.g. zeroing a probe or clicking a specific button) to do their
experiment. Students were prompted to make predictions prior to carrying out the experimental procedure
either using an equation or based on what they personally expected to happen. Students were also prompted
to fill in tables with their numerical (equation-based) predictions, experimental readings, and to calculate a
percent difference between the two. Each investigation ended with a couple short-response conceptual ques-
tions about the experimental scenario. None of the activities asked students to choose which quantities to
measure or figure out how to use the equipment or software to do it; any necessary mathematical derivations
(i.e., to relate an input variable to an output measurement) were done for them in the lab manual.
4.3.3 Grading in the verification-style sections
Verification-style labs were graded on a scale of 20 points: 5 points for the prelab and 15 points for the lab.
The lowest lab score was automatically dropped at the end of the semester.
Prelab worksheets were graded based on solving the written problems correctly. Students could only get
credit for the prelab assignment if they turned in the appropriate worksheet in the first ten minutes of class.
They were not required to complete the prelab to participate in the lab.
Student lab work was graded using a grading guide given to the lab instructors. The guide pointed the
instructors to certain items, typically the short-response conceptual questions, which were graded based on
correctness. Students were not made aware of which questions on the lab worksheets would or would not be
graded, however instructors would typically make it a point to talk with students about the to-be-graded




The laboratory reform developed in this work was assessed using the previous, validation-style laboratory
as a basis of comparison. This chapter describes the underlying framework of the assessment efforts and
summarizes the details of implementing these assessments to both groups.
5.1 Why develop our own measures?
At the time that this lab reform was being piloted, very few laboratory assessments had been created, and
even fewer had been validated within the PER community. The most rigorously studied was an assessment of
students’ attitutes toward physics experiments (the ECLASS [149]). Additionally, descriptions of laboratory
practical exams using rubric assessments had been used in research contexts to compare between students
from different laboratory conditions [81, 87, 150] and to study their development of experimental skills over
time [85]. At this time evidence was also appearing that exam scores were not affected by participation in
traditional lab formats [29, 151], suggesting that, while easy to collect, exam scores may not be an appropriate
measure for laboratory learning.
At the time there also existed some assessment tools that specifically focused on students’ ability to analyze
and understand data. These include the Concise Data Processing Assessment [152],a ten-question multiple-
choice assessment to evaluate students’ ability to interpret uncertainty, significant figures, and trends in
graphed data,and the Physics Measurement Questionnaire [97], a mixed multiple-choice and free response
assessment focusing on students’ evaluation of the quality of their data given results from individual trials.
Since the pilot implementation of this lab reform, the Physics Lab Inventory of Critical Thinking (PLIC [153])
has also been developed to assess students’ approaches to data analysis and how it influence the evaluation
of their experiment.
Of the measurement methods available at the time, the lab practical format appeared to be the most promis-
ing to capture the overall effect of the different types of instruction on students’ behaviors and decisions.
Although measurement, uncertainty, and conclusions are very important, our lab reform did not cover all
the aspects of data analysis included in the pre-existing assessments (e.g., Physics 211 does not include any
curve fitting). We also wanted to probe the effects of the different instruction on skills that happened earlier
in the experiment too, like planning and device expertise. Limiting our assessment would not allow us to
capture these other effects. Furthermore, using the pre-existing assessments would not allow us to see the
interactions between bottom-up and top-down effects on student reasoning in the lab. The availability of
open-ended prompts and free-response answers naturally lends itself to a grounded approach to the analysis:
first it was necessary to characterize the scope of observed responses, followed by using that characterization
to quantify them. Although this process is very time-intensive, the frameworks that emerge can serve as a
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basis for future large-scale assessment efforts.
5.2 Underlying frameworks
The evaluations of the course reforms in this project fundamentally tried to answer the question, “How
does the reformed laboratory instruction make students different from those who experienced traditional
instruction?” We narrow down this vague question by returning to our course design objective of developing
adaptive experts by practicing creativity and developing experimental skills. Because of the many ways
student creativity and skills can manifest, our assessments focus is on creating a space for students to show
us what they can do. This grounded approach uses observations of student responses to the prompts and
focuses more on what students do rather than whether they can answer the prompt ‘most correctly.’
5.2.1 Difference in instructional frameworks
The lab reforms were constructed around a framework that supports a path in which students grow in
efficiency and innovation on their path to becoming adaptive experts. In a practical sense, this meant
training students in skill areas that we identified as barriers to making informed decisions in the experimental
process, while also asking students to make decisions based on their existing knowledge, observations, and
beliefs.
In contrast, content in the verification-style labs was designed to make sure students could reproduce phys-
ical phenomena quickly and correctly. The detailed instructions in the lab manual provided little to no
opportunity for students to explore independently or innovate (unless they had to troubleshoot an unex-
pected error in their experimental setup), but implicitly modeled some scientific skills. These include the
use of multiple trials, careful measurement techniques, and some method of comparing measured results to
a prediction.
5.2.2 Three frameworks informing the assessment
The design of our main assessments and subsequent analyses was based on three frameworks that suggest the
nature of differences that may appear between students from the two lab conditions and how those differences
might be observed. Two of these frameworks focus on students’ skills and practices, while the third provides
a lens to consider the impact of beliefs about the nature of experimentation. These frameworks and their
implications for assessment design are described in the sections below.
Frameworks for observing and understanding skills and practices
To probe the differences between the two groups, we use a ‘transfer in’ approach to assessment much like
that described by Bransford and Schwartz in [154]. In this study, participants in fifth grade and in college
were asked to propose solutions to a problem about restoring bald eagle populations. Neither group was able
to produce a viable solution. However, when asked to generate questions about issues they would research
to solve the problem, the fifth graders focused on details about eagles (e.g., size, diet) while the college
students asked questions related to the effect of habitat, historical causes, and the roles of experts in the
solution. The idea of ‘transfer in’ therefore looks not for the ability to correctly solve a problem, but rather
for the strategies being used in the attempt to solve the problem. In the context of the physics laboratory,
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we look for this version of transfer to appear under two overlapping frameworks: powerful ways of seeing
and resources theory, both discussed below.
First, we expect to see differences in the details students pay attention to in the assessment contexts. Marton
et al. [140] suggests that these differences in noticed details (‘powerful ways of seeing’) should impact the
quality of the actions students take (‘powerful ways of acting’). An example from the literature is how
experts in chess see the chessboard differently — in patterns of pieces and ‘chunks’ of moves — than novices
who see individual pieces and moves, and are subsequently able to take more powerful actions when playing
chess [102, 155]. Similar ‘chunking,’ categorization, and recall effects have been observed between physics
experts and novices when considering elements of written problems [106, 107, 113].
The two lab formats trained students to focus on different aspects of their experiments, for example the
verification-style might emphasize to students to check that their experiment is set up correctly, while the
decision-making lab might also emphasize considering whether the experiment is able to answer the question
at hand. A difference in student behavior may also be caused by the difference in classroom practices,
as the verification-style lab used the lab manual to explicitly draw students’ attention to details while the
decision-making lab relied on creating spaces for students to realize and act on important details on their
own.
Second, and not entirely unrelated, we expect to see students using different ‘resources’ as they respond
to the prompts in the assessment. The resources framework described by Hammeret al. [117] describes
‘resources’ as fine-grained ideas (such as “more effort causes more result” when thinking about force) that
can be activated in helpful or unhelpful ways, and which can be coordinated together with practice. Although
the framework focuses on resources related to physics concepts and epistemologies, we believe it may also
be applied to identify experimental resources. These would include choices made by students during their
physics experiments, such as including multiple trials, ensuring that equipment is functioning correctly, or
making a prediction using an equation.
The resources framework further asserts that context, defined by Hammer et al. as “circumstances for passive
but reliable activation,” can influence which resources are activated, and that deliberate practice activating
multiple resources together can lead to the automatic activation of the resources as a group. In this sense the
behavior of students is in some degree caused by an experimental context which demands certain resources.
While teaching students, context may be leveraged so that as the scaffolding of tuned context is removed
the resources are still activated. For the assessment of resources activated it becomes critical to understand
which resources are inherent to the context and which are inherent to the different formats of laboratory
instruction.
We adopt these two frameworks for assessment because, while agreeing with each other, each framework
focuses on student behavior in different ways. For example, resources theory can explain ‘powerful ways of
seeing’ by claiming that the coordination of perceptual resources can determine which patterns or features
students notice [156]. However, the resources theory approach does not consider actions or decisions that
arise from the things that students see. On the other hand, ‘powerful ways of seeing’ limits the scope of
resources that may be studied. It is our opinion that the ‘powerful ways of seeing’ theoretical approach
is most appropriate for well-constructed assessment tools, while resources theory is most appropriate for
open-ended situations.
Based on these theoretical frameworks, the end-of-semester measurement tools take an emergent approach to
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assessment. Instead of creating tools which can be graded as right or wrong, students are put in hypothetical
and actual situations and the features they identify and choices they make are observed. Basically, we look
for what students look at and what they see specifically in experimental data, and in the overall experimental
process. One of the main studies leans toward the ‘powerful ways of seeing’ framework and looks at outcomes
as well, while the other main study in this work focuses on evidence of activated resources without worrying
about right or wrong outcomes.
Interactions between expectations and practices
An additional important goal of the lab reforms was to help develop students’ understanding of the nature
of science experiments. This was primarily emphasized using two methods. First, the class used explicitly
structured experiment types (‘observation,’ ‘testing,’ and ‘application’). Second, experiment prompts were
designed to challenge students’ expectations that the purpose of physics experiments is to confirm equations
learned in class, starting by providing claims that would end up being experimentally rejected and eventually
probing the ways that physics experiments can be used to develop, test, and augment physics models. There
is starting to be some research to understand these beliefs about the nature of experimentation [120] and
how these beliefs play out in students’ lab classroom actions [123]; however this area of study is very new and
we believe the assessments described in this project are the first to probe the impact of different classroom
instruction on these belief-related behaviors.
A significant reason why the course sought to address these nature of experimentation issues is because we
have observed that most students who enter the introductory lab have beliefs that are consistent with those
supported by the traditional lab format (i.e., experiments should confirm what is already known). Shifting
students’ beliefs about the nature of their experiments should influence the way they engage in classroom
experiments. William Brewer’s work on the theory-ladenness of science experiments [137] suggests that the
interpretation of experimental results are the result of synthesizing ‘bottom up’ factors — that is, the raw
information that is available — and ‘top down’ factors — the expectations and beliefs of the person making
the interpretation. If we are, indeed, affecting the ‘top down’ factors students use when interpreting their
data, we should expect to see the difference in these factors manifest most strongly with assessments that
probe borderline or anomolous cases.
Top down factors can influence which information is noticed or how information is interpreted. The former is
not necessarily a problem: as humans we must use selective attention to filter out what information is useful
to the task at hand and which is not. However, focusing on something the viewer perceives as important
may lead them to miss major observations. The power of selective attention was highlighted famously in
Simons and Chabris’ study where viewers watching a video of basketball players pass a ball did not notice
a man in a gorilla suit as he walked among the players [157]).
There are a variety of ways that top down factors can influence the interpretation of information, particularly
when the data are incomplete, unclear, or impermanent. One is that observations may be recalled incorrectly
to align with expectations, shown with physics students who observed a demonstration of two objects falling
at the same rate but still reported that they fell at different rates [158]. Other effects include ‘intellectual
phase locking,’ the practice of adjusting experiments to artificially cause better agreement with previous
results [159], and priming effects from pre-existing theories that lead researchers to clunkily interpret data
using those theories rather than developing new ones (for example, assuming that Saturn must have moons
instead of rings [160]).
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Table 5.1: Summary of measures used to evaluate IOLab reforms. Type of population sampled is
indicated with the labels I or T for IOLab or Traditional, respectively.
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Brewer claims that anomalous data — that is, data where the result is unclear or unexpected — are particu-
larly susceptible to top down effects. And since anomalous data are often used in science education to effect
concept change, Brewer and Chinn developed a taxonomy of students’ responses to such data [161], with
eight categories ranging from ignoring the result to adopting a substantial theory change. We expect that,
if the reformed lab format has affected students’ beliefs about experimentation, cases with anomalous data
are the most promising to show a difference.
5.3 Summary of measures
The measures applied to evaluate the IOLab reforms are summarized in Table 5.1 and briefly described in
the following sections. Specific details of the measures will be provided in their respective chapters. The
main part of this work uses parts of a lab practical exam given at the end of the semester.
In addition, we consider the effects of the two types of instruction on student attitudes and exam performance
to ensure that the priorities of the reform have not inadvertently had a negative effect. Attitude information
was collected using three survey tools given in online and paper contexts. Exam performance is determined
using electronic course data.
5.4 End-of-semester lab practical
All IOLab and selected traditional students took a lab practical ‘exam’ in the last lab meeting of the semester.
Students were informed about the lab practical in the weeks leading up to the final lab meeting. They were
told they did not need to prepare in any way; instead we told them we wanted to see what they could do
after a semester of instruction. The lab practical was graded based on participation (i.e., fully answering
the prompts), so the same grading rubric could be used for both traditional and IOLab students without
unfairly penalizing either group.
The lab instructors graded the student work and treated the grade as a regular lab with no additional
weighting. This means there was no penalty for not attending the lab practical beyond that of missing a
normal lab meeting. Thus, the number of students who took the lab practical is somewhat smaller than the
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total number of students enrolled in the lab sections sampled. Students receiving reformed lab instruction
are represented in the lab practical at rates of 93.3%, 78.8%, and 58.5% in the Spring 2016, Fall 2016, and
Spring 2017 semesters, respectively. Students in the verification-style sections sampled are represented at
rates of 75.8%, 85.3%, and 67.4%, respectively. We believe the lower participation rate in the final semester
of the study may have been caused by less enthusiastic and more vague announcements regarding the lab
practical combined with a one-grade-drop policy that allowed several students to miss the last class meeting
with no penalty to their grade in the course.
The lab practical consisted of two parts: an individual portion with three free-response questions, and a group
portion where students worked in groups no larger than three to answer an experimental prompt and write
a report. Students were given 50 minutes to complete each part. Students were allowed to use calculators
and equation sheets during the individual portion (although they did not need an equation sheet). In the
group experimental portion they were instructed that they could use any materials in the room, including
calculators, phones, and laptops. The number of questions and time allotted were the same in all three
semesters.
The individual portion of the lab practical consisted of three free-response questions. The questions evolved
over the three semesters based on preliminary research results, changes to the course that made certain
questions less effective, and targeted research interests of the author. The evolution of this tool is summarized
in Fig. 5.1. The specific questions that are included are indicated in the figure, and discussed in detail in
their respective chapters along with relevant changes that were made between semesters. One question from
the written portion of the lab practical is omitted from this discussion as preliminary analysis yielded low
inter-rater reliability and suggested that all students were confused by the the question.
5.4.1 Effect of instruction on data analysis, uncertainty, and conclusions
The first two questions on the lab practical were designed to probe students’ approaches to data analysis
and to observe how these approaches influenced the conclusions they made about the data. We investigate
this specific skill area in part because of our own value of uncertainty analysis in the reformed lab, but also
because data analysis has been established in the PER community as a valued skill in the lab: It is a featured
skill in several other reform projects (including ISLE [82], SQiLabs [90], and GUMlabs [96]), and explicitly
one of the focus areas identified in the AAPT Recommendations for the Undergraduate Physics Laboratory
Curriculum [17].
In Chapter 7, we address the data analysis question, specifically asking if the decision-making lab instruction
causes students to take more sophisticated approaches to analyzing their data, particularly as it pertains
to determining and evaluating uncertainty ranges. We also look to see how more or less sophisticated
approached to data analysis affect the conclusions students make about experimental results. In effect, this
question takes a ‘powerful ways of seeing’ approach: the work looks for the details students see in the given
data and tracks how observing certain details is linked to more or less expertlike conclusions made about
the data.
In both questions, a hypothetical student is testing the properties of a simple pendulum. The first question
presents data values from multiple trials measuring the period of the pendulum and asks students to compare
the experimental results to a predicted value. The second question presents measurement values with uncer-
tainty ranges (i.e., value ± uncertainty) for the release angle (amplitude) and period of a pendulum and asks
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Figure 5.1: Summary of questions analyzed from the lab practical exam. Each row represents one
free-response prompt. Questions that are analyzed in this work are outlined in teal. The grey dotted
line indicates that the question was revised between semesters. Grey questions are not analyzed at all.
Although the Spring 2016 and Fall 2016 lab practicals used the same prompt for the group portion,
poor audio quality in the Spring 2016 videos prevented us from including them in our analysis.
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students to use the results to evaluate the claim that the period does not depend on the amplitude.
Student written responses to these questions were coded to identify the methods students used to analyze and
interpret their data. Emergent coding schemes were developed to characterize the most common approaches
for each question. We interpret student treatment of the data in the first question using ‘point’ and ‘set’
paradigms developed by Allie and Buffler [162]. In the second question we examine whether and how students
respond to the pre-constructed uncertainty value.
Analysis of these questions also looks at the conclusions students make, and how the analysis methods are
connected to those conclusions. Both questions asked students to use the hypothetical experimental results to
evaluate a claim. The data provided to students was tuned to anticipate specific approaches to the data based
on the instructional methods of the reformed and verification-style labs, so that the expected approaches
from the two classroom conditions would lead students to make opposite conclusions. We determine how the
approaches to data analysis are connected to conclusions as measures of the robustness of the skill/decision-
making connections.
Both questions were slightly modified at points during this project. The first question was altered slightly
in the Spring 2017 semester to further probe the robustness of decision-making behaviors of students using
point approaches to the data. The wording of the second question was altered after the Spring 2016 semester
to improve clarity and reduce the number of self-inconsistent answers. These modifications are described in
detail in Chapter 7, as well as results of the study before and after the changes were made.
5.4.2 Group experimental task
In the second half of the lab practical, students worked in groups of three to answer an experimental prompt
involving the effects of air resistance on a falling cotton ball. The experimental prompt was developed to
provide a claim that came from a peer instead of an authority, and to extend the model of falling objects
slightly beyond the free-fall conditions taught in the course. Cotton balls, stop watches, two-meter sticks, and
a collection of small, dense objects were made available to students at the front of the room; Students were
also instructed that they could use any resources available in the room, including calculators, phones, and
laptops. No MBL equipment (IOLabs or Vernier equipment from the verification-style labs) was available
for students to use.
In Spring and Fall 2016, a hypothetical situation was described in which a peer, Jamie, claims that he can
determine the time it will take for a cotton ball to fall by only knowing the drop height and the value of
gravitational acceleration. The lab practical prompted students to explain Jamie’s reasoning and use an
experiment to test his idea. In essence, the prompt asked students to test the claim that the effects of drag
could be ignored for cotton balls dropped from human-scale heights. Written work and video data from
selected groups in Fall 2016 are analyzed to determine the effect of the different lab instruction conditions
on their approach to the experimental task. The Spring 2016 data are not analyzed because of audio quality
issues making group conversations inaudible.
The experimental prompt was altered in Spring 2017 to be more challenging to students. Students were
asked to test two claims from hypothetical peers about the model for air resistance on a cotton ball: one
claiming that the drag force would be constant and the other claiming that it depended on velocity. Analysis
of this version of the prompt may be addressed in future work.
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A video analysis of students attempting this task is presented in Chapter 6, which observes their progress
through an experiment that is just outside their knowledge domain to examine the patterns that arise when
doing a new experimental task. Using an approach which draws from resource theory, we look to see the
features that arise within group discussions, performance of the experiment, and written reports, effectively
looking for transfer in of these experimental elements. These features, such as planning how to interpret data,
using multiple trials, or supporting a conclusion with evidence, are determined as they emerge from video
and written data. Groups who received IOLab instruction are compared to groups who received traditional
lab instruction.
5.5 Other measures: Grades and attitudes
In addition to evaluating the course reforms by how they make students different, we attempt to address
common instructor concerns by showing that the effects of the laboratory reforms add value to students’
experiences. We do this by examining the effects on student exam performance and on their attitudes
in Chapter 8.
Survey results are used to determine the effect on student attitudes about their lab experience. We examine
how the two different styles of instruction impacted students’ novice or expertlike views of experimental
physics. We also check whether the shift away from teaching concepts in the lab had any overall effect on
student grades on exams in the course.
5.5.1 Students’ perceived usefulness of the lab
One of the motivating factors for these lab reforms (as discussed in Chapter 1 was recurring survey results
showing that students do not believe the verification-style labs are important to their learning in the course.
Results from the course feedback survey are analyzed to determine whether the lab reform efforts have led
students believe the reformed labs are more valuable to their learning.
We delve further into students’ perception of the usefulness of the lab using a paper survey that was given to
all students who took the lab practical in Spring 2016 and Fall 2016. The survey contained ten Likert-scale
items and three open-ended questions. The Likert scale items asked students to rate the extent that they
found specific components of the lab to be useful, and their perception of the lab’s usefulness to their future
work and to developing their scientific skills. We compare student responses between the two lab instruction
formats to understand their attitudes about the usefulness of their lab experience.
5.5.2 The ECLASS
The Colorado Learning Attitudes about Science Survey (ECLASS) [122] is a tool used to determine how well
students’ beliefs about physics experiments align with practicing researchers’ beliefs. The ECLASS was used
in all three semesters to measure student attitudes and beliefs about their laboratory courses and physics
experimentation in general at the beginning and the end of the semester.
In Spring 2016 and Fall 2016 the ECLASS was given to students using a web system administered by the
survey creators [163]. In Spring 2017 we administered the ECLASS as a survey embedded in the smartPhysics
course for the whole class.
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We analyze results from the ECLASS on an item-by-item basis to determine the areas where the reformed
lab instruction had the greatest impact on student beliefs. We compare results between students in the
reformed labs and the rest of the class.
5.6 Limits to interpreting results
The results discussed in this work, particularly those from the lab practical, must be interpreted under a
framework of epistemic compartmentalization: that is, students answer based on what they believe is valued
and graded for in the ‘exam’ context for their introductory physics lab, whether or not they have sophisticated
views about physics and physics experimentation outside of the laboratory context. Behavior changes of this
nature have been documented when students switch between curriculum that support expertlike, reflective
behavior, and high-stakes testing conditions where they return to behaviors and beliefs that they think will
help them succeed [164]). So while we hope that the details noticed and resources activated tell us something
about how students think about measurement, uncertainty, and how to carry out an experiment, all we can
be really sure of is that the results tell us what students believe in the context of the physics 211 lab. We do
not think this is necessarily a problem — indeed, what students believe about the role of the lab classroom




The influence of lab instruction on
students’ experimental processes
Informal observations of students in the new laboratory format seem to reveal that these students are
more sophisticated in their experimental processes when compared to their peers in the verification-style
laboratory. As part of our assessment of the reforms, we have worked to identify specific features of student
experimental processes in order to formally characterize these differences. This chapter describes the results
of exploratory video analysis of students from the two treatment conditions performing the same laboratory
task in groups.
In this work, we develop a narrative framework to describe student groups’ progress through their experi-
ments, then use that framework to explore research questions that emerged while observing the groups. Of
particular interest are comparisons of the appearance of elements of the framework and students’ coordina-
tion of experimental elements during planning and conclusion-making stages of their experiment. Patterns
that appear during this exploratory work are used to suggest future areas of interest for larger-scale assess-
ments.
6.1 Studying the experimental process
This study seeks to identify what, specifically, is different about the ways that students carry out experimental
tasks after training under the new laboratory curriculum. We focus on main topics of discussion and on
actions carried out by laboratory groups. This work is preceded and informed by a few studies seeking to
determine the impacts of similar laboratory reforms that promote decision-making and scientific thinking.
We describe two main areas of studies in the following sections and describe the lens we are adopting for our
own analysis.
6.1.1 Background: Use of video to study the experimental process in
introductory lab contexts
Video analysis provides a comprehensive approach to look at students’ progress through a task, particularly
a lab task, to understand their thought processes and level of sophistication. These approaches allow re-
searchers to go beyond questions about whether students are able to do a task ‘correctly’ but are instead
able to probe skills and processes that are transferred in to the task, or to see whether the presence of
certain elements in student work leads to certain outcomes. The video analysis described in this chapter
is influenced by three general areas of study using video to understand students’ behaviors in the physics
laboratory.
The first set of studies that influenced our analysis were carried out as part of the design and evaluation of
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the ISLE curriculum, both to develop a basis determining which experimental behaviors are ‘expertlike’ and
‘novicelike’ [165], and to determine whether the instruction shifts students towards ‘expertlike’ patterns [86].
In both studies, participants were observed during a novel experimental task. Discussions were transcribed
and analyzed line by line for their experimental functions — generalized by the researchers into elements such
as hypothesizing, performing the experiment, writing, judging the result, etc. — and for overall categories
(sensemaking, logistical, and off-topic). This work established an order of progression for the conversational
pattern of expert researchers and determined that novice researchers’ conversations lasted longer but eventu-
ally reached the expert-like pattern [165]. It was also determined that students who received ISLE instruction
spent a larger percentage of experiment time engaged in sensemaking compared to students who received
more ‘traditional’ instruction and spent a larger percentage of time carrying out logistical tasks [86].
We also draw on the ideas of a similar study that used video analysis to determine whether teaching students
to reflect during experimentation increased their ability to monitor their experimental progress (‘metacogni-
tion’), and subsequently whether increased rates of metacognition were of value to instruction [166]. Lippman
Kung and Linder analyzed video data of students engaged in a novel lab task. They broke students’ actions
down into ‘off task,’ ‘logistics,’ and ‘sensemaking’ categories much like the ISLE studies, and addition-
ally identified ‘metacognitive episodes,’ or instances where students engage in judging and monitoring their
progress, such as saying “I don’t get this” or “that seems right.” This research found that the number of
metacognitive episodes were comparable between students from ‘cookbook’ labs and from more creative labs,
and suggests that it is of more value to consider whether or not students react to their metacognition with
a change in their approach to their experiment, which happened more often with students who had greater
success with the experiment. This work also highlights the difficulty of validating generalized observations of
laboratory behavior. When trying to identify metacognitive episodes, the authors struggled to reliably define
observational differences between metacognitive and cognitive episodes, and differences between monitoring
progress versus planning or thinking out loud.
Finally, the overarching idea of exploring interactions in an experiment by constructing a problem solving
narrative from video analysis has been previously used to understand advanced lab activities, particularly
related to students’ interactions with the lab equipment. Of note is the Modeling Framework developed
by Zwickl et al. [118] based on observations of a think-aloud upper-division lab activity. This framework
focuses on the interaction between students’ understanding of the measurement they are making (the ‘mea-
surement model’) and what is happening in the experiment (‘physical system model’), using comparison
between the two as the basis for conclusions or making revisions to the experiment. Dounas-Frazer et
al. [167] extended this work by combining the Modeling Framework with a four-element framework for trou-
bleshooting — broken down into categories of problem formulation, generating causes, testing, and repairing
and evaluating — to study students’ progress while troubleshooting a malfunctioning electrical circuit. The
latter framework was used to understand the general narrative of students’ progress through the task, while
the former allowed detailed focus on specific episodes to show that the scientific practice of modeling supports
the troubleshooting process.
6.1.2 Approach to analysis in this study
The interests of our analysis fall somewhere between the previously discussed approaches. As we look to
evaluate the effects of the reformed laboratory instruction, we are interested in observing parts of an exper-
iment as they arise, much like the ISLE evaluation work. The work in this dissertation takes a less general
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approach (i.e., discussions and behavior are interpreted in the context of the experiment, not in the context
of experiments in general). We also do not consider time data, as our preliminary observations indicate that
time spent on the experiment are more dependent on group dynamics than the lab instruction received. Like
the studies discussed above, we are interested in constructing a narrative of students’ progression through
their experiment that describes the coordination of events, actions, and discussions. We do not try to apply a
structured a priori framework because the experimental task demands addressing several different problems,
and imposing such a framework would limit our ability to identify those problems and students’ relevant
approaches to solving them. Our exploratory approach is instead used to suggest potential frameworks that
may successfully characterize the actions taken by ‘adaptive experts.’
As discussed in Chapter 5, the assessment of our lab reforms adopts Bransford and Schwartz’ approach to
evaluating transfer [101, 154] by looking for the strategies students apply to the task at hand. Comparison
of the strategies used by students from two different lab instructional formats should provide insights into
which aspects of the experimental process are being influenced by the reformed instruction. Based on the
instructional design, we predict that differences may emerge when comparing the types of experimental
details students notice and how they subsequently act [140], how they integrate new or outside information
into the task at hand [114], and in the ‘efficiencies’ that are used, either in terms of small-scale practices or
larger-scale organizational structures [101].
A complementary approach to considering student differences is to consider how students use and coordinate
their cognitive resources during the experimental task. The Resources framework describes how and when
students activate certain cognitive resources while learning physics and solving physics problems [117]. It
also discusses how context can lead to different activation of epistemological resources like ‘knowledge as
transmitted stuff’ (i.e., knowing something because they were told) and ‘knowledge as fabricated stuff’ (i.e.,
knowledge built from previous understanding and current observations). The work also offers an approach to
viewing student work as coordination of resources — that is, considering which behaviors appear in general
and which appear together. Hammer et al.’s work focuses primarily on the resources used in the physics
problem-solving domain (e.g., activating understanding of force). We take a somewhat simplistic approach
to resources by approximating them as general topics of conversation, so that we may break down student
actions into elements that can be considered on their own and in coordination with other experimental
elements. Identifying single elements will allow us to see the details students give value to, while considering
coordination helps us consider the larger-scale structures of their discussions.
Since this work relies on observing students in a classroom setting (as opposed to think-aloud interviews), we
primarily use video data to understand student behavior during the experimental task, and supplement some
of the discussion with data from the observed groups’ written reports. The video data allows us to observe
and identify the topics within the task that students believe warrant sensemaking and consensus. Video
also allows us to see what specific actions are taken in the data collection stage. Students’ written reports,
which reflect the ideas that students believe are valued in the course, are used to identify differences between
what was observed from the videos and what was recorded, and to provide further information about how
students are coordinating their ideas during the conclusion-making stage of their experiment.
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6.2 Parsing the effects of context and of training
The overall goal of the reformed labs was to help students develop into ‘adaptive experts,’ and one of the
challenges in this work is determining which behaviors arise from the context of the task itself and which
are developed by training through classroom instruction. This study provides an opportunity to identify
student behaviors that arise as a consequence of the task itself, and behaviors that are unique indicators of
‘adaptive expertise’ in the introductory physics laboratory.
6.2.1 Classroom context and behavior
Informal comparisons between the two lab instruction formats suggested that the two classrooms had dif-
ferent energy, engagement, and possibly that the conversations within groups varied in sophistication. The
difference in classroom atmosphere became apparent to observers early in the semester, suggesting that
much of the energy observed in the classroom was influenced by the framing of the task. Other behaviors
may also be inherent to the context of the classroom and the task rather than to the training students have
received.
In other words, students’ thinking and action is situated — that is, dependent on the contexts in which they
occur. Choi and Hannafin [168] specify that these contexts include the formality of the learning space and
the purpose of the activity, how content is embedded in an activity, how the activity is facilitated, and the
assessment criteria. Students’ perception of these dimensions of context may have influenced them to adjust
their framing of how to approach the classroom tasks [117]. It has also been shown that task design choices
made by instructors, including the equipment that is made available [169] and the ordering of questions in
the prompt [170], can immediately and measurably influence students’ experimental designs.
The lab practical experiment is nearly identical to the everyday format of the IOLab classroom, including
the framing of the experiment, the need to write a report, and the physical setup of the room. Because the
context is so similar to that experienced by the IOLab students but not the traditional students, we expect
that maybe some of this energy and engagement will appear for both groups. Informal observations of the
traditional students during the lab practical indicated that they were also enthusiastic about carrying out
an open-ended task, although this may be caused by the drastic change in lab format compared to the rest
of the semester (the Hawthorne effect [171]).
It is easy to informally observe the energy of students in the more open lab space, but we are also interested
in determining the behaviors that are prompted by contextual design choices rather than by the differences
in training between the lab conditions. Our interpretation of the video observations and written reports
requires nuance, since they do not necessarily tell us what students can do. Rather, they indicate to us
how students frame the activity — what they believe is the behavior expected of them in the lab practical
setting. In this aspect the IOLab students can be expected to perceive the report writing to be similar
to those they have written in class (the format is mostly the same, except less scaffolding is provided).
Students from the traditional lab had never written a lab report so this was a very drastic change from their
experience reporting lab results (i.e., up to this point in the semester their lab ‘reports’ required filling in
the blanks).
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6.2.2 Training and behavior
Instructors in the IOLab format observed that their students made a transition mid-semester to being more
self-sufficient in experimental tasks, while instructors of the traditional format did not note a similar shift.
The IOLab transition suggests that there has been some kind of student growth caused by the training in the
class. By observing students from both lab instruction formats doing the same activity in the same space,
we anticipate that some shared behaviors will arise as a result of the context of the task and space, but
some differing behaviors will arise based on students’ training through the semester. Contrasting students’
behaviors during the experimental task will help us construct a better understanding of how the ‘adaptive
expertise’ promoted by the IOLab instruction affects (and potentially improves) students approaches to novel
experimental tasks.
In the spirit of this idea, we gave students from the IOLab and traditional instruction formats a group lab
practical experiment to complete. This experiment was simple and slightly outside of the knowledge domain
of the class — it was important that the answer to the prompt not be immediately obvious, but could only be
found by doing the experiment. Although it is typically of interest to instructors to consider whether students
were able to answer the prompt correctly, we believe that observing student behavior for the strategies they
bring in to the task and how they respond to challenges within the task is more powerful to understand what
they have learned and, specifically, how the two types of instruction made students’ approaches different. We
note that this research approach is consistent with Schwartz and Bransford’s proposal that transfer should
be evaluated by the strategies and behaviors that are ‘transferred in’ to a novel task [101].
6.3 The lab practical prompt
The experimental task studied in this chapter was the second part of a laboratory practical exam. The
administration details of the laboratory practical and a summary of its two parts are provided in Chapter 5.
In this part of the practical, students were given a two-page handout containing instructions, the prompt,
and blank pages to hand write their responses to the prompt. They were given 50 minutes to complete the
experiment.
The first page instructed students to write their name, the names of their group members, their lab section,
and to record the experiment start and end times. Additionally, students were instructed,
In this part of the lab practical, you will work in a group to design and do an experiment. You
may use any resources available in the room in your experiment. Additional paper is available
as needed.
The second page contained the prompt, as follows:
In a new EWEEK1 challenge, teams have to drop cotton balls from arbitrary heights so that they
land on a platform at the exact time a countdown timer reaches 0:00. Extra points are given for
dropping the cotton ball from higher heights, but points are deducted for the cotton ball falling
too early or too late.
Jamie, a member of your team, claims that he can predict the exact time to drop the cotton ball
by knowing only the height the cotton is dropped from and the acceleration due to gravity. Your
1EWEEK is a competitive student event held annually in the College of Engineering and is familiar to students enrolled in
the course.
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team needs as many points as possible from this challenge, so they ask your lab group to find
out if he is right.
In your lab group,
1. Discuss the reasoning behind Jamie’s claim. Summarize his reasoning below.
2. Design and perform an experiment to test Jamie’s claim.
3. Write a report of your experiment for your team, with sufficient detail to con-
vince your team to believe your conclusion. Even though you are working
together, each person in your lab group should write a separate report.
6.3.1 What is special about this prompt?
This prompt involves two parts in the design aspect. The first is the required problematization: Jamie’s
claim is specific to the hypothetical competition, but vague in terms of what his method actually is. By
stating “[he can find drop time] by knowing only the height the cotton is dropped from and the acceleration
due to gravity” the question means to imply that Jamie is using a simple kinematic model for the fall time





Any other interpretation (i.e., that Jamie knows how to model air resistance on the cotton ball) would
suggest that Jamie knows more than just the variables y and g.
Therefore, the premise of the experiment prompt is for students to determine whether a simple kinematic
model is sufficient to describe the fall of a cotton ball at human height scales. The prompt primes that the
model is incomplete and perhaps should incorporate air resistance.
The mathematical model for air resistance would require a differential equation (force on the cotton ball goes
as v2, so acceleration will decrease to zero when the cotton ball reaches a terminal velocity). Application of
this model is beyond the expected mathematical abilities of the students in the course. However, the prompt
is written such that it is not necessary to use this mathematical model at any time.
Prior to giving the prompt, the author tested the experiment to determine that the effect or air resistance
on a cotton ball was indeed observable from human-scale drop heights. Sample data showing how the drop
times begin to differ from the predicted times are shown in Fig. 6.1. Based on video analysis of the cotton
ball’s descent, it appears that a terminal velocity is achieved after a fall of a relatively small distance. For a
drop height of 2 meters, the test experiment yielded a difference of 0.16±.06 seconds between the kinematics
prediction and the measured fall time.
6.3.2 Classroom instructions
The lab instructor introduced this task by summarizing the prompt, pointing out provided materials, and
clarifying that “anything in the room” included anything students may have brought to class with them, such
as phones and computers. Students had been previously told they did not need to bring special materials to
the classroom (i.e., they were not told to bring their laptops) although every group had smartphones with
video and stopwatch capabilities available.
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Figure 6.1: Test cotton ball drop data obtained by the author using video analysis, to show ap-
proximately the size of the time difference between the fall time and the predicted time. Systematic
uncertainty is estimated for the video method tools and indicated with error bars. Results from this
method are more precise than typical students’ results in this study.
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6.4 Context of the task within students’ experiences
The nature of the lab practical exam meant that certain changes had to be made in order to facilitate
implementation of the same task in the same space for all students. We discuss how the experimental task
does or does not align with the previous training or contextual experiences students have of what constitutes
‘the lab.’
6.4.1 The space of the ‘exam’
All students did the experimental task at the normal time their class met in a large room with movable
tables. This room was the familiar lab room for the IOLab students. The traditional lab students had not
had any class in this room, although it was in the same building as all their other physics classes. They
were given notice in advance that the room would be changed. It was not possible to hold the traditional
students’ lab practical in their usual lab room because there was unrelated experimental apparatus set up
in the classroom that would have interfered with the lab practical tasks.
Although students were told this was an exam, they were also told that it was not worth more points than
a regular lab and that they would get credit for trying. The lab practical was ‘proctored’ by the usual lab
instructor. An additional research team member was available to answer the traditional lab instructor’s
questions as needed to ensure both the traditional and IOLab students were given the same levels and type
of guidance on the practical. A time constraint of completing the task within 50 minutes was imposed on
students, but this was more than ample to complete the task.
A concern in this study is that the student behaviors observed here may be influenced both by the physical
space and the idea that they are taking an ‘exam.’ Previous research comparing low-stakes learning situations
and high-stakes exams has shown that students ‘epistemologically compartmentalize,’ that is, adopt different
beliefs and behaviors around the course materials, based on the different contexts [164]. The effect of the
‘exam’ context in this study may be approximately similar for all students, and we hope it means they
gave their best effort on the tasks, but it may have also influenced their behaviors in ways that are not
immediately obvious. We observed some effects of the context when some students chose not to pursue
explanations of their results because they had already minimally satisfied the prompt, and since satisfying
the prompt (regardless of the answer being ‘right’) would give full credit they did not need to investigate
any further.
6.4.2 The prompt
The prompt about Jamie’s claim is somewhat consistent with the prompts used in the IOLab instruction
and very different than those used in the traditional format.
During a semester of instruction, the IOLab students were asked to do four testing experiments, in which they
may find evidence to reject (or fail to reject) the claim being tested. The instructions for these experiments
included a brief prompt stating the claim and instructing the students to test it with an experiment, and
some scaffolding reminding students what they should talk about in their reports. Early in the semester this
scaffolding included instructions for each part of their report accompanied by the rubric used to evaluate that
portion. Later in the semester much of this scaffolding was removed, and students were only given reminders
of key elements to include in their report (e.g., a prediction for the experiment’s outcome based on the claim)
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with the rubrics provided in an attached document. The lab practical prompt followed a similar format to
the testing experiments from this class format, although all suggestions about what to include in the report
were omitted, and the rubric was not provided to the students.
The format of ‘testing experiment’ was never used in the traditional lab. The activities in this lab format
instead followed the predict-observe-explain model from the RealTime Physics curriculum [43]. Extensive
scaffolding was provided throughout the semester to walk students through every step — both in data col-
lection and analysis — so that they could obtain results that were consistent with those predicted by physics
equations. The class format did not require students to write reports, instead, blank spaces were provided
for students to record measurements and write brief (1–2 sentence) answers to questions related to explaining
their result.
An additional framing difference between the ‘testing experiment’ prompt and students’ classroom experi-
ences is in how to think about effects that differ from the physics model being tested. In the traditional lab
context, these effects were framed as sources of error which obscured the true or correct measurement. As
discussed in Chapter 3, the IOLab instruction structured several classroom experiments to frame differences
between the model and experimental results as observations that could be incorporated into a revised physics
model.
6.4.3 The experimental equipment
The two lab instruction formats used different data-acquisition equipment: IOLabs in the reformed lab, and
Vernier equipment in the traditional lab. We felt that the use of either of these would create a disadvantage
to students from the lab format that did not use that type of equipment; similarly, given the limited time
available to complete the lab practical experiment, we felt that the introduction of a new piece of technology
would put undue cognitive load on the students and make the task too difficult to finish in time.
Instead, we chose to provide students with less complicated materials, specifically stopwatches. The stop-
watches given to students were simple, containing three buttons (Start/Stop, Reset, Lap) and with a single
digital display. They were not very reliable in recording button presses, and several had low or dead batter-
ies.
In keeping with our theme of creative use of available materials, students were also instructed that they could
use their smartphones or laptops in their experiment. Students most commonly used their smartphones for
their stopwatch functions. However, some groups used or attempted to use video capture to record the fall
times more accurately.
Data collection for the lab practical experiment using the stopwatch was susceptible to very large systematic
errors (on the order of tenths of seconds) caused by a combination human reaction times and anticipatory
behaviors. Because both groups of students were used to dealing with computer-assisted data acquisition,
none of them had lab classroom experience dealing with significant human measurement error of this nature.
However, the IOLab students had done several experiments where the objective was to characterize and
minimize sources of error and may have been better prepared to deal with these adverse experimental
conditions.
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6.5 Data collection methods
Video and written data were collected during the lab practical in all three semesters of the reform pilot,
but we only analyze the media collected in Fall 2016. We initially attempted to analyze the Spring 2016
media, but poor placement of the audio equipment in the room made it impossible to comprehend students’
conversations in all of the traditional lab videos. The prompt was changed to be more challenging in Fall
2017 and therefore is not directly comparable to the other semesters, although it may be analyzed in future
work.
6.5.1 Video recording details
Video recordings were made for semi-randomly selected groups. Cameras were set up before students came
into the classroom, and students were given the freedom to sit in groups at whichever table they preferred.
The cameras were not immediately obvious to students and voice recorders were not placed on their tables
until after the lab practical had begun. Prior to beginning the group portion of the practical, some groups
were asked to move to an empty table that was being recorded to ensure the desired number of groups were
recorded.
Four tables each from two lab sections from each instructional condition were recorded for analysis, for a
total of sixteen video logs, and seventeen groups recorded (one table of four decided to work as two separate
groups). The audio from one of the verification lab groups was unintelligible, so that group’s video is not
analyzed in detail here. Therefore, eight groups from each of the two lab conditions are studied.
The different condition lab sections met on different days of the week but at the same time of day.
The traditional lab practical sessions were administered by the course’s TA, with classroom support from
the author. The IOLab lab practical sessions were administered by the author with classroom support from
the regular LA for the section.
6.5.2 Written reports
As instructed, each student wrote their own report. These reports were turned in to the course TA at the
end of the experiment and graded without marking on the original reports. The reports were then collected
by the researcher for analysis and corroboration with the video observations.
This study only looks at the reports of groups who were video recorded. The reports written by one of the
video recorded groups were misplaced, so only 15 groups’ reports were available for corroboration.
6.6 An exploration of student behaviors in the experiment
This study used a grounded approach to generate a narrative framework that describes the discussions and
behaviors that appeared while students progressed through the experimental task. In this section, we describe
the methods used to develop a framework and describe in detail the elements it contains. A summary list of
these elements with their topical headers is given in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Experimental elements identified in video analysis. Topical headers are italicized. Frequent
(eight or more) codes are in bold; rare (two or fewer) codes are in grey.
Interpreting the claim:
Jamie: kinematics/no drag Jamie: unspecified model Jamie: a*
No clear interpretation
Expectation about claim:
Jamie is wrong Jamie is partially right Jamie has an unspecified solution
Drag affects cotton balls Theorize about drag
Plan for the experiment:
Timed cotton ball drop Compare two dropped objects
What to do with the data:
Compare to prediction See which lands first Develop model
Look for relationship Determine uncertainty No analysis plan
Linking expected results to hypothesis:
Prediction from Jamie’s claim Prediction from opinion No specific prediction made
Considering the height:
Multiple heights used Height to improve measurement
Considering trials:
Multiple trials used Trials to develop average Discard some results
Considering timing methods:
(Discuss numerical prediction) Anticipate difficulty timing Observe difficulty timing
Minor change to timing method Discuss alternate timing method Discuss reaction times






Percent error calculated Uncertainty estimated Uncertainty calculated
Making sense of results:
Outcome caused by human error Outcome caused by drag Outcome noted but not explained
Outcome not noted Retake data after analysis
Conclusions about experiment:
Results agree with prediction Results disagree with prediction Drag is significant
Human error is significant
Conclusions about Jamie’s claim:
Jamie is right Jamie is wrong Jamie is right for small heights
No judgment about Jamie’s claim
Reason for conclusion:
Because percent error Because values close Because values different
Because timing difficulties No specific justification
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6.6.1 Development of the analysis framework
The elements of the framework evolved from content logs focusing on the actions and discussions that
were relevant to completing the experiment. Themes that emerged were condensed into the ‘experimental
elements’ used in this study and revised based on their ability to reliably describe students’ progress through
their experiment.
The sixteen videos were viewed by the author and content logs written containing time stamps and summa-
rizing the actions and discussions of the group. The author noted overall content of discussions and specific
interesting quotes, as well as communicative gestures and other actions that seemed meaningful. An example
content log, including annotations identifying the appearance of specific ‘experimental elements’ (described
in 6.6.2), is provided in Appendix E.
Two other researchers familiar with the lab reform viewed a random selection of half of the videos along with
the content logs to confirm their veracity. Next, the content logs were analyzed for behaviors and statements
of interest to the researchers: many of these being strategy setting, establishing reasoning for certain claims
or actions, and the specific actions that were stated/taken in order to perform the experiment. Similar
behaviors or statements were grouped together so that general descriptive lists of students’ progress could
be written for each group and to choose categories that should be more reliable to identify.
Areas of interest for these descriptive lists are detailed in Section 6.6.2. Two researchers (the author plus
another physics education researcher) reviewed all content logs together to establish agreement on the evalu-
ation of the categories. The data-collection phase of the videos were reviewed by both researchers to resolve
any categorization disagreements for which the content logs were not sufficiently detailed.
The written reports were analyzed and coded on a limited basis to corroborate with the video analysis. After
checking for general agreement between the reports of the individual members of each group, a representative
report from the group was chosen by the author. Results reported by each group were logged, along with
their conclusion about the results. Concluding paragraphs were analyzed for elements of discussion. All logs
of conclusions and categorical elements were checked for agreement by the researcher who had previously
validated the video categories. Corroboration of the video analysis with the written reports is discussed later
in this chapter.
6.6.2 Elements of the experiment
Through observing the sixteen student groups, a list of 58 specific ‘experimental elements’ was generated.
Sixteen of these elements were very common (observed in at least half of the groups); fifteen were very
uncommon (observed in one or two groups). Each group’s progress through the experiment was able to be
described using 14–26 (median 21) of these elements. In this section, we describe each of the ‘experimental
elements’ and show the frequency of their appearance in the IOLab and traditional groups’ discussions.
After presenting these elements individually in this section, we will continue on in the next section to review
overall trends in their appearance and identify at a larger scale what the groups from the two lab groups
have in common and how they differ.
The experimental elements presented here are generally grouped by their overall theme and discussed in
roughly chronological order. For example, most student groups discussed their interpretation of the claim
at the very beginning of the experimental task, and we observed four different types of interpretation of the
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claim. Therefore, the topic ‘interpreting the claim’ is discussed first and contains four elements. The full list
of experimental elements ordered chronologically and grouped by topic is shown in Table 6.1. We observed
elements related to informal experiments and developing personal theories appearing both before and after
the data collection phase of the experiment, so these topic-hopping elements are categorized by the topic
when they most commonly appeared.
Discussing the claim
Most student groups progressed through the lab practical task in an order influenced by the written prompt,
therefore they discussed their interpretation of Jamie’s claim prior to starting (or, with two exceptions,
planning) their experiment. During these discussions, students established their specific interpretation of
the claim and many expressed their opinion about whether the claim was correct. We provide further context
for these discussion topics and describe their experimental elements in the following paragraphs.
What was the interpretation of the claim? The claim in the prompt is specific to the hypothetical
competition, but vague in terms of the actual method to predict time. This vagueness led students into a
process of problematization that involved making sense of their understanding of the physics [172] to define
a specific research question. However, not all questions students developed were necessarily testable [173].
Our observations indicate that the testability of the research question plays out throughout the experimental
process.
By stating “[Jamie can find drop time] by knowing only the height the cotton is dropped from and the
acceleration due to gravity” the question meant to imply that Jamie is neglecting the effects of air resistance
and using a simple kinematic model for the fall time of the cotton ball. Most students arrived at this
interpretation, which we label ‘Jamie: no drag/kinematics.’
A small number of groups arrived at an alternate explanation that assumed Jamie had special knowledge
beyond the height and the gravitational constant. These groups either settled on a specific alternate model
to develop and test (‘Jamie: a*’) or failed to specify a model (‘Jamie: unspecified model’). We observed
that these interpretations of the claims led to most of the differing pathways through the experimental
process.
The a* model assumes that the Jamie’s method includes an acceleration of the cotton ball that would still be
constant, but is some value smaller than the acceleration due to gravity. The group that took this approach
used data collected in their experiment to solve for the a* and did not question their assumption of constant
acceleration. This group attempted to test their a* model by using a different height than that used to
calculate a*, but their test was not carried out as carefully as their original measurements. We note that
one (traditional) group interpreted Jamie’s claim as kinematics only but in their experiment assumed that
the falling cotton ball followed the a* model.
The students who did not specify a model claimed that Jamie had some way to calculate the drop time, but
that they could not know what it was until they did an experiment. These students expected that some
kind of logical relationship would arise from looking at the data from their experiment. These groups were
the most likely to not know what to do with their data after they collected it and had very disorganized
conclusions.
The frequency of observing the different interpretations of the claim is shown in Fig. 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Students’ interpretations of the claim. Error bars in this figure and Figures 6.3 to 6.13
are binomial confidence intervals.
What was their opinion about the claim? Although they were not prompted to express an expectation
or opinion about the outcome of the experiment, many groups did so during their discussion of Jamie’s claim.
These expressed opinions suggest that students were linking their previous knowledge about air resistance
and cotton balls (and sometimes informal observations in the room) to the experimental task and were
developing personal alternative hypotheses. We summarize the expressed opinions below and show their
frequencies in Fig. 6.3.
These discussions often included judgments about Jamie’s claim, i.e., that he was wrong or right (most
often the expectation was that he was wrong). No group expected that Jamie’s claim was right, but a small
number of groups hedged their personal claims, saying that Jamie was “not exactly” or “almost” right. Two
groups expressed that they didn’t know how big the effect would be and couldn’t know whether the claim
was correct without doing the experiment.
While discussing the feasibility of Jamie’s claim, many groups brought up their previous experiences with
cotton balls or their understanding of air resistance. This appeared in two forms: discussing how air re-
sistance would affect cotton balls specifically (‘Drag affects cotton balls’) and discussing their theoretical
understanding of air resistance (‘Theorize about drag’). Theorizing about drag sometimes appeared later in
the experimental process, but most frequently appeared while fleshing out Jamie’s theory.
Planned strategy for the experiment
All groups developed some kind of overall strategy that involved dropping cotton balls, collecting data,
and making some kind of comparison. However, students varied in how far they planned forward in their
experiment, i.e., whether they just planned to collect data or had a clear idea of how the data would be
used to actually test the claim or how they would know what conclusion to make. These forward-planning
aspects of the discussion align with the framework for hypothetico-predictive arguments [174]. We looked
for these different levels of planning elements in students’ pre-experiment discussions.
How will the data be generated? The most common approach to this experiment was to plan to drop
the cotton ball from various heights and measure how much time it took to fall (‘Timed cotton ball drop’).
Two IOLab groups differed in their design by comparing the cotton ball drop time to the drop time of a
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Figure 6.3: Students’ expectations about the claim and related theories.
metal hex nut. This latter approach, while not popular, was also able to successfully test the claim.
What will be done with the data? An experimental plan that tests a claim should go beyond just
collecting data, but should also include an idea of how that data will be used to test the claim. We looked
for discussion during the planning stage about how the data would be used/analyzed to get an idea of how
complete students’ experimental plans were.
Consistent with the most common data collection plan, most groups planned to compare their measurements
to a kinematic prediction (‘compare to prediction’). This included time predictions based on Eq. 6.1 and
comparing the average acceleration of the cotton ball to the acceleration due to gravity. The ‘see which
lands first’ approach functioned as the analog to this comparison approach for groups whose design involved
comparing the drop time of two objects, one which was expected to be less effected by air resistance than
the cotton ball.
Some groups, particularly those whose interpretations of Jamie’s claim were vague, expressed plans to ‘look
for a relationship’ or to collect data to construct their own model (‘develop model’) to solve the drop-time
problem from the prompt.
Only two groups (both IOLab) talked about determining uncertainty on their measurements as part of their
experimental plan (‘determine uncertainty’). Both of these groups anticipated that the measurement would
be error-laden and planned to use the uncertainty to deal with the expected variations in their measurements.
One of the groups additionally referred to the written portion of the lab practical, which focused largely
on data analysis methods, as an indicator that the lab practical valued calculating uncertainty. We did not
observe any other groups talking about the first portion of the lab practical in a similar way during the
experiment.
A small number of groups discussed a plan to collect data, but did not verbally establish what would be
done with the data after they were collected (‘no analysis plan’).
The frequencies of the discussed analysis plans and basic experimental methods are shown in Fig. 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Students’ discussed plans for their experiment.
Figure 6.5: Students’ discussions of potential outcomes of the experiment.
What predictions are made, if any? Predictions are a necessary component of testing a claim as
they provide a basis of comparison to make a conclusion about the claim [174]. In this work we define a
‘prediction’ to be the expected outcome of a specific experiment based on the claim or theory [82, 174].
To better capture students’ discussions, we relaxed this definition to include any discussion of an expected
outcome of the experiment, and further specify whether this expected outcome was based on the claim
(‘prediction from Jamie’s claim’) or on a personal opinion (‘prediction from opinion’). The frequencies of
students discussing predictions are shown in Fig. 6.5
We observed a little fewer than half of the student groups verbalizing their expectations for the outcome,
sometimes related to strategizing what kinds of conclusions they could make based on seeing certain results.
Predictions based on the claim included statements like, “If [Jamie’s method] works... [the measured time]
will equal the [predicted] time,” and, “...if [the cotton ball and hex nut] land at the same time [then Jamie
is right].” Predictions based on personal opinion (specifically, the opinion that Jamie was wrong) included
expectations that “[The comparison between measurement and prediction] will be close but not exact,” or
that the group would, after collecting their data, “...see the [percent] error is pretty big and say the only
thing probably wrong is the acceleration.”
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Figure 6.6: Students’ use of multiple height and multiple trials.
Details and doing the experiment
Where the previous section discussed student foresight, this area looks closely at a mix of planning and
reaction to things that happened during the experiment. Measuring the time for the cotton ball drop was
very difficult for students, and they anticipated and/or responded to this difficulty in ways that may reveal
what they think about experimental data. We focus on some procedural aspects like using multiple heights
and multiple trials, consider how the groups responded to the difficulty with the stopwatches, and note
whether data were discarded.
Multiple heights In this area we note whether students used multiple heights in their experiment as a
simple matter of recording the details of their procedure. We also recorded whether any discussions took
place, either before or during the experiment, relating the choice of heights to the ability to take better
measurements (‘height to improve measurement’).
We observed that every group used multiple heights in some way in their experiment, although not all groups
ended up recording results for all heights tested (and multiple heights were not necessary to test the claim).
For example, some groups tried dropping the cotton ball from a lower height like 1 meter, realized the time
measurement was difficult, and revised their experiment to record measurements from a 2 meter drop. Two
groups from each lab condition only recorded data from one height in their reports.
Multiple trials The practice of using multiple trials to make a measurement was included in the instruction
of both lab formats. We observed nearly all groups using multiple trials in this experiment (‘multiple trials
used’). More than half of the IOLab groups verbally established that their results from multiple trials would
contribute to a final average measurement, while only one traditional group had a similar discussion (‘trials
to develop average’).
Students’ use of multiple heights and multiple trials are shown in Fig. 6.6.
How did students deal with difficulties in measuring the time? Students were limited by their
own reaction times and by the equipment that was available in the room. Although video analysis was
available on students’ phones and laptops, none of the recorded groups (and very few groups in general) used
video methods for their experiment. Two traditional groups seriously considered using video methods but
abandoned the approach when it was not clear that they could get high-quality results quickly. Most students
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Figure 6.7: Students’ discussions and responses to timing difficulties.
used the stopwatches provided or the stopwatches on their phones, and adapted to the inherent limitations
in ways that they believed would improve their results, which are summarized below with frequencies shown
in Fig. 6.7.
Nearly every group we observed commented on how difficult it was to measure the fall time of the cotton ball
while they were doing their experiment (‘observe difficulty timing’). A small number of groups anticipated
this difficulty based on their predictions made from the kinematics model (e.g., for a 1 meter drop height
Jamie’s model predicts a fall time of 0.45 seconds) or from informal observations from dropping the cotton
ball prior to starting their experiment.
In their reactions to the measurement difficulty, we observed three topics arise. Many groups discussed the
impact of reaction times on their ability to make the measurement (‘discuss reaction times’), either claiming
that their measurement abilities were limited or using it as a desired attribute of the time recorder: students
made comments like, “I have a really bad reaction time,” or, “We need someone who is really good at
Xbox.” We observed several groups making minor adjustments to their experiments after their initial data
collection attempts to try to improve their ability to measure the time (‘minor change to timing method’).
This included changing the person operating the stopwatch and increasing the drop height. Finally, some
groups discussed timing methods they believed would be more accurate than the stopwatch (‘discuss alternate
timing method’), including video analysis and hypothetical sensors that would automatically stop when the
cotton ball landed, but we did not observe any students change their methods in such a drastic way after
their initial data collection.
Additionally, while looking at students’ use of multiple trials, we noticed that almost all groups discarded
some of their data (‘discard some results’). Students’ comments while deciding whether to record or discard
their data often referred to user error (e.g., “I couldn’t push the button fast enough.”) or large variations in
measurements from trial to trial. We will describe this behavior in more detail later in this chapter.
Analyzing and Interpreting results
After collecting their data, students returned to their seats to determine how to extract meaning from their
results. This process included condensing the results from their multiple trials into a single value, choosing
and carrying out an error analysis method, and, in some cases, noticing and trying to make sense of trends
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Figure 6.8: Data analysis methods observed.
in the data.
What kind of basic analysis did the groups do? The frequency of different basic analysis is shown in
Fig. 6.8. Much like using multiple trials, finding the average of the results from those trials (‘average over
trials’) was a matter of routine for nearly all the students observed. Similarly, most groups used the average
they found to compare to a prediction based on the free fall model (‘discuss comparison to prediction’).
This was the case even for groups that did not discuss comparing to the prediction while planning their
experiment — in fact, two groups (one from each lab condition) verbally planned a different experiment and
ended up carrying out the mainstream experiment anyway.
We observed one group choosing to calculate a global average across multiple trials and multiple heights
(‘average over heights’). This group had designed their experiment to measure a constant acceleration
caused by drag (using the a* model) and compare it to the acceleration caused by gravity. It is not clear
from the videos why they did their analysis in this way, but it suggests that they assumed a* would be the
same regardless of drop height.
What kind of error analysis did the groups do? Error analysis was used as a tool in both class formats
to facilitate comparisons between measurements and predictions. We observed that about half of the groups
from both conditions did not discuss any form of error analysis (‘no error analysis method’). Student groups
that discussed error analysis used the practices that were used in their lab format. Only students from the
IOLab groups calculated the uncertainty on their measurement across multiple trials (‘uncertainty calcu-
lated’) or tried to estimate the systematic uncertainty from using the stopwatch (‘uncertainty estimated’).
Only students from traditional groups discussed the percent error between the prediction and the result.
The frequencies of these discussions are shown in Fig. 6.9. The groups’ discussions of their analysis methods
align with the content of their written reports, except for one IOLab group who discussed estimating the
systematic uncertainty but did not write it down.
Did the students try to make sense of their results? During the process of comparing their results
to their predictions, several groups commented on their specific results and tried to determine whether
they made sense. We refer to this process as ‘sensemaking,’ using Odden and Russ’ definition, “a dynamic
process of building or revising an explanation in order to ‘figure something out.’ ” [175]. Sometimes this
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Figure 6.9: Error analysis methods observed.
sensemaking regarded the result from one of many heights tested (e.g., if at 1.5 m the measured time was less
than the predicted time, but at 2 m the measured time was larger than predicted), while other discussions
were for overall trends (e.g., were all measurements larger than the prediction or were they scattered?). This
discussion topic suggests that some students are self-monitoring for perceived correctness of their results. The
frequency of sensemaking about the results and the resolution of that sensemaking is shown in Fig. 6.10. We
observed that traditional lab groups were more likely to not comment on their results than IOLab students
(‘outcome not noted’).
When students did take note of their results, three sensemaking outcomes appeared. Student groups who
observed unexpected fluctuations in their data tended to conclude that they were caused by human error while
using the stopwatch (‘caused by human error’). Groups with data consistently larger than the prediction
tended to conclude that the systematic difference was caused by air resistance (‘caused by drag’). Finally, a
small number of student groups commented on their results but decided that explaining them was outside
the scope of the assigned task (‘noted but not explained’), using comments like, “We don’t need to know
why, we just need to know if [Jamie’s claim] is right.” One traditional lab group was split in their resolution
of their experimental outcome, with one group member claiming the different results could be explained by
drag and another group member objecting that they were not required to explain their results. The divided
discussion of this group is represented in Fig. 6.10 using half counts.
An additional piece of sensemaking and groups’ responses to it took place earlier in the experimental process
when students were making informal comparisons between their results and their predictions. Following the
data collection stage, students reviewed the values of their multiple trials and calculated the average value
from those trials. While reviewing, many groups expressed skepticism about the correctness of single trial
values or overall values and chose to collect more data (‘retake data after analysis’). Most groups that did
this completed one more trial and checked their new results for self-consistency with their previous results.
If the new result agreed closely enough to the previous results, the previous results were kept; otherwise
several groups discarded trial results that were inconsistent with their newly measured value.
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Figure 6.10: Students’ sensemaking about their results.
Making conclusions
The final stage students went through during the lab practical experiment was making conclusions about
their results. In this stage, we saw three main topics arise as students decided the overall meaning of their
results: conclusions reached about the comparison between their results and the prediction, conclusions
reached about Jamie’s claim, and the reasons students cited for the decisions they made. This section
identifies elements that arose in students’ discussions. These discussions were often fragmented and did
not usually discuss specific features of the data, but instead seemed to be used for students to establish
consensus on what their results meant. In Section 6.8.2 we further explore students’ conclusions in their
written reports.
What conclusion did students reach about their results? After comparing their results to the
prediction, students made judgments about the outcome of the comparison and what this outcome could
mean. These judgments are summarized in Fig. 6.11. Most of the groups made clear statements about
whether their results were ‘close’ to the prediction or were different from the prediction (‘results agree with
prediction’ and ‘results disagree with prediction,’ respectively). It was far more common for students to
decide that their results differed from the prediction.
We also include students’ discussions of the causes of their results in this category. Although these judgments
are not the same as the agree/disagree comparison results, it seems that students conflated the two in their
conclusion discussions. In cases where the results and prediction are different, some groups did not explicitly
state the difference, but jumped to concluding that drag was present in the experiment (‘drag is significant’)
or that the results are evidence that the human error is large (‘human error present’). The latter conclusion
about the data only came up in IOLab groups and is interesting because it frames the outcome of the
experiment in terms of the limitations of tools and methods used rather than omitting their effects on the
result.
What conclusion did students reach about Jamie’s claim? We ask this question to see if students
are still aware of the overall objective of the experiment by the time they have finished. At the end of their
experiment did they only interpret their results, or did they loop back around and make a final decision
about the claim? We observed a large number of traditional groups not talking about the implications of
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Figure 6.11: Students’ conclusions about their results.
the result on the claim at all (‘no judgment about the claim’), while every IOLab group explicitly discussed
their evaluation of the claim. Although this study is statistically limited, these results suggest a potentially
big difference between how the lab instruction formats teach students to reach consensus on higher-order
aspects of their experiment.
Student groups were divided in the conclusions that they reached about the claim, shown in Fig 6.12 along
with the ‘no judgment’ frequency. IOLab groups that observed small differences or decided the human error
was large concluded that Jamie’s claim is appropriate for the cotton ball competition (‘Jamie is right’). Of
the three groups who concluded that Jamie’s method was right, two had not expressed any opinion about
the outcome prior to collecting data, and one group had discussed how cotton balls are affected by drag but
had not stated whether they expected Jamie to be right or wrong.
Students who were more confident in their numerical results concluded that Jamie’s method did not work
(‘Jamie is wrong’) or that it would only work for small heights when the air resistance effects were small
(‘Jamie is right for small heights’). The latter conclusion was often more supported by students’ theories
about air resistance rather than evidence from their experiments. One traditional group could not agree on
their conclusion — one student chose the small heights conclusion while the rest of the group claimed that
Jamie was wrong — so half counts are used to represent this group’s conclusion.
What reasons do students cite for their conclusions? While finishing up their discussions about their
results, we observed several groups making final statements specifically linking evidence from their experi-
ments to the conclusions they reached. This discussion topic is interesting because students reached a variety
of conclusions about their results — ranging from human error being significant, to Jamie’s method working
or not working, to ‘proving’ that air resistance was present — but their conclusions may have overreached
the evidence from their experiments. We show the frequencies of justifying conclusions with different types
of reasoning in Fig. 6.13. We also explore the link between experimental evidence and conclusions in our
analysis of the written reports in Section 6.8.2.
Around half of both groups did not discuss specific reasons for their conclusions during this last stage of
the experiment (‘no specific justification’). This does not mean they had no reasons, as many groups made
in-the-moment judgments about their results and overall descriptions. However, these groups did not make
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Figure 6.12: Students’ conclusions about Jamie’s claim.
Figure 6.13: Reasons students discuss to support their conclusions.
a final logical connection between their conclusions and their specific results. Instead, we observed that, for
example, many groups expected a certain outcome, got whatever results they got, and concluded that air
resistance was present without citing specific reasons they could make this conclusion.
Most traditional groups that supported their conclusion did so based on the size of their percent error
(‘percent error’). The same traditional group that could not agree on their conclusion also disagreed on
whether, for the purpose of their conclusion, their results were close to or different from the prediction (‘values
close’ and ‘values different,’ respectively). This group is represented using half counts in Fig. 6.13.
Half of the IOLab groups supported their conclusion on the basis of their comparison between their results
and the prediction (‘values close’ and ’values different’). We also observed two IOLab groups citing the
difficulty of measuring time with a stopwatch (‘timing difficulties’) as a reason to conclude that Jamie was
right. One IOLab group cited both the closeness of the values and timing difficulties for their conclusion, so
they are counted twice in the figure.
6.7 Exploring trends in element appearance
In this section we use the ‘experiment element’ framework to compare between groups who received IOLab
instruction and those who received traditional lab instruction. We consider multiple elements at once to
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Table 6.2: Common experimental elements and their frequency of appearance for each group, ranked






Drop from multiple heights 8 8
Plan standard experiment 7 8
Discard some data 6 8
Use multiple trials 7 7
Average results over trials 7 7
Jamie: no drag/just kinematics 7 6
Discuss observed timing difficulties 6 7
Analysis compares result to prediction 6 6
Plan to compare result to prediction 5 6
Expect drag matters on cotton 5 4
Discuss reaction times 5 4
Conclude results disagree with prediction 4 4
identify which behaviors are inherent to the context of the task and suggest behaviors that may have been
influenced by the lab instruction format. We also compare students’ coordination of elements while planning
their experiment and making their conclusions to get an idea of how well they are articulating higher-order
ideas about the task at hand. Our ability to make comparisons between the two lab conditions is limited
by the small sample size, but observing the frequencies of certain behaviors may suggest areas of future
assessment.
We summarize the comparison across all codes between the two groups in Figs. 6.14, 6.15, and 6.16.
6.7.1 What elements do the two groups have in common?
In general, the video observations showed that all groups, regardless of their laboratory condition, were able
to design an experiment that measured cotton ball fall times. Table 6.2 lists the shared, frequent (i.e., at
least half of both groups did it) characteristics of students’ progression through their experiment. We observe
commonalities in the general procedure of the designed experiment, the specific details of carrying out the
experiment, and in the groups’ responses to difficulties with the measurement process.
During the first stage of the task when students were interpreting the claim, a majority from both groups
expressed that they believed that drag would matter on cotton. This expressed opinion both draws on
students’ understanding of the properties of cotton balls and indirectly indicates their expectation that the
cotton ball will not fall according to Jamie’s model. While it appears to be positive that students are
connecting their own ideas to the experimental task at hand, it is also possible that their expectation could
serve as a top-down influence on the collection and interpretation of their data.
The majority of groups interpreted Jamie’s claim in the same way and designed experiments that had
very similar procedures. This suggests that most groups, regardless of whether they have been given the
opportunity to do so in class, are able to problematize the claim and design a method that tests it. From
the interpretation that Jamie’s method ignored air resistance, these students devised a method that involved
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Figure 6.14: Number of groups exhibiting experiment elements while planning the experiment.
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Figure 6.15: Number of groups exhibiting experiment elements while collecting and analyzing data.
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Figure 6.16: Number of groups exhibiting experiment elements making conclusions about the result.
dropping a cotton ball from multiple heights, measuring the fall time, and comparing the measured time
to that predicted by Jamie’s claim. Most groups followed through with their intended procedure and, at
the very least, reached a conclusion evaluating whether the measurements agreed or disagreed with the
prediction.
The experiments themselves shared several procedural features. All groups measured times from multiple
heights. Nearly all groups used multiple trials and determined an average result from some of those trials.
This average result was nearly always compared to a value predicted by the kinematics equation (although
we note that this is different from the ‘prediction from Jamie’s claim’ discussed earlier).
We also observed that most groups commented on and attempted to adapt to the adverse measurement
conditions. Many of these comments included discussion of operator error (e.g., being unable to hit the
stopwatch buttons fast enough) or expressions of dismay that measurements from multiple trials were different
from each other. Groups often complained about the difficulty of using the stopwatch to measure such a
short time reliably. In the presence of such difficulties, nearly all groups discarded some of their data.
6.7.2 What elements are different between the groups?
One of the ways we seek to determine the specific influences of the reformed lab instruction on the experi-
mental process is simply by comparing the frequencies of individual experimental elements and looking for
elements whose frequencies differ significantly between lab instruction conditions. In this section we identify
areas that suggest differences that may have been caused by experiencing different lab instruction formats.
Given a larger population sample in future studies, the suggestions from these observations may emerge as
significant differences between the two instruction formats.
This comparison between lab conditions looks first at differences that arose during the experiment planning
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and data acquisition stage, then at differences that arose after the data were collected and analyzed. The
former may provide insights to how students interact with the materials available and plan for or respond
to sources of error in their experiment. The latter may inform our understanding of students’ higher-order
thinking about the experiment, including linking the results to some kind of physical meaning and reaching
a consensus about the implications of the results.
Differences while planning and collecting data
Due to the limited statistics of our samples, we identify ‘potentially different’ experimental elements whose
comparisons meet the following criteria: (1) if an element is present in both lab conditions and there is not
overlap between the binomial error on the frequencies; (2) if an element is observed in none of the groups from
one lab condition and the same element was observed in at least two groups from the other lab condition; (3)
if an element is observed in all of the groups from one lab condition and the same element was observed in
at least two fewer groups from the other lab condition. The elements that meet these criteria are presented
below in general order of students’ progression through the experimental task.
The earliest difference in the experimental process was observed in the ways students designed their exper-
iments. While most groups from either lab condition planned to measure the fall time of the cotton ball,
we observed two IOLab groups plan (and subsequently carry out) an experiment that compared the fall of
a cotton ball to another object. Both of these groups identified that the other object — a metal hex nut for
one group and an eraser for another group — should be less affected by air resistance than the cotton ball,
therefore if they could detect a difference between the two objects’ fall times then it must be that the air
resistance was large enough to invalidate Jamie’s method. Although we noticed other groups (traditional
and IOLab) discussing whether they needed to incorporate the hex nut into their experiment, most likely
simply because it was present on the supply table, these other groups rejected the hex nut as a necessary
material.
The next two differences are related to students’ planning and self-monitoring of the data collection process.
First, while planning or carrying out their experiment we observed five IOLab groups explicitly discussing
how using multiple trials would benefit their experiment by smoothing over inter-trial differences into an
average measurement (‘trials to develop average’). Only one traditional group had the same discussion. The
second measurement-related difference we observed is that more traditional groups made minor adjustments
to their experiment after starting to collect their data (five traditional groups; two IOlab groups). These
two differences together may suggest that IOLab students are taking more precautions to ensure they take
the best quality data under the circumstances — that is, their initial data collection plans may have included
better methods (like using higher heights, having the same person drop the cotton ball and measure the time,
testing the stopwatch) to minimize systematic error, and they planned to use multiple trials to account for
errors that could not be further reduced. Traditional students, on the other hand, may lack this foresight,
causing them to make multiple adjustments as they became dissatisfied with their results, and seeing multiple
trials either as matter of habit in experiments. These differences suggest that further work could be done
to explore how students anticipate sources of error in their experiment and either plan for them or react to
them as they arise.
Another data collection-related difference is that, while all traditional groups discarded some of their data,
there were two IOLab groups that kept every measurement. Combined with the above two differences, it
appears the traditional students keep taking data until they have a ‘good set’ while IOLab students eventually
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settle on being comfortable with their equipment and aim for it to average out in the end. However, our
ability to comment on this difference is limited by the fact that one of the two IOLab groups who did not
discard data did a qualitative experiment. It also appears that there are several nuanced reasons (described
in Section 6.8.1) that students are discarding their data. Without untangling these reasons, it is difficult to
comment on the validity or meaning of this potential difference between lab conditions.
Finally, after students had completed their multiple trials and sat down to analyze their data, we observed
that they were split in their error analysis methods by their course membership. Only IOLab students
attempted to account for uncertainty in their measurements, either by estimating their reaction time uncer-
tainty (two groups) or calculating the uncertainty on the mean of their trials (three groups). Only traditional
students calculated the percent error between their results and their predictions (four groups). Neither set is
particularly strong in their use of error analysis, as only about half considered it in their discussions. How-
ever, it appears that students are analyzing their data in a manner that is consistent with the established
classroom norms for error analysis.
Differences between groups after data collection and analysis
After students have collected and analyzed their data, they enter a stage where they have to decide what
their results mean, both in terms of their direct interpretation and in how they relate back to the overall
objective of the experimental task. We see several differences in groups’ discussions arise within this stage
of the experiment.
Looking at student behavior after their data were collected and analyzed, our results suggest that IOLab
students may be more likely to sensemake — that is, try to resolve an inconsistency between their results
and their understanding of how the world works — with their data than traditional students. Six of the eight
IOLab groups explicitly discussed observations of their results and tried to explain why they would look the
way they did (e.g., trying to understand how a measurement could be smaller or larger than the prediction).
Three traditional groups made verbal observations about their data, but only one group tried to explain it;
the other two groups cut the discussion short by reiterating that they just had to answer the prompt, for
example, “We don’t have to say what it actually is, we just have to say if he’s right.” We note that all IOLab
groups who made observations about their results followed them through to some kind of self-satisfactory
explanation. Odden and Russ’ framework for the process of sensemaking passing through stages of noticing
an inconsistency, generating an explanation to reconcile the inconsistency, and repeating the first two steps
until the inconsistency is resolved [176] provides a possible way to consider this observed behavior: Most
IOLab groups were able to resolve the sensemaking process, while traditional groups either did not enter the
process at all or aborted it after the first step.
An additional difference that arose while students were making their conclusions focused around how students
from the two lab conditions perceived the “error” caused by drag on the cotton ball, and the human error
of the timing measurement. Two IOLab groups explicitly identified in their discussion that the difficulty
making the experiment limited their ability to make a conclusion. For these students, identifying that the
human error in the experiment was large was considered a possible outcome of the experiment, something
they could conclude about rather than just trying to massage until they thought they had an answer. These
students assumed Jamie had the same human constraints for the competition in the prompt, so those who
concluded human error was a significant factor in the process typically said that Jamie’s method would also
have to account for the measurement difficulties.
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The biggest (and statistically significant at p = .007 using Fisher’s exact test) difference observed in the
experiment elements was whether students’ concluding discussions linked back to the original claim. Six
traditional lab groups did not discuss their evaluation of Jamie’s claim after they had obtained results
from their experiments. Of the two traditional groups that did verbally loop back around to evaluate the
claim, only one of those groups reached a consensus. In contrast, all IOLab groups discussed some kind of
conclusion about the original prompt. We did see all groups making some kind of conclusion about whether
drag mattered, but not explicitly linking back around to the claim being tested (i.e., the purpose of the
experiment).
6.7.3 Are there differences in how multiple elements are coordinated?
The one-by-one comparisons of the experimental elements suggest that there may be some difference in
students’ structural approaches to their experiments, but these comparisons are limited in that they do not
show how groups are coordinating multiple parts of an experimental stage together. In this section we begin
to explore how students from different lab conditions coordinate topics of discussion in two higher-order
(that is, related to the overall purpose of the task rather than the specific details of data collection) parts
of their experiment. We focus first on the discussions students have while planning their experiments, and
second on their discussions during their conclusions.
Planning the experiment
Planning an experiment does not just involve determining how to collect data, but also understanding how
the data will be used to reach a conclusion about the claim being tested. Developing a thorough and
successful experimental plan is valued by professors as a skill for undergraduates to develop through research
experience [177]. Graduate students doing PhD research also identify planning ahead as a challenging but
important part of their research, justifying that this kind of planning allows students to support the quality
of their research rather than just report that something did or did not happen [178]. We take a descriptive
approach to considering the groups’ discussions about their experiment plan, splitting the discussion into
four subtopics that are ordered by how far forward in the experimental process they address. The four
categories and the underlying questions they answer are as follows:
1. Basic plan. How am I collecting data?
2. Comparison plan. What will I do with the data?
3. Analysis plan. How will I know what my data mean?
4. Prediction of outcome. How will I know what I can conclude about the claim?
We show each group’s coordination of their planning discussion In Fig. 6.17. It is clear that nearly all
groups, regardless of lab condition, had plans to collect data and make a comparison. Few groups discussed
further analysis or evaluation plans. Based on these observations, it does not appear that the amount of
forward planning differs between the two instructional formats. This could be caused by the simplicity of
the task — if the path to the answer was clear to students, they may not have felt they needed to spend time
discussing it — or it is possible that the scaffolding used in the IOLab class to plan all the way through the




Figure 6.17: Experiment plan topics discussed by all observed groups. Each line represents one group
that was observed. Nodes marked ‘N/A’ indicate that the topic was not discussed.
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Making conclusions
Much like the planning discussion, students’ discussions after they have collected and analyzed their data
represent a stage of higher-order thinking about their experiment. In the case of the conclusion stage,
students make judgments about their results and decide what they mean in terms of the physics of the
experiment and the claim being tested. In our descriptive look at the conclusion discussions, we order the
topics in terms of how far they connect back to the original purpose of the experimental task. The topics
are related to the overall experimental task as follows:
 Results and conclusion [agree/disagree]. What is the outcome of the experiment?
 Meaning of result. What does the result tell us about what happened in the experiment?
 Conclusion about claim. Based on the result, what can be concluded about the claim being tested?
 Reasons cited. What specific results support the conclusion(s)?
The elements of the groups’ concluding discussions are linked more closely together than the other experimen-
tal elements identified in this work. To get a better overall understanding of the depth of these conversations,
we can look at the classification of each group across the conclusion discussion topics. This overall view is
shown in Fig. 6.18.
By considering the conclusion discussions as a whole, it becomes apparent that the IOLab students are having
much more involved conversations in this post-data-analysis stage than their peers from the traditional lab.
If we count the number of topics each group discussed (i.e., not passing through a node labeled ‘N/A’), we
see that half of IOLab groups discussed all four topics, and seven of the groups discussed at least two topics.
Half of traditional groups discussed one or fewer of the topics, and only two discussed all four. Omitting
discussion of a certain topic does not mean that an individual within the group has not thought about that
topic, however these results strongly suggest that IOLab students are reaching a more thorough consensus
on the meaning and implications of their results.
6.8 Addressing questions that arise from the comparison
The framework developed in this chapter provides a broad method to consider how students do their ex-
periments, but certain common elements or differences between elements elicit questions that can only be
answered by going outside the framework to understand the context of the elements, or by corroborating
with the written reports. This section brings up some of these questions and describes our observations
related to their answers.
6.8.1 Why are students discarding their data?
In the video analysis, we noted that most student groups were not recording data from all their trials. This
is supported by evidence in their written work, where far fewer trials are recorded than were observed in the
videos. Many groups exhibited behaviors on the lower end of Chinn and Brewer’s taxonomy of responses to
anomalous data [161]: ignoring the data, rejecting it, excluding it, or holding it in abeyance (i.e., waiting
to decide until more information was available). When making these decisions, students often discussed the
difficulty of using a stopwatch to measure such a short time interval and the large variations in measured




Figure 6.18: Conclusion topics discussed by all observed groups. Each line represents one group that
was observed. Nodes marked ‘N/A’ indicate that the topic was not discussed. One group did not
reach a consensus and is represented by a line that splits into two.
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The stopwatch measurement is very difficult and prone to systematic error. Some groups anticipated the
difficulty of the timing either by practicing the drop or looking at the predicted time prior to making the
measurement. Groups that did not anticipate the short fall time were surprised at their first trial and either
were not able to operate the stopwatch fast enough or discarded their result, citing operator error.
Later in the experiment the reasons for discarding data become more ambiguous. In some cases, the person
who was the group’s timer would indicate a mistake on their part during or immediately after the drop — this
may be true operator error. However, other times the timer would read the value, notice that it was much
larger or smaller than a previous measurement, and verbally state that a user error occurred. In some cases,
students did state both that their measurements were different and they believe they made an error, but it
is impossible to discern from video data whether ‘experiences’ of user error are introduced a posteriori as a
result of intellectual phase locking [137].
In either case, students are using sameness of results across multiple trials to determine whether a given
measurement is ‘correct,’ a behavior that is consistent with novice beliefs that repeatable measurements are
most reliable [179]. It is possible that two patterns emerge: patterns of practice, in which many trials are
performed until the users have developed their technique, after which they keep all measurement results;
And patterns of sameness, in which same results are ‘right’ and outliers are discarded throughout the data
collection process. The criteria used by students to identify acceptable levels of variation in their time
measurements is unclear, although we noticed that students were much more likely to discard the results of
a trial if the time were shorter than that predicted by the free fall equation. The practice of discarding these
shorter times is consistent with observations by Brewer and Chinn [180] that students who believe a certain
theory (in this case, that air resistance will increase the fall time) will rate data aligning with that theory
as more reliable.
We find that, in the case of this study, patterns of practice are hard to discern from patterns of sameness. If
students are truly doing a good job at practicing, we might expect that their results should become more self-
consistent after the first few measurements. At the same time, these groups are developing an idea of what
a ‘normal’ result looks like, so it would not be irrational for them to discard a result later in the experiment
if they suspect that it was caused by operator error. How do we distinguish post-practice behaviors from
just discarding unwanted outliers if practice reduces the number of outliers that appear? A challenge to
studying this experiment is that by the time students get a hang of the measurement method they move to
a new height and typically have to re-calibrate their expectations to the new drop time. This question may
be best answered in future studies where the task design reduces the imprecision of the measurement or that
use protocols that do not rely on inferring students’ intentions.
6.8.2 What are students writing in their reports?
The video analysis done in this study provides a lens to what students feel they need to work through
as a group and where they establish a consensus. However, the elements of the experiment as performed
are not necessarily reflected in their written work, where students include what they believe is required to
communicate to their instructor to receive a good grade.
Students’ reports typically contained 3–4 parts: An explanation of Jamie’s reasoning (in response to the
prompt), a brief description of their experiment, tables of their recorded data and analysis results, and a
paragraph describing and interpreting the results. Of most interest for this comparison are the analysis
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Figure 6.19: The difference between students’ written results and their predictions, and a summary
of their conclusion about those results. Each group’s results are contained in a box showing the
outcomes for each height tested. Error bars show the uncertainty values students reported on their
measurements, if they were included.
results students reported and the conclusions they made about their experiments. This section focuses
on answering two questions. First, what conclusions do students make about the results they recorded in
their experiment? Second, do the written reports support the observed differences between conclusions from
students’ discussions?
Linking reported results to conclusions
Although we reported the conclusions that students discussed, these do not have much meaning without
knowledge of the results that students ultimately decided to record in their reports. Here we look at the link
between these reported results and the overall conclusions that students made about those results. While
considering these connections, it is important to note that the results students recorded on their paper have
been filtered to only show what they perceive as the ‘best’ measurements (i.e., results from ‘bad’ trials were
discarded).
We show a full summary of groups’ reported results and a representative2 sample conclusion statement from
each group in Appendix E. Most of the groups reported the measured fall time of the cotton ball from
different heights and compared these times to those predicted by the free fall equation (Eqn. 6.1). We use
Fig. 6.19 to summarize the results by plotting the difference between the measurement and the prediction
reported in the lab report of each group that reported their results in this way.
When looking at the results and conclusions in this way, it quickly becomes apparent that the IOLab
students are addressing the precision limits of their experiment while the traditional groups are not. Of
the six IOLab groups who compared their measurements to a prediction, all either directly acknowledged in
their conclusions that human error limited the conclusions they could make or indirectly acknowledged the
systematic error by reporting uncertainties on their measurements. In contrast, only two individuals’ reports
2In this case, ‘representative’ indicates that the individual’s report reaches a conclusion that is in agreement with all (or
the majority, in the case of disagreements or omissions) group members. Consensus in written reports is described further
in Section 6.8.2.
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from the five traditional groups who made comparisons mentioned the abundant measurement difficulties
observed in the videos. In fact, if you were only reading the traditional students’ reports, you would not
have any idea that they had so much difficulty making their measurements.
Examining the links between the results and the conclusions is difficult because of the variety of results
students reported, but it appears that IOLab students’ conclusions are more descriptive of their results.
IOLab groups with results close (typically within error bars) to the prediction accepted that the evidence
indicated that Jamie was correct. All IOLab groups who reported results in conflict with the alternate
hypothesis (i.e., the measured time was less than the predicted time) either identified human error as part of
their conclusion or specifically identified the outlier as a particularly difficult measurement when discussing
their results. The traditional groups, regardless of the spread of differences across multiple heights or conflicts
with the alternate hypothesis, all concluded that air resistance is present or Jamie is wrong.
Two IOLab groups and two Traditional groups could not be compared using this method. Three of these
groups designed experiments that developed their own model rather than testing the model from the prompt.
The other group use qualitative observations so no numerical comparisons could be made. These groups’
results and conclusions are summarized as follows:
 IOLab group: Used five trials at one height to find a∗ = 5.71 m/s2. Claimed this value can be used
to predict the fall time without further testing.
 IOLab group: Dropped eraser and cotton ball using one trial, observed the eraser landed first.
Concluded Jamie is wrong.
 Trad. group: Devised prediction adjustment method: find difference (∆) between measurement and
prediction (P) for one height, then predict fall time for new height using P ∗ = P + ∆. Method at new
height had 3.33% error, claimed “we can semi-accurately predict fall time.”
 Trad. group: Used time measurements to find a* at four heights (9.768 m/s2 at 1.0 m; 9.8 m/s2 at
1.25 m; 10.38 m/s2 at 1.5 m; 9.254 m/s2 at 1.75 m). Averaged over all heights to find a∗ = 9.8005 m/s2,
concluded Jamie is correct.
How do the written conclusions compare to the video observations?
In our video observations, we identified that there seemed to be a difference between the depth of students’
concluding discussions based on their lab instruction condition. In this section we look at students’ written
reports to see if elements were included that were not in their discussions. Since we do not want to assume all
reports are the same, we look at the reports from each group member — 26 IOLab reports and 19 traditional
reports — to corroborate the video observations.
Looking at the written conclusions from each student and identifying what they concluded, we observed that
most students are touching on all four discussion points in their reports, regardless of their lab condition.
Specifically, if we revisit the ‘concluding about Jamie’s claim’ result from the video observations, we saw that
some traditional students directly addressed Jamie’s claim in their conclusions, but there is still a possible
difference between the rates of students’ wrapping the conclusion around to evaluate the claim. The rate of
making conclusions about Jamie’s claim in the written reports is shown in Fig. 6.20. Of the 26 IOLab reports,
21 made concluding statements directly calling out “Jamie’s claim” or “the claim” and the remaining five
indirectly concluded on the claim by referring back to its defining conditions (such as “using the equation” or
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Figure 6.20: The rates of addressing Jamie’s claim in the written reports.
“knowing the height”). Of the 19 traditional reports, twelve directly referred to the claim in their conclusion,
four indirectly referred to the claim, and three did not address it at all. It is possible that this large rate of
writing about Jamie’s claim was caused by students reviewing the activity prompt and realizing they needed
to write about it after they finished their group discussions.
Although we see that students are writing more in their conclusions, comparison of conclusions made by
different members of the same group suggest that establishing a verbal consensus may be important. The
conclusions reached by the IOLab students reflected the consensus observed in their discussion: although
word choice was not identical, conclusions about the comparison, the justification, conclusions about drag,
and conclusions about Jamie’s claim agreed within members of the same group. In contrast, four of the
seven traditional groups whose reports were available showed disagreement in the depth of the conclusions
being made or, in a couple cases, disagreements about what the results implied.
6.9 Summary of findings
This section represents a preliminary effort to identify areas where a semester of reformed instruction may
have improved students’ behavior while carrying out the experimental task. Students from the reformed and
the previous lab condition were compared while they carried out the same experimental task.
6.9.1 Everyone can do an experiment
Although it may be easy to overlook, it is important to note that all students were able to carry out the
experimental task, regardless of whether they had previously been given opportunities to design their own
experiments in physics lab. Most students, given the wording of the prompt and the materials available,
designed similar experiments, were able to collect data, and felt that their data was able to answer the
prompt.
Additionally, it appears that students are bringing in to the task helpful practices learned from their previ-
ous lab experiences, such as the use of measurements from multiple heights, multiple trials, averages, and
predicting from an equation. These practices appear to align most with basic procedural approaches, i.e.
what is needed to collect ‘good’ data based on the values of the originating lab condition. From a procedural
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standpoint, we saw a difference between the two lab conditions in which error analysis methods they used,
which is consistent with the idea that students are framing the lab practical task within the context of their
normal physics lab.
Some of the practices the traditional students recruit from their lab experience are productive for the exper-
imental task, but engaging in productive practices does not necessarily mean the students are better able to
carry out the overall experiment. If the students are adopting these practices without thinking about them,
they still will not be able to reach more sophisticated outcomes [154], as is suggested in this study by the
lack of detail and consensus in traditional students’ conclusions. An additional concern is that traditional
students’ productive practices probably do not stem from a sophisticated framing of the experiment [181],
for example in this study that students use multiple trials and calculated means from those trials, but may
frame experimental results as a single point rather than a distribution [182] so did not even notice the spread
of their data.
From an instructional perspective, this result highlights the reformed lab’s underlying trust in students’
abilities to think and figure things out, even if they make missteps along the way or do not do things in the
best way. This idea that even untrained students can be productive with open-ended exploratory experiments
is supported by Čančula et al.’s findings that, given sufficient time to work on the task, novices’ conversations
make a shift from being disorganized to resembling the conversation patterns of scientific researchers who
did the same task [165]. In that sense, the traditional students’ behaviors may be very similar to the IOLab
students’ behaviors at the beginning of the semester, but, as is discussed next, the training from the reformed
instruction does appear to have had some specific impacts on student actions during the experiment.
6.9.2 Differences between the groups
The goal of the reformed lab instruction was to help students develop into ‘adaptive experts,’ meaning that
students would develop specific skills they could use quickly and effectively, while also making informed
decisions in cases where they had to rely on their own judgment. We observed several potential areas of
difference between students from the two lab conditions, and although we cannot fully disentangle skills
and decisions in our observations, these differences indicate ways that the IOLab instruction has influenced
students’ abilities to carry out experiments.
Dealing with experimental error
One of the trends we observed in the differences between the lab conditions is that IOLab students seem to
think about, prepare for, and respond to measurement error in more sophisticated ways than their traditional
lab peers. At a basic level, students’ discussions and writing indicated that many IOLab students’ conception
of error was the variation across measurements or systematic limitations of the measurement method, while
traditional students conceptualized error as the difference from the equation. This perception was reflected
in their error analysis methods, where students who attempted error analysis used the method taught in
their respective lab condition.
IOLab students appeared to be better prepared to manage the measurement difficulties in this experiment,
as they were more likely to identify the role of multiple trials as contributing to an average measurement,
and they made fewer minor strategy changes after beginning to collect their data. We identify the latter
observation in this way since it may indicate that the IOLab groups took more effective steps prior to
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beginning their experiment to minimize measurement error. However, further study is needed to verify this
interpretation.
Finally, it was only the IOLab groups (and two individuals from the traditional lab) who acknowledged the
large amount of experimental error in their written reports. They did this by calculating or estimating the
measurement uncertainty, incorporating the role of human error into their conclusion about Jamie’s claim,
or both. In contrast, based on nearly all of the reports written by traditional students, a reader would think
there were no difficulties encountered during the experiment.
Understanding the meaning of experimental results
The other major trend the differences between the two lab conditions suggest is that IOLab instruction has
made students more likely to engage in higher-order thinking about the task they are doing. IOLab students
more frequently engaged in sensemaking about their results and more thoroughly linked their results back
to the original purpose of the prompt when discussing their conclusions.
Engaging in sensemaking about experimental results indicates that IOLab students are more frequently mon-
itoring their results to determine whether they can be explained by air resistance (the alternate hypothesis)
or human error. Checking to determine that the answers to physics problems is a metacognitive practice
that is valued when students solve written problems, as evidenced in that it is included in problem-solving
frameworks (Refs. [183] and [184], for example). As in the problem-solving domain, sensemaking with ex-
perimental results shows that students are paying attention to the outcome and not just blindly reporting
values. Resolving issues that arise from checking the results appears to lead students to conclusions that are
better supported by their evidence.
Finally, we observed that IOLab students had more thorough discussions about their conclusions, which
included judging the result, explaining it, making a judgment about the claim, and supporting the judgment
with specific evidence. We particularly noticed that the IOLab groups explicitly discussed the implications of
their results for Jamie’s claim, while very few traditional groups did the same. The differences in conclusion
complexity were not sustained when examining students’ written reports. However, comparison of each
group’s individual reports suggest that the true benefit of thorough conclusion discussions is establishing a
consensus within a group. We believe that this consensus-establishing is evidence that students are practicing
more effective collaboration, which is a skill valued identified as one of the objectives of physics laboratories
by the American Association of Physics Teachers [17].
6.10 Suggested areas for future study
The results from this exploratory analysis suggest several research questions that could be answered with
future studies. These suggested areas of exploration include attempting to quantify the suggested differences
on a larger scale and further interrogating unexpected behaviors that were observed while students did their
experiments. In this final section of this chapter, we identify these research questions and suggest possible
ways to seek their answers.
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6.10.1 What is the link between students’ practices and their beliefs about
experimental uncertainty?
Our observations suggest that IOLab instruction has improved students’ treatment of experimental uncer-
tainty, as shown in their methods to quantify uncertainty, efforts to minimize its effects, and incorporation of
the experiment’s limitations into their conclusions. Studies exploring students’ data collection and analysis
practices have shown that these are linked to their beliefs about the purpose of the lab [123] and the nature
of science [97].
Since students’ practices around data collection are mixed throughout the experimental task, potential future
work would benefit from trying to isolate certain behaviors to reduce the impact of the other practices (e.g.,
if students are discarding data, their interpretation of their results is not solely based on the values they
report). Some possible specific areas of interest include:
 Exploring the link between error analysis methods and the conclusions that students reach. Based on
the results from this study, we expect that students from different lab conditions would choose error
analysis methods that align with what they were taught in their respective lab conditions and would
incorporate spread of the data points into their conclusions. We have used the written portion of
the laboratory practical to explore this area of interest by giving students data from a hypothetical
experiment and asking them to make a conclusion based on those data. The study and its results are
presented in Chapter 7.
 Identifying types of patterns of discarding data. Results from this study suggest that students may be
mixing equipment practice (arguably a positive behavior) with arbitrarily setting constraints on the
variability of measurements between trials. We anticipate that IOLab students would be more likely
to engage in practice behaviors and less in rejecting outliers, but the nature of this experimental task
makes it impossible to discern a difference. Future studies could deliberately encourage practice prior
to a difficult measurement to see if students’ data discarding patterns are affected, or could use higher
precision measurement tools to significantly reduce the effects of human error and see if the discarding
behaviors persist.
 Identifying how students prepare for and adapt to experimental adversity. We observed IOLab students
identifying the purpose of multiple trials and making fewer adjustments to their experiments. This
may suggest that they are better prepared to reduce sources of experimental error. Future studies
could focus on the experiment planning stage to identify the specific precautions that students take,
or comparing students initial strategies to the modifications that were made mid-experiment.
An additional potential area of interest related to beliefs about uncertainty would be to focus on students’
evolving use of the term ‘error’ when they talk about their experiments, a vocabulary difference we observed
in our video analysis. If most students’ previous lab experiences are verification-style, their early discussion
about ‘error’ may conceptualize it as deviations from the model; however, IOLab writing and discussions
suggest that over the semester students begin to perceive deviations from the model as useful information
and instead understand ‘error’ as a property of their experiment.
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6.10.2 Is there a difference between students’ higher-order practices?
IOLab instruction appears to be leading students to engage in more higher-order practices, specifically
sensemaking about their results and reaching consensus on their conclusions. We did not observe a similar
difference in how students planned their experiments, however it may be that case that, in designing the
experimental task so that students from both groups could complete it, the path from data collection to a
conclusion about the claim did not require explicit discussion. Based on our observations and the limitations
of this study, future areas of interest include:
 Using more challenging experimental task to determine students’ thoroughness while planning the
experiment. The binary nature of this experiment prompt (air resistance does or does not matter)
may have made problematizing simple enough that students could successfully answer the prompt
without fully mapping their way through the process. An alternate prompt, perhaps one that proposes
two theories and asks students to test both, may be more appropriate to determine students’ planning
abilities. Such a prompt was used in the Spring 2017 lab practical. Video recordings from the revised
prompt may be studied in the future with a focus on student planning.
 Determining whether the effect of IOLab instruction increasing sensemaking about results is repeatable
at a larger scale. It may be possible to probe student sensemaking about experimental results using
written assessments that provide hypothetical data to students and seeing whether inconsistencies are
identified and/or resolved.
 Determining the strength of the link between fully discussing the experiment conclusion and having
consensus in the report.
6.11 Conclusion
This chapter represents a preliminary effort to determine areas of study that may be able to effectively assess
the effects of the IOLab instruction. We used video analysis to identify areas where a semester of reformed
instruction may have changed students’ behavior while carrying out an experimental task. Students from
the reformed and the previous lab condition were compared while they carried out the same experimental
task.
Using an emergent narrative framework, we found that some elements of the experiment were common to
all students, while others appear to be different between the lab conditions. We described these similarities
and differences, and provided further details to understand unexpected or interesting observations. Our
observations showed that all students are able to carry out the basic procedural aspects of making mea-
surements without extensive scaffolding regardless of their previous lab instruction experience. However, we
observed IOLab students discussing the purpose of their design decisions, practicing sensemaking with their
experimental results, much more consistently reporting measurement difficulty, and reliably establishing con-
sensus about the interpretation of their results. These aspects of attention, self-monitoring, and reporting
the limitations of their work all indicate that the IOLab students are acting in more expertlike ways than
their peers from the traditional lab.
The differences between element frequencies suggest potential areas for larger-scale mixed method studies
to more definitively identify the effects of IOLab instruction on students. One of the questions suggested by
these results is addressed at a larger scale in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7
How do students use data to make
conclusions?
In this chapter, we move from an open focus on all strategies students bring in to the introductory physics
laboratory to a more refined focus on the ways that students look at experimental data. Such a shift allows
us to examine the effect of the different formats of instruction on the strategies students use to think about
experimental results. We further consider the conclusions made as a result of the different strategies to probe
the procedural and epistemological implications of both types of instruction.
We probed students’ approaches to experimental measurements using written laboratory practical questions
given over three semesters of study. Background is provided for why we study measurement specifically.
We describe the results from the written questions after providing context about how students in the two
lab conditions are instructed in this area and explain how the questions used to probe their behavior were
tailored to draw out specific behaviors from the different groups. Our analysis focuses on the features in
the data that students cite in their reasoning, and the links between reasoning and subsequent conclusions
about the data. We show that the two formats of instruction influence the reasoning strategies students use,
but that the conclusion outcomes are also heavily dependent on classroom and problem context.
7.1 Why study data analysis?
While there are many skill areas the reforms described in this dissertation seek to develop, we chose to
use the written lab practical to study interpretation of measurements specifically. This choice arose from a
combination of factors: the important role of measurement interpretation in the experimental process and the
value placed on data analysis as a skill by the PER community. The nature of experimental measurements
further provides a tangible, qualitative, researcher-controllable piece of an experiment for students to analyze
and discuss.
7.1.1 Measurement interpretation as an important link in the experimental
process
The understanding of measurement and uncertainty impacts both experimental design and the interpretation
of experimental results. Skills related to data analysis and interpretation are interwoven throughout the
experimental process and the learning objectives of physics laboratories.
All seven of the focus areas identified in the American Association of Physics Teacher’s 2015 Recommen-
dations for the Undergraduate Physics Lab [17] include the analysis and/or interpretation of experimental
data in their description: Constructing knowledge involves collecting, analyzing, and interpreting data
to draw meaningful conclusions; Modeling includes being able to recognize experimental limitations of a
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model (such as uncertainties); Designing experiments includes that students should consider the con-
straint of ‘quality of data desired’ when designing an experiment; Designing technical and practical
laboratory skills includes understanding the limitations of measuring devices; Analyzing and Visualiz-
ing Data explicitly includes determining uncertainties and using them to interpret the validity of results;
Communicating Physics cites ‘numerical results with uncertainties’ and ‘reasoned arguments supported
by experimental evidence’ as critical components of communication.
Careful consideration of data may lead to redesigning or repeating a measurement, and is critical to under-
stand if and how a claim may be made about a result. The role of this process is highlighted by Holmes et al.,
who implemented a laboratory reform using decision trees to link data analysis, experimental revisions, and
conclusions, and claim that teaching this process is equivalent to teaching ‘critical thinking’ in the physics
laboratory [36]. Although we differ in our interpretation of how ‘critical thinking’ is taught in the lab, we
do concede that deliberate instruction on data analysis, including the GUM curriculum [94] and the t’ score
described in Ref. [185], has been shown to shift students to consider data distribution and trends as part of
their analysis and can lead them to make informed decisions about experimental results.
7.1.2 Measurement, meaning, and beliefs
Data analysis is procedurally important to the experimental process, but we must also acknowledge that
the interplay between observation and evaluation is influenced by students’ beliefs and expectations. Beliefs
and expectations in experimental and historical scientific contexts have been found to impact perception of
data, attention to features, and interpretations of results [180]. In the case of this study, we focus on beliefs
about the nature of science (particularly the purpose of classroom experiments) and about the nature of
measurements.
The old format of instruction, and what many students experience prior to attending university, is inductivist:
seeing that something is true every time you do it means that it is true. The process of following instructions
to reproduce an observation positions laboratory ‘experiments’ as calibration tasks at best, and at worst
teaches students that physics theories are absolute truths. This type of positioning has been shown to effect
student behaviors: students who believe science is proven facts are concerned with manipulating equipment
carefully and following instructions to get the expected result - to ‘verify truths and validate the correctness
of scientific laws or rediscover proven facts.’ (p 668) [70]. Instruction that positions laboratory experiments
as tasks to test and refine theories or understand the limitations of a setup is more consistent with the
nature of science, although Abd-el-Khalick emphasizes that explicit reflection is required to change these
views [15].
In physics instruction specifically, students’ approaches to measurement have been shown to be linked to
their beliefs about the nature of science. In particular, students at the introductory college level perceive
experimental measurements on a one-by-one basis as attempts to achieve some kind of ‘true value’ and tend
to treat variations between several measurements as errors rather than a means to evaluate an experimental
result [162]. Perception of measurements in this way are linked to beliefs that nature has an underlying
‘truth’ that can eventually be measured perfectly with a good enough experiment, rather than believing that
scientific theories have inherent uncertainty and are constructed by scientists [99].
The role of measurement in the experimental process and the underlying epistemologies are embedded in
Lubben and Millar’s work [179], which establishes levels of sophistication for how 11–16 year olds reason
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Table 7.1: Model of progression of ideas concerning experimental data. Adapted from [162].
Level Student’s view of the process of measuring
A Measure once and this is the right value
B Unless you get a value different from what you expect, a measurement is correct
C Make a few trial measurements for practice, then take the measurement you want
D Repeat measurements until you get a recurring value. This is the correct measurement
E
You need to take a mean of different measurements. Slightly vary the conditions to
avoid getting the same results
F
Take a mean of several measurements to take care of variation due to imprecise
measuring. Quality of the result can be judged only by authority source
G
Take a mean of several measurements. The spread of all the measurements indicates the
quality of the result.
H
The consistency of the set of measurements can be judged and anomalous
measurements need to be rejected before taking a mean
I
Reasoners show understanding that consistency of data sets can be judged by
comparing the relative positions of their means in conjunction with their spreads
about data. Allie and Buffler [162] confirmed these levels for first-year university students, but felt the need
to add an additional level of sophistication. These levels are shown in Table 7.1. The descriptions of the
different levels contain both procedural and epistemological elements, referring specifically to experimental
practices (e.g., “Make a few trial measurements”), making judgments about results (e.g., “The spread of all
the measurements indicates the quality of the results”), and beliefs about the nature of measurements (e.g.,
“...a recurring value... is the correct measurement.”).
In the previous chapter we saw that students were approaching their data collection and analysis differently
based on the type of lab instruction they experienced. When considering the whole experimental process it
is difficult to compare students’ conclusions across groups because they are responding to their own unique
data. In this chapter we use a written question where hypothetical experimental results are provided, so
all students are responding to the same information. This allows us to focus more on how students direct
their attention and make conclusions when they consider data. It may be difficult to completely untangle
epistemological stances and procedures used to look at data, but we do our best to consider both in this
work.
7.2 What students are taught about data analysis
The two laboratory formats have different instructional objectives, and teach different data analysis methods
based on those objectives. The traditional labs focus on determining how closely students can measure a
result compared to the theory-predicted value. The IOLab format has students use uncertainty ranges to
determine whether a theory can be rejected or whether two measurements are in agreement.
Students in the traditional lab were explicitly instructed to find the average value from a prescribed number of






Students were told that their results were satisfactory if they fell within an acceptable percent error threshold.
This threshold depended on the experiment and the opinion of the lab instructor, but typically was 5% or
10%. For some of the more difficult measurements, students were asked to suggest sources of the difference
in values, however they were not required to follow up on these sources in their experiments.
In IOLab instruction, students learned to perform multiple trials (typically three, but left to the discretion
of the students to decide how many) of an experiment in order to construct an average value, but were
also trained and expected to construct uncertainty intervals on the average measurement based on the
limitations of their measurement tools and the variations that occurred between the multiple trials. Because
the combination of these two types of uncertainty could be complicated and would have taken a long time to
teach, the instruction encouraged students to identify whether a particular source of uncertainty dominated
the experiment and if so they only needed to include its effect when constructing the uncertainty range. In






This method, which overestimates the size of the uncertainty range, was intended to be understood by stu-
dents regardless of their statistics background1. Students who had previous knowledge of standard deviation
were encouraged to use the analysis tool that was most comfortable to them. When comparing two numbers,
students were instructed to determine whether the uncertainty ranges overlapped with each other: if there
was no overlap they could claim the values disagreed, and if there was overlap they could claim agreement.
The formal instruction given on uncertainty in the reformed lab can be found in Prelab 3 and Lab 3, which
are included in the pilot stage course materials provided in Appendix A.
7.3 Overview of methods
This study considers two questions that probe students’ treatment of measurements in somewhat different
ways. The details of these questions, including the analysis methods, vary sufficiently that we will discuss
the specific methods and results of each question separately in following sections of this chapter. Here we
summarize the overall (shared) methods of the study.
The questions discussed in this chapter were part of the written portion of the lab practical. This portion
was given to students at the beginning of the lab practical exam; the group experiment was done later, so
it would not have influenced students’ approaches to their individual work. Students were allowed to use
calculators and equation sheets to answer these questions. They were required to work individually. All
students finished the written portion prior to reaching the classroom time limit.
Student responses were analyzed to identify reasoning strategies and conclusions made about the data pre-
sented in the questions. This study identifies ‘reasoning’ as the description of specific features or analysis
results that is linked to a decision about the results (the conclusion). The code categories were generated
based on frequently appearing reasoning strategies and conclusion statements in students’ work. Details
1Although standard deviation would be more appropriate to calculate, we did not want to spend more time focusing on
statistics instruction in class and did not want to give students a numerical tool to use that they did not understand. We felt
this simple tool was sufficient because it would overestimate the uncertainty range, which should yield more false negatives (i.e.,
inconclusive results) than false positives (i.e., values that appeared to be different but were not). Similarly, a more canonical
approach to the uncertainty ranges would be to require the difference be double the size of the uncertainty in order to conclude
two values disagree with each other.
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about the question-specific codes and their validation are provided in their respective sections.
The analysis in this work is interested in answering two questions: (1) How does the lab instruction condition
affect the reasoning strategies used to look at data? (2) What links exist between reasoning strategies and
conclusions? We use the first question to evaluate the IOLab instruction’s ability to train students in data
analysis practices. The second question probes the further implications of teaching certain strategies and
reinforcing or challenging beliefs about the purpose of the laboratory.
7.3.1 Questions with ambiguous data
The interpretation of data is affected both by the information provided and the expectations or beliefs of
the viewer — the ‘bottom-up’ and ’top-down’ effects, respectively, discussed by Brewer [137].
The lab practical questions presented in this chapter were deliberately ambiguous to draw out different
behaviors based on instructional norms from the two lab conditions. The numerical values were tuned to
focus interest on certain features and to promote different outcomes based on different foci. These questions
also highlight how looking at different features of a problem (i.e., using different resources) can affect what
students see and conclude about the data.
In addition to straddling the norms about data analysis in the two courses, the two questions are likely to be
influenced by beliefs about the purpose of experiments that are encouraged by each format. If experiments
are intended to verify the theory, as in the old laboratory format, then students may focus on features in
their data that allow them to make conclusions that are consistent with their expectations. If experiments
are intended to test theories, then presumably students should focus more on evidence from the data.
The use of a written assessment makes it possible to isolate certain aspects of seeing and acting with respect
to measurements using a larger sample of students. It is probably easiest to focus specifically on the data
analysis practices/conclusions link using a written assessment. Providing sample data from a hypothetical
experiment takes away the element of experiment design/redesign but also creates a uniform basis upon
which to compare students’ actions. We cannot remove the effect of different beliefs about measurement and
experiments, but we acknowledge the role of instructional format on influencing these beliefs.
7.3.2 Paradigms to interpret reasoning strategies
We used two related but slightly different paradigms to understand responses to the questions given in this
study. The ideas of both paradigms are described here and highlighted in the context of each of the two
questions later in this chapter.
In the first question, we use the ‘Point’ and ‘Set’ paradigms determined by Allie, Buffler, and Lubben [186].
These paradigms consider how students view measurements. ‘Point’ views of data treat measurements as
an attempt to determine a ‘true value’ which may be found in a single measurement, a recurring value, or
an average over multiple trials. ‘Set’ approaches consider measurements as containing natural variability,
and therefore consider the spread of data collected over multiple trials when evaluating the experimental
result.
The other paradigm we introduce and consider is whether students take an ‘absolute’ or ‘relative’ view
of their data — that is, whether they compare values of experimental results based on their distance from
zero (‘absolute’) or based on their relationship to each other (‘relative’). This paradigm pertains to how
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Figure 7.1: Question 1 from the lab practical exam as given in Spring and Fall 2016.
After learning about pendulums in class, a student decides to do two experiments to study the
period T of a pendulum.
1. First, the student measures the period of a 1 m long pendulum, being careful to release it from
the same position every time. After five trials, she obtains the results shown in the table below.
Trial Number 1 2 3 4 5
Period T(s) 2.06 2.13 2.04 2.13 2.12
Using the equation relating the length of the pendulum to the frequency, she predicted
that the period of the pendulum would be 2.01 s. How does her data compare to her
prediction? Explain how you made your conclusion.
students view comparisons between values. The design of the first question allows the ‘point’ approach to
always contain ‘absolute’ views and the ‘set’ approach to always contain ‘relative’ views, so we only consider
the point/set paradigms. However, the second question allows crossover between the two paradigms, so we
consider both in its analysis.
The percent error approach taught in the traditional format is consistent with the point paradigm and an
absolute view of data. The uncertainty approach from the IOLab format aligns with the set paradigm and
a relative view of data.
7.4 Question 1: Analyzing hypothetical data from multiple
trials
The first of the two questions describes results from a hypothetical experiment comparing the measured
period of a pendulum to that predicted by an equation from class. Results from five trials are shown.
Students are asked to make a conclusion about how the data compares to the prediction and justify their
answer. The full question is given in Fig. 7.1.
7.4.1 Tuning the numbers based on classroom procedure
The author chose the numbers provided to students in this question to lead to opposite conclusions based
the practices taught in each of the lab formats. We highlight the way the two perspectives may influence
perception of the question in Fig. 7.2.
Using the uncertainty or trend approaches taught to the IOLab students, one might notice that all the values
are systematically larger than the prediction and are spread out such that the average value with uncertainty
(calculated using Eq. 7.2), 2.096±0.045 seconds, does not contain the predicted value 2.01 seconds. Students
who adopt either the uncertainty or trend approaches for this data are therefore expected to conclude the
two values do not agree.
On the other hand, students who received traditional lab instruction were expected to use percent error to
analyze the data, finding that the percent error between the average and prediction is 4.3%. This difference
is small based on classroom norms, and therefore should lead students to conclude the data are ‘close enough’
to the prediction.
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Figure 7.2: Number line representation of data given to students in Question 1, zoomed to highlight
the ambiguity of the data under different approaches. The grey region indicates an uncertainty range
estimated using Eq. 7.2.
Revising question 1
In the Spring 2017 lab practical, the numerical values in this question were adjusted to slightly increase
the difference between the average and the prediction while keeping the size of the spread the same. The
original five values were replaced with the values [2.10 s, 2.17 s, 2.08 s, 2.17 s, 2.16 s]. These new values
increased the average (with uncertainty calculated as above) to 2.136 ± 0.045 seconds, making the percent
error 6.3%.
This slight change in numbers was a preliminary probe of the criteria applied to percent error approaches to
see sameness or differentness between the measurements and prediction. At some large enough value of the
percent error we would expect that all students would claim the data disagree with the prediction regardless
of the method. However, the decision criteria for percent error depends on choosing an acceptable threshold.
Many students who used a percent error approach cited 5% as their threshold for the values to be ‘close
enough.’ If this threshold was robust, we would expect that increasing the percent error over 5% would lead
more students using percent error to conclude the results disagree with the prediction.
7.4.2 Question 1 codes
Student written responses were parsed for the conclusion made and the reasons cited for the conclusion.
Categories were developed based on the most commonly observed conclusion statements and reasoning. The
categories were developed and refined using the data from Fall 2016 and applied to the Spring 2016 and
Spring 2017 data.
For example, we consider the following student response,
“Her data is incredibly close to her prediction. The average of her data is 2.096 s. By using the
average [to calculate percent error] we see that she had a 4.279% error.”
Here we see that the student is seeing the values as being sufficiently similar to each other, based on the size
of the percent error.
Student reasoning codes were generated based on themes that arose in student responses, and were split
into five options described in Table 7.2: percent error, average, uncertainty, general trend, and other. The
‘average’ approach was not anticipated in the initial experiment design but occurred in student responses
frequently enough to warrant its own code. Dual codes were given to students who cited more than one
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Table 7.2: Reasoning strategy codes for Question 1.
Category Description
Percent error The size of the percent error (Eq. 7.1).
Average The average of the trials compared directly to the prediction.
Uncertainty
Overlap or lack thereof between the average plus or minus an uncertainty
range (Eq. 7.2).
General trend The measurements are all larger than the prediction.
Other Other or incoherent reasoning cited, or no reasoning provided.
Table 7.3: Conclusion codes for Question 1.
Category Description
Agreement The values ‘agree’ or are ‘the same.’
Implied Agreement The values are ‘close’ or ‘close enough.’
Disagreement The values ‘disagree’ or are ‘different.’
Implied Disagreement One value is ‘larger’ or ‘smaller’ than the other.
Unclear/Other
Student made no conclusion statement or it is not clear what they were
trying to conclude.
reasoning strategy. Some student responses included discussion of data features that were not cited as part
of their conclusion (either brought up and dismissed, as in “The average is close to the prediction but all the
measurements are larger, so she should conclude they are different”, or linked to additional discussion that
was not related to the conclusion). Such discussion was excluded from the reasoning strategy codes.
Codes for conclusions were split into five outcomes based on themes that arose in student responses: agree-
ment, implied agreement, disagreement, implied disagreement and unclear/other. Descriptions of each of
these outcomes are provided in Table 7.3. The distinction between clear and implied conclusions was nec-
essary to improve interrater reliability: the coders were confident that there is a difference between, for
example, saying that the prediction and data do not agree with each other and saying that the data are
larger than the prediction. Although both focus on the difference, the former makes a judgment about the
data while the latter only describes it.
Responses from both semesters were coded by teams of two researchers. The teams consisted of the author
and an undergraduate researcher who had not taken the course being studied and who was not familiar
with the framework. For each semester’s data, the first 20 question responses were coded together to train
the undergraduate researcher. For the remaining student responses, the team would code in sets of ten,
compare the codes recorded, and discuss and resolve any differences before moving on to the next ten. The
undergraduate member of the coding team changed for the analysis of each semester’s data; however, part
of the training included reviewing previously coded materials to ensure all team members were consistent
with the previous work.
Student responses from Fall 2016 were used to develop the categories used in this study. The categories were
evaluated by determining the agreement rate, i.e., Number of samples agreed divided by total number of
samples, of the Fall 2016 data. Prior to resolving differences, the coding team achieved agreement rates of
87% on the conclusion codes and 92% on the reasoning codes for the Fall 2016 responses. Most disagreements
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for the conclusions were between the ‘implied’ and clear conclusions (e.g., implied agreement and agreement).
However, the inclusion of the ‘implied’ categories reduced the occurrence of coder disagreements between
‘Agreement’ and ‘Disagreement’ for responses that did not include strong conclusions. Most disagreements
for the reasoning were related to identifying whether a feature discussed was part of the reasoning used in the
conclusion or part of additional, unprompted discussion of the data. We recognize that raw agreement does
not account for chance agreements or disagreements and therefore may slightly overestimate the agreement
rate. However, we decided this measure was sufficient for evaluating the categories given that all coding
moving forward included comparing between coders and resolving agreements. Agreement rates were not
calculated for the Spring 2016 and Spring 2017 coding but were generally high prior to discussion, and all
were resolved to 100% agreement through discussion.
7.4.3 Results from Question 1
The analysis of the first lab practical question looks at the strategies used to look at the data, the conclusions
reached, and the link between the two. We additionally investigate the connections between the types of
reasoning strategies used and the conclusions student reach.
A visual summary of the results from both groups for all three semesters is shown in Figs. 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5.
These figures highlight the popularity of point reasoning (percent error or average) for students from the
traditional format and the diversity of reasoning strategies for students from the IOLab format. Numerical
analysis of the reasoning strategies used by each group and of the connection between reasoning strategies
and conclusions is provided in detail in the following sections.
Reasoning strategies
The distribution of student reasoning strategies by semester is shown in Table 7.4. Responses coded in the
‘Other’ category most frequently described reasoning that was not based on the data, for example that it
is difficult to make time measurements in a pendulum experiment. Although up to one fifth of students
cited multiple reasons for their conclusions, no specific combinations of multiple reasoning strategies were
common. Each of the specific reasoning strategy combinations observed are included in the Sankey plots
(Figs. 7.3–7.5). For the purpose of the analysis below, we count each reasoning strategy every time it appears,
whether alone or in a pair or triad (e.g., a student arguing based on trend and uncertainty would be counted
once in the ‘trend’ bin and once in the ‘uncertainty’ bin).
The results of the appearance of the different reasoning strategies are shown in Fig. 7.6. Looking at the
types of reasoning strategies used by students, we see significant differences between the two lab treatment
groups in every semester studied (p << .001, using Fisher’s exact test2).
In each semester, percent error was the dominant reasoning strategy for students from the traditional lab
group, who used it at rates ranging from 69.8–83.7% of the group populations. This exceeded the use of
the next popular reasoning strategy, ‘Other’ in Spring and Fall 2016, and ‘Average’ in Spring 2017, by
72.1±8.9%, 54.7±9.3%, and 61.8±7.7%, respectively. Percent error is not an entirely uncommon reasoning
strategy for the IOLab students, appearing at rates of 26.7%, 12.9%, and 25.0% of the group population
in each of the three respective semesters. Students from the traditional lab group were more likely to use
2Fisher’s exact test of independence is used to compare the proportions of variables when categorical data are available and












Figure 7.5: Connection between reasoning strategies (left) and conclusions (right) from Spring 2017,
when the size of the systematic error was increased.
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Table 7.4: Percent frequency of reasoning discussed by students in Question 1, including strategies










F 16 (N = 53)
SP 17
(N = 68)
Percent error 17.4 10.6 12.5 81.4 66.0 60.3
Average 11.6 9.7 23.2 2.3 11.3 19.1
Uncertainty 27.9 44.1 30.4 0 0 5.9
Trend 15.1 21.5 3.5 2.3 5.7 7.4
Other 11.6 9.7 8.9 11.6 9.4 1.5
Multiple 16.3 4.3 21.4 2.3 7.5 20.6
Mult. Percent
error
9.3 2.2 12.5 2.3 3.8 17.6
Mult. Average 3.5 0 7.1 0 0 10.3
Mult.
Uncertainty
9.3 2.2 8.9 0 1.9 2.9
Mult. Trend 5.8 2.2 7.1 2.3 3.8 4.4
Mult. Other 4.7 2.2 5.4 0 5.7 4.4
Figure 7.6: Reasoning strategies used by students about the data in Question 1. Students who used
multiple strategies are counted for each strategy used.
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percent error compared to students from the IOLab group. Chi-squared tests3 confirm that these differences
are significant and large: χ2(1) = 37.497, p < .0001, φ = .54 in Spring 2016; χ2(1) = 49.033, p < .0001,
φ = .58 in Fall 2016; χ2(1) = 34.654, p < .0001, φ = .53 in Spring 2017.
The most common reasoning approach for IOLab students was uncertainty, which was invoked at rates
ranging from 37.2–46.2% of the group population. This reasoning approach did not dominate over the other
approaches as strongly as percent error did with the traditional group: the next popular approaches lag by
10.4±6.2% (‘Percent error,’ Spring 2016), 22.6±6.7% (‘Trend,’ Fall 2016), and 8.9±7.6% (‘Average,’ Spring
2017). However, if we consider uncertainty and trend reasoning strategies (since both were taught to IOLab
students as methods to interpret data), we see more than half of students chose to use either or both, at rates
of 54.7 ± 5.4% in Spring 2016, 69.9 ± 4.8% in Fall 2016, and 50.0 ± 6.7% in Spring 2017. The uncertainty
approach was incredibly uncommon for traditional students (with counts of 0, 1, and 5 for the respective
semesters). The difference between use of uncertainty by the two groups is significant with a medium effect
each semester: χ2(1) = 21.278, p < .0001, φ = .41 in Spring 2016; χ2(1) = 31.539, p < .0001, φ = .46 in Fall
2016; χ2(1) = 18.385, p < .0001, φ = .39 in Spring 2017.
The other three approach categories vary in their popularity compared to other methods and compared
across groups in each semester, but these variations are of marginal significance, at best. Since we are doing
category-by-category testing where five options were originally available, the Bonferroni correction4 requires
that these comparisons use p=.01 as the threshold for significance. We observe that IOLab students use the
‘average’ reasoning strategy as part of their conclusion slightly more in the Spring semesters (14.0 ± 4.6%
more with χ2(1) = 5.432 and p = .020 in Spring 2016 and 14.5±7.8% more with χ2(1) = 3.518 and p = .060
in Spring 2017. The distributions are almost identical in the Fall 2016 semester (χ2(1) = .099, p = .75). For
the ‘trend’ reasoning approach, we observe IOLab students using it slightly more in Spring and Fall 2016
(16.3± 5.4% more with χ2(1) = 5.799 and p = .016 in Spring 2016 and 14.2± 6.0% more with χ2(1) = 4.530
and p = .033 in Fall 2016), but about the same in Spring 2017 (χ2(1) = .034, p = .85).
The analysis above assumes that there is no difference between students from different laboratory sections,
with different instructors. We check this by considering the appearance of the reasoning strategies in each
laboratory section, shown in Fig. 7.7 for IOLab sections and in Fig. 7.8 for traditional sections. This data is
somewhat limited in statistical power by its smaller populations (ranging from 15–30 students per section),
but it appears that there is no evidence of significant differences between most of the lab sections for each of
the treatment groups. The variations we observe do not appear to be explained by different instructors (we
see evidence of same instructors teaching the same material yielding different results in different sections).
We suspect that these variations are due to underlying systemic factors. Since these cannot be controlled
or fully characterized, we believe it is most appropriate to compare the groups in aggregate to reduce their
effect, as we’ve done above.
3Chi-squared tests of independence are used to compare the proportional distribution of groups into cate-
gories. We present results of Chi-square tests in the form χ2(degrees of freedom) = [chi − squared value], p =
[likelihood the two groups have the same proportionaldistribution], φ = [effect size of theresult]
4As suggested in the text, the Bonferroni correction is required for comparisons between two categories when the data have
been coded into N ≥ 3 categories. Because the pairwise comparison is more likely to yield false positives, the p-value to report
significance is adjusted to p = .05/N .
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(a) Percent error (b) Average
(c) Uncertainty (d) Trend
Figure 7.7: Percent of IOLab students using a certain reasoning strategy, split by lab section and
semester. Each point represents a different lab section; each instructor is assigned their own color,
and the sections are presented in order (left to right) that they met during the day. For example, the
same instructor taught the first two sections that met in both Spring 2016 and Fall 2016.
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(a) Percent error (b) Average
(c) Uncertainty (d) Trend
Figure 7.8: Percent of traditional lab students using the four main reasoning strategies, split by lab
section and semester. Each point represents a different lab section; each instructor is assigned their
own color. For example, the same instructor taught all traditional lab sections in Spring 2016 and
Fall 2016.
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(a) All conclusion codes.
(b) Conclusions binned by focus.
Figure 7.9: Conclusions reached by students about the data in Question 1.
Types of conclusions reached
In this section, we look at the conclusions students made about the data in the lab practical question.
Students’ conclusions are not independent of their reasoning strategies, therefore we summarize this outcome
as a snapshot of students’ overall interpretation of the prompt without spending much time on in-depth
analysis.
The overall outcome of conclusions reached by students in the different groups is shown in Fig. 7.9a. We
generally see that a majority of traditional students saw agreement while IOLab students are split on whether
they see agreement or disagreement between the data and the prediction (Fig. 7.9b). IOLab instruction,
as compared to traditional instruction, significantly decreases the rate of seeing agreement in all semesters:
IOLab students claim or lean toward agreement 40.7 ± 7.0% less frequently than traditional students in
Spring 2016 (χ2(1) = 20.591, p < .0001, φ = .40), 32 ± 8.2% less in Fall 2016 (χ2(1) = 14.352, p = .00015,
φ = .31), and 36.7± 8.4% less in Spring 2017 (χ2(1) = 16.617, p < .0001, φ = .37).
The Spring 2016 data stands out from the other two semesters, in which we observed nearly all traditional
students claiming agreement and the IOLab students almost equally split between agreement and disagree-
ment. Some adjustments to the teaching of uncertainty were made in the IOLab class following the Spring
2016 semester, which may account partially for the shift in student conclusions. The traditional instruction
was not altered at all between semesters, so it is not immediately clear what caused the major shift from
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the first semester’s results.
Comparing the Spring 2017 results to Spring 2016 and Fall 2016, we observe that the slight increase of
numerical values in Spring 2017 did not seem to have any noticeable effect on the conclusion outcomes.
Although the rate of claiming agreement decreased in the traditional student population in Spring 2017, this
decrease is not statistically significant under a Bonferroni correction that requires p < 0.0083 (vs. Spring
2016 χ2(1) = 5.485, p=.019; vs. Fall 2016 χ2(1) = 4.555, p=0.033).
Linking reasoning and conclusions
This section of analysis examines how the use of the different reasoning strategies about the data led to
certain types of conclusions. To do this, we break the population groups into students who discussed a
certain strategy in their reasoning (e.g., for ‘percent error’ we consider those who used percent error alone or
who used it as one of multiple strategies), and look at the conclusions that were reached by those students. To
retain statistical power, we exclude groups from certain reasoning strategy analyses if fewer than five students
from the group invoked the reasoning strategy of interest. For example, we do not look for conclusions from
‘uncertainty’ reasoning from the Spring 2016 and Fall 2016 traditional lab groups, as this reasoning strategy
was used by zero and one student in the groups, respectively.
Looking at the distribution of conclusions reached across all strategies, shown in Fig. 7.10, we observe that
each of the main four strategies has its own unique pattern of outcomes. The features of these patterns are
described below. In this discussion we identify ‘strong’ conclusions as those which are clear: specifically,
those coded as ‘Agree,’ ‘Disagree,’ or ‘Inconclusive.’ We identify ‘weak’ conclusions as those which describe
the relationship between the data: those coded as ‘implied agree’ or ‘implied disagree.’
Both percent error and average approaches show a trend toward claiming agreement or implying agreement,
but the strength of this effect depends on the specific strategy. Percent error reasoning is linked to an
emphasis on sameness regardless of instructional condition (Fig. 7.10a). Approaches comparing the average
to the prediction are linked to emphasizing difference, but not concluding disagreement; however many
students also claim agreement or lean toward agreement with no noticeable pattern across semester or
group (Fig. 7.10b). Percent error reasoning appears equally likely to lead to strong or weak conclusion
statements.
The uncertainty approach to the data is linked most strongly with strong claims of disagreement (Fig. 7.10c)
and with making strong conclusions in general. Around half of the cases where students claimed agreement
from the uncertainty approach were caused by misreading the value of the prediction in the prompt. This
misreading accounts for 4 of 7 such reason-conclusion pairs from IOLab students in Spring 2016, 3 of 11 from
IOLab students in Fall 2016, 2 of 2 IOLab students and 1 of 2 traditional students in Spring 2017. Most of
the remaining students who concluded that the data and prediction agreed applied stricter personal criteria
for disagreement.
We also see that nearly all of the students who used the trend approach made conclusions focusing on the
difference between the prediction and the results (Fig. 7.10d). The conclusions are approximately halfway
split between strong statements and descriptive statements.
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(a) Conclusions from ‘Percent error’ reasoning.
(b) Conclusions from ‘Average’ reasoning.
(c) Conclusions from ‘Uncertainty’ reasoning.
(d) Conclusions from ‘Trend’ reasoning.
(e) Conclusions from ‘Other’ reasoning.
Figure 7.10: Frequency of choosing a certain conclusion based on reasoning strategy used.
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7.4.4 Discussion of Question 1 results
These data are complex and can lead to several interesting lines of inquiry, but in this study we focus on
two major ideas: differences in student reasoning that are introduced by the different instruction formats,
and the implications of the different reasoning types on students’ judgment of experimental results.
Effect of instruction on reasoning strategies
In this study we observed that students recruit several data-focused reasoning strategies to treat the data
in the question, and students are most likely to use the practice or practices taught in the lab condition
they came from. This effect is very strong for the traditional students and less pronounced for the IOLab
students, and is consistent with results in other lab reform studies showing that instruction can shift the
reasoning approaches students take to understanding experimental data [93].
Despite percent error not being taught in the IOLab laboratory class, we see that it is still somewhat popular
as a reasoning strategy, more so in the Spring semesters. Of all these approaches, percent error is specially
positioned to determine how well an experiment is calibrated — that is, assuming the experiment’s purpose
is to verify a theory, the percent error indicates how ‘correct’ the experiment is. It is very likely that IOLab
students used percent error in this way in previous classes: the calibration approach is consistent with
evidence that the majority of high school science classes use laboratory activities to verify content learned
in class [27].
Keeping previous experience in mind, it is not too surprising that the traditional lab students favor percent
error with little variation in reasoning strategies across semester or across instructors. The class materials,
which are identical for all semesters, align with the validation practices of many high school classes. While the
IOLab instruction seeks to shift students’ expectations about the purpose of experiments in the introductory
lab, the traditional lab reinforces the practices of most high school science classes.
An interesting outcome from this question is that the majority of students — whether from the IOLab or
traditional groups — relied on some kind of calculation method to support their conclusion but did not use
the simple observation that all the measurements are larger than the prediction. This result is consistent with
experimental results showing that students are trained early in their education to do statistical operations
(e.g., calculating mean, median, or mode) at the expense of making qualitative observations about their
data [92]. This study found that the attempts to draw IOLab students’ attention toward trends in their
data were marginally effective in the first two semesters, but the difference went away in Spring 2017. It
is possible that this shift took place as a result of an administrative change in the semester in which the
researcher was not involved in teaching or in instructor training.
In general, it seems like the strategies students adopt to look at their data in the IOLab sections are pretty
variable. The course format is somewhat dependent on the lab instructor’s personal understanding of data
analysis, ability to clearly communicate the relevant ideas to students, and attention to reinforcing the
classroom standards for data analysis. The first section of Spring 2016 is an interesting example of this,
since this section was often the first in situ use of the new course materials and experiments that did not go
well or were unclear were typically modified for the subsequent sections. The uncertainty lab was difficult
and confusing to students in the first section in the first semester, and we see the effects play out in students’
adoption of reasoning strategies. The differences between the Spring and Fall semesters may also be partially
explained by the different populations taking the course in different semesters, which has led to other studies
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comparing student course performance to compare spring to spring and fall to fall instead of across all
semesters (for example, Ref. [187]).
The 5% threshold for percent error
The numerical values in the Spring 2017 lab practical were increased so that the percent error would slightly
exceed 5%, based on observations that many students cited this value as an acceptable percent error threshold
for an experiment’s results. We thought that increasing the percent error may have caused traditional lab
students to more frequently claim that the data did not agree with the prediction, but the variations in
student reasoning strategies and conclusions across semesters are so big that we are unable to observe any
significant effect.
The leaning of the conclusions (agree/disagree) shifted in the expected direction between the Spring 2016
and 2017 semesters, but since we also see a shift from Spring 2016 to Fall 2016 in both conditions it is not
clear what caused these differences. It is likely that increasing the percent error did not have any significant
impact on student conclusions, since many appeared willing to also accept 10% as an acceptable threshold
for agreement and (as we see later in this chapter) their decisions about the results may have been influenced
by their expectation that experiments are used to confirm known equations.
Understanding links between reasoning and conclusions
In this section we reconsider the conclusions reached by students based on specific reasoning strategies. We
use the connections between reasoning and conclusion to suggest two paradigms that could explain the links
we observe. The first paradigm returns to theme of ‘powerful ways of seeing’ and ‘powerful ways of acting,’
proposing two dimensions through which students ‘see’ data from multiple trials, mapping the observed
reasoning strategies to those dimensions, and indicating the ‘actions’ (conclusions) that arise from different
ways of seeing. This paradigm may provide a lens for instructors to understand the implications of the data
analysis methods they encourage their students to use in lab.
We initially intended to consider the reasoning strategies using the point and set paradigm developed by Allie
et al. [186]. Under this paradigm, students treat experimental data as a single point, where they take a single
measurement or use the mode or mean as the ‘true value’, or as a set, where they use data from multiple trials
to determine the quality or accuracy of the results. The ‘percent error’ and ‘average’ reasoning strategies
align with point reasoning. ‘Uncertainty’ and ‘trend’ approaches align with set reasoning. Indeed, when we
look at the two ‘point’ reasoning strategies, we see that they mostly lead to seeing agreement or focusing on
closeness, but there is a big difference in the outcomes from the two types of reasoning. Specifically, the use
of average reasoning is almost equally likely to lead to disagreement as to agreement.
Similarly, we can look at the set reasoning and observe that both uncertainty and trend approaches lean
toward seeing disagreement. The trend and uncertainty patterns appear to be more consistent with each
other in terms of focusing on the difference rather than closeness, but they differ significantly in whether
they yield descriptive or decisive conclusions.
These data suggest that simply considering the approaches in terms of the point and set paradigms is not
sufficient to describe how students look at data. While the paradigms are helpful, it appears that there is an
additional perspective difference to consider in understanding the reasoning strategies and the subsequent
conclusions that are made. We propose that this second dimension (which is not necessarily orthogonal to
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Figure 7.11: Proposed dual framework for understanding reasoning strategies, overlaid with the con-
clusion outcome patterns from Question 1. The ‘Average’ and ‘Trend’ strategies allow adoption of an
‘absolute’ or ‘relative’ perspective, however our observations showed that most students using ‘Trend’
reasoning adopted the ‘relative’ viewpoint.
the point and set paradigms) is whether data are considered in an ‘absolute’ or ‘relative’ perspective. An
absolute perspective to the data considers values based on how large or small they are, much like one might
do while calibrating an instrument to a specified tolerance.
The reasoning strategies we observed fall in different places on this absolute-relative scale, sketched out
along with point and set alignment in Fig. 7.11. Percent error is absolute, as it is normalized to the value
of the prediction. Average reasoning is ambiguous on this scale: the process of comparing two numbers can
include how close they are to each other or how far they are from zero. Uncertainty by definition is relative,
since it does not consider where zero is located, just how the points are located relative to each other. The
trend approach is ambiguous on the absolute-relative scale for similar reasons as ‘average’ reasoning, but the
methods taught in the IOLab class and observations of students’ written answers suggest that most students
using this approach did so under a relative perspective.
Considering these two dimensions of data analysis, the links between reasoning and conclusion suggest that
it may be the mix of these frameworks, rather than the specific reasoning strategy, that can be used to
predict conclusions reached. In the case of the numerical values from Question 1, we observe the ‘absolute’
view yielding conclusions focusing on agreement and the ‘relative’ view leading to conclusions focusing on
disagreement. The ‘average’ reasoning approach, which straddles the two views, shows split conclusion
results. The ‘trend’ approach leans strongly toward disagreement conclusions, supporting the expectation
that, although the approach is ambiguous in definition, in practice it is more ‘relative.’ Based on this
observation, we note that the absolute-set quadrant of this space is not included in the results of this
study.
We propose these frameworks for understanding students’ approaches to data based on the results from
Question 1, but note that further experiments are needed to understand it. This chapter continues from
here to examine this framework in a somewhat different context. We flesh out our consideration of how and
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Figure 7.12: Question 2 from the lab practical exam as given in Fall 2016 and Spring 2017.
2. To further investigate, the student now does a second experiment to test the claim that the
period T of a pendulum does not depend on the amplitude A (defined as the release angle of the
pendulum).
After doing multiple trials, she obtains the results shown in the table below. The ± symbol is
used to indicate uncertainty.
Amplitude A (deg) Period T (s)
10± 2 2.05± 0.06
20± 2 2.07± 0.09
30± 2 2.08± 0.06
40± 2 2.11± 0.04
Based on these data, what can the student conclude about the claim? Explain the
reasoning that would lead her to this conclusion.
when students use certain strategies or pay attention to features in experimental data.
7.5 Question 2: Uncertainty intervals and comparisons
The second question in this study probed the ways that students considered results from an experiment to
determine whether or not two quantities are independent of each other. The question, shown in Fig. 7.12,
asked students to look at the results from an experiment varying the release angle (the amplitude) of a
pendulum and the period of the pendulum measured from each release angle. Results were provided in
a table with uncertainty values. This question was designed to probe whether students would focus their
attention on the single values in the table or would incorporate the uncertainty values into their reasoning
strategies.
This problem differs from Question 1 in the reasoning strategies it affords and the frameworks available to
understand students’ approaches. The inclusion of uncertainty ranges in the prompt may serve as a cue to
consider each data point with some kind of spread. Such a cue was not present in the first data analysis
question. Furthermore, since the results of individual trials are not presented to students, the point-set
paradigm is not appropriate for considering their approaches to the problem. Instead, students must use a
different skill — making comparisons between measurements to determine whether the values are the same
or different.
The context of this problem also interacts with students’ beliefs about the purpose of the laboratory and
about equations learned in class because it explores a condition where a well-established physical model
breaks down. Although course materials introducing simple harmonic motion explain that the equation for
a pendulum’s frequency is only true for small angles, students do not necessarily know what qualifies as a
small angle. We would expect that students who expect that experiments are intended to confirm (rather
than test) experimental models would be more likely to ignore or dismiss features that are not consistent
with the model being tested.
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Figure 7.13: Visualizations of data from Question 2, using different display methods to emphasize
patterns students would see based on their reasoning approach.
7.5.1 Tuning the numbers based on classroom procedure
The numerical values chosen for the question were based on our understanding of the instructional methods
of the different lab formats and our expectations about how these behaviors would play out. Two views of
the data were anticipated in the question design, based on our expectations of students’ treatment of the
uncertainty ranges, an unanticipated third view arose from analysis of students’ responses. The way these
three views may impact students’ perception of the relationship between amplitude and period is illustrated
in Fig. 7.13.
IOLab students were taught to consider the overlap of uncertainty ranges when determining agreement
or disagreement between different measurements, so it was expected that they would apply this practice
to Question 2. The values in this question were arranged such that consideration of the uncertainty values
yields overlap between the measurements of the pendulum’s period, leading to the conclusion that the results
fail to prove dependence between the two quantities (although they do not prove independence), or the less
sophisticated claim that the results ‘prove’ independence.
Since uncertainty was not taught in the traditional laboratory format, we expected these students would
ignore the uncertainty range information and focus only on the central values of the amplitude and period.
The central values were chosen to suggest a trend: as the amplitude increases, the central value of the period
also increases, indicating that the values do depend on each other.
Neither group had done experiments that tested whether two quantities were independent of each other.
Students from the traditional lab had done experiments in class that involved collecting data to determine
the values of coefficients in mathematical relationships between two variables, but never had to determine the
form of the function (e.g. is the relationship linear, quadratic, etc.) or evaluate the ability of the function to
describe the relationship. Students from the IOLab instruction did not do any experiments to determine or
test trends, but were trained to construct and use uncertainty intervals to decide whether two measurements
agreed or disagreed.
Revising question 2
A slightly different version of this lab practical question was given in Spring 2016, our initial implementation
of the lab practical. The original version of this question can be found in Appendix F.
Upon initial attempts to code and analyze the results from Spring 2016, we found the wording of the question
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was somewhat confusing to students and led to a large number of unclear or self-contradictory conclusion
statements. We also observed that the numerical values selected for both the central measurement and
uncertainty ranges of the amplitudes and periods caused students to focus on features that were not of as
high interest to this research project, or made it impossible to discern specifically how students approached
the uncertainty values in the problem. The wording and numerical values were revised to reduce these
issues.
Most of the results discussed from this lab practical question will only include data from the Fall 2016
and Spring 2017 semesters, when the reasoning-conclusion discrepancies were reduced. However, we include
reasoning strategy results from Spring 2016 version. This study does not attempt to connect reasoning about
these data features to conclusions in student answers from the Spring 2016 semester.
7.5.2 Question 2 Codes
As in Question 1, coding categories were developed based on themes that emerged in student written re-
sponses. Nominal categories were developed to describe the reasoning strategies students described and
the conclusions they reached about the data. We also developed an ordinal coding scheme for students’
treatment of the uncertainty ranges from the prompt.
The codes developed to describe reasoning strategies are listed in Table 7.5. Students who cited multiple
reasoning strategies were given multiple codes. The reasoning strategies codes developed fell into two major
categories: data-focused behaviors and other unexpected behaviors.
Our initial expectation for the reasoning strategies was that there would be two main approaches — focusing
on the increase of values in the period (‘trend’) or on the overlap of the uncertainty ranges (‘overlap in T’
and ‘overlap in A’). Several other categories emerged from the student responses. A specific code was added
to describe students who focused on the fact that the change in the size of the period was small (‘small
change’).
Further codes were added to characterize reasoning strategies that looked outside the evidence from the
question itself to make a conclusion. For example, several students labeled with ‘other theoretical’ reasoning
concluded that the period did not depend on the release amplitude because the equation for the period of
a pendulum does not include amplitude. Many students in the ‘other numerical’ category referred back to
the 2.01 s predicted value from Question 1, while others used unorthodox analysis methods like calculating
a potential percent error using the extremes of the uncertainty ranges. Students receiving an ‘other exper-
imental’ designation based their conclusion on the inherent flaws of experiments but did not support their
claims with any evidence from Question 2.
The codes for conclusions are fairly simple for Question 2, shown in Table 7.5. In addition to the two
main conclusions, ‘not related’ and ‘related,’ we noted students claiming that no conclusion could be made
(‘inconclusive’), making statements that were too difficult to parse (‘unclear’), and generating conclusions
that were clear but were unusual (‘other’). Examples of the ‘other’ conclusions are discussed in the results
section for this question.
An ordinal coding scheme was developed to identify how students engaged with the uncertainty ranges
presented in the question statement. This code ranks student discussion ranging from no mention of un-
certainty to discussion of uncertainty in both the amplitude and period. Levels 2 and 3 do not identify
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Table 7.5: Reasoning strategy codes for Question 2.
Category Description
Trend As the amplitude increases the period increases.
Small change
The change in the period is very small (may compare to large change in
amplitude).
Overlap in T
The uncertainty ranges of the period measurements overlap with each
other.
No overlap in A
The uncertainty ranges of the amplitude measurements do not overlap
with each other.
Other theoretical Student invokes equation (not the data) to support conclusion.
Other numerical
Student uses the data from the question in an unconventional way or
compares to numerical values outside of the question text.
Other experimental Student cites qualities of the experiment (not based on the data).
Unknown Student attempts to cite reasons but they are too vague to categorize.
Table 7.6: Conclusions codes for Question 2. Based on the data, the student can conclude that the
period and amplitude are...
Category Description
Not related The period of the pendulum does not depend on the amplitude.
Related The period of the pendulum does depend on the amplitude.
Inconclusive
The hypothetical student cannot or should not make a conclusion based on
these data.
Unclear
Student made no conclusion statement or it is not clear what they were
trying to conclude.
Other
Student made a clear conclusion statement that did not fit in the above
categories.
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Table 7.7: Uncertainty codes for Question 2.
Level Name Description
0 Ignored Uncertainty is not mentioned in the response.
1 Mentioned Uncertainty is mentioned but is not used to make the conclusion.
2 Used one Uncertainty of one quantity is used to make the conclusion.
3 Used both Uncertainty of both quantities is used to make the conclusion.
Table 7.8: Revised reasoning codes for Question 2 in Spring 2016.
Code Description
If reasoning does not use uncertainty...
Trend As the amplitude increases the period increases.
Small change
The change in the period is very small (may compare to large change in
amplitude).
Theoretical Student invokes equation (not the data) to support conclusion.
Experimental Student cites qualities of the experiment (not based on the data).
Other Student makes an argument that does not fit in these categories.
Unknown Student attempts to cite reasons but they are too vague to categorize.
If reasoning does use uncertainty...
Incorrect Student uses uncertainty in a way that does not consider overlap.
Incorrect overlap Overlap between measures is compared in an incorrect manner.
Correct overlap Overlap between the measurements is compared correctly.
whether students’ use of uncertainty was correct. However, this code can be used together with the reason-
ing strategies code to determine whether the uncertainty use correctly used overlap or was applied in some
other way.
A reduced coding scheme was developed to characterize the features students focused on in their answers to
this question in Spring 2016 without considering the conclusions that were reached. Responses were coded
for their use of uncertainty using the same rubric as the other two semesters. Reasoning strategies were split
based on whether the student used uncertainty in their conclusion or not. Specifically, the reasoning using
uncertainty sought to identify whether uncertainty was used correctly or incorrectly. The reasoning coding
scheme for Spring 2016 is represented in Table 7.8.
Evaluating the framework with interrater reliability
Responses to this lab practical question were coded by two researchers: the author, and a graduate student
from the PER group. The second coder was not familiar with the frameworks of the lab prior to working on
this project. The overall coding process involved a training phase, co-coding phases to establish interrater
reliability, then coding batches of responses individually with periodic co-coding checks to ensure reliability
was maintained. All co-coded responses were coded by both researchers and any disagreements were resolved
during subsequent discussions. Krippendorff’s alpha [188] was used to evaluate interrater reliability, and we
will consider that final values of alpha larger than .667 are sufficient to make tentative conclusions about the
data, and values over .8 are sufficient for stronger conclusions [189].
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The Fall 2016 student responses were used to develop the code categories and to train the coders. Responses
were randomly shuffled to mix students from different lab reform conditions and lab sections. All units
during the training phase were co-coded then compared between researchers to clarify the context of the
problem and flesh out the definitions of the code categories. Disagreements in the codes were resolved at
the end of each batch. Interrater reliability data was not collected during this extended training phase.
Reasonable levels of agreement were informally observed for the conclusion and uncertainty codes. However,
repeated disagreements on the reasoning category led to a substantial revision to its interpretation which
made recoding of student reasoning for all Fall 2016 responses necessary.
The initial approach to characterize student reasoning was to code any data features the students discussed
in their answers. This method failed to discern between reasoning linked to the conclusion and additional
comments made by students. For example, if a student mentioned that the values of the period are increasing
but the increase is insignificant compared to the size of the uncertainty ranges, the coders would disagree
on whether the trend in the period should be recorded as a reasoning item. Repeated disagreements of
this type led to clarification of the code criteria: discussion about the data or other details would only be
recorded as reasoning if the student directly linked the reasoning to the conclusion. Observations that were
dismissed by the student or that were comments not linked to the conclusion were not coded under this new
definition.
After revising the reasoning codes, the Fall 2016 responses were recoded for reasoning for all units completed
up to this point, this time measuring interrater reliability with Krippendorff’s for nominal codes. 35 units
were coded together to train on the new code definition, then units were coded in batches of ten by both
coders to measure reliability and resolve any disagreements. Three iterations were used to establish that the
reliability was moderate or better, over 0.75 each time (first batch α = .95; second batch α = .796; third
batch α = .89), and the remaining units were each coded by a single coder. At this point 44 units were
left that needed to be coded on all dimensions. Half of these were coded by both researchers in batches of
ten, comparing responses to check for reliability and mutually resolving differences, and half were coded by
a single researcher.
In Fall 2016, the conclusions and uncertainty codes had 14.4% of the units coded together and checked for
reliability, 71.9% coded together without checking for reliability, and 13.7% coded by a single researcher after
reliability was established. The overall interrater reliability scores for conclusions and uncertainty in the Fall
2016 batch were αconclusions = 0.419 and αuncertainty = 0.816, using the nominal calculation for conclusions
and the ordinal calculation for uncertainty. The low reliability rate for the conclusions was acceptable in the
first batch of ten (α = 0.771) but very low in the second batch (α = 0.097). Three of the four disagreements
in the second batch were over whether the conclusion was codeable or unclear, which corresponds to the
researchers’ observation that this final batch contained more vague and difficult-to-code items than usual.
The concentration of vague responses in the last batch also gave the lowest batch value of interrater reliability
for reasoning, α = 0.592.
Units coded for reasoning from Fall 2016 were done 24% together for training, 34.9% together to check
interrater reliability, and 41.1% by a single researcher. The overall interrater reliability after training was
α = 0.777, using the nominal calculation.
A total of 124 student responses from Spring 2017 were coded using the same coding scheme and methods
as Fall 2016, but omitting the training phase. 40.3% of the units were coded together for reliability; the
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remaining 59.7% were coded by a single researcher. Overall, the interrater reliability for the Spring 2017
coding was determined to be αconclusions = 0.806, αreasoning = 0.796, and αuncertainty = 0.933.
129 student responses from Spring 2016 were coded using the reduced coding scheme. The researchers
trained on 10 units together, then coded three batches of ten to establish interrater reliability above 0.7 be-
fore splitting off. The researchers followed the pattern of ten together, ten each apart to code the remaining
units. 7.7% of the units were coded during the training, 51.2% were coded together to check for inter-
rater reliability (with differences resolved after comparing), and 41.1% were coded by a single researcher.
Overall, the interrater reliability for the Spring 2016 coding was determined to be αuncertainty = 0.893,
αreasoning, no unc. = 0.595, and αreasoning, unc. = 0.908. We acknowledge that the agreement for reasoning
strategies that do not use uncertainty is quite low. Eleven of the sixteen disagreements for this code were
about whether the code should be applied at all (i.e., one researcher assigned a code and the other felt there
was no reasoning cited that did not include uncertainty). Therefore, when we consider the results of the
reasoning without uncertainty coding, we estimate that the ‘None’ code results may have a coder bias of
up to 5.6% (16.7% of the 66 units coded together had a disagreement in this area; if we assume the same
percentage of potential disagreement in the 63 units coded separately we can expect 10–11 unresolved and
unidentified disagreements would have appeared). There were no specific reasoning strategies connected to
this disagreement, so we might expect a maximum of 2 unidentified disagreements for each, suggesting a
potential underlying coder bias of 1.1% on each of the reasoning without uncertainty codes.
7.5.3 Results from Question 2
We present results from this lab practical question using a similar structure to the previous question. We start
by considering the reasoning strategies used, conclusions reached, and the links between the two. After this
analysis, we shift our focus to examine if and how students from each group interacted with the uncertainty
terms included in the question text.
Reasoning strategies
In this section we consider the reasoning students cited in their explanations in two ways: looking at the
frequency that each reasoning code occurred for each group in each semester, and looking at if and how
reasoning strategies were used together.
The frequencies of use for the reasoning codes in the Fall 2016 and Spring 2017 semesters are shown in
Table 7.9, broken down to show the frequency of the reasons that appeared alone and those that appeared
with other reasoning. The sum of both the individual and multiple code frequencies for each reasoning
strategy are shown in Fig. 7.14. Overall, we observe that most students considered the uncertainty term,
but IOLab students were more likely to do so in both semesters (χ2(1) = 5.724, p = .02, φ = .20 for Fall
2016; χ2(1) = 6.400, p = .011, φ = .23 for Spring 2017). Similarly, the traditional lab students were more
likely than IOLab students to focus on the small change in the period, although this effect is marginally
significant in Spring 2017 (χ2(1) = 9.781, p = .002, φ = .26 for Fall 2016; χ2(1) = 4.721, p = .03, φ = .20 for
Spring 2017). It appears that students were almost equally likely to focus on trend as to invent a numerical
method, with no noticeable difference between semesters or lab treatment groups.
The frequencies of reasoning codes for the revised codes applied to the Spring 2016 responses are shown in in
Table 7.10. As in the other semesters, we observe that many students are using uncertainty as a reasoning
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Table 7.9: Percent frequency of reasoning discussed by students from Fall 2016 and Spring 2017 in
Question 2, including strategies used alone and those appearing with other codes.
IOLab Traditional
Reasoning F 16 (N = 93)
SP 17
(N = 56)
F 16 (N = 53)
SP 17
(N = 68)
Trend 5.4 1.8 7.5 11.8
Small change in T 3.2 7.1 11.3 11.8
Overlap in T ±∆T 49.4 28.3 44.6 30.9
No overlap in A±∆A 0 0 0 0
Theory (pendulum equation) 2.2 0 1.9 0
Invented numerical method 12.9 3.5 13.2 5.9
Fault of experiment 2.2 1.8 9.4 1.4
Other or None 1.1 0 3.6 1.5
Multiple 23.7 37.5 28.3 36.8
Mult. Trend 7.5 12.5 7.5 8.8
Mult. Small change in T 4.3 7.1 15.1 19.1
Mult. Overlap in T ±∆T 16.1 25.0 17.0 16.2
Mult. No overlap in A±∆A 2.2 10.7 3.8 7.4
Mult. Theory (pendulum equation) 1.1 5.4 3.8 7.4
Mult. Invented numerical method 11.8 14.3 9.4 14.7
Mult. Fault of experiment 8.6 5.4 7.5 8.8
Mult. Other 0 0 1.8 2.9
Figure 7.14: Reasoning strategies used by students in the Fall 2016 and Spring 2017 semesters about
the data in Question 2. Students who used multiple strategies are counted for each strategy used.
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Table 7.10: Percent frequency of reasoning strategies discussed by students to support their conclusion
in Spring 2016. It was possible for students to cite reasoning from both categories.
IOLab (N=86) Traditional (N=43)
Reasoning without uncertainty
Trend 20.9 37.2
Small change in T 7.0 25.6
Theory (pendulum equation) 0 2.3





Overlap in T ±∆T 48.8 16.3
Incorrect overlap with T ±∆T 12.8 4.7
Incorrect other 11.6 25.6
Unclear 3.5 0
None 23.3 53.5
strategy, but IOLab students are considering overlap more frequently than traditional students. ‘Trend’ and
‘small change’ are used by traditional students at significantly higher rates than IOLab students.
Since the Spring 2016 data are categorized using categories that split uncertainty and non-uncertainty use,
it is not possible to directly compare the use of all coded strategies between the three semesters. However,
it is still possible to compare the appearance of the three most common reasoning strategies, ‘trend,’ ‘small
change,’ and ‘uncertainty.’ The first two strategies can be compared directly; but since the ‘uncertainty’ code
in Fall 2016 and Spring 2017 did not discern between correct and incorrect evaluation of overlap, we must
combine the ‘overlap’ and ‘incorrect overlap’ codes from Spring 2016 for an equivalent comparison.
We compare the three main reasoning strategies used by students across all three semesters in Fig. 7.15. Sta-
tistical analysis comparing the frequency of IOLab and traditional students choosing each of these reasoning
(a) ‘Trend’ reasoning (b) ‘Small change’ reasoning (c) ‘Uncertainty’ reasoning
Figure 7.15: Frequency of the three major types of reasoning used on Question 2.
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SP 16 3.914 .048 .17 (0–.35) 1.778 (1.011–3.125), Trad.
F 16 0.137 .71 .03 (0–.19) 1.170 (.412–2.674), Trad.








e SP 16 8.672 .003 .26 (.09–.35) 3.667 (1.457–9.229), Trad.
F 16 9.781 .002 .26 (.10–.42) 3.509 (1.514–8.133), Trad.








SP 16 19.021 <.0001 .38 (.21–.56) 2.944 (1.611–5.382), IOLab
F 16 5.724 .017 .20 (.03–.36) 1.448 (1.041–2.015), IOLab
SP 17 6.400 .011 .23 (.05–.40) 1.480 (1.091–2.008), IOLab
strategies is shown in Table 7.11. In all three semesters, the data suggest that students from the traditional
lab are 1–2 times more likely than IOLab students to use the smallness of the change in their reasoning,
although the effect is reduced in Spring 2017. We also see that IOLab students are more likely, at rates of
1.5–3, than traditional students to look at overlap in the period in their reasoning.
A large fraction of students in all groups used multiple reasons to support their conclusion. The coding
used for Spring 2016 does not lend itself to detailed analysis of reasoning pairs or triads, so here we analyze
reasoning strategy combinations from Fall 2016 and Spring 2017. Twenty six different reasoning combinations
containing two or three codes emerged from the analysis. The number of students using certain combinations
ranged from one to twelve (i.e., .004–4.4% of the study population) so we are limited in the conclusions that we
can make about the pairing of reasoning strategies. In the following paragraphs we briefly describe the most
common groupings without distinguishing between IOLab and traditional student answers to understand
how students pair reasoning strategies.
The most common reasoning strategies appearing together in pairs or triads were
 Trend and Overlap in T ±∆T (4.4% of study population)
 Small change and Trend (4.4% of study population)
 Overlap in T ±∆T and Invented numerical method (4.1% of study population)
 Small change in T and Invented numerical method (3.3% of study population)
 Overlap in T ±∆T and Fault of experiment (3.3% of study population)
 Overlap in T ±∆T and No overlap in A±∆A (3.0% of study population)
 Overlap in T ±∆T and Theory (3.0% of study population)
 Invented numerical method and Fault of experiment (3.0% of study population)
To further probe the dependencies of the reasoning strategies on each other, we also consider how likely each
reasoning was to appear in a pair or alone, shown in Table 7.12. Most of the reasoning strategies are equally
likely to appear alone or in a group. However, ‘theory’ or ‘fault of experiment’ arguments are more likely
to be supported with at least one additional reasoning strategy. We also observe that the overlap in the
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Trend 24 42 .57± .08 Nearly equal likelihood
Small change in T 29 50 .58± .07 Nearly equal likelihood
Overlap in T ±∆T 49 156 .31± .04 More likely alone
No overlap in A±∆A 11 11 1 Only appears in pairs
Theory (pendulum equation) 11 14 .79± .11 More likely in pair
Invented numerical method 34 59 .58± .06 Nearly equal likelihood
Fault of experiment 21 1.8 .70± .08 More likely in pair
Other or None 3 5 .60± .22 Nearly equal likelihood
Figure 7.16: Distribution of conclusions made in Fall 2016 and Spring 2017 for Question 2.
period (‘Overlap in T ± ∆T ’) is the only reasoning strategy that is most likely to appear alone, while the
overlap in the amplitude (‘No overlap in A ±∆A’) only appears in pairs. Based on the latter observation,
the next portion of analysis of these results will not consider the amplitude overlap reasoning strategy on its
own.
Conclusions reached
The conclusions reached by students about the data in Question 2 are shown in Fig. 7.16. Note that we
omit Spring 2016 from this discussion because of observed student confusion about question wording. When
we consider the conclusions codes by themselves, we observe no evidence to support a difference between
the two lab conditions in either semester ( χ2(4) = .837, p=.93 and χ2(4) = 3.316, p=.51 for the Fall 2016
and Spring 2017 semesters, respectively). In all cases, the majority of students concluded that the data
support the claim that the period does not depend on the release amplitude of the pendulum. We note that
this conclusion conforms to the equation for the period of a pendulum (at small angles) that students had
recently learned in lecture.
Reasoning strategies leading to specific conclusions
As in Question 1, not much information can be gained by looking at the conclusions alone. Thus, we
continue this analysis by considering the connections between reasoning strategies and conclusions. Sankey
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plots showing snapshots of these connections are shown in Figs. 7.17 and 7.18.
While we had expected more students to focus on the trend in the data and therefore conclude the period
did depend on the amplitude, we observed a low fraction of students making this conclusion. 21 of the 26
total students making the conclusion that the amplitude and period are related supported it with reasoning
about the trends in period and amplitude. One student discussed the uncertainty, but used its increasing
size to justify the existence of a trend.
Only a small percent of students (9.6% of the total population) expressed the more sophisticated conclusion
that the results were inconclusive — that is, that while the data failed to disprove the claim, it did not
necessarily prove the claim to be true. Many students claiming the results were inconclusive included
additional discussion in their answers recommending additional experiments to minimize the uncertainty,
or emphasizing that the experiment failed to disprove the claim, but did not necessarily prove anything.
Most students made their conclusion based on the size and overlap of the uncertainty in the period (46% of
those making an ‘inconclusive’ claim). The next most common approach was to discuss how the numerical
values suggested a trend, but the uncertainty should be reduced to be sure (23%). 15% criticized the
quality of the experiment without discussing uncertainty, and a further 12% invented numerical methods to
justify their answer. The lab instruction condition had no effect on the likelihood of students making this
conclusion.
We also note that a small number of students submitted conclusions that were unusual but not unclear.
Many of these students argued that the claim was only supported for the ‘small’ angles of 10, 20, and 30
degrees, but not at 40 degrees. According to these students, the claim broke down at this point because
the range for the period at a 40 degree release angle did not include the central value of the period at 10
degrees.
Reasoning strategies leading to ‘not related’ conclusions
Most student responses to Question 2 concluded that there was no relationship between the amplitude and
the pendulum’s period, but they arrived to this conclusion via several different reasoning strategies and
combinations of reasoning strategies. Looking at the frequencies of appearance of each reasoning strategy
(Fig. 7.19) linked to a ‘not related’ conclusion, we see that for all groups uncertainty is the most commonly
linked approach, followed by the small change argument, invented numerical methods, challenging the quality
of the experiment, and finally justification by theory.
The frequencies of reasoning types cited to arrive at a ‘not related’ conclusion are shown in Table 7.13.
Fisher’s exact test indicates that the distributions of the appearance of reasoning strategies linked to this
conclusion is significantly different between the IOLab and traditional groups in both Fall 2016 (p=.0006)
and Spring 2017 (p=.023). Uncertainty is the dominant argument for IOLab students, while traditional lab
students were nearly equally likely to recruit the small change argument as uncertainty.
Traditional lab students were more likely than students from the decision-making lab to cite small change
in T as their reasoning for this conclusion ( χ2(1) = 12.486, p = .0004, φ = .34 for Fall 2016; χ2(1) = 8.268,
p = .004, φ = .31 for Spring 2017). They appear to be equally likely to argue that the claim must be true on
the basis of theory but our analysis is statistically limited because of the small rate of appearance of these
arguments. There appears to be a difference in traditional students using the quality of the experiment to








Figure 7.18: Connection between reasoning strategies (left) and conclusions (right) from Spring 2017.
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(a) Distribution of single-code reasoning.
(b) Distribution of code appearances (including multiple codes).
Figure 7.19: Reasoning strategies linked to students concluding pendulum period was not related to
amplitude, normalized by the number of students making this conclusion.
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Table 7.13: For students concluding the period does not depend on the amplitude, breakdown of most
popular reasoning strategies by frequency of appearance (includes appearance in multicode).
IOLab Traditional
Reasoning for conclusion F 16 (N=66) SP 17 (N=42) F 16 (N=37) SP 17 (N=44)
Small change in T 7.6 16.7 35.1 45.5
Overlap in T ±∆T 75.8 69.0 51.4 47.7
Theory 1.5 4.8 8.1 9.1
Invented numerical method 18.2 21.4 21.6 25.0
Fault of experiment 3.0 2.4 16.2 15.9
Figure 7.20: Student acknowledgement of uncertainty split by treatment group for all three semesters.
by the sample size ( Yates’ χ2(1) = 5.351, p = .044, φ = .20 for Fall 2016; Yates’ χ2(1) = 3.196, p = .07,
φ = .19 for Spring 2017). IOLab students were more likely to use the overlap in the uncertainty in their
reasoning, although this difference becomes smaller in Spring 2017 ( χ2(1) = 6.386, p = .012, φ = .25 for
Fall 2016; χ2(1) = 1.804, p = .18, φ = .16 for Spring 2017).
If we want to compare between all three semesters we have to resolve a couple differences between the
uncertainty/no uncertainty codes by looking at students’ use of invented numerical methods. In order to
identify the ‘Incorrect other’ equivalent: In Fall 2016, 21 of the 23 IOLab students who invented numerical
methods used uncertainty in their reasoning, while 8 of the 12 traditional students did. In Spring 2017,
7 of the 10 IOLab students used uncertainty in their invented methods; 8 of 14 traditional students did
as well. We also note that the reasoning codes used in the later two semesters do not discern between
correct use of overlap and incorrect use of overlap, so we may have to compare simply whether overlap was
considered.
How students used the uncertainty ranges
The normalized distributions of how students engaged with uncertainty (ignored, acknowledged, used) is
shown in Fig. 7.20. The two most common uncertainty-related behaviors were failing to acknowledge the
existence of the uncertainty ranges, or using the uncertainty range of the period as part of the reasoning.
A very small number of students acknowledged the uncertainty without using it. A similarly small number
explicitly discussed both the uncertainty in the period and the uncertainty in the amplitude. Since the
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“However, with the amplitude of 40, the period calculated with
uncertainty does not include all other values.”
Compare global average
“The average period is within the given range for the period of every
amplitude tested, thus the amplitude didn’t have an effect on the period”
Uncertainty as possible
maximum change
“The amplitude ranged from 8–42, however the period only ranged from
1.99–2.15”
Uncertainty as a percent
error
“The % error [sic] on the last trial could be up to 9% which I would say is
too large.”
Look for trend in
uncertainty bounds
“. . . as the amplitude increases, the upper to lower bounds of the period
increase as well.”
amplitude uncertainty appears so infrequently overall and is never discussed independent of other reasoning
strategies, we combine codes 2 and 3 together in this analysis.
Most students who answered the question incorporated the uncertainty into their answers. This includes
around four fifths of IOLab students and around half of the Traditional students. The difference in usage
rates appears to be significant with some confidence, although the potential size of the effect ranges from
a very small increase to doubling the rates of uncertainty use (χ2(1) = 7.313, p = .007, RR 1.528 95%
CI 1.078–2.166 in Spring 2016; χ2(1) = 14.049, p < .0001 in Fall 2016, RR 1.498 95% CI 1.164–1.925;
χ2(1) = 4.758, p = .03, RR 1.303 95% CI 1.029–1.651 in Spring 2017).
Traditional lab students were more likely to not acknowledge the uncertainty in their answers at all (χ2(1) =
8.288, p = .004 in Spring 2016; χ2(1) = 18.502, p < .0001 in Fall 2016; χ2(1) = 8.225, p = .004 in Spring
2017), representing a small to medium effect on their uncertainty-acknowledging behavior (φ = .25, .36, .21
in each semester, respectively).
The above code is limited in that it only identifies whether students used the uncertainty range in their
reasoning, not how well they used it. While coding responses to this question, the researchers observed
several methods students used to interpret the range. Some examples are given in Table 7.14.
To understand how students used the uncertainty ranges in their answers to this question, we combine
student uncertainty-acknowledgement codes with reasoning codes. For the Fall 2016 and Spring 2017 data
we use a combination of the uncertainty and reasoning codes to determine whether uncertainty was used in
a way that appeared to be correct. We adjust the code to the following:
Not used: Uncertainty is not used in the reasoning (Uncertainty ignored or mentioned).
Used incorrectly: Uncertainty is used in an inventive but incorrect way that does not include overlap
between values (Uncertainty used; Reasoning includes numerical methods but no overlap).
Incorrect overlap: Uncertainty is used in an inventive but incorrect way that attempts to include overlap
but clearly make an error (Uncertainty used; Reasoning includes overlap and numerical methods).
Correct overlap: Students use overlap between uncertainty ranges in their reasoning (Uncertainty used,
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Figure 7.21: Distribution of student use of uncertainty split by treatment group for all three semesters.
Reasoning includes overlap but not numerical methods).
In Spring 2016, how students use uncertainty was captured in the ‘reasoning with uncertainty’ code. We
note that it is possible that the correct use of overlap is overcounted in this analysis: Although the reliability
for this measure was acceptable, the researchers observed that students did not always provide enough
information in their written responses to indicate whether they were describing overlap of a range with a
central value (e.g. 2.05 is contained in the range 2.07± 0.09) or overlap between the ranges with uncertainty
(e.g. 1.99–2.11 shares values with 1.98–2.16), and in general the coders assumed the overlap was evaluated
correctly unless additional information was given to indicate otherwise.
The results showing how students used the uncertainty are shown in Fig. 7.21. The majority of students
from the IOLab group are using uncertainty to compare overlap using a correct method between regions.
We look further to determine how frequently the use of uncertainty is connected to using it correctly or
incorrectly in Table 7.15. IOLab students who used uncertainty in the Spring 2016 semester were more
likely than traditional lab students to compare overlap of the uncertainty intervals (χ2(1) = 9.508, p = .002,
φ = .27), and were somewhat more likely to compare it correctly (χ2(1) = 5.135, p = .02, φ = .20). These
differences nearly disappear in the Fall 2016 and Spring 2017 semesters: for uncertainty use considering
overlap we obtain risk ratios of .969 (95%CI .782–1.2) and 1.132 (95% CI .949–1.350) for the respective
semesters. Similarly, the rates of using uncertainty to compare overlap correctly yield risk ratios of .955
(95% CI .737–1.237) and 1.058 (95% CI .843–1.328), respectively. We note that the disappearance of the
effect appears to be due to a change in the behavior of the traditional lab students, while the IOLab students
behave similarly in all three semesters.
7.5.4 Discussion of Question 2 results
The results from this lab practical question were somewhat unexpected, but suggest some interesting, but
unintended, effects caused by how the question was framed and how information was provided. We discuss
these results and their possible implications in the following paragraphs.
When analyzing this question, we found that overlap between the uncertainty ranges of the different mea-
surements was the most commonly cited reasoning approach for both groups, although IOLab students
discussed the uncertainty more frequently than their peers from the traditional lab group. The popularity
of this reasoning approach with the IOLab students is encouraging: since they learned to use uncertainty
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Table 7.15: For students using uncertainty in their reasoning, breakdown of how well it is used. Values
are normalized by number of students in the group who used uncertainty.
Semester Lab type Invented method Overlap Incorrect Overlap Correct
Spring 2016
Traditional 11 (55%) 2 (10%) 7 (35%)
IOLab 10 (15%) 11 (17%) 42 (64%)
Fall 2016
Traditional 6 (20%) 2 (7%) 22 (73%)
IOLab 16 (20%) 6 (8%) 56 (70%)
Spring 2017
Traditional 8 (19%) 2 (5%) 31 (76%)
IOLab 3 (7%) 5 (11%) 36 (80%)
ranges to make comparisons between two measurements, this behavior shows that many have learned to
attend to the overlap between uncertainty ranges to make decisions about the data.
However, the popularity of the uncertainty comparison approach from traditional lab students was surprising:
traditional lab curriculum only uses percent error to compare measurements, so students from that lab are
not familiar with the use of uncertainty values for this purpose. The general popularity of this reasoning
approach with the traditional students may have been caused by the way the data were presented in the
question — that is, the traditional students may have discussed the included uncertainty ranges because they
were present in the question, not because they knew what to do with them. It is not clear whether students’
intuition led them to reasonable evaluations of the uncertainty ranges, since the limited details provided in
their written answers made it impossible to discern the difference between correct and incorrect application
of the uncertainty.
We observed a large number of students who considered the central values (instead of the uncertainty)
focusing not on the trend in the period, but on the fact that the change in the size of the period was
small. This suggests that, in addition to looking for whether students address or ignore the uncertainty, the
design of data analysis questions should consider the basis of comparison that students apply to their results.
While both the ‘trend’ and ‘small change’ approaches ignore the uncertainty, they represent opposite ways
of seeing the data — focusing on the trend in the data considers the values relative to each other (a ‘relative’
viewpoint) while focusing on the small change in the values compares the data to their distance from 0 or
to the size of the change of the independent variable (an ‘absolute’ viewpoint).
Despite the variations in reasoning strategies, we found that a majority of students from either of the lab
conditions reached the conclusion that the amplitude and period of the pendulum were not related to each
other. We note that this conclusion is consistent with the equation learned in lecture, although students had
been told that the equation was only true for small angles5 Evidence from the uncertainty or small change
approach supported students’ expectations that changing the amplitude would not change the period. The
trend approach may have been less attractive to traditional students because it was in conflict with the
conclusion they believed they should reach.
It is not clear whether IOLab students were strongly influenced by such an expectation because the approach
consistent with their classroom experience (i.e., evaluating results with uncertainty ranges) led to a conclusion
5Based on students’ written responses, it is clear that many students (regardless of lab instruction) did not understand what
angle size qualifies as ‘small,’ suggesting, for example, that larger angles than 40◦ or 67◦ were required to violate the small
angle assumption.
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that did not challenge their expectations. The IOLab instruction included ideas that equations, even those
taught in class, are built on assumptions and real-world limitations, and had students test the equations to
determine whether they were appropriate models for the situation. We hope that this would make students
less likely to look for a method to confirm their expectations; however, this lab practical question is unable
to determine whether this is true.
Considering students’ expectations as a possible explanation for their conclusions challenges an underlying
assumption we have made about the direction of causality when students approach these questions: that
a students’ reasoning strategy would lead them to a certain conclusion. However, these results suggest
that this specific question may be particularly susceptible to ‘top down’ effects caused by students’ beliefs
about the outcome of the question [137]. In this case, students may choose to view their data in a way
that supports their expected outcome, switching between ‘absolute’ and ‘relative’ perspectives or inventing
unusual methods as necessary to connect the evidence with their expectation. Since they expect a good
experiment will find that the period is independent of the amplitude, they will look for features in the data
that support what they already ‘know.’
7.6 Overall discussion of results
The two data analysis questions asked in the lab practical were intended to serve two purposes: first,
to determine whether students use the (attentional or procedural) skills taught in their respective classes
without being prompted to do so, and second, to examine the links between students’ approaches to data
and the decisions made about the meaning of the data. Having previously discussed the results of the
individual questions, we use this section to discuss how these results together address our larger-scale research
questions.
7.6.1 Students (mostly) use the strategies they were taught in class
In general, we observed that students use reasoning strategies that are consistent with the methods they
were taught in class. This result agrees with our observations from the group portion of the lab practical
discussed in Chapter 6. Reasoning strategies used by students to answer the two questions indicate that
IOLab students are very likely to use the data analysis practices from their lab instruction even when
scaffolding for those practices is fully removed. On the other hand, traditional students do not appear to
notice details about the quality of experimental data (i.e., spread of values from multiple trials) unless those
details are explicitly highlighted within the question, as they were when uncertainty ranges were provided in
question 2. In the latter case, many traditional lab students paid attention to the uncertainty, however they
may not have evaluated it correctly, suggesting that ‘good thinking’ for data evaluation requires the support
of a combination of attentional and procedural training.
Results from the first question also show the effect of students’ previous experiences in science classes on their
experimental choices. Despite a semester of set-like data analysis instruction, some IOLab students’ previous
training in using percent error to evaluate results from individual trials still influenced their approach to
data analysis. Although the second question was unable to determine whether IOLab students’ choices were
also influenced by their expectations about the result, it is not unreasonable to expect that some IOLab
students may retain beliefs that experiments are intended to validate known equations. We suspect that
some of these behaviors persisted because our approach to teaching uncertainty analysis in the pilot stage of
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this reform project was somewhat unorganized and often led students to feel confused about which sources
of uncertainty were relevant or how to decide whether differing results were ‘true’ or caused by mistakes
in their experimental setup. Based on the observations from the first question and implications from the
second, we have revised our approach to uncertainty analysis in an attempt to provide clearer guidelines and
hopefully present a more compelling community standard for data analysis and comparison.
7.6.2 Expanding our framework linking reasoning strategies to
conclusions
Our initial expectation about these questions was that the way students looked at their data — that is, which
details they paid attention to and which analysis procedures they used — would impact what they saw as
the right conclusion to make. The questions used borderline cases where attention to certain features or
procedures would lead to opposite conclusions. Student responses to the lab practical questions suggest
that, when considering the ultimate conclusions students reach about presented data, a two-dimensional
framework is needed to describe the types of details students notice that impact their decisions.
While Allie’s point-set paradigm for how students consider data from multiple trials probes the sophistication
of students’ thinking about data [162], our results suggest that, when trying to identify what students will
conclude from data, we must also consider whether students are viewing it from an absolute or relative
perspective. In question 1, we saw that students’ tendencies to adopt either perspective led them to focus
on the closeness or difference, respectively, between the experimental results and the prediction. In question
2, our results suggest that students may switch between these two perspectives based on which one they
believe is most expedient for reaching their expected conclusion. Awareness of these two dimensions of data
perception will allow us to develop better ‘borderline’ lab practical questions, potentially leading to a set of
questions where specific conclusion answers are reliably linked to distinct reasoning strategies.
7.6.3 The link between reasoning strategies and conclusions is mediated by
students’ expectations
Our results lead us to believe that we cannot consider the link between reasoning strategies and conclusions
without also recognizing the influence of students’ expectations on their answers. These interactions suggest
that, if we truly wish students to exhibit ‘good thinking’ in their data analysis practices, classroom instruction
should address students’ expectations about the purpose of experiments.
Students from the traditional style lab were taught with a format that uses experiments to confirm equations
learned in class. This may mean that in this context they have already decided the conclusion — that
somehow the ‘true’ measurements must be consistent with the theory, but measurements taken by students
are flawed in some ways. Some students made this view explicit by claiming agreement or independent by
blaming the differences on the experiment or the experimenter. Others may have implicitly held this view and
chosen a reasoning strategy that reinforced their preexisting expectations (as we observed in question 2). It
is impossible, with these questions, to untangle the direction of causality with these expectations. However,
an ongoing iteration of this study is attempting to resolve this ambiguity by presenting measurements as
if they were from an unspecified experiment testing an unspecified theory, thereby removing the specific
physics context of the pendulum.
Students from the IOLab format were familiar with the idea of testing theories, but their experience in the
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classroom was that experiments are error-laden and often get in the way of actually managing agreement
with a prediction. They were also familiar with the idea of looking for trends in their data (‘systematic
errors’) to troubleshoot unexpected experimental results. We have not yet determined the degree to which
these experiences affected students’ expectations about the nature of experiments, but hope to do so in
future work.
Our observations that students’ responses may be influenced by their expectations are consistent with Brewer
and Chinn’s findings that students can be influenced to evaluate data differently if they are convinced of
opposing theories prior to evaluating the data [180]. The results of our assessment are somewhat different
because all groups believed in the same underlying physics theory. However, the traditional and IOLab
instruction encouraged students to have different beliefs about the relationship between physics equations
and experiments. Evidence from the two assessment questions indicates that the beliefs supported in the
classroom can directly affect students’ approaches to data analysis.
The results from the two data analysis questions asked in this assessment indicate that the connection
between beliefs and practices is important, but the design of the questions limits our ability to probe the
nature and the strength of this connection. We have seen that borderline data are particularly useful for
probing student behaviors and intend to use questions with similar borderline cases to further understand
the link between expectations, reasoning about data, and the conclusions reached.
We have developed and are implementing data analysis questions in Physics 211 to test some of the claims
we make about the data presented here. Particularly, we are collecting data to explore the role of salience of
data features to influence students’ point-set and absolute-relative views of the data, and alter the context of
the hypothetical experiment to determine the influence of expectations on students’ on students’ answers to




Other measures: Exam scores,
attitudes, and ECLASS
The focus of the mixed methods assessments described in Chapters 6 and 7 was to determine how students’
skills and processes were impacted by their experiences in the reformed lab. However, instructors are often
concerned about the tradeoff of covering less content in order to improve critical thinking skills [190]. We
acknowledge that physics instructors considering a lab reform of this nature may have additional concerns
about impacts on their students, including the following questions:
 Does covering fewer concepts hurt students’ performance in other parts of the course?
 How do students feel about the new labs?
 Are students thinking about experiments in a more expertlike way?
This chapter attempts to address these concerns using the results of several qualitative measures that were
applied with varying levels of formality during the pilot stage of the reform. We first show that the choice
to cover fewer concepts does not negatively effect students’ test scores or perception of the lab’s ability to
teach physics concepts. Next, we provide evidence that the new lab format improves students’ sense of the
usefulness and fun of lab while increasing the sophistication of their beliefs about physics experiments. These
results are consistent with our informal observations of both class formats and provide further support for
our claims about the effectiveness of the reformed lab curriculum.
8.1 Student performance in the course
The design of the reformed labs does not prioritize physics conceptual instruction, although it assumes
that the concepts and procedures learned in lecture and practiced in homework are available to students
as ‘efficiencies’ when they do their lab activities. We did not expect that the labs would affect students’
grades in other components of Physics 211, which are largely based on students’ conceptual understanding
and problem-solving abilities. However, we wanted to make sure that, during the pilot stage of the reform,
students enrolled in the new format would not face an inadvertent penalty on their course grades. We
checked the effect of lab instruction condition on exam scores and found that there was no difference between
the groups, nor was there a difference in students’ perception of the lab’s usefulness for teaching physics
concepts.
Results and selected figures from the Spring 2016 semester are reproduced in this chapter under a Creative Commons license
from K. Ansell and M. Selen, 2016 Physics Education Research Conference Proceedings, pages 36-39, 2016. ©2016 AAPT
PERTG
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Table 8.1: Exam scores from Spring 2016.
Exam Group Mean (%) Comparison to IOLab
1
IOLab 79.9± 1.4 —
Concurrent Trad. 79.8± 1.4 t(179)=0.08, p=.94
All Trad. 79.2± .4 t(1200)=0.49, p=.63
2
IOLab 77.4± 1.7 —
Concurrent Trad. 78.7± 1.7 t(179)=-.54, p=.59
All Trad. 78.4± .5 t(1200)=-.56, p=.57
3
IOLab 68.3± 2.1 —
Concurrent Trad. 68.4± 1.9 t(179)=-.05, p=.96
All Trad. 68.4± .6 t(1200)=-.06, p=.95
Final
IOLab 67.4± 1.8 —
Concurrent Trad. 68.9± 1.7 t(179)=-.57, p=.57
All Trad. 68.8± .5 t(1200)=-.72, p=.47
8.1.1 Effect on exam performance
Grades in the calculus-based introductory physics course studied in this project are calculated based on a
combination of participation components and exams. Half of students’ grades come from aspects of the
course where it is easy to get most or all of the points (i.e., participation yields nearly full credit). The
remaining half of the grade consists of 10% for each of the three midterm exams and 20% for the final, and
it is on these exams that students’ grades vary the most. Since exams contribute so significantly to the
final grade in the course (and are made of approximately half conceptual questions), we consider students’
exam scores to determine whether the choice to cover fewer concepts in the lab negatively impacts students’
grades.
We compare the exam scores of students in the IOLab sections to those of students in the traditional lab
sections. In the Spring 2016 and Spring 2017 semesters we additionally compare exam scores of students
who were enrolled in traditional lab sections that met concurrently with the IOLab sections. We include
this comparison because we recognize that the abilities of students vary from section to section and may
be influenced by priority when registering for classes. By comparing concurrent sections, which are equally
desirable or undesirable for students to select, we attempt to address the effect of registration priority. We
were not able to make such a comparison in the Fall 2016 semester since no concurrent lab sections were
offered.
A comparison of average exam scores between students in the IOLab sections and those in the traditional
lab sections is shown for all three semesters in Fig. 8.1. Results of t-test comparisons between the groups
are shown in Tables 8.1 to 8.3. We see no evidence of a difference in exam scores for any of the groups on
any of the exams in any of the semesters. Therefore we believe it is reasonable to claim that the shift of the





Figure 8.1: Comparison of average exam scores between IOLab students, students from parallel tradi-
tional lab sections, and all students from the course who took the traditional lab. Error bars represent
the standard error on the mean.
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Table 8.2: Exam scores from Fall 2016.
Exam Group Mean (%) Comparison to IOLab
1
IOLab 77.5± 1.4 —
All Trad. 77.2± .6 t(796)=0.23, p=.82
2
IOLab 81.6± 1.6 —
All Trad. 83.8± .7 t(796)=-1.39, p=.16
3
IOLab 73.6± 1.6 —
All Trad. 75.4± .7 t(790)=-1.07, p=.29
Final
IOLab 75.6± 1.6 —
All Trad. 76.4± .7 t(786)=-.51, p=.61
Table 8.3: Exam scores from Spring 2017.
Exam Group Mean (%) Comparison to IOLab
1
IOLab 74.5± 1.6 —
Concurrent Trad. 72.8± 1.7 t(187)=0.74, p=.46
All Trad. 74.7± .5 t(1142)=-.06, p=.94
2
IOLab 69.9± 2.1 —
Concurrent Trad. 68.7± 2.1 t(187)=.41, p=.68
All Trad. 69.5± .6 t(1140)=.17, p=.86
3
IOLab 65.1± 2.1 —
Concurrent Trad. 64.0± 2.2 t(186)=.37, p=.71
All Trad. 65.6± .6 t(1131)=-.24, p=.81
Final
IOLab 69.8± 1.9 —
Concurrent Trad. 67.3± 1.9 t(184)=.93, p=.35
All Trad. 68.2± .6 t(1131)=.79, p=.42
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Figure 8.2: Student responses to end-of-semester survey, “How important were labs in helping you
learn the material?” Each horizontal bar represents 100% of respondents and is centered at the neutral
“Somewhat important” response to emphasize negative or positive overall responses.
8.1.2 Students’ perception of the effect of labs on their physics learning
In Chapter 2 we cited students’ low opinion of the usefulness of the traditional lab format for their physics
learning as a reason to reconsider how the lab was being taught. Although we do not prioritize physics
concept learning in the labs, relevant concepts are used (treated as efficiencies under the ‘adaptive expertise’
framework) in the prelab and lab activities. Let’s revisit those surveys from the relevant semesters to see if
students perceive this indirect treatment as more effective for their learning.
The end of term survey is given to students as part of an online prelecture assignment for one of the last
lectures of the semester. Here we consider just the question, “How important were labs in helping you learn
the material?” Results from all three semesters of the pilot study are shown in Fig. 8.2. The participation
rate for this question is generally low, so our ability to make conclusions about students’ beliefs is limited.
In Spring 2016, 15 IOLab students (16.9%) and 181 traditional students (16.3%) responded; in Fall 2016,
16 IOLab students (11.1%) and 99 traditional students (15.1%) responded; and in Spring 2017, 23 IOLab
students (24.5%) and 170 traditional students (16.2%) responded. In the Spring 2016 semester it appears that
IOLab students who answered the survey question felt the lab was more useful to their physics learning than
their peers in the traditional labs who answered the survey question (U=972, p=.069, r=.26). The different
lab instruction appears to have had no effect on students’ responses in Fall 2016 and Spring 2017.
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It appears that the new labs may have had no impact on students’ perception of their physics learning.
Following up with free-response comments, we see some statements explaining that the purpose of the new
lab is disconnected from the rest of the course. We acknowledge that this is true and hope to consider how
the skills and critical thinking promoted in the lab could be better reflected in other components of the
course.
8.2 Student attitudes about their lab experience
An important concern for implementing a lab reform is whether students buy in to the instruction methods
and objectives. This is a particular concern for a format like the reform project described in this dissertation,
where previous experience leads students to expect experiments with ‘correct’ answers that sacrifice their
agency for conceptual learning. We checked student attitudes at the end of the Spring 2016 and Fall
2016 semesters using an anonymous paper survey, and compare results between IOLab and traditional
students.
In the Spring 2016 semester, a paper survey was given to all students who took the lab practical exam (IOLab
N=82 and Traditional N=47). The survey asked questions about the usefulness of the lab, their perception
of their skill development, and whether they thought the labs were fun. Results from this survey are shown
in Fig. 8.3. We observed that the IOLab instruction improved students’ attitudes. The largest effect we
observed was that IOLab students found their lab experience more fun and interesting, despite the fact that
the instructor of the traditional sections was enthusiastic and tried to promote a fun lab atmosphere.
We repeated the survey in Fall 2016, once again giving it to all students who took the lab practical exam
(IOLab N=116 and Traditional N=96). Results from the Fall 2016 survey are shown in Fig. 8.4. We observed
generally improved attitudes from the IOLab students compared to their peers in the traditional labs, but
the effects were not as large as in the Spring 2016 semester. It is possible that this shift in attitudes could be
partially explained by underlying differences in the students enrolled in the sections, since the IOLab sections
were in less desirable time slots than the traditional sections used for comparison. It may also be the case
that students who enroll in Physics 211 in fall semesters have different expectations about their lab classes
than those who enroll in the spring, and those expectations impacted their perception of the course.
Why do we care about student frustration and how much they like the material? It appears that there is a link
between emotions and epistemic stances in the physics classroom [192]. There are indications that emotions
affect self-regulated behaviors, particularly that boredom negatively impacts motivation, strategies, and their
sense of self-regulation; while enjoyment positively impacts all of these, and negative emotions tend to be
correlated with low achievement and withdrawal from courses while positive emotions are weak predictors
of higher achievement [193]. While we don’t want to claim that these are necessarily causal, we believe that
capturing this information is important.
8.3 Student attitudes about the nature of physics
experiments
The Colorado Learning Attitudes about Science Survey for experimental physics (ECLASS) [122] was used
in all three semesters to measure student attitudes and beliefs about their laboratory courses and physics
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Figure 8.3: Stacked bar plots showing student responses to a survey administered during the laboratory
practical exam in Spring 2016. Mann-Whitney U test results are shown under the question text. Figure
reproduced from the author’s previously published work [191].
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Figure 8.4: Stacked bar plots showing student responses to a survey administered during the laboratory
practical exam in Fall 2016. Mann-Whitney U test results are shown under the question text.
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Table 8.4: ECLASS pre-survey and post-survey scores from Spring 2016–Spring 2017.
Semester Group Pre-semester score Post-semester score
Spring 2016
IOLab (N=61) 70.3± 3.5% 73.0± 3.2%
Traditional (N=33) 73.6± 3.5% 65.4± 3.2%
Fall 2016 (estimated)
IOLab (N=73) 74± 2% 75± 2%
Traditional (N=303) 72± 1% 67± 1%
Spring 2017
IOLab (N=86) 77.36± 2.4% 74.89± 2.64%
Traditional (N=860) 77.3± .4% 71.7± .9%
experimentation in general at the beginning and the end of the semester. The ECLASS uses 30 Likert-scale
(i.e., from one to five ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree) items. Each item asks students to
report what they think for experiments in class, and to separately report what they think an experimental
physicist would say about their research. The two questions are intended to separate out students’ actual
beliefs from how they think their instructor wants them to answer. The ECLASS measures how much student
beliefs align with expert-like responses to the questions and is administered at the beginning and end of the
semester of instruction.
In Spring 2016 and Fall 2016 the ECLASS was given to students using a web system administered by the
survey creators [163]. Students in the IOLab section were given a link to the survey in prelab 0 and in
postlab 8. Students in the other sections were emailed announcements at the beginning and the end of
the semester. It was necessary to email announcements so that IOLab students, who attended lectures and
discussion sections mixed with traditional lab students, did not end up with the link for traditional lab
students (and vice versa). Extra credit was offered to traditional students in Spring 2016, a small amount
of regular course credit was assigned to survey completion in Fall 2016. Survey participation in the Spring
2016 was disproportionately low from the non-IOLab students (68.5% reformed lab; 3.0% other students),
but improved somewhat in Fall 2016 when a small amount of extra credit was offered for completing the
survey (49.7% reformed lab; 46.2% other students). Because the ECLASS website was used to administer
the survey in these semesters, our access to numerical results is limited; for Spring 2016 we have aggregate
numerical results from the two lab groups, but for Fall 2016 only approximations of the aggregate data are
available.
In Spring 2017 we administered the ECLASS as a survey embedded in the FlipitPhysics (previously smart-
Physics) course for the whole class. This move improved participation rates significantly (90.5% reformed
lab; 81.0% other students) and allowed us to do our own numerical analysis of the survey outcomes.
When we consider the overall expertlike scores from each semester (shown in Fig. 8.5), we see that, in each
semester the IOLab students’ beliefs stay at approximately the same level, but the traditional students’
beliefs become less expertlike. Values of students’ overall expert-like scores for the Spring 2016 and Spring
2017 semesters and an estimate of the scores from Fall 2016 are shown in Fig. 8.4. This observation is
consistent with the results of similar comparisons of traditional and reformed labs [149].
Although it is convenient to present ECLASS results in aggregate, these obscure the effects of specific course
design elements on students. By considering results from questions individually, we can identify specific





Figure 8.5: Overall ECLASS results at the beginning and end of the semester for IOLab and Traditional
students. These plot for Spring 2016 and Fall 2016 were generated based on reproductions from the
CU-Boulder ECLASS reports.
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8.3.1 Individual questions in Spring 2016
In Spring 2016, the ECLASS was administered through the CU-Boulder website. More than half of IOLab
students responded to the pre- and post-instruction surveys. Only 3% of traditional lab students responded,
so we cannot make strong conclusions about this group. Below we use the ECLASS website-generated report
to identify the questions where students’ responses changed significantly (i.e., the changes were larger than
the size of the 95% confidence interval indicated in the graphic. A visual summary of the shifts in students’
expertlike responses to ECLASS questions, ordordered from lowest to highest by the typical fraction of
students with expert-like answers, is shown in Figs. 8.6 and 8.7.
Descriptions of the ECLASS tool do not clarify how the 95% confidence interval was calculated. We assume that it represents
the uncertainty on the size of the change from the pre-survey to the post-survey, i.e., it is calculated based on the standard
deviation of changes in student responses. This assumption was used to calculate the confidence intervals on the Spring 2017




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































If we consider IOLab students’ responses from Spring 2016, we see three questions that show potentially
significant improvements from the beginning of the semester to the end of the semester:
 “If I don’t have clear directions for analyzing data, I am not sure how to choose an appropriate analysis
method.” Students’ rate of expert-like responses to this question increased from approximately 30%
to approximately 55%.
 “Working in a group is an important part of doing physics experiments.” Students’ rate of expert-like
responses increased from approximately 75% to approximately 90%.
 “When I approach a new piece of lab equipment, I feel confident I can learn how to used it well-
enough for my purposes.” Students’ rate of expert-like responses increased from approximately 65%
to approximately 85%.
The traditional lab students’ response rate in Spring 2016 was very low, but the students who responded
show several significant shifts toward less expert-like beliefs:
 “I don’t enjoy doing physics experiments.” Students’ rate of expert-like responses decreased from
approximately 65% to approximately 35%.
 “When doing an experiment, I just follow the instructions without thinking about their purpose.”
Students’ rate of expert-like responses decreased from approximately 70% to approximately 35%.
 “I do not expect doing an experiment to help my understanding of physics.” Students’ rate of expert-
like responses decreased from approximately 90% to approximately 60%.
 “When doing an experiment, I try to understand the relevant questions.” Students’ rate of expert-like
responses decreased from approximately 95% to approximately 75%.
 “When doing an experiment, I try to understand how the experimental setup works.” Students’ rate
of expert-like responses decreased from approximately 95% to approximately 75%.
 “Physics experiments contribute to the growth of scientific knowledge.” Students’ rate of expert-like
responses decreased from approximately 100% to approximately 80%.
8.3.2 Individual questions in Fall 2016
In Fall 2016, the ECLASS was administered through the CU-Boulder website again. The response rate
was much higher, so it is more likely that these results are representative of the course population. A
visual summary of the shifts in students’ expertlike responses to ECLASS questions is shown in Figs. 8.8
and 8.9.
In the figures and the discussion of the results in the rest of this section, we report students’ responses based
on their alignment with experts’ responses to the same questions. This means ‘positive’ shifts indicate that
student answers to the questions agree with experts’ answers, and ‘negative’ shifts indicate that student
answers disagree with experts’ answers. For example, experts disagree with the statement, “I don’t enjoy
doing physics experiments.” If many students agree with this statement (that is, their answers disagree




















































































































































































































































































































































The IOLab students’ responses from Fall 2016 show one question with a potentially significant positive shift,
and a second question with a positive shift that appears large but does not exceed the size of the confidence
interval:
 “If I don’t have clear directions for analyzing data, I am not sure how to choose an appropriate analysis
method.” Students’ rate of expert-like responses increased from approximately 25% to 50%.
 “When doing an experiment, I usually think up my own questions to investigate.” Although this result
does not exceed the size of the confidence interval, students’ rate of expert-like responses increased
from approximately 40% to 60%.
The traditional lab students’ response rate in the Fall 2016 was much higher than in the previous semester,
so we these survey results should be more representative of the course population. Much like in Spring 2016,
we mostly see shifts to less expert-like beliefs, although one question shows a positive shift:
 “When I approach a new piece of lab equipment, I feel confident I can learn how to use it well-enough
for my purposes.” Students’ rate of expert-like responses increased from approximately 65% to 80%.
 “When doing an experiment, I usually think up my own questions to investigate.” Students’ rate of
expert-like responses decreased from approximately 40% to 30%.
 “The primary purpose of doing a physics experiment is to confirm previously known results.” Students’
rate of expert-like responses decreased from approximately 45% to 35%.
 “I don’t enjoy doing physics experiments.” Students’ rate of expert-like responses decreased from
approximately 75% to 55%.
 “I am usually able to complete an experiment without understanding the equations and physics ideas
that describe the system I am investigating.” Students’ rate of expert-like responses decreased from
approximately 60% to 45%.
 “When doing an experiment, I just follow the instructions without thinking about their purpose.”
Students’ rate of expert-like responses decreased from approximately 75% to 55%.
 “I don’t need to understand how the measurement tools and sensors work in order to carry out an
experiment.” Students’ rate of expert-like responses decreased from approximately 75% to 60%.
8.3.3 Spring 2017
In Spring 2017 we attempted to reproduce the analysis from the CU-Boulder report system with our own data.
The original analysis method was not clear from the ECLASS literature, which describes scoring students’
responses as +1, -1, or 0 based on answers that agree with experts, disagree with experts, or are neutral,
respectively. Since the ‘fraction of expert-like responses’ is presented on a scale from 0 to 1, we used the CU-
Boulder scoring system and normalized it to this scale. Thus, our calculations assign full weight to answers
that agree with experts and half weight to neutral answers (disagreements with experts are not counted).
The results from our analysis of students’ shifts in expert-like statements are shown in Figs. 8.10 and 8.11.
Since we cannot ensure that our methods faithfully reproduce the methods for generating the Spring 2016
and Fall 2016 reports, our discussion of the Spring 2017 focuses on identifying the questions with significant



























































































































































































































































































































































































































In this semester, the IOLab students’ responses to the ECLASS questions generally stayed the same. We
did not observe any significant positive shifts from the IOLab students. However, on three of the questions
their rate of expert-like responses decreased significantly (i.e., beyond the range of the 95% CI):
 “Calculating uncertainties usually helps me understand my results better.” Students’ rate of expert-
like responses decreased by 12.8%, extending beyond the 10% range of the confidence interval for this
difference.
 “When doing an experiment, I try to understand how the experimental setup works.” Students’ rate
of expert-like responses decreased by 7.6%, extending beyond the 6.9% range of the confidence interval
for this difference.
 “Scientific journal articles are helpful for answering my own questions and designing experiments.”
Students’ rate of expert-like responses decreased by 15.7%, extending beyond the 11.4% range of the
confidence interval for this difference.
IOLab students’ answers showed positive but not significant shifts to the questions previously identified as
significant or near significance in previous semesters:
 “If I don’t have clear directions for analyzing data, I am not sure how to choose an appropriate analysis
method.” Students’ rate of expert-like responses increased by 8.7% but did not exceed the 12.5% range
of the confidence interval for this difference.
 “Working in a group is an important part of doing physics.” Students’ rate of expert-like responses
increased by 5.2% but did not exceed the 7.0% range of the confidence interval for this difference.
 “When I approach a new piece of lab equipment, I feel confident I can learn how to use it well-enough
for my purposes.” Students’ rate of expert-like responses increased 1.7% but did not exceed the 9.7%
range of the confidence interval for this difference.
 “When doing an experiment, I usually think up my own questions to investigate.” Students’ rate of
expert-like responses increased by 1.2% but did not exceed the 11.0% range of the confidence interval
for this difference.
 “Designing and building things is an important part of doing physics experiments.” Students’ rate of
expert-like responses increased by 3.1% but did not exceed the 7.0% range of the confidence interval
for this difference.
Since such a large number of traditional students participated in the survey, we were able to detect many
small shifts in their attitudes. Out of the 30 total questions, 26 showed shifts beyond the range of the 95%
confidence interval. If we consider the ten questions with the largest shifts (shown in Table 8.5 with the
shifts in traditional and IOLab students’ responses), we see significant negative shifts in many of the same
questions identified as significant in previous semesters.
8.3.4 Individual questions summarized
The results from the individual questions reflect some of the trends that we have informally observed in the
classroom. These trends fall into two major themes: increased independence and beliefs about the nature of
physics experiments.
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Table 8.5: ECLASS questions from Spring 2017 with the largest changes for traditional students.
Both traditional and IOlab students’ change in the percent of expert-like responses from the pre-







“I don’t enjoy doing physics experiments.” -14.5 -12.2(*)
“I don’t need to understand how the measurement tools and
sensors work in order to carry out an experiment.”
-14.1 -3.5(*)
“When doing an experiment, I usually think up my own
questions to investigate.”
-12.7 +1.2(*)
“Scientific journal articles are helpful for answering my own
questions and designing experiments”
-11.9 -15.7
“I do not expect doing an experiment to help my understanding
of physics.”
-11.7 -9.3(*)
“When doing an experiment, I try to understand how the
experimental setup works.”
-11.1 -7.6
“Whenever I use a new measurement tool, I try to understand
its performance limitations.”
-11.0 -1.7(*)
“When doing an experiment, I just follow the instructions
without thinking about their purpose.”
-9.7 -0.5(*)
“I am usually able to complete an experiment without
understanding the equations and physics ideas that describe the
system I am investigating.”
-9.3 -6.4(*)
“The primary purpose of doing a physics experiment is to
confirm previously known results.”
-7.1 +5.8(*)
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Most of the questions in which we observed IOLab students’ expert-like views increasing in Spring 2016
and Fall 2016 are related to independence while doing physics experiments. In those two semesters, the
fraction of students who expressed that they felt able to analyze data without being told how to do it
increased significantly. In single semesters, we see evidence of increased independence in students’ responses
to questions about learning to use lab equipment and thinking up their own questions to investigate. The
Spring 2017 IOLab students exhibit positive shifts in this area, although the changes are small and lack
statistical significance.
In contrast, when we consider the traditional lab students we see several questions in which their beliefs
become less expert-like. In all semesters, the traditional lab decreases the number of students who enjoy
doing physics experiments, and leads more of them to believe that they don’t need to think about their
equipment or experimental procedure to do their experiments. By the end of the semester, we see that the
traditional lab has caused more students to believe that physics experiments confirm equations. Furthermore,
a significant number of students are led to believe that the lab is not helping them learn physics, nor do
experiments contribute to the growth of scientific knowledge.
The ECLASS does not show any shifts in students’ beliefs about the role of certain experiment-related
skills (such as calculating uncertainties or identifying sources of systematic error). These were important
components of skill development in the reformed lab curriculum, yet we do not see this lack of change in the
related ECLASS expert-like scores as an indication of the failure of our instruction. Instead, we suspect that
IOLab students’ interpretation of those questions may have changed from the pre-semester survey to the post-
semester survey. Much like our observations in Chapter 6 that IOLab students and traditional lab students
used the word ‘error’ differently, we expect that IOLab students’ understanding of the concepts described in
some ECLASS questions, particularly those about the nature of error and uncertainty in experiments, shifted
during the semester. If this is the case, the ECLASS would not be able to measure such a change.
The general themes of the changes in students’ attitudes — i.e., decreased agency and enthusiasm for tra-
ditional lab students and improved sense of independence for IOLab students — are consistent across all
three semesters for the traditional lab, but only appear with significance for two semesters of the reformed
lab. Although the IOLab instruction in Spring 2017 did not decrease students’ expertlike views related to
their independence, the gains were much smaller than those observed in previous semesters. It is possible
that this change was caused by a shift in instructor support: notably, in Spring 2017 neither of the course
developers were instructors in the lab, and weekly preparatory meetings were not well-organized. Although
the TAs for the lab were motivated and enthusiastic, they may have needed more institutional support to
feel comfortable teaching in a way that was different from their previous classroom experiences. When we
scaled the lab reform to the full course, we adopted a model for lab staff (TA and LA) training that splits
its time between discussing how to support students’ agency, covering key ideas about the skills covered in
lab, and trying the lab activity planned for the upcoming week. While we hope that the training would re-
duce variations in students’ experiences, the shift in ECLASS results show that we should consider methods
to determine whether instructors are buying in to the underlying ideas — particularly those about trusting
students to figure things out — of this lab format.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion and future directions
This dissertation incorporated two separate but linked projects: the development and implementation of a
reformed laboratory curriculum in an introductory mechanics course, and the assessment of the lab reforms
during their pilot stage. This chapter reviews both projects, summarizing the conclusions from each and
offering implications for instruction and future study. Additionally, we identify lingering research questions
for the lab reform that we are beginning to explore in ongoing work or plan to investigate in the future.
9.1 Implementing the lab reform
The move from traditional labs in Physics 211 to the full-scale implementation in the course took place
over several years. The curriculum design emerged from a combination of technological affordances, an
independence-focused design framework, and sensitivity to the expectations placed on students and instruc-
tors. The development of the IOLab system motivated ideas for rethinking the space of lab instruction. Our
subsequent development of the lab curriculum leveraged the portability of the IOLab by including prelab
activities that provided practice with data acquisition methods and classroom activities with more flexible
approaches to physical setup.
The initial course development was based on the belief that labs should be a place where students are empow-
ered and encouraged to act as ‘good thinkers’ and borrowed its learning objectives and evaluation methods
from the ISLE curriculum. The course has since evolved to address skills more customized to the needs of our
specific lab context, so that the course materials do not directly correspond to the ISLE materials. However,
the underlying objectives of ISLE — giving students ownership and agency while developing practical and
higher-order lab skills — are maintained as critical aspects of the reformed lab.
9.1.1 Key ideas for supporting adaptive expertise
The reform team’s vision of developing ‘good thinkers’ in a lab context required two elements: having
students make their own decisions based on the information available to them, and developing their ability
to identify or find relevant information. This perspective aligned with Schwartz and Bransford’s framework
for the development of ‘adaptive expertise’ by making deliberate efforts to develop both students’ capacity
to innovate and their practical, efficient skills in alternating patterns throughout instruction [101].
Inspired by the work of Schwartz and Martin [114], the course design prioritized innovation and decision-
making tasks as precursors to instructor-directed skills instruction. The success of the innovation tasks
depended on cultivation of productive contexts for students to work within. In this case, ‘productive’ means
that enough relevant information is apparent to students for them to be able to make a decision based on
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their own judgment. As students develop procedural skills and attention-directing experience, the amount
of apparent information is increased and students can be asked to try higher-order innovation tasks. Under
this model, this course sets innovation tasks early in the semester to focus on graph interpretation, sensor
function, and how to compare outcomes from experiments. Later in the semester innovation tasks included
developing measurement methods or evaluating physics models.
The areas chosen for innovation were adjusted based on whether the task took place in a prelab or a classroom
activity. Since the prelabs did not have added social support, it was important that tasks were relatively
straightforward and promoted familiarity with the subtasks required for upcoming classroom activities. We
assume that the development of familiarity does not depend on reaching correct solutions, but rather requires
participation and justification of the choices that were made. Our prompts were written to support students’
explaining their processes and reasoning.
Classroom tasks required more complicated decisions or judgments that groups could discuss together or
ask for help to figure out. Prior to developing relevant skills, it was not expected that students would reach
canonical solutions; however they were assessed on whether their decisions were consistent with evidence
from their experiments. This prompted students to look to their experiments as sources of information
rather than to look to the instructor as the holder of ‘right answers’ which needed to be uncovered.
Skill instruction was an important part of the course design, particularly as it pertained to data analysis.
Teaching uncertainty analysis provided students with a community standard for deciding whether measure-
ments agreed, so that they could go on to ideas like troubleshooting experiments or thinking about the
implications of their results on physics models. The format also supported the development of practical
experimental skills that were necessary to collect, analyze, and interpret data carefully.
9.2 What we learned from our assessments
During the three semesters when the lab reform was piloted in Physics 211, a lab practical exam was given
to students from both lab formats. We compared students’ answers and actions during the lab practical to
assess the impact of the reformed lab. In our comparisons, we examined students’ use of skills while carrying
out experiments and specifically while doing data analysis and sought to understand the link between using
certain skills and the decisions that students reach.
We analyzed video recordings of groups carrying out an experiment from the Fall 2016 lab to identify the
‘elements’ — both topics of discussion and actions — that appeared as the groups completed the experimental
task. We used this narrative approach to compare and contrast students from the IOLab and traditional lab
formats. All student groups, regardless of whether or not they were given opportunities to make design choices
in their lab, were able to develop and carry out methods to make measurements, and all groups struggled to
overcome the equipment challenges of the activity. However, the IOLab groups’ conversations and actions
suggested that their lab instruction had helped them develop attentional efficiencies (particularly related
to metacognitive monitoring) that supported higher-order decisions about the experiment and its outcome:
they were more mindful of how their design choices would impact the quality of their result, more likely to
notice and attempt to resolve perceived inconsistencies in the outcome of their experiment, and more likely
to establish a thorough consensus while developing their conclusions. We also established that students
generally adopted the data analysis methods taught in their respective lab formats.
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To further explore students’ approaches to data analysis, we studied responses to two written questions
where students were asked to interpret data from hypothetical experiments. The data were presented as
borderline cases where different reasoning approaches were intended to lead students to differing conclusions.
Both questions sought to show that, by equipping IOLab students with reliable, agency-focused data analysis
skills, these students would be able to reach better conclusions about their data. Overall, our results indicated
that the skills training was relatively effective and had the expected positive impact on students’ decisions
about the meaning of the data.
When given raw data in the first written question, we observed that students from the traditional lab rarely
deviated from using percent error to evaluate the data, while a majority of IOLab students considered
the spread of the data either qualitatively or quantitatively to reach their conclusion. We observed these
differences in strategies leading students’ from the two groups to make opposite conclusions about the same
hypothetical data set. Furthermore, the links between student reasoning strategies and conclusions in this
first question suggest that mapping strategies on a dual point-set and absolute-relative space may be a
productive way to understand how the way students look at data impacts what they see.
Results from the second written question showed that IOLab students are more competent than their tradi-
tional peers with the use of given uncertainty ranges to make conclusions about data. However, the relatively
large frequency of traditional students attempting to use the uncertainty ranges in their responses indicates
that reasoning strategies are impacted by the salience of features in the data. Additionally, results from this
lab practical question call into question the degree to which students’ expectations about the outcome of the
task — in this case, that the physics equation must be true — causes them to recruit strategies to support
their expected conclusion.
In addition to the lab practical assessments, we used three quantitative measures to support our claims
that the lab was improving students’ attitudes while imposing no penalty on their grades in the rest of the
course. Using the ECLASS, we showed that the new lab format leads students to believe that physics labs
are places where they can solve problems for themselves. We also found that IOLab students believed that
their experience in the lab was useful and fun. Finally, we determined that the choice to cover fewer concepts
in the lab had no measurable effect on students’ performance on exams.
The results from our assessments support the idea that the IOLab instruction is providing students with
useful content expertise to support ‘good thinking’ practices. IOLab students are more mindful about how
they carry out their experiments, and they are able to notice and comment on details about the data they
collect or data presented to them in ways that their peers from the traditional lab do not replicate. Paired
with our quantitative results showing improved beliefs about experiments and students’ positive attitudes,
we can confidently say that this lab reform is achieving its original objectives.
9.3 Recommendations for future course development
Our perspective on implementing this new lab format evolved over several semesters, from the first trial of the
format in Fall 2015 when we still believed students needed explicit instruction for home IOLab activities to
the current version in use today. Many of the lessons learned were not anticipated by the course developers.
Therefore, we present these lessons here for instructors who are interested in adopting this lab curriculum
or applying the design framework to their own course.
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The first and strongest message we wish to convey is that instructors need to trust their students to make
meaningful independent progress when given opportunities to make decisions for themselves. It is tempting
to give students detailed instructions to prevent them from struggling. However, trying and struggling are
important to the process of developing independence. If we tell students how to make their choices then they
do not develop autonomy. We have observed some student discomfort at first because students aren’t used
to doing this in the classroom and are afraid that they will do something wrong, but they adjust quickly
and respond positively to being expected to think for themselves.
In order to show our trust in students and help them learn to trust themselves, instructors must attend to
the framing of the experimental tasks in ways that are meaningful. In order to be meaningful, tasks should
generate knowledge that contributes to the classroom community’s understanding of science or the nature
of experiments. Students should not carry out tasks for which they already know the correct answer — in
such cases, students trust the answer more than their own experimental abilities. Instead, we recommend
asking students to investigate borderline cases where physics models may or may not apply, or where the
experiment itself may face practical limitations (indeed, “this experiment isn’t sensitive enough to give an
answer” is a meaningful conclusion). Likewise, novel measurement techniques should be carried out for some
underlying purpose, like seeing how much a certain component of a system affects the whole, rather than
making the measurement for the sake of doing it.
Another important lesson we learned from developing this course is that it is difficult to identify the practical
and attentional skills required to carry out experiments carefully. Scientists are so efficient at these skills
that they may not notice their use. We found that, prior to trying activities in the classroom, we were blind
to many of the skills that ended up being main targets of the instruction. These skills became apparent when
we observed students asking for help, getting involved in arguments, or many groups of students making the
same types of significant mistakes. For instructors looking to develop a course like this, we highly recommend
planning to be flexible upon the first implementation. When significant skill-related issues arise, it is worth
redesigning curriculum to specifically train those skills so they can become useful efficiencies for the students
in future experiments.
A consequence of trusting students, giving them room to try decision-making, and prioritizing their devel-
opmental skills is that experiments (and the accompanying writing) take longer to complete than in the
traditional format. In our initial iteration of the lab reform we assumed that students could complete two
or three nuanced activities and write informal reports on these activities in the two hour class period, but
many groups were not able to finish in time. It is important to avoid splitting the class into finishers and
non-finishers, as the latter groups become frustrated and discouraged, and their lack of success may nega-
tively impact their physics identity [194]). We recommend designing class sessions to contain single activities
that use careful framing to avoid unproductive time costs. For example, claims in testing experiments could
be made more or less specific to impact time spent problematizing, or instructors may deliberately check in
with students midway through the class to confirm that their plans have a high likelihood of success (thus
correcting major errors that would not have been noticed until too late in the class period). Instructors
should also consider limiting their evaluation to no more than three specific learning objectives.
We acknowledge that a lab curriculum of this format could impose unsustainable workloads on instructors,
particularly those with large classes, but as we have progressed to scaling up the reform to the full scale of
our introductory physics courses we have found helpful solutions. In classroom settings of 25–33 students,
the addition of a second ‘expert’ in the room — in our case, an undergraduate Learning Assistant — makes
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it possible to answer students’ questions in a timely manner, particularly at the beginning of the semester
when students need more assistance. We further recommend providing some kind of feedback for students’
prelab activities; however, for larger classes it appears sufficient for the instructor to glance over prelab
responses and discuss them at the beginning of class. Finally, for very large classes we recommend weekly
training sessions for lab staff (instructors and Learning Assistants together) to review the skills and main
ideas for each lab and have them try the experiment to develop their own reasonable expertise with the
relevant experiment.
9.3.1 What’s next for this lab reform project
Currently, the full-scale implementation of the reformed labs in Physics 211 is in its second semester. The
next step in this project is to develop a reformed curriculum for Physics 212, the next course in the calculus-
based introductory physics curriculum. The reform team is using this semester to revise materials from the
Fall 2019 scale-up in Physics 211 so they can turn their full attention to the new course in Fall 2020.
Extending the lab reform project to Physics 212 provides an exciting opportunity to apply the design frame-
work that was developed through several iterations of the initial Physics 211 pilot reforms. We anticipate
that our learned awareness of the ‘invisible’ practical skills students need to carry out their experiments
will help us identify them prior to encountering them in the classroom. However, because blind spots are
notoriously difficult to notice, we also plan to have a small selection of students who are currently enrolled
in Physics 212 try the activities this semester. We have already begun to consider interesting (and generally
reproducible) electricity and magnetism observations, the skills that are required to do ‘good thinking’ in
this topic area, and how to link the two together with meaningful tasks.
9.4 Areas for future study
Our first attempts at assessment indicated that students were using the skills and procedures promoted in the
classroom, and that those ‘efficiencies’ lead students to make more expertlike choices. Having established that
this course format has encouraged ‘good thinking’ as intended, we can turn our attention to other research
questions that probe the implications of some of our specific instructional design choices and determine other
types of impacts the lab curriculum has had on students.
9.4.1 Exploring the link between data analysis strategies, conclusions, and
expectations
We are currently working on expanding our results from the written data analysis questions to better under-
stand the impacts of salience and expectations on students’ conclusions and choice of reasoning strategies.
Modified versions of the data analysis questions have been given to students in Physics 211 during several
semesters, including those before and after the move to using the new lab format in the whole class. Research
questions of interest include whether increasing the salience of the spread of the data would make it visible
to students who had not been taught to consider it, how framing the hypothetical experiment as testing an
established equation may have influenced students’ approaches to data analysis, and whether the impacts
of salience and expectations change over the duration of the semester. We are particularly interested in
answering this final question, as it will help us determine whether our second course design priority — that
is, shifting students’ beliefs about the nature and purpose of physics experiments — was achieved.
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9.4.2 Is the prelab model effectively preparing students for class?
The model for prelab assignments in this lab reform prioritizes developing practical underlying skills for
experimental procedures rather than solving problems or thinking ahead to the logistics of an upcoming task.
This model is based on two assumptions. First, it assumes that addressing the practical underlying skills (like
becoming familiar with the function of a sensor) in advance of a classroom lab activity will improve student
focus on the classroom learning objective. Second, it assumes that experience with relevant situations —
regardless of whether a correct answer is reached or feedback is provided — is effective preparation for learning
from future classroom instruction. Although our classroom observations suggest that these assumptions are
reasonable, we believe it is important to test them to determine whether this prelab model is truly an effective
means of instruction.
A challenge of exploring the first assumption — that the prelab model reduces extraneous cognitive load
in classroom activities — is that it is impossible to directly measure cognitive load during lab activities.
Therefore, we are only able to study the cognitive load imposed on students by lab activities indirectly by
looking for its consequences [116]. We believe that setting aside time to address experimental subtasks should
reduce the overhead imposed upon students during experimental tasks. Possible consequences of reduced
overhead include improved student learning of the main classroom objective while reducing the number of
careless mistakes or stuck points, and possibly speeding up the experiment or allowing more depth. Future
studies could explore how students approach their experiments based on whether they had subtask training
to determine whether these expected outcomes are influenced by overhead-reducing preparation.
The second assumption — that experience during prelabs helps students learn regardless of outcome or feed-
back — has been key to the design of the lab reform, but has not yet been validated. A risk of this assumption
is that the prelab model may be effective for only some students, particularly those who are comfortable
with tinkering or already have developed some of the relevant skills. If this is the case, then there may be
students who always struggle with the prelabs, make the same mistakes over and over without realizing they
are incorrect, and feel left behind in the classroom activities. It may be possible to determine whether the
prelab model is discriminatory in this way either by studying prelab responses alone and seeing whether
students who make mistakes early in the semester make the same mistakes in later assignments, or by de-
signing a study that determines whether correct performance on a prelab predicts ability in the classroom
activities. There may also be options to evaluate the learning assumption of te prelabs by using clinical
studies where students try a prelab task, some receive feedback, and their learning of subsequent instruction
is measured.
An additional, practical question to consider for the prelabs is whether students are engaging productively in
the prelab activities despite their online, dorm-room nature. Analysis of answers submitted by students could
reveal information about the quality of the responses. During the stage of the reforms when individualized
feedback was provided, students generally gave ‘good’ (i.e., on-topic, with reasonable effort) answers [170].
Now that the individualized feedback component has been removed, we should determine whether this has
effected the quality of student responses. Similarly, because the online system will give credit for any answer
(even gibberish), we should consider whether students are aware that the system can be gamed. If students
do know that any text entry will suffice but persist in writing high-quality responses, this might suggest that
they value full participation in the prelabs for the preparation it provides for the lab classroom.
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9.4.3 How does the ‘space of the lab’ impact students?
The design of the lab reform included careful consideration of the physical context where experiments were
carried out. This included choices to have students try experiments in home settings, to have them own their
lab equipment, to require them to set up and tear down their experimental setups in class, and to relax the
atmosphere of the classroom space using cookies, tea, and music. Our contextual choices were intended to
promote students’ sense of ownership of their experiments while helping them feel that they were in a space
where they could take intellectual risks without fearing repercussions.
Situated learning theory suggests that student’s behaviors are linked to their perception of the context in
which they are working [139]. Thus, we believed it was important to try to create an atmosphere that did
not evoke students’ previous ideas about the space of traditional physics labs. Were our shifts in the lab’s
physical contact able to evoke different, more creative behaviors from students? A possible area of future
research would be to explore how their engagement, creativity with lab activities, and their general mood
about the lab itself were impacted.
9.4.4 Quantifying students’ independence
The primary goal of the reformed lab curriculum is to help students develop their critical thinking abilities.
The assessments described in this work probe students’ critical thinking as it is centered on skills and
processes, but do not capture students’ overall ability to independently approach new tasks. We believe that
identifying this independence is an important next step to assess the efficacy of the lab curriculum.
Anecdotal evidence from lab instructors and learning assistants suggests that student groups reach a sus-
tained level of independence around the sixth week of lab. In a sense of scaffolding students’ willingness
to try solutions for themselves, this decrease in required instructor assistance indicates the decision-making
scaffolding efforts within the course are effective. A current area of interest is to formally document this
informally observed transition.
Along with documenting the transition to increased independence, our current work attempts to probe
the factors that impede or contribute to self-directed problem solving in the lab. The time frame from
our informal observations resembles results showing that it takes five to eight weeks for students to master
experimental abilities in the ISLE curriculum [85]. This suggests that student independence in the classroom
may be partially explained by their development of familiarity with relevant skills and practices. However,
it is possible that, once developed, the habit of trying to figure things out for themselves is relatively stable
to the introduction of new skills or practices.
In initial attempts to document both the independence transition and the link between skills and inde-
pendence, we have begun to implement reflection surveys in our physics lab curriculum to ask students to
self-report the challenges they experienced during the labs and identify how they overcame these challenges.
Questions in the surveys were developed based on reflection exercises designed by the Failure as a part of
Learning: A Mindset Education network (FLAMEnet) to help students identify and improve their ability to
cope with difficulties and failures in the classroom [195]. Although the original exercises were developed as
an intervention to improve student coping mechanisms, students’ responses to the questions can be analyzed
to identify common challenges in each lab activity, students’ propensity to attempt to resolve challenges
themselves or ask for help, and how both of these aspects evolve over time. A subset of the FLAMEnet
questions were asked during several weeks in the Fall 2019 semester. Based on common student responses,
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we have developed a multiple-choice version of the questions that is being implemented on a weekly basis
this semester. These questions may provide insight about the interaction between curriculum-targeted skill
development, challenges in the lab, and students’ approaches to resolving the challenges.
9.4.5 Impacts on students’ identities
This format of lab course is unique in the physics curriculum in that it gives a taste of the experimental physics
experience in the first semester, which usually is reserved for upper-division courses. Modes of creativity
other than in written problem-solving are expected and rewarded. Therefore, this lab offers opportunities
for students who may struggle in the problem-solving portions of the course to excel and develop identities
of being ‘good at physics.’
Over several semesters of implementation, we have informally observed that some of the best-performing
students in the lab and some of the most effective learning assistants are not the students who achieved
the highest exam scores in their physics classes. Future research could document these observations, and
determine whether women’s or underrepresented minorities’ perception of their abilities to do physics are
particularly impacted by this lab format. Our Learning Assistant recruitment records may provide a useful
lens into who feels they belong in the lab, since recruitment does not rely on grades but rather affinity for
the lab format (and other personal motivations). Because we are only on our first semester of using LAs in
the full-scale Physics 211 lab reform, we do not have a large enough sample size to understand these effects.
However, over time the LA program may offer powerful results about the impact of these labs on students’
sense of identity, belonging, and community.
9.4.6 Longitudinal effects on students
Finally, we anticipate that future work to understand the impact of these labs on students will look beyond
the semester students are enrolled in Physics 211 to determine whether its impacts last. While it is our
hope that students continue to use their critical thinking abilities beyond our lab course, we recognize that
students will adopt beliefs and practices necessary to achieve good grades, and may personally reject those
beliefs or discard them when the semester is over [164]. We are currently considering three ways to study
long-term effects on students.
The first study, which is currently in progress, takes advantage of a unique situation that only exists for
one semester: students who took Physics 211 in Fall 2019 (the first full-scale semester with the reformed
lab) continued to Physics 212, which still uses the traditional lab format. In Fall 2019, when all students
enrolled in Physics 212 had not been in a reformed Physics 211 lab, we embedded the failure analysis
questions discussed in the previous section into the online portion of the Physics 212 course at a time in the
semester that corresponds to a particularly difficult lab. These questions will be repeated in Physics 212 this
semester. We plan to compare responses from the two semesters to determine if the self-reliance developed
in the reformed Physics 211 lab persists in spite of several weeks in the traditional lab format.
Another area of longitudinal study we are considering is to follow up with students who are graduating
seniors to study how they perceive their Physics 211 lab experience after going through their whole degree
program. Spring 2020 may be a particularly fruitful time to do a follow-up study: most students who were
freshmen during the Fall 2016 and Spring 2017 lab pilot semesters will be graduating this semester.
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Finally, in the future we may explore effects of the introductory lab instruction on students in the upper-
level physics labs. If, indeed, the skills students develop in Physics 211 are useful for the practice of physics
research, we should expect that these skills would improve students’ approaches to these more difficult lab
classes. We have not yet developed specific plans to explore long-term effects in this way, but anticipate that
if such a study were to be carried out we would need to do so in 1–2 years.
9.5 In conclusion
The lab reform project described in this dissertation has grown over the course of four years from a small
number of sections to full implementation in the initially targeted course and expansion to the algebra-
based sequence and upcoming expansion to the second semester of the calculus-based sequence. In this
semester alone, 1682 students are being taught using this lab format by 29 lab instructors and 66 Learning
Assistants.
This project has spurred the development of a learning assistant program in the physics department and
led to serious thinking about teacher training and preparation. Classroom observations and the assessments
documented in this dissertation indicate that this reformed lab is successfully engaging students in creative,
critical thinking as intended. Our ongoing challenge is to ensure the sustainability of this lab format and
to communicate it to other instructors so they feel that they are able to adopt similar frameworks in their
classrooms with limited risk.
Now that we’ve established that the reforms are reasonably effective within the context of the Physics 211
lab class, we have an exciting and vast research landscape in front of us. Although the author’s interests
lie in how our design choices and philosophy are impacting the population of the calculus-based course,
the scope of these reforms offer an abundance of interesting and meaningful potential research questions.
Opportunities are available to explore the effect of this reform from the perspective of the learning assistants,
teaching assistants, and students who are not STEM majors. We are observing many positive outcomes in
all of these spaces, and look forward to the challenge of understanding and documenting them.
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In this appendix, we present the course materials used in the reformed lab pilot and the revised versions
used in the Fall 2019 semester. The following materials are attached to this document:
 Print-out versions of the online prelab assignments used in Fall 2016 and Spring 2017 semesters (file
name: Prelabs.pdf). Associated introductory videos for each prelab may be downloaded at http:
//hdl.handle.net/2142/99946. These labs used a numbering system in which the first lab meeting
was labeled ‘Lab 0.’ The lab numbers in Chapter 3 have been adjusted to reflect the number of times
the labs have met (i.e., beginning with Lab 1) for consistency with the numbering system used in the
full-scale implementation but the original numbering system has been maintained in these documents.
Therefore, when Lab N from the pilot phase of the project is discussed in the body of the dissertation,
it corresponds to Lab N-1 in this appendix.
 An example prelab grading guide given to lab instructors in Fall 2016 identifying best answers to
the prelab prompts, common student errors, and how to provide feedback for those errors (file name:
Prelab guideF16.pdf).
 Copies of the physical handouts used in the Spring 2017 pilot semester of Physics 211 (file name:
Pilot handouts.zip).
 Copies of the activity pdfs, rubrics, and classroom slides used in the Fall 2019 scaled-up version of the
lab in Physics 211 (file name: Current handouts.zip).
Additionally, the version of the prelabs used in the Fall 2019 semester, including all videos and formatting
as seen by students may be accessed on www.flipitphysics.com using the course key 367cb6ce.
Materials mentioned in this appendix have been digitally attached to this dissertation document and may be accessed




Prelecture supplement pilot studies
This appendix describes the initial attempts at implementing dorm-room instruction with the IOLab equip-
ment. The intention in this project was to implement this lesson design for the duration of a whole semester
as a supplement to existing course materials, using a limited number of student volunteers as participants.
A limited pilot approach was used to allow flexibility in content development and to allow the researchers
to adapt to lessons learned during small-scale implementation before considering support issues implicit to
scaling any such program to a large-enrollment (900–1200 student) introductory physics course.
This appendix describes our instructional materials and pilot program details for two semesters of instruction
in Physics 211, and considers the behavior of participants in the program to evaluate its effectiveness. Results
from the two semesters led us to reevaluate the instructional purpose and course integration methods of home
IOLab instruction.
B.1 Supplementing prelecture video instruction with IOLab
instruction
The introductory physics courses at Illinois contain several components which are designed to complement
each other in the progression from first learning a new topic to mastering it and moving on. The components
included in the course are below, with a typical progression of a topic through these components shown
in Fig. B.1. The pilot program described in this appendix added IOLab instruction during the prelecture
phase — that is, while a new topic is being introduced, but prior to students attending lecture.
Prelecture: Topic introduced using animated, narrated online videos. Students view videos and answer
conceptual ‘Checkpoint’ questions before attending lecture [62].
Lecture: Details added to topic using demonstrations and example problems. Peer instruction used with
iclicker response system.
Laboratory: Highly-structured classroom experiments highlight important or challenging aspects of the
topic.
Homework: Students solve problems related to the topic in an online homework system.
Recitation: Students solve problems related to the topic in groups, then take a quiz on the topic.
B.2 Designing IOLab materials for semester-long instruction
Our main concerns in the design of the prelecture supplement pilot materials are summarized in Table B.1.
In general, the design of this program was concerned about asking too much commitment from students,
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Figure B.1: Progression of a new topic through different components of an introductory physics course.
Table B.1: Summary of concerns for IOLab activity design.
Concern Description
Time Lessons should not demand too much student time.
Content Lessons should correspond to prelectures through the semester.
Materials Students should not be required to obtain materials outside of their dorm room.
Feedback
Students should receive automatic right/wrong feedback or be able to self-assess their
work.
corresponding to current lecture materials, and making affordances so that students could get ‘correct’
experimental results while in their dorm rooms. To not overburden students with long assignments, we
aimed for each prelecture supplement to require no more than ten minutes of student time per week. Care
was also taken to make the experiments reliable in a way that all students should be able to get the same
numerical result, which could be automatically graded by the online homework system. This required that
tasks should be easy to perform correctly, experimental setup materials should be as uniform as possible,
and data should be easy to interpret.
Content in these pilot programs was delivered to students using an online ‘course’ in the smartPhysics
(now FlipItPhysics) platform. This platform was chosen because students were already using it for their
Physics 211 online materials: although the IOLab activities appeared in a separate course in the platform,
no additional login was required from participants. The affordances of this platform for IOLab instructional
content are described in this chapter as we discuss the implementation of the two semesters of the pilot
studies.
B.3 Spring 2014 Pilot
B.3.1 Methods
This study recruited students in Physics 211 who had taken Physics 100 in the previous semester. Students
were recruited via email during the fourth week of the semester. The IOLab device and a kit of simple
materials were given to students during week 5. The study did not begin until week 5 because the IOLab
devices needed for the study had not come from the manufacturer yet.
Aside from picking up and dropping off the IOLab equipment, participants were not required to meet with
the researchers, although assistance with the device was available throughout the semester.
Material in this pilot program consisted of an exam review, intended to take up to 20 minutes to complete
in its entirety, followed by six weekly prelecture tasks intended to take 5-10 minutes to complete.
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Table B.2: Prelecture supplement lesson details for Spring 2014 semester.




5 None Getting Started 2 279 1
6 Exam 1 Review
R1. Kinematics Review 3 156 6
R2. Friction Review 5 96 4
R3. Normal Force Review 4 106 4




1. Elasticity of Collisions 4 185 5
8
Parallel Axis Theorem and
Torque
2. Rotations and the Right
Hand Rule
4 247 3
11 Rotational Statics 3. Normal Forces and Balancing 4 281 3
12 Angular Momentum
4. Identifying Net Torque from
Gravity
3 281 2
13 Simple Harmonic Motion 5. Pendulums 4 426 0
15 Fluids 6. Adventures in Buoyancy 3 391 2
Study participants
Most students in the recruiting course were male (N = 981, 80.1%). The majority of students identified
as White (N = 557, 45.5%); Asian (N = 241, 19.7%); Hispanic (N = 112, 9.2%); or international (N = 259,
21.2%). The remainder of enrolled students identified as African American, Hispanic, multi-racial, or did
not respond (N = 55, 4.5%). In this semester, most students had class standing with the registrar as freshmen
(N = 639, 52.2%), followed by sophomores (N = 523, 42.7%). A small number of juniors and seniors were
enrolled in the course (N = 62, 5.1%).
A total of 29 students initially signed up to participate in the study. The distribution of study participants was
somewhat representative of the course population in race and ethnicity, although Asian students were slightly
overrepresented and international students were slightly underrepresented (51.7% White; 27.6% Asian; 6.9%
Hispanic; 3.4% International; 10.4% other) and generally representative of class standing (51.7% freshmen;
41.3% sophomores; 7.0% juniors). Females were proportionally more represented in the study than in the
course population (37.9% study; 19.8% overall).
Lesson delivery and content
The prelecture supplements in this initial pilot were iterated in two phases delivered at different paces: a set
of four modules given in one week to prepare students for Exam 1 in their physics course, and six modules
given one per week to be paired with a MLM prelecture for the remaining weeks of the semester, with the
exception of exam weeks and school breaks (i.e., spring break). The titles and weeks of content delivery are
presented in Table B.2.
The ‘Prelecture’ format in the smartPhysics was used for lesson delivery in the Spring 2014 pilot. The format
was chosen in part because it used the same online structure as the prelecture assignments contained in the
course. Prelectures consist of a series of ‘Slides.’ Each slide contains a single video or a single ‘embedded
question.’ Questions given to students may use a radio format (multiple choice), checkbox format (multiple
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Figure B.2: Spring 2014 pilot program lesson format. The lessons were embedded in a ‘Prelecture’
format containing videos and short questions, labeled in the slides in the right column.
selection), or free response. Question text can be created using a WYSIWYG editor or XML code and may
contain images or videos. Feedback for correctness can be given for radio or checkbox questions, although it
is also possible to set a question as a ‘Survey Question’ where any answer is given credit and no feedback is
required.
In this semester of instruction, video slides were used to give instructions about what materials were needed
used and how to do the experimental procedures. In the second half of the semester video slides were added
that included explanations of physics topics as they applied to the IOLab activities. Multiple-choice questions
were interspersed with the video slides. An example of the lesson format is shown in Fig. B.2.
The questions asked to students in this prelecture supplement pilot fell into three categories: predictions,
observations, and concept checks.
 Prediction questions ask students to tell us what they think or what they expect prior to doing an
activity with the IOLab.
 Observation questions ask students to indicate a result (usually a qualitative relationship) they observed
while doing an IOLab task.
 Concept check questions check that students have understood an underlying conceptual idea in an
IOLab task.
Prediction and observation questions never included right/wrong feedback. Of the ten concept check ques-
tions asked in the pilot program, four gave right/wrong feedback. Examples of observation and concept
check questions are shown in Fig. B.3.
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Figure B.3: Questions from the friction review module, identified by question type.
Question 1 — Concept Check
You just pushed the IOLab remote at a constant speed and measured a constant force. What force
was the probe actually measuring?
◦ normal force between the IOLab and the table
◦ force of kinetic friction on the IOLab remote
◦ force of your hand on the IOLab remote
◦ force of gravity on the IOLab remote
Question 2 — Concept Check
When you push the IOLab remote at a constant speed, how is the magnitude of the force probe
measurement related to the force of kinetic friction on the remote?
◦ It is smaller than the friction force
◦ It is equal to the friction force
◦ It is larger than the friction force
Question 3 — Observation
Try pushing the IOLab across your table or desk at a fast constant speed, and then a slow constant
speed. How does the velocity of the IOLab affect the force measurement?
◦ The force is larger for faster speeds
◦ The force is larger for slower speeds
◦ The force does not depend on the speed
Question 4 — Observation
When you lifted the block off of the IOLab in the previous activity, what happened to the value
of the static friction?
◦ It did not change
◦ It became larger
◦ It became smaller
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Figure B.4: Student participation for each module through the semester. The threshold between
‘Participating’ and ‘Low-participating’ is 100 s spent on the module, to include an estimate of time it
takes to set up and use the IOLab system. ‘Non-participating’ students did not log in to the system.
The shaded region indicates exam review materials, which were assigned at the same time, while the
following modules were assigned one per week.
Data collected
Student use of the online homework system was automatically recorded into user logs available to the
instructors. User logs record when students open new ‘slides’ in the prelecture module, and each attempt
to answer a question along with a time stamp for when the attempt was made. In discussing this study, we
consider the following information:
Total time spent on lesson module: Duration between opening the ‘prelecture’ module and the next
click used to leave the module. We note that this calculation does not require that students are on-task, so
long durations may either represent a long time spent on the module or student inattention (e.g. leaving the
room to have a snack or checking a phone). The user log system does not capture how students interacted
with individual videos beyond opening the slide, nor does it identify idle users.
Correctness rate: Percent of participating students selecting the correct answer to a given multiple-choice
question. For questions containing no right/wrong feedback we report student final answer choices (although
typically no changes were made after the first answer choice). For questions with right/wrong feedback we
report first answer choices, as 100% correctness was always achieved by revising the answer or using the
process of elimination. Correctness rate in the prelecture format is recorded for participating students in
aggregate, not for individual students.
Participants’ grades in the Physics 211 course were also collected for use in analysis of the results.
B.3.2 Results
Usage Statistics
Student participation through the semester was generally high, but did not start at 100%. Due to some
administrative challenges, five students were not able to join until after the exam review portion. One
student who registered for the study did not participate at all; One student dropped out of the study during
the exam review portion, and another dropped out immediately following the exam review portion. By the
last module at the end of the semester (Buoyancy), 24 of the 29 total students were still logging in to the
system and 18 spent more than 100 seconds on the module. Participation rates through the semester are
shown in Fig. B.4. We identify ‘low-participating’ behavior as logging in and spending less than 100 seconds
on the module, as it indicates students started the module but did not participate with the video content or
their IOLab equipment, or they opened the module and chose not to do any of it.
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Figure B.5: Time spent by students on the different prelecture supplements (box and whiskers),
compared to the total length of the videos (blue squares) in the Spring 2014 pilot study.
Our intention, set as a limit for ourselves and expressed as the time commitment to the students, was that
each module should take 5–10 minutes (i.e., 300–600 seconds) of students’ time. The actual time spent varied
largely by student, and is shown in Fig. B.5 along with the cumulative length of the videos in the module.
In general, we see that most students spent more than 600 seconds (our intended maximum time) on most
of the modules.
This time decreased in the last three modules, which also corresponds to a drop in student participation in
general: during this time we see a small increase in the number of students who did not open the prelecture
module at all, and an uptick in students who spent less than 100s on the module.
To understand which students continued to participate through the semester, and which students spent the
most time on the prelecture modules, we look for correlations between Physics 211 grades and our measures of
participation. Specifically, we consider whether exam scores (calculated as the average of the three midterms
and twice the final exam) and effort scores (calculated as the average of all other components in the course)
correlate with time spent in the initial review phase, average time spent in the weekly supplement phase,
and total number of modules students participated in. Because the distributions of time and score data were
not bivariate normal, Spearman’s rho was used to calculate the correlation coefficients with 95% confidence
intervals, shown in Table B.3. We see no evidence of correlation between exam scores and participation, but
do observe a moderate significant correlation between effort in the course and participation in prelecture
supplement modules through the semester.
Table B.3: Correlation coefficients between student grades and participation in the spring 2014 pr-
electure pilot using Spearman’s rho with 95% confidence intervals. No tests yielded p < 0.01.
Review time spent Average Weekly time
Number of modules
participated
Effort Scores 0.36 [-0.01, 0.74] 0.38 [0.005, 0.76] 0.4 [0.02, 0.77]
Exam Scores 0.16 [-0.22, 0.54] 0.16 [-0.21, 0.54] 0.1 [-0.27, 0.48]
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Figure B.6: Average score on multiple-choice questions asking students to report a qualitative ob-
servation from an IOLab activity. Red shaded boxes indicate an average below chance. The grey
shaded question used a multiple-selection option instead of multiple-choice. Overall, students an-
swered correctly an average of 49.8± 6.7%. Error bars are calculated using the binomial error on the
score.
Correct Answer Rate
An important aspect of this instruction was ensuring that students were able to correctly answer questions
after completing activities with the IOLab. This section looks at the correctness rates of observation and
concept check questions that followed IOlab activities. We also look at correctness rates of concept check
questions asked before IOLab activities, as these questions were intended to check that students would be
able to understand their experimental results but were not addressed in the following IOLab activity. We
do not consider student answers to prediction questions in our analysis.
Students generally did not do well on the observation questions, answering them correctly with an overall
average of 49.8 ± 6.7%. The results for individual questions are shown in Fig. B.6. Slightly less than half
of the questions were answered correctly by a majority (i.e., more than 50%) of students, and only one had
a score over 80%. Three observation questions containing three multiple-choice options were answered at
rates worse than chance. The text from the high (over 80%) and low (below chance) scoring multiple-choice
questions is shown in Table B.4. The fourth question from the the System of Blocks review (R4.4) asked
students to select multiple correct options.
Of the nine concept-check questions asked, four were designed to check student conceptual understanding
so that they could understand an upcoming IOLab activity. Five questions were given to check conceptual
understanding after an activity. Correctness rates for concept-check questions of both types are shown in
Fig. B.7.
All participating students achieved correct answers on the questions with feedback by using a number of tries
up to the number of multiple choice options available. Right/wrong feedback was provided on questions R2.1,
R2.2, R3.1, 1.3, and 6.3. Because students were able to cycle through the answers until achieving ‘correct’
feedback, we only consider the rate of correct first answers to these questions. Students did not revise their
answers to questions without right/wrong feedback.
Scores on concept pre-check questions were overall very low, at an average of 33.7 ± 5.9%. No questions
had an average score above 50%, and two of the four questions had average scores below chance. Concept
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Table B.4: High and low scoring multiple choice observation questions. Wrong answers selected by a
majority of students are indicated with the percent of students choosing in parentheses.




When you lifted the block off of the IOLab in the








While the IOLab is moving in the positive y
direction (upwards) at a constant speed, the
magnitude of the normal force acting on it is...
 Smaller than its weight
(54.5%)
 Equal to its weight




While the IOLab is accelerating in the negative y
direction (downwards), the magnitude of the
normal force acting on it is...
 Smaller than its weight
 Equal to its weight




The book in the picture above is just about to tip
off the table (the hand is not supporting it). At
which point(s) does the table exert a normal force
on the book?
 Right end of the book
 Left end of the table
 Spread through right half
of book (57.7%)
Figure B.7: Average first-try score on questions checking for conceptual understanding before (‘pre-
check,’ left) or after (‘post-check,’ right) an IOLab task. Red shaded boxes indicate an average below
chance. Grey shading indicates a multiple-selection question. Overall, students answered pre-check
questions correctly on the first try an average of 33.7± 5.9% and post-check questions an average of
62.8± 6.8%. Error bars are calculated using the binomial error on the score.
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Table B.5: High and low scoring concept check questions. Wrong answers selected by a majority of
students are indicated with the percent of students choosing in parentheses.




When you push the IOLab remote at a constant
speed, you measure a constant force. What force is
the force probe actually measuring?
 Normal force from table
 Force of kinetic friction
(39.1%)
 Force of hand on IOLab




When you hold the IOLab remote by its force
probe attachment, you should see it measure a
force of magnitude 2N. What force is the force
probe actually measuring?
 Normal force
 Weight of IOLab (77.3%)




When the IOLab remote hit the plywood and came






When the IOLab remote hit the plywood and







You take an object (like the IOLab remote) and
toss it in the air so it is spinning. How do you
expect gravity to affect its motion? Select all that
apply.
Gravity will. . .
 Change angular velocity
 Change CM velocity




As a pendulum swings back and forth, what
happens to its angular momentum?
Angular momentum is. . .
 Always conserved (60%)
 Sometimes conserved
 Never conserved
post-check questions had a higher overall average correctness rate, 62.8± 6.8%. Two of these questions had
scores over 80%. Text from the four pre-check questions and the high-scoring post-check questions is shown
in Table B.5.
B.3.3 Discussion of Spring 2014 results
We seek to interpret the results of this first pilot program to understand the strengths and weaknesses of the
instructional approach and revise the methods for subsequent instruction. In this section we discuss what we
can learn from the questions yielding highest and lowest student performance, and comment on implications
of student behavior throughout the semester.
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Learning from the best and worst scoring questions
Scores on the observation and concept-check questions were surprisingly low through the semester, given that
we believed the instruction provided should generally enable students to answer these questions correctly
with no difficulty. We look at the extreme questions — those with exceptionally high or low scores — to
try to determine which lesson design decisions were successful and which will need to be addressed in the
next iteration of the pilot program. This dicussion groups questions by their general instructional purposes,
identified below.
Meaning of a measurement
Two questions (R2.1 and R3.1) in the review phase were used to guide students to understand the meaning
of their IOLab force probe measurement, i.e., that the force probe measures the force acting through the
force probe on the IOLab. These questions were included to help students interpret their data correctly in
later activities in the module. Although R2.1 was not an exceptionally low scoring question, we consider it
here because its structure is very similar to R3.1 but its results were so different.
Question R2.1 asked students to identify the meaning of the force probe measurement in an activity where
the IOLab is pushed at a constant speed across a table (activity shown in the example slide from Fig. B.2).
The four multiple-choice options included the correct answer (the force probe measures the force of the
hand on the device), an attractive wrong answer (the force probe measures the force of friction acting on
the device), and two filler answers that we expected students would not choose. In this case of horizontal
pushing on the force probe, 52.2% of students answered correctly on their first try and 39.1% chose the
attractive wrong answer on their first try.
Similarly, question R3.1 asked students to identify the meaning of the force probe measurement when the
IOLab was held vertically (with the force probe underneath) without moving. The three multiple-choice
options included the correct answer (the force probe measures the normal force of the hand on the device),
an attractive wrong answer (the force probe measures the weight of the IOLab), and a filler answer. When
considering the IOLab held vertically, 22.7% of students answered correctly on their first try and 77.3% chose
the attractive wrong answer on their first try.
The most popular (incorrect) answer to question R3.1 was to identify the force being measured as being the
weight of the IOLab. In the case of holding up the IOLab, while the force probe is directly measuring the
normal force of the hand holding up the IOLab, that supporting force is equal in magnitude to the weight of
the IOLab only if the acceleration is zero. In effect, the student answer distribution indicates that students
mixed up Newton’s third law force pairs with forces that are balanced under Newton’s second law. This
error can be attributed in part to student beliefs that forces are a property of objects rather than arising
from the interaction between objects [196].
It is somewhat surprising, however, that students were much less likely (by nearly 40%) to choose the
analogous attractive wrong answer in questions R2.1, where the IOLab was held horizontally. It is possible
that the increase in choosing the attractive wrong answer is specific to the problem-solving representations
students are accustomed to. Physics problems with horizontal motion tend to label the pushing force as
some force ~F . Similar vertical problems invoke the confusing idea of Normal force — an unexplained force
that comes from surfaces when it is needed — which, around the time of exam 1 in Physics 211, is often
assumed by students to be equal to the weight of the object. It may be that invoking the term ‘normal force’
in question R3.1 was the cause of the shift to the wrong answer, in which case changing the answer choice
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to wording describing the finger pushing on the IOLab may ameliorate the problem.
Both of these questions provided right/wrong feedback to students, and all were able to revise their answer
choices until they were correct. It is not clear if this helped students learn, but it did give them ‘expert
input’ about the meaning of the measurement that they could use to understand their experiments.
Situational misconceptions
We identified three observation questions of interest (all low-scoring) intended to address situational miscon-
ceptions. We use this category to refer to mistakes made by students about what is happening to a certain
quantity in a given physical situation.
Questions R3.2–R3.4 asked students to select their observation of the force probe measurement in three
cases of increasing conceptual difficulty, starting with no acceleration (R3.2), then upward acceleration
(R3.3), and finally downward acceleration (R3.4). Contrary to our expectations, the correctness rate of
these three questions increased as the level of complexity increased. We consider the individual results of
the three questions of interest in the following discussion.
The activities paired with questions R3.2 through R3.4 involved holding the IOLab by its force probe and
moving it up and down while collecting both force and acceleration data. Upon designing the activity
and writing the questions, it was expected that students would easily interpret 2–4 as prompts to read
the value of the force probe data at times when the acceleration was zero, pointing upwards, or pointing
downwards.
It was initially surprising that R3.2 had one of the lowest scores of all questions in the semester while question
R3.4 had one of the highest scores, but in retrospect the behavior is also consistent with well-documented
difficulties in introductory mechanics. It is very possible that students either misread the prompt or in their
conceptual reasoning mistook constant speed for constant acceleration [44]. This conjecture is supported
by the fact that approximately half of students chose an answer that is consistent with constant upward
acceleration. There is also some likelihood that the instruction to move the IOLab upward at a constant
speed was too difficult to accomplish. In the case of not achieving constant speed, students’ measurements
may have corresponded to positive or negative accelerations, yielding inconsistent results.
Question 3.3 is labeled as an observation question, but it is different from the other questions because the
observation does not include any use of the IOLab equipment. In the accompanying activity, students are
instructed to try balancing textbooks off the edge of their desk. The question asks students to identify the
location where the supporting normal force, which is familiar to students as part of rotational statics but has
not been applied for continuous objects, acts on a textbook when it is just about to rotate off the desk edge.
The intent of this question was to help students gain insights to the tipping conditions for objects balanced
on a beam with two supports (a common scenario used in homework, quizzes, and exams). In retrospect,
the activity did not provide any evidence that would help students answer this question correctly, and its
features were too different from the problem-solving situation to promote any transfer of learning.
Applying conceptual principles
The remaining five questions of interest all involve the application of conceptual rules to physical scenar-
ios.
Questions 1.3 and 1.4 stood out as the sole high-perrforming pair of questions in this pilot program. In these
two questions, students are asked to identify whether the collision in the preceding activity was elastic or
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inelastic based on the behavior (stopping completely or bouncing back at the same speed) of the IOLab when
colliding with the wooden block. Overall, the activities were intended to help students develop a sense of
the limits of ‘sticking together’ as a criteria for identifying elastic and inelastic collisions: While two objects
sticking together after a collision does indicate an inelastic collision, we have observed that many students
believe that two objects not sticking together means the collision was elastic, which is not correct. It is
likely that questions 1.3 and 1.4 had such high correctness rates because they did not challenge this incorrect
belief.
On the other hand, questions 4.1 and 4.2 confronted common misapplications of conceptual principles and
resulted in very low scores. Question 4.1 asked students to determine how gravity would affect the motion
of the IOLab spinning in the air. This question and the following activity were intended to reinforce the
idea that a force (like gravity) acting on the center of mass of an object that is free to spin about its center
will only affect the motion of the center of mass. This idea is in conflict with the observed student-held
idea that the gravity also applies a torque. Although students could see in the following activity that the
angular speed did not change while the IOLab spun in free fall, it may be that placing this question prior to
the activity made it so students did not go back and change their answer after their observation, or possibly
even pay close attention to the observation at all. Question 4.2 attemped to address a related rotational
motion issue about when energy or angular momentum are conserved during the motion of a pendulum.
This question also came before the associated activity, which is probably responsible for some of the low
score. Even in the case that students viewed or did the pendulum activity and returned to the question, the
inference required to get from the data collected in the pendulum activity to considering angular momentum
is probably too far for students.
Question R2.4 is the only observation question that falls into this category. This question asks students to
identify the effect of removing a block of wood from the IOLab on the static friction force when a small
static friction force was present (done in the activity preceding the question). This activity-question pair
were designed to help students understand that the static friction force can be any value up to the maximum,
fs,max = µsFN , where µs is the coefficient of static friction between the object and the surface and FN is the
magnitude of the normal force coming from the surface. In the activity, students were instructed to apply
a small force to the IOLab using the force probe so that the IOLab did not slide. By adding or removing
the wooden block without changing the pushing force or letting the IOLab slide, the normal force would be
changed. Although this would change the maximum possible static friction force, the actual static friction
force should remain equal to the push force throughout the experiment. While it is possible that this result
is difficult to obtain (maintaining a constant force is not easy), the very large percentage of students choosing
an answer consistent with the maximum static friction makes it seem more likely that students either misread
the question or answered based on the outcome they assumed would be true.
When considering questions of this type, it seems that the highest-scoring questions were those that were
consistent with simplified conceptual principles, while those that tried to get at the finer or more confusing
points tended to be low-scoring. If we wish to use the IOLab to help students refine their undestanding of
conceptual principles, we need to consider different strategies than those used in this pilot study.
Semester-long behaviors
While considering student behavior, we are encouraged that the majority of students persisted through the
pilot program to the end of the semester with high levels of participation. This is particularly true considering
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that the video content provided to students often came close to or exceeded the minimum promised module
time of 5 minutes, and further considering that most students spent more than ten minutes on most of the
modules.
Following the initial pilot we had concerns that students with lower physics ability would either be getting
frustrated and dropping out or would end up spending more time on the IOLab tasks than their higher-
scoring peers. However, the lack of correlation between class exam scores and IOLab participation rates
suggests that this was not the case.
We observed that the time spent on the modules went down for the last three units: some of this may be due
to the design, as modules 4–6 contained fewer questions, and did not contain any questions specific to results
from using the IOLab to do the experiment described in the videos. Therefore it is likely that students did
not participate as intended during modules 4–6, potentially not using their IOLab device at all and answering
the questions based on their prior beliefs or knowledge from the MLM prelecture instruction.
Because it was not possible to determine whether students used the IOLab system at any time during the
prelecture pilot, it is difficult to interpret the rate of correct answers on the observation and concept check
questions. It is likely that some students answered based on their previous expectatations without using the
IOLab system.
On the other hand, if we assume that student did the experiments, the mixed results may indicate deficiencies
with the video instructions and questions asked. This first iteration of the pilot program put the majority
of the IOLab device instruction in the ‘Getting Started’ unit, but otherwise assumed that students would
not require further instruction with their IOLab equipment to correctly carry out the experiments. No
training in practical data collection skills including deciding which data in the trace is relevant, zeroing and
recalibrating the force probe, or discussion of reasonable outcomes for an experimental task was included
in the instructional materials. The cognitive load of dealing with confusing equipment, which this pilot
program treated as preliminaries to learning, makes it difficult for the underlying instructional principles to
arise [116].
Another potential issue with this method of instruction is that it attempted to confront students with their
misconceptions rather than engaging students in opportunities to build on their previous experiences, an
approach that is inconsistent with a constructivist theory of learning [197]. This practice of confrontation
was reinforced with the use of prediction questions and right/wrong feedback containing no additional infor-
mation. The prediction questions often were given for activities where student intuition was not consistent
with the experimental outcome, setting students up to find out they were wrong but not giving students the
opportunity to develop their previous understanding toward a more expert-like understanding. Similarly,
the right/wrong feedback, when used, most likely caused students to focus on whether they got the answer
right instead of understanding why.
Finally, a shortcoming in this lesson design was the indirect nature of both the observation and concept check
questions. The observation questions did not ask students to directly describe surface-level observations (e.g.
to describe or match the shape of a data feature), but asked students to connect their results to the real
world with little to no intermediate support. The generally low scores on these questions are consistent with
documented student difficulties in connecting graphs to the real world, particularly when those connections
require inferring information from a graph rather than reading it off directly [44]. The low scores can also
be explained by the fact that it has been also been found difficult for novices to apply physics concepts to
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familiar physical contexts, as the pilot instruction attempted to do [107].
B.3.4 Moving forward
Following this semester pilot, some major themes emerged that we knew must be addressed in the next
implementation:
 We must provide more support for intermediate steps between data collection and interpretation
 We must provide more support for collecting and reading IOLab data
 We must ask questions with intermediate steps
 We must ask questions that require use of the IOLab system
 We must use a different structure within SmartPhysics that allows multiple questions in the same page
 We must provide options for students to self-check their results
In the following section we discuss our efforts to address these issues in a revised pilot implementation and
evaluate the program in its new format.
B.4 Fall 2014 Pilot
The second semester of the prelecture supplement pilot program implemented several changes, both struc-
turally and pedagogically, to respond to concerns from the previous semester. These changes are described
in detail and the revised program is evaluated in methods based on the types of data available.
B.4.1 Methods
This study recruited from all students in Physics 211. Students were recruited via email during the first week
of the semester, and were offered up to five extra credit points in physics 211 (out of 1000 total points) for
participating through the semester. The IOLab device and a kit of simple materials were given to students
during week 2 of the semester.
Aside from picking up and dropping off the IOLab equipment, participants were not required to meet with
the researchers, although assistance with the device was available throughout the semester.
Material in this pilot program consisted of weekly prelecture supplement modules using one to three IOLab
activities. Prelecture supplements were generally not given during or school breaks. An exception is the
exam 1 review content, consisting of two modules covering content from the first two weeks of class (i.e.,
before the pilot program began).
Study participants
Most students in the recruiting course were male (N = 705, 78.6%). The majority of students identified as
White (N = 319, 35.6%); Asian (N = 282, 31.4%); Hispanic (N = 58, 6.5%); or international (N = 185, 20.6%).
The remainder of enrolled students identified as African American, multi-racial, or did not respond (N = 53,
5.9%). In this semester, most students had class standing with the registrar as sophomores (N = 441, 49.1%),
followed by freshmen (N = 387, 43.1%). A small number of juniors and seniors were enrolled in the course
(N = 69, 7.7%). The difference in class standing distributions from the spring to fall semester is typical for
Physics 211.
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A total of 30 students initially participated in the study. The distribution of study participants was generally
representative of the course population in race and ethnicity (34.5% White; 27.6% Asian; 6.9% Hispanic;
24.1% International; 6.9% other) and generally representative of class standing (48.3% freshmen; 48.3%
sophomores; 3.4% juniors). Females were only slightly more represented in the study than in the course
population (27.6% study; 21.4% overall).
A brief demographic survey was given during the IOLab orientation module in the first week of the study,
which revealed
 Of 27 students responding, 22 were freshmen and 5 were sophomores (i.e., 22 were in their first year
of college; 5 were in their second year)
 Of 25 students responding, 4 had taken Physics 100, 4 had taken a mechanics course at a different
college or university, 17 had taken AP physics. No option was given to say ‘I have not taken college-
level physics.’ The missing option may account for the two remaining students who took the survey
but did not answer this question.
B.4.2 Lesson delivery and content
The prelecture supplements in this second pilot iteration were spread throughout the semester, although
the course schedule made it such that the majority of modules were given to students during the first half
of the semester (Weeks 2–8). A total of ten modules were given to students. Students were assigned one
module per week, except during week 6 when two modules were assigned for an optional exam review unit.
The schedule of these units, along with titles of included videos and accompanying activities are listed in
Table B.6. The table also lists any materials required to complete the activities in the module that are not
included in the kit given to students with their IOLab equipment.
Table B.6: Prelecture supplement lesson details for Fall 2014 semester.
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Lesson delivery in the Fall 2014 pilot used the ‘Prelecture’ format in smartPhysics paired with the ‘Check-
point’ format. The prelecture structure was used to provide video instructions and summaries, but no longer
contained any questions. The checkpoint structure allowed creation of longform ‘Problems’ consisting of
multiple questions, and provided more options for question type, feedback and help options, and modes of
information presented to students.
In this iteration of the pilot program the ‘Prelecture’ function was used to provide videos introducing main
ideas and materials needed for the module, demonstrating functions of the IOLab device and software, and
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Figure B.8: Activity using extra materials. Results of this activity will depend on the mass of the
hanging object chosen.
explaining the physics of certain experimental scenarios. This content was intended to provide some of the
equipment support and conceptual support that was lacking in the previous semester’s pilot iteration. The
web system was set up so students had to open and click through the slides in the prelecture module before
being able to access the checkpoint module, although the system did not require spending any amount of
time on the slides.
Activity instructions were given in the ‘Checkpoint’ format, with each ‘problem’ — a single page in the
system — corresponding to a single activity. Each activity included text and image instructions and multiple
questions. The available question types were used for different purposes.
Multiple-choice questions with right/wrong feedback were used as part of the scaffolding to check with
students that they understood the concepts or mathematics to correctly calculate or interpret an experimental
result.
This implementation used free-response questions for students to report their numerical experimental results,
thus requiring students to use the IOLab system instead of answering qualitative questions based on their
expectations. To support correct data analysis methods, video help providing an example of the experimental
task and the resulting data could be accessed by clicking a ‘Help’ button under the question’s text entry
box. No penalty was given for viewing the help. Additionally, some questions offered a self-assessment
tool by providing a suggested reasonable range of values which could be accessed by clicking the ‘Solution’
button.
Right/wrong feedback for the free-response questions was only possible to provide for certain tasks: It is
reasonable to expect that questions referring to characteristics of the IOLab device or materials contained
in the kit should yield the same or similar values. For questions we determined to have low variability in
their results, a 10% tolerance from the instructor’s experimental value was used to give students right/wrong
feedback. Detailed targeted feedback was also provided for expected simple student errors, such as reporting
a negative value when a question asked for magnitude.
It was not possible to provide automated feedback for questions that relied on the use of student-provided
materials or conditions they chose to set themselves, as these responses may have large variations and still be
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correct. Variations from different materials include changes in the friction force between the sliding IOLab
and the desktop upon which it slides; the objects added to the pen in the static equilibrium task (shown in
Fig. B.8) or in the buoyancy task. The units on energy and work are limited by the distances and speeds
chosen by the students, although these choices can be identified as reasonable or unreasonable based on
estimates of how far the spring in the kit can stretch, or how much desktop surface would be available to
students (e.g. it is most likely unrealistic to report a displacement of 5m when stretching a spring that
is permanently damaged around 50cm). While it is possible for an expert to quickly evaluate answers to
questions of this nature for reasonability, the tolerances that would need to be set to provide right/wrong
feedback would be so large that students might be easily able to guess values or make a significant error and
still get feedback that their answer is correct.
Data collected
Student use of the online homework system was automatically recorded, as in the previous semester of
instruction. The same information was available from the prelecture components. Student answers to each
of the checkpoint questions, including timestamps for each submission, were recorded. In discussing this
iteration of the pilot study, we will consider the following information:
Total time spent viewing videos: Duration between opening the ‘prelecture’ module and the next click
used to leave the module. This data represents time students spent viewing videos, but no longer represents
total time spent on the lesson. The existence of a time stamp for this module can also be used as an indicator
that the student logged in to the system for a given instructional module.
Question participation rate: Number of students answering at least half of the questions in a given
‘checkpoint’ module. This threshold was set to allow for any deadline issues (the web system deducts 20%
for work done after the deadline set for the assignment, or for students who attempted the activities but
ran into issues with their equipment or materials. Most students either fully participated (100%) or did not
participate at all (0%), so a small number who made an effort to participate are captured by lowering the
participation threshold to 50%.
Numerical answers to free-response questions: All student submissions have been logged in the system.
Analyses only consider participating students.
Number of tries: Number of free-response submissions used by students until receiving correctness feedback
on a question using a 10% tolerance. Analyses only consider participating students.
As in the previous semester, we also consider student grades from the Physics 211 course to identify students
by their characteristics of effort and physics skill.
B.4.3 Results
Usage statistics over the semester
To understand student participation in the program, we consider both their login rates and their rate of
answering checkpoint questions, shown in Fig. B.9. We observed weekly decreases in students logging in to
the system from 29 students in the first instructional module to eight in the last instructional module. The
rate of decreasing participation was most drastic in the first six weeks of the semester. During this time
students who contacted the researchers cited too high of a courseload as their primary reason to drop out
of the program. The lowered login rate in week 6, the week of the first midterm exam, can be attributed in
part to the optional designation of the setting (which was announced via email); however only two students
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Figure B.9: Student participation rates through the Fall 2014 semester, based on logging in to the
system and answering Checkpoint questions. Week 6 was an optional exam review module.
Figure B.10: Weekly video viewing behavior of students who answer the checkpoint questions through
the semester. Full viewing means students watched at least the full video duration; Medium viewing
means viewing time between half and the full video duration; Low viewing means viewing time less
than half but greater than the bounce cutoff of 10 s; No viewing means the student clicked to leave
the prelecture within 10 s of opening it.
who did not log in for week 6 returned to log in for week 7. The participation rate decreased less quickly
after the first midterm exam.
We also observed that in the first six weeks of the program, a large number of students were logging in to
the system but not answering the checkpoint questions. The rate of logging in but not answering questions
stayed nearly constant during weeks 4–6, suggesting that these students considered and decided not to do
the IOLab activities in these weeks. We see that after Week 6, most students who log in to the system also
answer most or all of the checkpoint questions.
Looking at the prelecture time data of the students who continue to participate can indicate how students
used the video resources provided in the pilot program. We consider this in two ways: first by looking at the
rates that students fully watch, partially watch, or skip the videos, and second by considering which types
of videos students are spending the most time viewing.
The video viewing behavior of participating students is shown in Fig. B.10. For this analysis we split
behaviors into times equal to or exceeding the full video length (‘full viewing’), times between the full
video length and half video length (‘medium viewing’), and times less than half the video length (‘low
viewing’). Any students spending less than 10 s (typically 0 s) on a prelecture are considered ‘non viewing.’
Consideration of video viewing behaviors shows that most participating students are fully or partially viewing
the videos during the first six weeks, but shift toward viewing less of the video duration or skipping them
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Figure B.11: Time spent by students on the different prelecture supplements (box and whiskers)
compared to total video time (grey squares). Prelecture supplements are labeled by week and color-
coded to indicate the main focus of the videos in the unit. Students are only counted if they logged
into the system that week.
entirely by the end of the semester.
We alternately consider prelecture video viewing behaviors of participating students as a whole to see if
the content provided in the videos may correlate with viewing behavior, shown in Fig. B.11. Instructional
modules were sorted based on the type of content provided. Categories include instructions about how to
use the IOLab system (‘system’), explanations of a relevant physics concept either in general or specific to
the physical scenario of an upcoming activity (’physics’), and descriptions of explanations of activities that
are not included in the upcoming checkpoint (‘extra’). The introduction videos were not considered in the
categorization of prelecture units, but an additional ‘Intro only’ category was created to capture the week
6 unit, which contained no other video content. We observe that participating students spent more time
viewing videos explaining how to use the IOLab system than any other type of prelecture unit, but the
system instruction units also contain longer video durations than the other units. However, if we compare
the total video times with the quartile distributions we see that, with the exception of week 2, between 25%
and 50% of participating students are viewing the full length of the system videos, while less than 25% of
participating students are viewing the other types of videos.
As in the previous study, we use student grades in Physics 211 to determine whether effort or physics
ability are correlated to student behaviors in the prelecture pilot. Specifically, we consider correlations to
continued participation in the program, measured by number of modules with logins, average time spent
viewing videos, and number of modules with questions answered. Once again we use Spearman’s rho to test
for correlation because the data are not bivariate normal. Results from this analysis are shown in Table B.7.
95% confidence intervals suggest that some degree of correlation is likely between effort scores in Physics 211
and participation behaviors in the pilot program, with the most likely best correlation between effort scores
and average time spent viewing prelecture videos. We see no evidence of correlation between exam scores
and participation behaviors.
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The definition of work, question 3:
[Having just found (with feedback) the mass of the IOLab], find the acceleration caused by the wheels’
friction. You can use the ‘Wheel’ sensor to make this measurement. Click ‘Help’ for a video demonstration.
Using Ffriction = ma and your measurements, find the force of friction acting the on the IOLab remote and
record it below.
Figure B.12: First instance asking students to find the friction in the IOLab’s wheels, and all student
submissions.
Correct answer rates
In this section we consider the correctness of the free-response questions for which uniform answers are
reasonable to expect. We consider student entries for two of the four questions in which no right/wrong
feedback was given, and number of tries needed for six questions in which right/wrong feedback was provided
(correctness was constrained to a 10% variation from the expected value). We do this to give ourselves an
idea of effect of both methods on student behavior, and the general effectiveness of the activity mode and
instructions to promote desired experimental outcomes.
Questions with no right/wrong feedback
In two different prelecture supplement modules, students were instructed to find and report the value of
the internal friction in the IOLab’s wheels — that is, the force of friction causing the rolling IOLab device
to come to a stop. We consider these questions, whose prompts are shown in Figs. B.12 and B.13, and the
corresponding free-response answers from students. Verbatim student answers are shown to indicate the level
of detail that students gave in their answers. We will consider responses to the individual questions and then
look for changes between the two. Although the sign of the measurement is important, we do not consider it
in our discussion because sign conventions were not consistently established in the pilot instruction.
We consider the outcomes to the first example question, shown in Table B.8, by comparing the magnitude
of the results to the expected value and determining the question tolerance range that would be required to
give students automatic feedback. We find that a ±10% tolerance on the expected answer captures slightly
less than one third of the fifteen responses. A ±50% tolerance captures 11 of these responses. If we had
established norms for the sign of the force, no students would have fallen in the 10% tolerance, and five
would fall in a 50% tolerance.
Based on the lack of details in most student responses, it is not possible to determine the cause of the
variations in values, particularly for the extreme outlier answer “0.840857.” Because all students were
constrained to correctly finding the mass required to do this calculation, one could speculate that the student
measured an unusually large acceleration due to some kind of misunderstanding or equipment error, or they
Table B.7: Correlation coefficients between student grades and participation in the fall 2014 prelecture
pilot using spearman’s rho with 95% confidence intervals. No tests yielded p < 0.01.
System logins Average Weekly time
Modules with questions
answered
Effort Scores 0.28 [-0.10, 0.66] 0.33 [-0.05, 0.70] 0.24 [-0.13, 0.62]
Exam Scores 0.15 [-0.22, 0.53] 0.11 [-0.29, 0.46] 0.084 [-0.27, 0.48]
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Table B.8: List of all (verbatim) student responses to ‘The definition of work, question 3’, color-coded
for 10% tolerance (green), 50% tolerance (yellow), and greater than 50% tolerance (Orange/Red) from
the magnitude of the expected value of −0.04 N.
.0394 N .04 .Ffriction = .0404
0.04284N 0.046 -.0297 N
-0.03061224N F=(.210)(-.15)=-0.0315 N .0224 N
-0.05066 (.211kg)(-.24m/s/s)=-.05064N -.01066 N
0.0109887864 N 0.082N 0.840857
Looking at a Single Object, question 2:
All the forces on the IOLab remote can be represented in a free body diagram (FBD) that only includes
the remote (the wooden block is not a part of the diagram). You’ll be measuring using the IOLab remote
to measure the forces in this FBD.
We’ll start with the simplest force measurement: the force of friction the wheels exert on the IOLab
remote. Although you made this measurement in a previous unit, it is recommended that you make a new
measurement for this activity. The values you measure will vary depending on how level your desk or table
is and the direction you push the IOLab remote.
With the wheel sensor enabled, push the IOLab remote (by itself — no wooden block yet) and release it so
that it rolls across your desk. It does not have to come to a complete stop.
Use the software to find the average acceleration of the IOLab remote as it rolled across your desk. The
mass of your IOLab remote is approximately 0.2 kg. Since the wheel friction is the only force acting on the
IOLab remote, you can use fwheelfriction = ma to find the force of wheel friction on the IOLab remote and
record it below.
As usual, you can find video instructions for this step by clicking the ‘Help’ button
Figure B.13: Second instance asking students to find the friction in the IOLab’s wheels.
made a typing error.
The outcomes to the second example question, shown in Table B.9 are considered using the same methods
as the first example question. Comparing the magnitude of these results to the expected value, we find
that a ±10% tolerance on the expected answer captures only one of the seven responses. A ±50% tolerance
captures 5 of these responses.
Because this question was asked of students twice in the semester, we can see if students who answered both
questions became more or less accurate with practice on the IOLab, but without feedback on this specific
measurement. Results of this analysis are shown in Fig. B.14. We observe that there was no general trend in
improvement in percent error from the expected value, with approximately half of students improving and
half of students becoming less accurate.
Questions with right/wrong feedback
Eight questions were given through the semester which we believed should have sufficiently uniform numerical
answers to be able to give automatic right/wrong feedback. At the time of this study, we set a 10% tolerance,
believing it should be appropriate to allow for minor variations in student answers. Additionally, we provided
targeted feedback that would be automatically provided for numerical values corresponding to mistakes
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Table B.9: List of all (verbatim) student responses to ‘Looking at a single object, question 2’, color-
coded for 10% tolerance (green), 50% tolerance (yellow), and greater than 50% tolerance (Orange/Red)
from the magnitude of the expected value of −0.04 N.
f=ma, m=0.2kg, a=-0.22m/s/s, (0.2kg)(-0.22m/s/s)= -0.044N
Force friction = .034 .028 N 0.026
-.032N .01N .2 N
Figure B.14: Matched percent errors for students who answered the wheel friction question in the
Work unit and the Blocks unit. Sudents below the x=y line increased their percent error (i.e., they
got worse), students above the line improved.
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Figure B.15: Number of tries for each student to correctly answer each feedback question. Each color
represents a different student. We see that, generally, few tries were needed, although some students
used up to 21 tries.
commonly made by students in Physics 211.
Every participating student was able to achieve an answer within 10% of the expected value on all but one of
these questions. One student (of seven participating in the specific question) was not able to get an answer
in the acceptable range on one question. Two multiple-selection concept check questions were also given
with right/wrong feedback.
The number of tries needed by individual students to achieve the correct answer is shown in Fig. B.15.
Although we observed some unusually large numbers of tries to achieve the correct answer (outliers being 21,
10, 9, 14, 11, 15, 18 tries), each one of these outlier values came from a different student, i.e., no single student
had an outlier number of tries for more than one question. Similarly, no single question was responsible for
these outlier answer tries, rather the values are spread over five different questions.
In looking at the number of tries to correct on a question-by-question basis, shown normalized to student
participation in Fig. B.17, we see that most students were able to answer within the 10% tolerance of the
homework system in a small number of tries. Some behaviors of interest arose for certain questions:
IOLab weight: This question asked students to use the IOLab’s force probe to measure the weight of the
IOLab. Although the measurement itself yields a negative force value, the question asked specifically for
the magnitude of the force. 22 students answered this question. While 9 students answered correctly on
their first try, another 9 answered correctly on their second try, all after changing the sign of their answer
from negative to positive after receiving automated targeted feedback. One student appeared to engage in
guessing behaviors (entering values which sequentially varied and using 15 tries), a behavior we have also
observed in the problem-based online homework system. It is not clear what caused the other three students
to initially answer correctly or eventually achieve the correct answer.
Identify horizontal forces and identify external forces: These multiple-selection questions asked stu-
dents to check the boxes to identify which forces acted horizontally on the IOLab remote while it was pushed
in the configuration shown in Fig. B.16, and external forces acting on the IOLab-block system in the same
configuration, respectively. No automatic feedback was provided on either question. From the 9 students
answering the first and 8 students answering the second, we identified four instances of students using the
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Figure B.16: Context for ‘Identifying horizontal forces’ and ‘Identifying external forces’ feedback
questions.
Figure B.17: Frequency of different numbers of tries to correctly answer each feedback question. Labels
indicate number of students in each bin, colors indicate percent of participating students.
process of elimination (cycling through combinations of choices) in these two questions, using 7, 9, 10, and
18 tries to achieve a correct answer.
Spring Hz, Pendulum Hz, and Half Hz: These questions asked students to report their measured fre-
quency, in Hz, using the spring, string, and string folded in half, respectively. Both the spring and string
were included in the kit given at the beginning of the semester and were expected to have uniform spring
constant and lengths. No automatic feedback was provided on this question. We observed five instances of
students initially reporting the period (which could be directly measured from the IOLab software) instead
of the frequency. Once again, this error was spread across multiple students. We also observed one student
engaging in guessing behaviors on the Pendulum frequency question, using 11 tries to get a correct answer.
Half L: This question asked students to use the pendulum frequency they measured in a previous question
to calculate the length of their string when folded in half. On this question we saw some of the most ag-
gressive guessing behaviors from two students who had not previously engaged in guessing, using 14 and 21
tries.
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B.4.4 Discussion of Fall 2014 results
In this section we discuss student behavior in the pilot study and how it indicates the effect of changes
specific to the second pilot program.
Student participation after the format change
We observed that more than two thirds of students who started the prelecture pilot program did not complete
the program. This dropout rate was surprising given the high participation rate in the previous semester.
However, there are several possible explanations which are not necessarily independent of each other.
This iteration of the pilot program took place in the fall semester, which was the first semester of college for
the 22 students who identified themselves as freshmen. These students were recruited in the first week of
classes, before the course workload picked up for the semester. It is highly likely that many students (more
than those who contacted us directly) had underestimated the college workload and stopped participating
in order to free up more time for the many assignments in Physics 211 and in their other courses. This
likelihood is increased by the small amount of extra credit offered for participating in the program — the
students made the decision that participation was simply not worth their time.
An additional component of the decreasing student participation is that the prelecture supplement modules
asked too much of students. As in the previous semester, some of the video content exceeded the promised
5–10 minutes per week commitment. The shift in activities to free-response format, while ensuring that
students would use their IOLab equipment, also meant that students had to do the activities for themselves,
requiring much more of their time than they had committed to.
We did observe that the students who continued participating were frugal with their time, choosing not to
spend time viewing the prelecture videos, but still completing the IOLab activities. Students spent the least
time viewing videos that were not related to completing the task at hand. This behavior is consistent with Lin
et. al ’s findings that students in a hybrid introductory physics course consistently spent time viewing home
laboratory instruction videos but spent little time watching videos explaining physics content [198]. Both
results indicate that students value instruction videos as resources for completing independent experimental
tasks, but do not use videos with other content as a resource. In order to reduce instructor workload and
to make the lesson content seem less daunting to students, it may be best to reduce or omit the video types
that students are not choosing to use anyway.
The feedback problem
One of the objectives in this revised pilot implementation was to try to provide automated feedback to
students when possible, and if not possible to provide students with other methods of self-assessment. Based
on observations from the fall 2014 pilot, it seems that this ‘give students the answer’ version of feedback was
not necessarily effective.
The questions providing feedback appear to have been somewhat successful, based on the fact that most
participating students were able to correctly answer the feedback questions using a small number of tries. This
is an encouraging result. However, the number of measured quantities for which feedback could be provided
was extremely limited — most measurements involved too much variation for feedback to be possible. We
also note that several cases of ‘guess and check’ behavior arose when students could not get the correct
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answer in a small number of tries, indicating that students have a frustration threshold between trying to
make the measurement correctly and trying to get correctness feedback from the online system.
The questions that did not provide feedback seem to have had no predictable effect on students’ abilities
to correctly measure quantities. We saw a large variation in the numerical results students reported when
answering these questions. Although students were provided with video instructions showing what their
data should look like and how to do their basic analysis, and with ballpark estimates for their experimental
results, the wide spread of answers makes it unclear whether students used these resources.
The resources provided to students in the no-feedback questions were intended to help students engage in
metacognitive practices to monitor the success of their experimental procedure and to judge the reasonability
of their results. Although metacognitive statements have been observed from students engaged in highly-
structured laboratory tasks, it has been observed that these statements do not lead to sensemaking behavior
(e.g., having doubts about a measurement does not necessarily lead to confirming a correct procedure)
without the inclusion of specific, directed prompts in the lab handout [199]. This research result suggests
that if we wish to engage students in productive self-monitoring with home IOLab tasks, the tasks should
contain free-response prompts to explain their methods and results.
B.5 Pilot program as a whole: Discussion and conclusions
B.5.1 Self-regulation and self-assessment
An important consideration for implementation of independent IOLab tasks through a whole semester is the
effect of student motivation on self-regulated tasks. In both pilot iterations, we saw evidence of decreasing
student participation through the semester, indicating that we did not properly account for the interaction
between self-regulation and motivation.
Perhaps a major oversight in the development and implementation of these pilot programs was the assumption
that all students are self-regulated learners. That is, the researchers assumed all students would intrinsically
motivated to use the IOLab to build their physics knowledge without requiring a grade or feedback, and all
that would truly be required would be to show students what they could do with the device for them to
learn. This initially naive view was revised throughout the two pilot programs, as the researchers began to
include more science instruction, provide correctness feedback when possible, and to guide student attention
more in the experimental process. However, not all participants, and certainly not all students enrolled
in the introductory physics sequence, will exhibit the desired self-regulated behaviors of IOLab instruction
using this model, either by choice or by nature.
In his overview article on self-regulated learning, Zimmerman [200] describes self-regulated students suc-
cinctly: “Self-regulated students select and use self-regulated learning strategies to achieve desired academic
outcomes on the basis of feedback about learning effectiveness and skill.” Evidence indicates that self-
regulated learning strategies are correlated with better academic performance, but it is difficult to train
students to use these strategies. In fact, lower-performing students have been seen to exhibit non-self-
regulated behaviors like just doing what they’re told or working hard at the same thing instead of changing
strategy.
Self-assessment is another factor that is believed to influence student motivation, either through recognition
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of one’s agency in achieving self-development goals [201], or through self-efficacy [202, 203]. Although steps
were taken to provide students with self-feedback resources, it is not clear that these helped students’ self-
assessment skills. Subsequently, if students could not determine for themselves whether their work was
correct or not, they would become frustrated and feel that they are not learning, which would decrease their
motivation for the tasks. Training in experimental self-assessment appears to be critical, but such training
may be difficult to achieve in the current all-online lesson format.
Issues of self-regulation and self-assessment are difficult to address within a pilot program that does not also
have a classroom component or significant effect on student grades. Connecting home IOLab activities to
classroom IOLab intruction would allow non-self-regulating students a dedicated time and space to develop
ideas and practices that might continue to be used in the home assignments. Follow-up in class would
provide direct motivation to do the home task: failing to complete the home IOLab task would leave students
unprepared for tasks assigned in class. Furthermore, class time where an instructor provides appropriate
scaffolding could be used to train students to self-assess their experimental results.
B.5.2 Worrying about correctness
One of the major concerns throughout the clinical studies in the previous chapter and the pilot programs in
this chapter was ensuring that students were able to obtain experimental results that could be easily evaluated
for correctness. In these two pilot studies we found that this objective was very difficult to achieve: when
we first tried using qualitative observations, students seemed to not use their IOLab equipment at all, and
when we asked students to report numbers the majority of the experimental tasks had too much inherent
variation to be automatically evaluated by the online system. Many resources were provided in the second
semester to support students’ correct completion of experimental tasks, but those resources (whether used
by students or not) were not able to ensure reasonable answers from students.
Given the affordances of the smartPhysics platform and the IOLab system, it may be that these correct
experimental outcomes should not be the main focus of home IOLab instruction. It is not clear that
getting the right answer when carrying out an experimental task means a student has improved their physics
understanding. In many ways, the implementation of home IOLab instruction up to this point has used
the same format and pedagogical assumptions as classroom introductoroy physics labs that use step-by-step
instructions to get students to verify a physics concept. It has been shown that these types of labs do not
affect student exam scores, suggesting that this type of instruction does not help students internalize physics
concepts in a way that is assessed and rewarded in their introductory physics courses [29, 151].
B.6 Moving forward
Following these pilot studies, we decided that the next step was to incorporate the IOLab into the lab
portion of Physics 211 as part of a new laboratory reform project. While still drawing from previous
experience in these pilot programs to ask better questions and leverage the affordances of the smartPhysics




Detailed demographic information for
study population
This appendix presents the demographic information for students enrolled in Physics 211 during the Spring
2016, Fall 2016, and Spring 2017 semesters. All data were obtained from the Office of the Registrar. Self-
reported demographic details about the instructors of the sections studied to evaluate the reform pilot are
also presented.
C.1 Student demographic information
Student demographic information is shown in Tables C.1 to C.3.
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Table C.1: Demographic information for Spring 2016. All values are percentages.













79.3 20.7 34.5 0 10.3 27.6 0 0 27.6
Wed. 10am
(N=31)
80.6 19.4 29.0 3.2 3.2 6.5 0 0 58.1
Thurs. 8am
(N=29)
89.7 10.3 24.1 0 10.3 13.8 6.9 0 44.8
All IOLab
(N=89)




75.9 24.1 20.7 10.3 10.3 17.2 3.4 0 37.9
Wed. 10am
(N=33)
81.8 18.2 24.2 3.0 3.0 3.0 6.1 0 45.5
All Trad.
(N=62)
79.0 21.0 22.6 6.5 6.5 9.7 4.8 0 41.9
Whole course
(N=1203) 76.7 23.3 24.1 2.5 8.9 16.2 3.5 0.5 44.3
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Table C.2: Demographic information for Fall 2016. All values are percentages. One Native Hawaiian
and Pacific Islander (NHPI) student was enrolled in the overall course this semester but was not in
any of the selected lab sections.













75.9 24.1 20.7 0 3.4 24.1 3.4 6.9 37.9
Fri. 10am
(N=27)
70.4 29.6 29.6 7.4 11.1 29.6 0 0 22.2
Fri. 12pm
(N=29)
82.8 17.2 13.8 0 20.7 17.2 0 0 48.3
Fri. 2pm
(N=29)
65.5 34.5 44.8 0 3.4 20.7 3.4 0 31.0
Fri. 4pm
(N=33)
78.8 21.2 36.4 6.1 9.1 48.5 0 0 6.1
All IOLab
(N=147)




71.9 28.1 31.3 3.1 6.3 9.4 0 0 50.0
Thurs. 10am
(N=29)
79.3 20.7 27.6 0 6.9 24.1 10.3 0 31.0
All Trad.
(N=61)
77.0 23.0 29.5 1.6 6.6 16.4 4.9 0 41.0
Whole course
(N=803) 74.7 25.3 28.4 1.7 6.2 23.9 3.5 0.5 35.6
Lab practical data from this section were not available for analysis.
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Table C.3: Demographic information for Spring 2017. All values are percentages. One NHPI student
was enrolled in the overall course this semester but was not in any of the selected lab sections.













67.7 32.3 19.4 0 16.1 22.6 3.2 0 38.7
Thurs. 10am
(N=32)
56.3 43.8 21.9 3.1 0 15.6 0 0 59.4
Thurs. 12pm
(N=31)
89.7 10.3 24.1 0 10.3 13.8 6.9 0 54.8
All IOLab
(N=94)




71.0 29.0 32.3 0 19.4 6.5 0 0 41.9
Thurs. 10am
(N=32)
65.6 34.4 18.8 6.3 3.1 15.6 6.3 3.1 46.9
Thurs. 12pm
(N=32)
78.1 21.9 31.3 3.1 3.1 12.5 3.1 0 46.9
All Trad.
(N=95)
71.6 28.4 27.4 3.2 8.4 11.6 3.2 1.0 45.3
Whole course
(N=1148) 70.6 29.4 25.0 2.8 10.6 19.3 3.3 0.4 38.5
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C.2 Instructor demographic information
Below are the race, presented gender, and academic position of the laboratory instructors for the lab sections
studied in this project. Each item in a list is a different individual. Instructors who taught more than
one section have those sections listed together. We do not intend to fully discuss the implications of this
information, but acknowledge that these factors may have an impact on classroom dynamics.
Spring 2016:
Wednesday 8am and 10am IOLab: female, white graduate student (author)
Thursday 8am IOLab: male, white professor
Wednesday 8am and 10am Traditional: male, white graduate student (author comparison)
Fall 2016:
Friday 8am and 10am IOLab: female, white graduate student (author)
Friday 12pm IOLab: male, white graduate student
Friday 2pm IOLab: female, international (asian) graduate student
Friday 4pm IOLab: male, white graduate student
Friday 8am and 10am Traditional: male, white graduate student (author comparison)
Spring 2017:
Thursday 8am IOLab: female, international (asian) graduate student (returning instructor)
Thursday 10am IOLab: male, white graduate student (returning instructor)
Thursday 12pm IOLab: male, white graduate student
Thursday 8am Traditional: male, white graduate student
Thursday 10am Traditional: female, white graduate student
Thursday 12pm Traditional: male, white graduate student
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Appendix D
Sample lab activity from the
traditional lab
This appendix provides a sample of the worksheet packet completed by students in the traditional labs.
The packet contains a cover sheet, a three page prelab worksheet students turned in out the beginning of
the class, and an eighteen page worksheet containing five experimental activities (‘investigations’) to be
completed during the 110-minute class section.
Students completed nine worksheet packets during the full semester of Physics 211. The sample file provided
here is representative of both the typical length and scaffolding style of all the work completed by students
in the traditional lab format. Features to note in the worksheet include extremely detailed instructions for
software use, experiment setup, calculations to carry out, and results to report and discuss. The extensive
explanations and directions, along with the use of TA checkboxes, were intended to ensure all students could
quickly achieve correct outcomes for their experiments.
The worksheet sample is attached to this document as the file traditional lab worksheet.pdf.
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Appendix E
Content log and written report
sample from video analysis
Included in this appendix are the content log and one of the submitted written reports from a student
group completing the experimental portion of the lab practical. The content log is annotated to indicate the
presence of ‘experiment elements’ as defined in Chapter 6.
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Fall 2016 L4A Group 1 
3 students  
0:06 Why does he think the way he does
0:08 Long pause, B, C reading
0:16 C proposes using energy equations to find…
0:21 No we’re talking about “why he thinks the way he
does”
0:25 C, A establish something about assumptions when dropping, that the only force will be gravity
0:32 “Yeah, but that’s not true!” (sing songy, A does a little jazz hands)
0:35 Clarify claim: “he’s assuming there’s no drag force”
0:39 All three writing without talking
2:01 So what do we do, what’s our experiment?
2:08 Drop cotton balls, we’re going to drop cotton balls (A gestures, smiling, kind of shrugging?)
2:16 A, “like, I mean we have to fluff that up, but..” still smiling, gesturing (I think “fluff that up” refers to
fleshing out the plan? Not fluffing up cotton balls)
2:20 What do we need to measure? Time. (C laughs, sarcastically: “wow, mind blowing!”)
2:33 A jokes that they’re measuring space with a timer, C jokes back about measuring bending of
spacetime curvature
2:51 Writing, not talking
3:16 A proposes strategy “So I guess drop it two times from each height and time it”
3:26 Writing, not talking
3:47 What do you start from? Because the timer has to hit zero (referring to the prompt)
3:55 A clarifies, “that would be in that thing [the contest described in the prompt]” Reframes into their
experiment: use a height you know, use timer to see how fast it gets down
4:12 "If it works, then t squared times acceleration of gravity will equal the distance we started off on"
4:21 Equation checked between group, A says it, then asked to explain how he got it, refers to
x=1/2at^2, they laugh
4:56 Writing without talking
6:52 C checks with A that they got the same equation
7:01 Writing, not talking
7:10 So I guess we actually have to do the experiment, C looks from seat over at table with materials
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7:15 Writing, not talking
7:36 How many “runs” should they do? At least three? Two at two different heights? They should do
three different heights. Which would mean six runs. It wouldn’t take that long. But A wants to do two
and two heights
8:07 Alright where’s the meter sticks. C says she’ll grab meter stick and cotton ball, gets up for materials
8:16 C away from table getting supplies, A and B writing without talking
8:42 C returns with meter stick, stopwatch, cotton ball, and sits down. No talking
8:55 Writing without talking
9:13 A plays with stopwatch a little
9:25 C plays dropping cotton ball
9:32 A reading prompt, “write a report of your experiment” Trying to clarify what they have to write, 
what “write a report” means. They interpret that it means “state your observations and data and draw a
conclusion.”
10:10 Writing
10:18 C, “Oh you know what, we’re gonna need a calculator” gets one out, A already has one, C puts it
away
10:24 So what are we doing
10:26 Choosing height: “let’s pick a nice round number like 100”
10:34 Who wants to time
10:40 Choosing second height. 150? 200! C laughs
10:50 Writing
11:00 C comments that if they do 100 and 200 the predicted time should be higher by factor of root 2,
“Isn’t that convenient”
11:11 Alright. A seems ready to go now? C checks what the heights are
11:22 C comments, “this is gonna be hard to time” while A gets up from seat, walks over toward meter
stick, sounds like A says C should count down
11:30 C checking if meter stick is straight
11:33 B checks they have a stopwatch
11:39 Adjustment to use table to help hold meter stick straight, A and C fuss with meter stick to
determine whether it’s actually vertical or at an angle. Seems pretty good and they’re ready to go
12:20 C suggests the should use the pole nearby (to keep the meter stick vertical), they end up not doing
it




13:05 “Did you just get it?” A passes stopwatch to C, “it’s not timing” The stopwatch isn’t working     
properly
13:16 C gets up to get new stopwatch. (Unclear if A and B are chatting or voice recorder is picking up 
chatter from other group. Either way, it is inaudible)
13:56 C comes back, they grab A’s smartphone to use as a timer
14:02 Waiting while A pulls up stopwatch app
14:08 Trial 1 retry. A shows time measurement, C laughs
14:24 Uh, write that down.
14:27 A comments about how this was the first try, maybe they shouldn’t count that one “but it gives us
a good idea”
14:39 They wait as C writes
15:02 Establish what they’re doing now: Is this trial 1 again?
15:07 Trial 2? Laughing after
15:16 A says something about it being hard to time? “It starts here but it stops over there” (Maybe he
means that it takes too long to move his finger from the start to stop button on his phone? Overall I
think this comment is about how short the time interval is.)
15:22 C proposes maybe they should do something else (I can’t hear exactly what), group picks up idea
to measure from “the very top”
15:30 A suggests doing 150 (cm), “yeah, maybe that’s a better idea”
15:43 data collection from 150cm, laughing
15:50 C: “This is so difficult to time! (laughing)” “There has to be a better way” but none of the other
stopwatches work
16:07 Let’s try again.
16:15 Data collection from 150cm. C laughs, A shows time. “So we’re going with .4?” “Sure” They write it
down
16:26 Writing
16:42 Trial 2. They adjust meter stick, collect data, laugh, shrug at time value. “Should we use that or
should we try again?”
17:10 Suggested to do three trials
17:13 We’ll see what this one is, and if it’s closer to seven three we’ll keep seven three and the next one
(A has proposed only keeping the data which are consistent with each other)
17:20 Data collection, check time, “three six” “we’ll call that trial number two” they record result, laugh
17:39 Time for 200cm. A and C switch roles because C cannot reach high enough. More fussing with    
meter stick to make sure it’s straight.
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18:05 Data collection. Needs to be redone (C laughing, possibly stopwatch operator error as the cause)
18:17 Data collection.
18:25 C realizes she is not interpreting the countdown the same that A is (he drops on one)
18:35 Data collection, share recorded time, write it down quickly
18:52 Data collection (Trial 2). Share recorded time, “Are you sure?” “Yeah, we can do that again”
19:12 Data collection (Trial 2 retry). Time is similar to previous attempt of Trial 2. “It’s weird” laughing
19:25 Going over the times recorded: Trial 2 and Trial 2 retry are similar times so they’re probably “what
it’s actually supposed to be”
19:34 Transition to all sit down, writing
19:50 C begins calculating, rest of group writing, waiting, not talking
20:28 C examines meter stick silently
20:35 A, C confirm height used, that it is in meters
20:46 C back to calculating, saying what she’s plugging in.
20:57 “What the – whaat?” Reports result, “It’s point seven eight, that is so strange”
21:09 Writing, C calculating
21:19 B checks what they got for the first one, C shares result
21:25 C gets result for 2m height, long pause, “oh wait wait wait, I’m wrong, crap, I’m sorry. This
calculator is weird, ok?”
21:46 C reports corrected predicted time values, “that makes a lot more sense”
22:08 A asks, “Do we need to do that second bit again?” “That is weird” They decide to redo the 2m
measurement [So after calculating the prediction, their 2m results are suspect]
22:18 C says maybe she shouldn’t do the time, she has “really bad reaction time” B will try instead.
22:25 Get up to retake data
22:35 B establishes countdown protocol with A
22:52 Data collection (they check the meter stick is straight). B reads value (.79), inaudible comment,
they write down number, “that makes sense”
23:25 Data collection, report result, record result
23:36 As group moving to sit down, B asks if they should do the first height again.
23:41 A: “Those are close enough” B: “Close enough?!”
23:44 A clarifying what “close enough” means: the prediction uses 9.8 for acceleration, “so the fact that
they’re different is showing that Jamie isn’t right”
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23:53 Objection: But shouldn’t they (the two heights?) be different in the same way? In the first one the
predicted time is higher but in the second the predicted time is lower
24:05 It doesn’t make sense for the predicted time to be higher because of the drag force (not fully
fleshed out)
24:11 Okay, okay, they can take the data again. Laughing, they get up to collect more data.
24:25 Data collection. Time reported but not recorded, they comment that the cotton ball bounced off
the meter stick
24:40 Data collection attempt 2. They get the same time (as what? Idk)
24:57 They sit down. Trying to figure out what to do “We don’t have to say what it actually is, we just
have to say if he’s right”
25:10 Writing without talking
25:33 Should we do a percent error? Sure. Someone should calculate the average and percent
difference.
25:50 Writing without talking
26:00 C starts calculating quietly while others write
26:14 Reports averages to group, “Who would’ve thought”
26: Calculating, writing without talking
26:37 Reports percent errors (22, 25%)
26:56 Writing, no talking
27:43 B going over wording, are they expected to write a whole lab report? What do they mean write a
separate report? Interpret
28:01 What is the experiment end time? Have they even finished since they still have to write?
28:22 B asks TA what the “report” wording means – they are told to write enough that if they were to
give it to someone else that the person would believe them
28:41 Back to writing
29:04 C checks the start time A wrote down
29:08 B checks with group how the predicted time was calculated
29:19 Back to writing, C puts materials away
30:02 C returns, looks over what she has written, while A, B still writing. No talking
31:09 A is establishing the conclusion statement? For both heights they were different by like 25% so
clearly there are other forces acting on it
31:33 writing, no talking. C is done writing but waits for group.
32:35 B, C done, write down end time. A still writing.
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33:08 brief conversation about stopping voice recorder (A interacts) 
33:22 A back to writing, B and C wait for him to finish. C tossing cotton ball back and forth while waiting. 
34:48 A finished writing, records end time 
Researcher comments: This group was interesting to watch. They were able to quickly design a 
procedure, but never established a clear criteria for evaluating the claim. They were very concerned 
with dropping from the correct height, but used internal consistency to evaluate whether their time 
data were adequate. I find it interesting, as well, that their calculation of the predicted times spurred 
them to go back and retake their data (and not just because the first measurement was “strange” 
since they also did it for the second one). And then after rechecking based on the predictions they go 
on to conclude that the basis of their predictions is wrong anyway? What a wild ride. 
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E.1 Results and conclusions from written work
IOLab students’ results and conclusions are shown in Table E.1. Conclusions are quoted directly from a single
group member’s report, but the researcher checked and the general ideas in each individual’s conclusions
are consistent with the sample presented here. Because of the direct quotes, student spelling errors are left
intact.
Table E.1: Results and quoted conclusions from IOLab groups. Cotton ball fall times are labeled “C,”
values of predictions are labeled “P,” and hex nut fall times are labeled “HN.”
Analysis result Group’s concluding statement (Direct quote)
1 m, C: 0.473 s, HN: 0.483 s
2 m, C: 0.66 s, HN: 0.613 s
(Avg. from three trials)
The nut fell slower than the cotton ball (on the 1m) but it was most likely
due to human error on the timing. The nut fell faster on the 2 m test,





as height increases, Jamie’s method becomes less accurate,
specifically due to the effect of air resistance.
2 m, C: 0.592 ± 0.08 s
Acceleration: a = 5.71 m/s2
(Avg. from five trials)
After 5 trials to measure the time elapsed when the cotton ball fell from a
height of 2 m the average time taken was 0.592 seconds with a 0.08 s
tolerance. The acceleration calculated was 5.71 m/s2, which was accurate
to a degree. Knowing this relationship, we can predict the time to fall
from any height.
0.5 m, C: 0.315 ± 0.015 s, P: 0.319 s
1.0 m, C: 0.435 ± 0.045 s, P: 0.4517 s
1.5 m, C: 0.5 ± 0.03 s, P: 0.5530 s
2.0 m, C: 0.635 ± 0.025 s, P: 0.6385 s
(Avg. from two trials)
The times we got during the experiment support Jaimie’s claim because
the data overlaps with the predicted time we got therefore the team can
trust Jaimie’s way. At position 1.5 m we didn’t get an overlap because we
were not fast enough with getting the times of those trials. But if the
team was to do it with higher heights it would be easier for the team to
get the correct time. Yes he is correct.
2 m, the eraser landed before the cotton
ball. (Result from single trial)
We found that the eraser hit the ground first and Jamie’s conclusion is
wrong. The air resistance had a greater affect on the cotton ball because
it has a larger cross section.
1.0 m, C: 0.4 ± 0.01 s, P: 0.452 s
1.2 m, C: 0.53 ± 0.01 s, P: 0.495 s
1.4 m, C: 0.61 ± 0.01 s, P: 0.534 s
1.6 m, C: 0.64 ± 0.01 s, P: 0.571 s
1.8 m, C: 0.74 ± 0.01 s, P: 0.606 s
(Single trials)
In conclusion, Jamie’s claim is incorrect. Time cannot be accurately
predicted using the kinematics equation. The cotton ball experiences too
large a degree of drag force when dropped heights greater than 1 m and
any height under 1 m is too short a time span to reasonably calculate with
human reaction time. The equation holds true for denser/heavier objects
such as screw bolts. They’re times were reasonably calculated.
Continued on next page
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Table E.1 – continued from previous page
Analysis result Group’s concluding statement (Direct quote)
1.0 m, C: 0.405 s, P: 0.451 s
1.5 m, C: 0.595 s, P: 0.553 s
2.0 m, C: 0.72 s, P: 0.639 s
(Avg. from three trials)
Looking at the data collected, there is a correllation between the height
dropped and the time it takes for the ball to hit the ground, so Jamie
could predict the time based on only given height. Looking at the
prediction from formula, it is slightly off due to error and other forces
acting on the ball (like air resistance). If Jamie were to predict time,
he’d have to take these other factors into account.
1.0 m, C: 0.58 ± 0.05 s, P: 0.45 s
1.5 m, C: 0.61 ± 0.02 s, P: 0.55 s
2.0 m, C: 0.70 ± 0.06 s, P: 0.64 s
(Avg. from three trials)
Our data proves that Jamie’s claim is incorrect. The experimental data
(even accounting for error) is significantly larger than the theoretical
value from Jamie’s claim. This is likely b/c it does not account for air
resistance/drag of the cotton ball.
1.0 m, C: 0.8 s, 0.45 s; P: 0.45 s
2.0 m, C: 0.65 s, 0.85 s; P: 0.638 s
(Results from two trials)
It seems that the data follows the trend 1
2
gt2 = h and that given more
accurate measuring tools, the experimental data should approach the
expected values given by the equation.
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Traditional lab students’ results and conclusions are shown in Table E.2. We note that one group’s written
work has been misplaced, so only seven groups’ work is available. Comments from these groups about ‘error’
appear to be referring to the difference between the measurement and the prediction, not the systematic
error on the measurements.
Table E.2: Results and quoted conclusions from Trad. groups. Cotton ball fall times are labeled “C,”
values of predictions are labeled “P,” and hex nut fall times are labeled “HN.”
Analysis result Group’s concluding statement (Direct quote)
1.5 m, C: 0.43 s, P: 0.553 s
2.0 m, C: 0.8 s, P: 0.638 s
(Avg. from three trials)
Our data indicates that Jamie is not right because there is a percent
difference of 22.2% for x=150 cm and 25.2% for x=200 cm between our




and was how we obtained our predicted time values 0.553 and 0.638
seconds. His method yielded values that are clearly inaccurate as shown
by the large percent error between the predicted and measured values. The
data thus indicates that there are other forces besides gravity acting on
the cotton.
0.5 m, C: 0.26 s, P: 0.319 s
1.0 m, C: 0.55 s, P: 0.452 s
1.5 m, C: 0.67 s, P: 0.553 s
2.0 m, C: 0.97 s, P: 0.639 s
Plot sketched with line through it
(Single trials)
Our data seems to indicate that there must be some air restance acting
on the cotton ball, as the time measured was vastly different from the
predicted. Our data seems to indicate that there is some sort of
relationship between height + time, but it is not the simple kinematic
relationship that Jamie claimed.
1.5 m, C: 0.585 s
(Avg. from four trials)
During this experiment, I came to the conclusion that Jamie’s claim is
wrong. This is due to the fact that the cotton ball is very light and when
dropped from a higher height air resistance play a huge role. If we factor
in air resistance and reduce the surface area of the cotton ball by
compressing the cotton ball we can the cotton ball to fall at any height
which will hit the ground at exactly 0.0 secs if we are given a height.
2.0 m, C: 0.8375 s, P: 0.639 s
C-P=0.1985, add to next prediction
2.75 m, C: 0.9157 s, P*: 0.94726 s
(Avg. from four, seven trials)
We tried to measure the discrepancy b/w the predicted fall time and the
actual fall time to “measure” time differences due to air resistance/drag.
Then, we applied that time discrepancy to a new height to predict the
measured time. We were off by 3.33%.....which is pretty good. Despite
the limited-ness of the experiment, based solely off the margin of error,
we can say we can semi-accurately predict the fall time.
Continued on next page
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Table E.2 – continued from previous page
Analysis result Group’s concluding statement (Direct quote)
0.4 m, C:0.303 s, P: 0.286 s
0.8 m, C: 0.413 s, P: 0.404 s
1.2 m, C: 0.506 s, P: 0.495 s
1.6 m, C: 0.613 s, P: 0.571 s
2.0 m, C: 0.663 s, P: 0.639 s
(Avg. from three trials)
The average experimental time is slightly higher for all due to air
resistance. Therefore, you cannot determine time based on height alone
unless you test in conditions that exclude air resistance. While our
predictions were close, they were consistently lower than actual values, so
this isn’t the most accurate way to predict time.
1.0 m, a: 9.768 m/s2
1.25 m, a: 9.8 m/s2
1.5 m, a: 10.38 m/s2
1.75 m, a: 9.254 m/s2
From the results of our experiment, we can conclude that Jamie’s claim
is correct. The average acceleration is 9.8005 m/s2 with a standard
deviation of 0.46181 m/s2 so since the three variables can be related




and a is constant, you can find t if you
know h and vice versa.
1.2 m, C: 0.552 s, P: 0.4947 s
2.0 m, C: 0.706 s, P: 0.6389 s
(Avg. from ten trials)
Since there was a considerable amount of error in our expiraments, we
can assume that mass and acceleration of gravity are not the only things
needed to take into consideration. The force of the air against the cotton
ball is not negligible. The cotton ball is not in free fall, so the net force,
hence the acceleration, is not the same. The acceleration of the cotton
ball is smaller than gravity, requiring more time to reach the ground.
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Appendix F
Revised versions of data analysis
assessment questions
This appendix shows the revised versions of the data analysis questions included in the written portion of
the lab practical used to compare students from the IOLab and traditional lab instruction formats. Results
from implementing the main (i.e., used in two of the three semesters studied) versions of these questions and
these alternate versions are discussed in Chapter 7.
F.1 Question 1, Spring 2017 version
We chose to adjust the first written question on the lab practical in an early attempt to probe whether raising
the percent error of the hypothetical data over 5% (a threshold cited by students in previous semesters) would
influence them to change their conclusion about the data. All values from the original question were increased
by 0.04 seconds, making the percent error between the average and the prediction 6.3%. A visualization of
this change is provided in Fig. F.1.
F.2 Question 2, Spring 2016 version
Our analysis of students’ responses to Question 2 led us to change the wording and data values presented
in the question for subsequent semesters. The original version of the question is presented in Fig. F.2 with
differences from the later version indicated using red text.
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(a) Original version given in Spring and Fall 2016.
(b) Version given in Spring 2017.
Figure F.1: Comparison of values given to students in Question 1 in the original and revised versions.
Figure F.2: Original version of question 2. Changes are shown in red.
b. To further investigate, the student now does a second experiment to see if the period T of
a pendulum is actually independent of the amplitude A (defined as the release angle of the
pendulum).
After doing multiple trials, she obtains the results shown in the table below. The ± symbol is
used to indicate uncertainty.
Amplitude A (deg) Period T (s)
5± 2 2.05± 0.05
25± 2 2.06± 0.1
40± 4 2.12± 0.1
67± 6 2.23± 0.2
Based on these data, should the student conclude that the period is independent of
the amplitude? Why or why not?
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Figure F.3: Visualizations of data given to students in Question 2 in Spring 2016, using different
display methods to emphasize patterns students would see based on their reasoning approach.
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